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Chapter 1. Introduction
The United States (U.S.) Department of the Interior (DOI), Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation),
Albuquerque Area Office has prepared this Taos Indian Water Rights Settlement Mutual-Benefit
Projects (projects) NEPA Compliance Programmatic Environmental Assessment (programmatic
EA) to analyze the potential impacts on the human and natural environment from funding projects
authorized under the Taos Pueblo Indian Water Rights Settlement Agreement (Settlement
Agreement [Included as Appendix A of this programmatic EA]).
Reclamation prepared the programmatic EA in accordance with the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 (NEPA; 42 United States Code [USC] 4321 et seq.); the Council on Environmental
Quality’s (CEQ) Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of NEPA (40 Code of
Federal Regulations [CFR] 1500–1508); the DOI’s NEPA regulations (43 CFR 46); Executive Order
13807; and other relevant federal and state laws and regulations. These require that the DOI
consider the potential environmental impacts of a proposed action before making a decision.

1.1 Background
1.1.1 Project Background
The Settlement Agreement resolved water rights claims in the Taos Valley involved in the general
stream adjudication in the U.S. District Court, entitled State of New Mexico ex rel. State Engineer v.
Abeyta and Arellano, Nos. 69cv07896 BB and 69cv07939 BB (District of New Mexico, filed Feb. 4,
1969). Congress approved, ratified, and confirmed the Settlement Agreement in the Claims
Resolution Act of 2010 (Title V of Public Law 111-291). The U.S. District Court approved the
Settlement Act and Settlement Agreement through a partial final decree on February 11, 2016, that is
final and non-appealable. The parties to the Settlement Agreement with the Pueblo were the Taos
Valley Acequia Association and its 55 member acequias, the Town of Taos, the El Prado Water and
Sanitation District (EPWSD), the 12 Taos Area Mutual Domestic Water Consumer’s Associations,
the State of New Mexico, and the United States.
The primary purposes of the Settlement Agreement (see page 1) are listed below:
•
•
•

•

Avoid the cost and uncertainty of litigation
Provide finality with respect to the quantification of Taos Pueblo’s water rights
Provide an opportunity for non-Pueblo irrigators in the Taos Valley to preserve their
acequias and for other non-Pueblo water rights owners to protect, develop, and maintain
their water uses while establishing a means by which the Pueblo may put its decreed right to
beneficial use
Restore, preserve, and protect the Taos Pueblo Buffalo Pasture
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•

Foster cooperation among all Taos Valley residents regarding the allocation and use of water
supplies

The parties to the Settlement Agreement agreed to plan, design, and construct projects, as described
in Articles 6 and 7 of the Settlement Agreement. These projects involve groundwater wells, water
storage, and a stream gage. 1
Section 507 of the Settlement Act authorizes and directs Reclamation to provide financial assistance
in the form of grants for parties to the Settlement Agreement to plan, permit, design, engineer, and
construct the projects in accordance with the Settlement Agreement.
Reclamation’s obligation to provide financial assistance is the reason it must perform NEPA
compliance analysis (see Section 509(e)(2) of the Settlement Act). To satisfy this requirement,
Reclamation is preparing this programmatic EA to analyze the projects as a whole. The goal is to
support and streamline any future, site-specific, NEPA compliance analyses for individual projects,
as needed.

1.2 Description of the Project Area and Area of Analysis
The project area is in the Taos Valley, at the western base of the Sangre de Cristo Mountain Range
in Taos County, New Mexico. The area of analysis consists of fifteen 40-acre grid cells in the Taos
Valley where the project wells have been authorized to be located and the 9-acre water pipeline and
electrical line route identified by the EPWSD to service two of its wells authorized under the
Settlement Agreement (Figure 1-1. Area of Analysis). The 40-acre grid cell locations were informed
by the results of the New Mexico Office of the State Engineer (NMOSE) Taos Area Calibrated
Groundwater Flow Model (Attachment 3 of the Settlement Agreement; NMOSE 2006; 2012). The
grid cells are used as the area of analysis because most of the project planning, designing, and
engineering to determine the exact locations of wells and associated facilities has not yet been done.
While a 40-acre grid cell provides flexibility in well siting and related infrastructure siting (e.g., pump
houses) the actual footprint of each well installation in the grid cell is expected to be much less than
40 acres. Conveyance infrastructure (e.g., water pipelines and electrical lines) would likely extend
outside of the 40-acre grid cell.
The Settlement Agreement allows parties to plan the final location of certain projects outside of the
40-acre grid cells. This scenario is not part of the programmatic EA analysis, so further NEPA
analysis would need to be performed for such locations if identified and proposed.

A stream gage is a location where hydrologists and environmental scientists measure or record the amount of water
flowing in the river or stream.

1
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1.3 Purpose of and Need for the Proposed Action
The purpose of Reclamation’s action is to comply with its obligations under the Settlement
Agreement and the Claims Resolution Act of 2010 (Title V of Public Law 111-291). The need for
Reclamation’s action is to provide individual funding for settlement parties to plan, permit, design,
engineer, and construct the projects in accordance with the Settlement Agreement.

1.4 Related Requirements and Activities
Reclamation is required to comply with NEPA by analyzing the effects of the projects on the natural
and human environment. This programmatic EA provides general analysis of the projects as a whole
to support and streamline future site-specific NEPA compliance for individual projects. It is one of
many forms of NEPA compliance involved in the implementation of the Settlement Agreement.
Additional NEPA and other environmental compliance analyses, including permitting by the
NMOSE, will be required before wells are drilled and put into production (Figure 1-2. Illustration
of Mutual-Benefit Project Compliance Processes).
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Figure 1-2. Illustration of Mutual-Benefit Project Compliance Processes
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Chapter 2. Proposed Action and Alternatives
2.1 No Action Alternative
Under the No Action Alternative, there would be no federal action; that is, Reclamation would not
authorize the use of federal funds to support the planning, permitting, designing, engineering, and
construction of the projects. Because federal funding would not be provided for the projects, it is
too speculative to analyze construction of the projects using additional funding secured from
elsewhere; therefore, the No Action Alternative analyzed in this programmatic EA is no
construction of the projects. This alternative would not satisfy the purpose of and need for the
Proposed Action because it would not comply with Reclamation’s obligations under the Settlement
Agreement and Settlement Act.

2.2 Proposed Action
Under the Proposed Action, Reclamation would provide financial assistance in the form of grants
on a non-reimbursable basis to eligible Settlement Agreement parties to plan, permit, design,
engineer, and construct the projects, in accordance with the Settlement Agreement (see Section 10.1
of the Settlement Agreement and Section 507(a) of the Settlement Act).
Under the Proposed Action, 14 projects would be eligible to receive federal funding, in accordance with
the Settlement Agreement, and would include groundwater wells, water storage, and a stream gage. 2 The
settlement parties would implement projects, which would include drilling, use, and maintenance of
water supply wells, mitigation wells, and, for the Arroyo Seco Arriba Project, deep aquifer storage and
recovery (ASR) wells or one or more surface storage reservoirs (see Table 2-1. Mutual-Benefit Projects
Summary Table). The water wells may be located in the 40-acre grid cells 3 where projects have been
authorized by the Settlement Agreement (see Figure 1-1. Area of Analysis). 4

Associated costs of implementing the Proposed Action, as well as which party will be or may be responsible for certain
portions of funding, would be in accordance with Articles 6 and 10 of the Settlement Agreement (see Section 10.2 of the
Settlement Agreement).
3 “Grid cell” refers to the 40-acre grid cells informed by the results of the NMOSE Taos Area Calibrated Groundwater
Flow Model (Attachment 3 of the Settlement Agreement; NMOSE 2006; 2012). The Settlement Agreement allows
parties to plan the final location of the mitigation wells or certain projects outside of the 40-acre grid cells. This scenario
is not part of the programmatic EA analysis, so further NEPA analysis would need to be performed for such locations
once identified and proposed.
4 The Settlement Agreement allows parties to plan the final location of or certain projects outside of the 40-acre grid
cells. This scenario is not part of the programmatic EA analysis, so further NEPA analysis would need to be performed
for such locations if identified and proposed.
2
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Table 2-1. Mutual-Benefit Projects Summary Table
Project

Owner/Operator/Installer
(if Designated by the
Settlement Agreement)

Current Status1

Stream Gage (Settlement Agreement, Section 6.1.4)
Acequia Madre del
Acequia Madre del Prado
Specific location not yet proposed.
Prado Stream Gage
Mitigation Wells (Settlement Agreement, Section 7.3.3.1.5)
Specific location not yet proposed.
Mitigation Well A: Rio Upper Arroyo Hondo MDWCA
Hondo
Mitigation Well B: Rio Upper Ranchitos MDWCA
Specific location not yet proposed.
Lucero/Rio Pueblo de
Taos
Mitigation Well C: Rio Town of Taos
Specific location not yet proposed.
Fernando de Taos
Mitigation Well D: Rio Llano Quemado MDWCA
Specific location not yet proposed.
Grande del Rancho
Mitigation Well E: Rio Acequia Madre del Rio
Specific location not yet proposed.
Chiquito
Chiquito, Acequia del Monte
Water Supply Wells (Settlement Agreement, Sections 6.2.5, 6.3.1.4, and 6.3.1.5)
Bataan Well
Town of Taos
Specific location not yet proposed.
Rio Pueblo Well
Town of Taos
Specific location not yet proposed.
Klauer Well
Town of Taos
Specific location not yet proposed.
National Guard Well
Town of Taos
Specific location not yet proposed.
Camino Del Medio
Town of Taos
The well has been drilled and needs to be
Well
equipped.
Rio Grande Well
EPWSD
The initial well site has been abandoned, and a
secondary site has not yet been proposed.
Midway Wells #5 and EPWSD
An initial test well has been drilled and test
#63
pumping has been completed. The initial well
did not meet the well capacity authorized by the
Settlement Agreement; a supplemental well has
been drilled to meet the authorized capacity.
Arroyo Seco Arriba Project (Settlement Agreement, Section 6.1.1)
Arroyo Seco Arriba
Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero
Specific location not yet proposed.
Project (ASR Wells #1 y del Arroyo Seco
and #2)2
Arroyo Seco Arriba
Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero
No potential locations for the reservoir(s) have
Project (Surface
y del Arroyo Seco
been identified.
storage reservoir[s])2

Current status is as of March 2020.
These are the two options for the Arroyo Seco Arriba project, and no details have been developed for which option
would be selected or how it would be developed.
3 These wells were referred to as Midway Wells #1 and #2 in the public scoping materials.
1
2
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If, based on water quality testing of the groundwater wells, the water would require treatment to
meet applicable standards for its proposed use, (i.e., irrigation, discharge to surface streams, or
drinking water), treatment to meet local and state standards could be achieved through a variety of
methods, such as using a water treatment plant, adding chlorine, or drilling a well in an alternate
location that has different water quality. These methods would require additional permitting and
compliance.
2.2.1 Stream Gage
To help implement the Settlement Agreement and the water sharing provisions of Article 8, a stream
gage would be installed to measure flows on the Rio Lucero at the diversion of the Acequia Madre
del Prado (see Settlement Agreement, Section 6.1.4). Surface disturbance associated with gage
installation is expected to be minimal. Existing roads would be used to access the location. The exact
location for installation of the gage in the vicinity of the diversion has not yet been determined.
2.2.2 Mitigation Wells
The new mitigation wells authorized in Article 7 of the Settlement Agreement would extract
groundwater during irrigation season from a deep aquifer (model layer 5 5 or below from the
NMOSE Taos Area Calibrated Groundwater Flow Model; NMOSE 2006; 2012) connected to the
Rio Grande. 6 Figure 2-1. Schematic of Taos Valley Aquifer System, illustrates a deep mitigation well
extending into the deep aquifer, compared with a shallow well drilled into the shallow aquifer. The
mitigation well system would discharge certain amounts of water into surface tributaries to the Rio
Grande (identified in Settlement Agreement Section 7.3.3.1.9), which are fed by springs and runoff
from the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. The water would be available for diversion from the surface
tributaries for irrigation use (Settlement Agreement, Section 7.3.3.1.7).
The settlement parties agreed to an initial allocation of capacity for the mitigation wells and then
agreed to terms for use of supplemental or additional capacity if it exists (see Settlement Agreement
Sections 7.3.3.1.10 and 7.3.3.1.11). The initial allocation of capacity from all of the mitigation wells
combined would be up to 3,520 acre-feet per year (afy).
The types of facilities that may be constructed within each 40-acre grid cell for these new mitigation
wells generally include well pads for pumps and buildings, water pipelines, electrical lines, access
roads, water storage facilities, and water treatment facilities. 7 For purposes of analysis, Reclamation
estimates that these facilities, including temporary construction areas and long-term facility
footprints, would result in a combined 15 acres of surface disturbance in a 40-acre grid cell for each
mitigation well. It is expected that placement of some facilities would occur outside the 40-acre grid
cells to connect to the discharge point. These facilities are not analyzed in this programmatic EA,
but would be analyzed in future NEPA analysis as proposals are submitted to Reclamation for
Model layer 5 occurs from 500–900 feet below land surface (Shomaker 2017). These depths are measured at Taos
Pueblo and vary in other parts of the project area.
6 The Taos Regional Water Plan describes this connection between the deep aquifer and the Rio Grande (NMOSE
2016).
7 Facilities listed are intended to be a maximum list for analysis purposes. Not all facilities may be constructed for each
project. Facilities would be identified in final project designs and proposals.
5
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of Taos Valley Aquifer System

(Unconfined)

(Confined/Leaky-confined)

(Confined/Leaky-confined)

Source: Barroll 2013.
funding, if necessary. For example, any proposed pipelines for conveying water from mitigation
wells to the discharge points in the tributaries, as well as the water conveyance through those
tributaries to the diversion point, would be analyzed in future NEPA analysis.
2.2.3 Water Supply Wells
The EPWSD and the Town of Taos would apply for permits from the NMOSE and drill new water
supply wells into a deep aquifer under Article 6 of the Settlement Agreement to provide
groundwater production capacity necessary to satisfy the purposes outlined in Sections 6.2.5, 6.3.1.4,
and 6.3.1.5 of the Settlement Agreement. The wells would be connected to the existing municipal
water distribution systems for the EPWSD and the Town of Taos. This extraction and pumping
could occur year-round.
The Settlement Agreement (Section 6.2.5) requires pumping from the Town of Taos water supply
wells to be from model layers 6 and 7 8 from the NMOSE Taos Area Calibrated Groundwater Flow
Model (NMOSE 2006; 2012), except that pumping for the Bataan Well should be from model layers
4 and 5 or below (Settlement Agreement, Section 6.2.4.2), and 20 percent of the screen in the Rio
Pueblo well may be in model layer 5. 9 Pumping for the EPWSD must be from model layer 6 or
Model layer 6 occurs from 900–1,400 feet below land surface, and model layer 7 occurs from 1,400–3,100 feet below
land surface (Shomaker 2017). These depths are measured at Taos Pueblo and vary in other parts of the project area.
9 Model layer 4 occurs from 100–500 feet below land surface, and model layer 5 occurs from 500–900 feet below land
surface (Shomaker 2017). These depths are measured at Taos Pueblo and vary in other parts of the project area.
8
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below for the Rio Grande Well and from model layer 5, 6, or below 10 for the Midway Wells
(Settlement Agreement, Sections 6.3.1.4 and 6.3.1.5).
The types of facilities that may be constructed within each 40-acre grid cell for these new water
supply wells include well pads for pumps and buildings, water pipelines, electrical lines, access roads,
water storage facilities, and water treatment facilities. 11 For purposes of analysis, including temporary
construction areas and long-term facility footprints, these facilities are estimated to result in a
combined 15 acres of new surface disturbance in a 40-acre grid cell for each water supply well
(including for the two Midway wells). It is expected that placement of some facilities would occur
outside the 40-acre grid cells to connect to the existing systems. These facilities are not analyzed in
this programmatic EA, but would be analyzed in future NEPA analysis as proposals are submitted
to Reclamation for funding, if necessary.
Town of Taos

The settlement parties agreed not to protest an application to divert and consume up to 800 afy
combined from the Rio Pueblo, Klauer, National Guard, and Camino Del Medio wells operated by
the Town of Taos. Similarly, the settlement parties agreed not to protest an application to transfer
up to 70 afy of consumptive-use water rights for extraction from the Bataan Well (Settlement
Agreement, Section 6.5.1.2). Actual diversion amounts would be determined through well testing
and the NMOSE permitting process.
El Prado Water and Sanitation District

The settlement parties agreed not to protest an application to divert and consume up to 200 afy
from the El Prado Rio Grande well and up to 150 afy from the Midway wells (Settlement
Agreement, Section 6.5.1.2). Actual diversion amounts would be determined through well testing
and the NMOSE permitting process.
The initial test well for the Rio Grande well was drilled after separate NEPA analysis was completed;
however, the well failed to produce adequate capacity. A secondary well site has not yet been
determined. Because there is no known location information for this secondary well site, the Rio
Grande well was not analyzed in this programmatic EA. Any proposed alternative location will
require additional analysis and compliance once it is identified.
Of all of the 14 mutual-benefit projects, only the EPWSD’s Midway water supply wells have specific
locations identified. These existing well locations are shown in Figure 2-2, Midway Well Proposed
Water Pipelines and Electrical Lines Route. The Midway well (#5) underwent drilling and test
pumping, and it was determined that the initial test well failed to meet the groundwater pumping
capacity authorized in Section 6.3.1.5 of the Settlement Agreement. As a result, the EPWSD has
drilled a supplemental Midway test well (#6) to provide additional capacity, in combination with

Model layer 5 occurs from 500–900 feet below land surface, and model layer 6 occurs from 900–1,400 feet below land
surface (Shomaker 2017). These depths are measured at Taos Pueblo and vary in other parts of the project area.
11 Facilities listed are intended to be a maximum list for analysis purposes. Not all facilities may be constructed for each
project. Facilities would be identified in final project designs and proposals.
10
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Midway well #5. The supplemental Midway test well (#6) is located outside of the Midway well grid
cell, as permitted by the Settlement Agreement (Settlement Agreement, Section 6.3.1.5). The
location and drilling of these test wells was analyzed in separate NEPA analyses and permitted by
the NMOSE.
EPWSD has prepared plans for water pipelines and electrical lines to service the two Midway wells.
The identified route of the proposed lines was analyzed in this programmatic EA (see Figure 2-2,
Midway Well Proposed Water Pipelines and Electrical Lines Route). The lines would be placed in
the same trench, and construction of the trench is anticipated to temporarily disturb approximately 9
acres, assuming a 5-foot construction buffer on either side of the route.
For the purposes of this programmatic EA, Reclamation assumed that any needed new or improved
access roads would follow the same alignment as the proposed water pipeline and electrical pipeline
route. Because almost all of the trench would be in a previously disturbed highway right-of-way
(ROW), there would be very little new permanent disturbance from installing the water pipeline and
electrical line. There would be new disturbance from the ROW fence to the well location for the
water pipeline, electrical line, and access road.
Within the existing well pads for Midway Wells #5 and #6, additional buildings would be
constructed for possible uses, such as well head containment and chlorination. Construction of these
buildings is expected to disturb an additional estimated 0.02 acres that would be within the
disturbance estimated for the water pipeline and electrical line route. However, for purposes of
analysis, the two 40-acre grid cells containing these wells are analyzed as if up to 15 additional acres
of disturbance would occur in each grid cell.
Reclamation also surveyed a 5-acre area, including the area where these buildings would be placed,
when performing NEPA compliance for the test well pads before EPWSD drilled the test wells.
Additionally, the EPWSD would construct a new water storage tank to serve Midway Wells #5 and
#6 adjacent to two existing tanks on the District’s existing tank site (see Figure 2-2).
Midway Well #5 has undergone water quality testing, and all analyzed constituents were below U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) maximum contaminant level (MCL) limits (see Appendix
B, Hydrogeologic Testing Report, EPWSD Midway Well #5). No coliforms were detected, and total
dissolved solids were 104 milligrams per liter (mg/L). The EPWSD does not plan to construct new
treatment facilities for Midway Well #5, other than that for chlorination at the well site.
2.2.4 Arroyo Seco Arriba Project
The Arroyo Seco Arriba project, as authorized by Article 6 of the Settlement Agreement, allows for
water storage in the form of either ASR wells or one or more surface storage reservoirs. Surface
flows from the Rio Lucero would be diverted during times of higher flows and stored for use during
the irrigation season. The Settlement Agreement does not identify the location or design of one or
more surface storage reservoirs, and no reservoir site has been proposed. If one or more surface
storage reservoirs were proposed for construction, Reclamation would complete additional NEPA
analysis.
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An ASR well allows water to be pumped into a deep aquifer for temporary storage, then recovers
water from the deep aquifer at a later time. The two ASR wells authorized by the Settlement
Agreement would store and recover the surface flows of the Rio Lucero in the amount necessary to
provide up to 100 afy of depletion from the Rio Lucero, with a diversion not to exceed 260 afy, to
be used for irrigation by the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco (Settlement
Agreement, Section 6.1.1.1). Actual diversion and depletion amounts would be determined through
well testing and the NMOSE permitting process.
Each well would be approximately 1,000 feet deep. Extractions from the wells could occur between
May 1 and November 1 each year. Water diverted from the Rio Lucero would be conveyed to the
vicinity of the ASR project via a pipeline through the Taos Pueblo Tenorio Tract (see Settlement
Agreement Section 6.1.1.1). After recovery from the ASR well, the water would be delivered to the
Arroyo Seco near the point where the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco crosses the
Arroyo Seco (see Settlement Agreement Section 7.3.3.1.9.6). The proposed alignments for these
pipelines are not yet known but would be analyzed in future NEPA analysis if a specific proposal is
received.
The types of facilities that may be constructed within each 40-acre grid cell for the ASR wells include
water pipelines, well heads, pumps, electrical lines, access roads, water storage facilities, storage
buildings, and treatment facilities. For purposes of analysis, these facilities are estimated to result in a
combined 15 acres of surface disturbance in a 40-acre grid cell for each ASR well. 12 Facility
placement outside 40-acre grid cells is not analyzed in this programmatic EA but would be analyzed
in future NEPA analysis as proposals are submitted to Reclamation for funding if necessary.

Facilities listed are intended to be a maximum list for analysis purposes. Not all facilities may be constructed for each
project. Facilities would be identified in final project designs and proposals.

12
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Chapter 3. Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the existing conditions and the potential effects of the Proposed Action and
No Action Alternative. The analysis in this chapter is limited to the 40-acre grid cells in the Taos
Valley, where the project wells have been authorized, and the area of disturbance for the EPWSD
proposed water pipeline/electrical line/access road route (Figure 1-1. Area of Analysis).

3.2 Water Resources
3.2.1 Regulatory Framework
The Proposed Action would involve several aspects of permitting and standards compliance, as
discussed below.
Well Permits

The water supply and mitigation wells under the Proposed Action would require well owners to
secure well permits from the NMOSE to drill a well for water from an aquifer, in accordance with
NMSA 72-12-12. 1As explained in the Executive Summary of the Taos Regional Water Plan, “The
groundwater in the region is within the Rio Grande Underground Water Basin and is considered to
be stream connected (ISC 2016). The Rio Grande is fully appropriated; therefore, any new diversion
of surface water or groundwater requires the transfer of a valid water right or application for a new
domestic or livestock well. The availability of water rights may thus be a limiting factor in meeting
the future water needs of the region” (ISC 2016).
In addition, as specified in Section 6.1.2 of the Settlement Agreement, the ASR wells (or alternate
surface water storage project) would require acquisition and transfer of a water right from the Rio
Grande (or, as a second priority, from its tributaries) to the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del
Arroyo Seco. This would be done to support storage of up to 100 afy of Rio Lucero spring runoff
for use during the irrigation season. 2
Anyone proposing to install a new well to pump water from an aquifer must apply for a permit from
the NMOSE (NMSA 72-12-3(A)). Proposed wells that are intended to pump more than 1 afy
https://codes.findlaw.com/nm/chapter-72-water-law/nm-st-sect-72-12-12.html
The domestic wells in the shallow aquifer withdraw water under domestic well permits, which allow for a limited
amount of domestic use without a formal water right, in accordance with NMSA Chapter 72-12-1.
1
2
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undergo a hydrologic assessment by the NMOSE to determine whether the well’s operation would
harm any existing water rights by, for example, lowering the water level in an existing neighboring
well. The well permit application process includes a notification period during which protests against
the application may be filed. Those with standing to file a protest as follows:
•
•
•

Nearby holders of water rights for either surface water or groundwater who suspect that
their existing water right would be harmed
Any member of the public who suspects that operation of the proposed well would be
contrary to the conservation of water in the state or detrimental to the public welfare of the
state
Any State agency (NMSA 72-12-3(D))

By provision in the Settlement Agreement, the water rights owning parties have agreed not to file
protests against each other’s applications for water rights or well permits (Settlement Agreement,
Sections 3.8 and 6.5.1). They also have agreed not to challenge pre-2006 domestic wells (Settlement
Agreement, Section 3.9); however, non-water-rights owning parties are free to object to proposed
new wells.
If the State grants the permit for a new well after the assessment process, then one of the conditions
of the permit approval is that operating the new well is subject to the rights of all prior appropriators
from the source (NMSA 72-12-3(E)). Once the new well is in operation, if a nearby water rights
holder suspects that his or her water right has been harmed by the new well, the harmed water right
owner may file a complaint and request a hearing before the NMOSE Hearing Unit
(https://www.ose.state.nm.us/HU/). If the results of the hearing support the harmed water right
owner’s claim, then the NMOSE may curtail pumping from the harming well, in accordance with
NMSA 72-12-3(E)). If the harmed water right owner chooses to appeal the decision of the hearing
examiner, the case may be appealed to District Court. 3
In order to drill a test well with no consumptive use of water, the well owner must obtain a permit
for such a well under NMSA Chapter 72-12-12. Following completion of the test well, if there is an
intent to install a production well, the aquifer must be tested using the test well (see Figure 1-2.
Illustration of Mutual-Benefit Project Compliance Processes). Following successful testing, the next
step is to acquire a license from the NMOSE to drill a well to obtain water from an aquifer, in
accordance with NMSA 72-12-12.4
ASR well permit—The proposed ASR wells would be in the Rio Grande Declared Groundwater
Basin;5 because of this, a permit from the NMOSE would be required specifically for the ASR
operation, in accordance with NMSA 72-5A-4.6

Personal communication from Ken Churan and Anthony Meluso, NMOSE Water Rights Division, to Glenn
Patterson, Hydrologist, EMPSi, February 18, 2020.
4 https://codes.findlaw.com/nm/chapter-72-water-law/nm-st-sect-72-12-12.html
5 https://ose.maps.arcgis.com/apps/SimpleViewer/index.html?appid=be50284b2830407fa49c74e2d2d7e2bc
6 https://codes.findlaw.com/nm/chapter-72-water-law/nm-st-sect-72-5a-4.html
3
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Public supply well permitting—Wells used for public water supply require a permit from the New
Mexico Environment Department Drinking Water Bureau for construction or modification of a
public supply system (New Mexico Administrative Code 20.7.10.200.A, 20.7.10.201.A). 7
Mitigation well permitting—Each mitigation well would require a permit from EPA Region 6 under
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System of the Clean Water Act, the latter of which
regulates discharge of water from human-made structures, such as the mitigation wells, to streams in
New Mexico. This permit would require testing the discharged groundwater to ensure that it meets
applicable effluent water quality standards for discharge to the streams. 8,9
3.2.2 Affected Environment
Water Supply

The affected environment for water supply issues is the surface water and groundwater resources of
the Taos Valley, extending from the foothills of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains on the east, to the
foothills of the Picuris Mountains on the south, the Rio Grande on the west, and the Rio Hondo on
the north (see Figure 1-1. Area of Analysis). This area also coincides with the map of the area
affected by the Settlement Agreement (Settlement Agreement, Attachment 4, “Taos Valley Map”).
The natural surface water resources are the Rio Grande, the ultimate receiving stream for the flow
system, and six tributaries: Rio Hondo, Rio Lucero, Rio Pueblo de Taos, Rio Fernando de Taos, Rio
Grande del Rancho, and Rio Chiquito (see Figure 1-1). These tributaries flow generally from east to
west in the project area. Rio Hondo flows directly to the Rio Grande; the other five coalesce as the
Rio Pueblo de Taos before discharging to the Rio Grande.
In addition to the natural streams, the surface water resources are about 300 acequias or artificial
water conveyance ditches that move water from the tributaries to irrigated fields and other water
users (ISC 2016). Fifty-five of these acequias are parties to the Settlement Agreement (ISC 2016).
The groundwater resources are a vertical succession of aquifers contained in alluvial, basin-fill, and
older sediments and basalt flows. In the NMOSE Taos Area Calibrated Groundwater Flow Model,
these aquifers are represented by seven layers (see Figure 3-1).

https://www.env.nm.gov/drinking_water/water-system-projects/
https://www.epa.gov/npdes/npdes-applications-and-forms
9 Personal communication from Brent Larson, EPA Region 6 Permitting Section Chief, to Glenn Patterson, Hydrologist,
January 21, 2020.
7
8
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Figure 3-1. Cross Section of Model Layers, NMOSE Taos Groundwater Model T17.0, 2004

Source: NMOSE 2006

Layers 1 through 4, above the basalt, comprise a shallow unconfined aquifer. 10 This aquifer supplies
groundwater to nearly all of the domestic wells in the area (Barroll and Shomaker 2005), including
individual wells and those of the Mutual Domestic Water Consumers Associations. In addition, this
aquifer supplies numerous stock watering and public supply wells (ISC 2016). The shallow aquifer is
hydraulically connected to the six surface-water tributaries mentioned above. This is because they
are incised into the sediments comprising this aquifer (see Figure 2-1. Schematic of Taos Valley
Aquifer System).
Current groundwater withdrawals from this aquifer amount to about 2,500 afy (NMOSE 2006;
2012). Drawdowns caused by the current withdrawals are minor: “The available water level data do
not show any significant or regional drawdown in response to this diversion. The few wells for
which more than one water level is available do not show any systematic response to regional
pumping, but rather, water level variations appear to reflect seasonal (or interannual) changes in
conditions” (NMOSE 2006; 2012).
Future groundwater development in the shallow aquifer is likely to increase. The Settlement
Agreement envisions the need to mitigate tributary depletions that would result from future
groundwater withdrawals of 3,520 afy above the current withdrawals of about 2,500 afy (Settlement
An unconfined or water table aquifer has no impermeable confining bed above the aquifer sediments; thus, water
percolating downward from the surface has free access to the aquifer when it reaches the water table.

10
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Agreement, Section 7.3.3.1.10; Shomaker 2017). This estimate provides a suggestion as to the likely
expansion of shallow groundwater withdrawals in the future.
Layers 5, 6, and 7, below the basalt, comprise a deep confined or leaky-confined aquifer 11 (Drakos et
al. 2004). This deep aquifer has been subject to very little groundwater extraction.
The availability of surface water and shallow groundwater in the project area is susceptible to
uncertainty and short-term or long-term diminishment due to drought and climate change (EPA
2016). This had led the Union of Concerned Scientists to recommend six steps that local, state, and
federal agencies can take to help enhance resilience in future water resources management (UCS
2016). 12
Water Quality

The shallow aquifer and the surface-water tributaries that are hydraulically connected to the shallow
aquifer currently support nearly all existing water use in the project area. Generally, these sources
contain water of high quality, sufficient for meeting stream standards and designated uses (ISC
2016); however, certain stream reaches are included on the State of New Mexico’s list of impaired
waters for reasons related to bacteria, turbidity, nutrients, aluminum, and temperature (ISC 2016).
These reaches are as follows (ISC 2016):
•

•
•
•

Rio Fernando de Taos, from the confluence with Rio Pueblo de Taos to the U.S. Forest
Service boundary at the canyon, for impairment related to Escherichia coli,
nutrient/eutrophication, biological indicators, sedimentation/siltation, specific conductance,
and water temperature
Rio Pueblo de Taos, from Arroyo del Alamo to Rio Grande del Rancho, for impairment
related to nutrient/eutrophication, biological indicators, and water temperature
Rio Pueblo de Taos, from Rio Grande del Rancho to Taos Pueblo boundary, for impairment
related to Escherichia coli and water temperature
Rio Pueblo de Taos, from Rio Grande to Arroyo del Alamo, for impairment related to
biological indicators and water temperature

The deep aquifer contains water of variable quality, with some potential issues related to arsenic,
calcium, magnesium, total dissolved solids, zinc, fluoride, and uranium (ISC 2016; Johnson et al.
2016). Water quality test results for Midway Well #5, one of the proposed water supply wells in the
deep aquifer, show water of excellent quality, meeting all EPA drinking water standards (Appendix
B, Hydrogeologic Testing Report, EPWSD Midway Well #5).

A confined aquifer has an impermeable confining bed above the aquifer sediments, providing hydrologic separation
between the confined aquifer and other aquifers that may be above it. The confining bed allows artesian pressure caused
by the weight of overlying water to build up under the confining bed, so that water levels in wells penetrating the
confining bed may rise above the top of the aquifer. A leaky confined aquifer is partly confined, meaning that there is
some hydrologic connection and exchange of water through the sediments that separate the deep aquifer from overlying
aquifers.
12 Reclamation is not endorsing the policy views of this non-government organization.
11
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3.2.3 Environmental Consequences
No Action Alternative

The No Action Alternative assumes that the parties to the Settlement Agreement would continue
their groundwater pumping in existing locations. As described in Section 3.2.2, groundwater
pumping would continue to increase with projected population growth. If Reclamation takes no
action to fund the proposed activities, the specific environmental consequences discussed below are
expected to occur, based on current water use trends in the project area discussed under Section
3.2.2, Affected Environment. A further consequence of not installing the water supply, mitigation,
and ASR wells (or surface storage) would be less flexibility and resilience in providing water supplies
for the project area during temporary droughts or under long-term climate change, which is likely to
bring warmer and drier conditions to the project area (EPA 2016). This would hinder water
managers’ ability to comply with recommendation #5 in Building Resilience in the Union of
Concerned Scientists (UCS) report, Confronting Climate Change in New Mexico: “Provide
sufficient funding for regional and statewide water planning, administration, and infrastructure
designed for the future, not the past” (UCS 2016).
No Stream Gage
Flows in the Rio Lucero at the point of diversion for the Acequia Madre del Prado would continue
to be unmonitored and would need to be estimated to support management activities. This would
hinder water managers’ ability to comply with recommendation #3 in Building Resilience in the
UCS report, Confronting Climate Change in New Mexico: “Make better use of monitoring systems
to provide early warning of drought, flooding, or other extreme conditions” (UCS 2016).
No Mitigation Wells
Without the proposed mitigation wells, flows in the tributaries would continue to diminish. This is
because future development of the shallow groundwater aquifer would lower water levels in the
shallow aquifer and would decrease discharge from the shallow aquifer to the tributaries in those
reaches where the tributaries are gaining streams (NMOSE 2006). Such development would likely be
concentrated in the eastern part of the project area, near the town of Taos and the Taos Pueblo, as
assumed in the non-settlement modeling scenario described in Barroll and Shomaker (2005). The
aggregate amount of future groundwater withdrawals would be 3,520 afy (Settlement Agreement,
Section 7.3.3.1.10; Shomaker 2017); the resulting stream depletions would not be offset by the
proposed mitigation wells, as indicated in the initial allocation of capacity from the mitigation wells.
There would be pressure to reduce flows in the acequias drawing water from the tributaries. This is
because, barring the mitigation wells, the standard approach to offset stream depletions on the
tributaries caused by shallow groundwater withdrawals is to buy up and transfer out acequia rights.
This would be done to compensate for well depletion effects on the tributaries (Barroll 2013). This
would result in some land currently irrigated by the acequias being retired. The estimated amounts of
irrigated land retired by 2057 due to not installing mitigation wells are listed in Table 3-1. Note that
these acreage numbers are estimates and are subject to uncertainty.
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One consequence of not installing mitigation wells would be avoiding the need to obtain water
rights for the Rio Grande to offset depletions caused by pumping from the deep aquifer; another
would be avoiding the need to secure permits and take actions to treat the deep aquifer water, if it
would be needed, and discharge it to the surface water tributaries.
Table 3-1. Approximate Acreage of Irrigated Land that Would Need to Be Retired
Without Proposed Mitigation Wells
Proposed Mitigation
Well
A (or A-1 and A-2)
B
C
D
E
ASR
Total

Tributaries Feeding
Affected Acequias
Rio Hondo
Rio Lucero and Rio Pueblo de
Taos
Rio Fernando de Taos
Rio Grande del Rancho
Rio Chiquito
Arroyo Seco

Source: Shomaker 2017, slide 14

Estimated Number of
Irrigated Acres to Be
Retired
68
112

82
127
20
5
414

No Water Supply Wells
Without the proposed water supply wells, groundwater for public use by the Town of Taos and by
EPWSD would continue to be withdrawn from wells in the shallow aquifer near the population
centers (Shomaker 2017). These withdrawals would continue to deplete surface flow, requiring
acequia water rights to be acquired and irrigated land to be retired. Even if future groundwater
withdrawals were maintained at their current levels, over the next 40 years water levels in the shallow
aquifer would continue to decline by between 0 and 2 additional feet in most areas, and up to 6 feet
in one location (Barroll and Shomaker 2005).
Future expansion of public water supplies in the project area would compound the stress on the
shallow aquifer, tributaries, and acequias. If future groundwater withdrawals were to increase at the
same rate envisioned under the Proposed Action, but without the proposed water supply wells,
water levels in the shallow aquifer would decline by 0 to 10 feet in model layers 1 and 2 and by 0 to
40 feet in model layers 3 and 4, over 40 years. These estimated drawdowns would exceed the
estimated drawdowns that would be caused by the proposed water supply wells (Barroll and
Shomaker 2005).
Foregoing the proposed water supply wells would avoid the need to obtain offsetting water rights
for the Rio Grande and the need to plan, design, permit, test, build, and, if necessary, treat the water
from the water supply wells.
No Arroyo Seco Arriba Project
Without the seasonal storage that would be provided by the proposed ASR wells, and assuming that
the surface storage project is also not built, excess flow in the Rio Lucero during spring runoff
would continue to flow to the Rio Grande without being used in the Taos Valley. Summer irrigation
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with water from the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco would continue to deplete
flows in the Rio Lucero during the irrigation season.
Under dry conditions, insufficient flow in the Rio Lucero would limit the availability of irrigation
water in the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco; up to 112 acres of irrigated farmland
may need to be retired (Shomaker 2017). In addition, these wells would not be available to provide
an estimated 7 afy of stored water to help mitigate stream depletion of the Arroyo Seco caused by
expected new groundwater withdrawals by the Town of Taos, EPWSD, Taos Pueblo, and mutual
domestics (see Section 3.2.2, Affected Environment, and the Settlement Agreement, Sections
7.3.3.1.6 and 7.3.3.1.10; Shomaker 2017).
New water rights for up to 100 afy from the Rio Grande would not be needed (Settlement
Agreement, Section 6.1.2; Shomaker 2017). Not constructing the surface storage project would also
avoid new water losses due to evaporation and seepage from the reservoirs.
Proposed Action

The Proposed Action involves the mitigation wells, water supply wells, and ASR wells that would be
completed in the deep aquifer. The deep aquifer has hydraulic connection to the Rio Grande (see
Figure 2-1. Schematic of Taos Valley Aquifer System), so withdrawals from this aquifer are
expected to diminish flows in the Rio Grande; therefore, withdrawals from the deep aquifer must be
offset by acquiring water rights for the Rio Grande.
Installing the deep aquifer wells would help to meet a general objective of the Settlement
Agreement: to protect water levels in the shallow aquifer and the tributaries from future declines.
This would come about by moving new water supply wells to the deep aquifer and by using deepaquifer mitigation wells to maintain flows in the tributaries and acequias (Shomaker 2017). This in
effect moves future depletions from the shallow aquifer and the tributaries to the deep aquifer and
the Rio Grande. Similarly, the objective of the ASR wells (or possible surface storage project) is to
move depletions from the tributary to the Rio Grande. This would be accomplished by facilitating
storage and local use of Rio Lucero spring runoff flows that would otherwise wind up in the Rio
Grande.
Under the Proposed Action, the water supply wells would transfer current and future groundwater
withdrawals from the shallow aquifer in the populated areas near the tributaries to the confined deep
aquifer away from heavily populated areas. This would help to minimize future water level declines
in the shallow aquifer. Stream depletions would be transferred from the tributaries to the mainstem
Rio Grande; acequia flow would be protected, and retirement of irrigated land could be avoided.
Stream depletions in the tributaries due to any remaining drawdown effects in the shallow aquifer
would be mitigated by groundwater discharged to the tributaries from the mitigation and ASR wells
(or from surface storage); this would protect tributary and acequia flow. The owner of the domestic
well may seek a remedy from the NMOSE, as described in Section 3.2.1, Regulatory Framework.
Barroll and Shomaker (2005) described model simulations run for the Taos Technical Committee
using the NMOSE Taos Area Calibrated Groundwater Flow Model to estimate drawdowns that
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might be experienced in domestic wells over 40 years with and without implementation of the
Settlement Agreement. Drawdowns estimated after 40 years of Settlement Agreement
implementation were compared with the current minimal drawdowns and with drawdowns that
might be expected after 40 years without the Settlement Agreement. Assumptions regarding
estimated future groundwater withdrawals used in these model scenarios are described below.
For the Settlement Agreement implementation scenario, estimated annual withdrawal rates from
both the shallow and deep aquifers to meet current and projected water needs in the area are
depicted in Figure 3-2. The withdrawals are color coded to match the entity whose water needs
would be met. The scenario assumed no new pumping for sanitary, domestic, and multiple domestic
(“San/Dom/Mul”) wells. Pumping for mutual domestic associations would increase by 12 percent
per decade. Other increases are assumed for the Taos Pueblo, Town of Taos, EPWSD, and the
augmentation (mitigation) wells. “Augmentation pumping” is included as proposed in the Settlement
Agreement: it mitigates the effect of new Settlement Agreement pumping on surface-water users,
such as the Taos Valley Acequia Association’s members.
Figure 3-2. Groundwater Pumping in Model for Settlement Scenario

Source: Barroll and Shomaker 2005.

The withdrawals are estimated to increase from the current rate in the first year of project operation
to the maximum rate proposed in the 2004 settlement negotiations, about 3,900 afy over current
withdrawals. In this 2005 scenario, current withdrawals are estimated at about 2,900 afy (Figure 32), although later estimates are 2,500 afy (NMOSE 2006, 2012). Also, in this scenario, the estimated
future increase in withdrawals, 3,900 afy, is about 650 afy more than the 3,520 additional afy
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envisioned in the Settlement Agreement, Section 7.3.3.1.10. Under this scenario, total withdrawals
after 40 years would be on the order of 6,800 afy.
After 40 years, drawdowns in the shallow aquifer from this pumping, compared to the present water
levels, are estimated by the model to be from 0 to 5 feet in most of the aquifer; however, in one
small area of model layers 3 and 4, additional drawdowns approach 13 feet (Barroll and Shomaker
2005).
A more realistic comparison to the No Action Alternative, however, is a comparison of these
additional drawdowns to the additional drawdowns that would occur over the same 40 years under
the No Action Alternative (without the Settlement Agreement). This scenario assumed that
groundwater withdrawals would increase to an equivalent extent as in the Settlement Agreement
scenario, but they would not be constrained by the terms of the Settlement Agreement. This means
that more of the future pumping would be taken from shallower depths and from locations nearer
to the town of Taos and Taos Pueblo. In this non-Settlement scenario, the model predicted
additional drawdowns of 0 to 10 feet in model layers 1 and 2 and 0 to 40 feet in parts of model
layers 3 and 4 (Barroll and Shomaker 2005). Therefore, the Proposed Action, including both water
supply wells and mitigation wells, could result in smaller drawdowns in the shallow aquifer than
under the No Action Alternative, in the absence of Settlement Agreement restrictions on pumping
location and depth (Barroll and Shomaker 2005).
In almost all of the project area, water levels in the shallow aquifer would be higher under the
Proposed Action than under the No Action Alternative (Barroll and Shomaker 2005). This
emphasizes one of the primary consequences of implementing the Proposed Action: projects such
as this one, which use conjunctive use of groundwater and surface water to add flexibility and
additional sources of supply to a regional water system, enhance the overall resiliency of the system
in the face of future drought and climate change (EPA 2016).
As stated in the executive summary of the 2016 Taos Regional Water Plan, “Efforts to increase the
resilience of the Taos region watersheds will help to mitigate the impacts of climate change on the
region’s water supply and water quality” (ISC 2016). This would enhance water managers’ ability to
comply with recommendation #5 in Building Resilience in the UCS’s report, Confronting Climate
Change in New Mexico: “Provide sufficient funding for regional and statewide water planning,
administration, and infrastructure designed for the future, not the past” (UCS 2016).
Stream Gage
Water Supply
Flow in the Rio Lucero at the point of diversion for the Acequia Madre del Prado would be
monitored, thereby improving surface water supply management. This would enhance water
managers’ ability to comply with recommendation #3 in Building Resilience in the UCS’s report,
Confronting Climate Change in New Mexico: “Make better use of monitoring systems to provide
early warning of drought, flooding, or other extreme conditions” (UCS 2016). Constructing and
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operating the gage would have no effect on water supply other than improving the ability to monitor
and manage the flows.
Water Quality
Depending on the type of stream gage to be installed, constructing the stream gage could
temporarily increase turbidity for about half a mile in the Rio Lucero, which would subside within
one day. If the gage design were to incorporate an artificial hydraulic control structure, such as the
commonly used Parshall Flume, resuspension of stream bottom sediments could occur during
installation of the flume. If the gage design were to rely on the natural stream channel as the
hydraulic control, as is commonly done at U.S. Geological Survey gages, such resuspension and the
resulting turbidity increase would not occur. Once installed, operation of the gage would have no
impact on water quality.
Mitigation Wells
Water Supply (for Irrigation)
The proposed mitigation wells would discharge groundwater from the deep aquifer into tributaries
to mitigate stream depletions in the tributaries caused by any remaining drawdown effects in the
shallow aquifer. These drawdown effects would be caused by the continuation of some withdrawals
from the shallow aquifer, plus some drawdown effects in the shallow aquifer related to withdrawals
from the deep aquifer (NMOSE 2006). These drawdown effects in the shallow aquifer resulting
from pumping from the deep aquifer would occur because the deep aquifer is not completely
confined; instead it is considered leaky-confined, meaning there is some hydrologic connection and
exchange of water with the overlying shallow aquifer (Drakos et al. 2004); therefore, withdrawals
from wells in the deep aquifer can pull some water down from the shallow aquifer.
The discharge of deep-aquifer groundwater from the mitigation wells to the surface tributaries
would offset stream depletions resulting from an estimated 3,520 afy of future groundwater
withdrawals from the shallow aquifer. This is indicated in the initial allocation of capacity from the
mitigation wells (Settlement Agreement, Section 7.3.3.1.10; Shomaker 2017). The discharge of deepaquifer groundwater to the surface tributaries would help to maintain flows in the tributaries and the
acequias that they feed. Acequia flows would be protected, and retirement of an estimated 414 acres
of irrigated land, as envisioned under the No Action Alternative, could be avoided (Barroll 2013).
By design, according to the Settlement Agreement (Section 7.3.3.1.1), the amounts of water
withdrawn from the mitigation wells and discharged to surface streams would be less than the
stream depletions they would offset. The Settlement Agreement specifies that the mitigation wells
must offset at least 50 percent of the tributary stream depletions resulting from future groundwater
diversions from the shallow aquifer by the water-rights owning parties operating the mitigation wells
(Settlement Agreement, Section 7.3.3.1.1). The amounts of water withdrawn from the mitigation
wells and discharged to surface streams would also be much less than the estimated 3,520 afy of
future shallow groundwater withdrawals that would cause the stream depletions. This is because one
afy of shallow groundwater withdrawal causes much less than one afy of streamflow depletion in a
tributary. Total annual withdrawals from the proposed mitigation wells after 40 years of operation
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are estimated to be 571 afy (Shomaker 2017). An extra benefit of the proposed mitigation wells is
that any excess capacity of the mitigation wells, within their water rights, beyond what is needed for
mitigation of stream depletions, could be used to supplement water supply for the well owner
(Settlement Agreement, Section 7.3.3.1.8). The mitigation wells would cause some depletion of the
deep aquifer, resulting in the need to acquire water rights for the Rio Grande main stem (or San
Juan-Chama Project water) to offset depletions to the Rio Grande mainstem.
Water Quality
Some of the mitigation wells in the deep aquifer might encounter water with elevated concentrations
of arsenic, calcium, magnesium, total dissolved solids, zinc, fluoride, or uranium (ISC 2016; Johnson
et al. 2016). If such elevated concentrations are encountered in specific wells, it could require the
design and installation of treatment to ensure compliance with the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System discharge permits that would be required for the mitigation wells before water is
discharged to the tributaries (see Section 3.2.1, Regulatory Framework).
There is likely to be a difference in temperature between the deep groundwater discharged from the
mitigation wells and the streams they would discharge into. The temperature of the deep
groundwater is likely to be in the range of 68 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit (°F; Johnson et al. 2016;
Appendix B, Hydrogeologic Testing Report, EPWSD Midway Well #5, Attachment 3).
Water temperatures in the streams vary with season but are generally in compliance with State
standards for aquatic life. These standards are written in terms of maximum change in stream
temperature brought about by a permitted activity, maximum stream temperature for a certain
number of consecutive hours per day, and maximum instantaneous temperature. The maximum
temperature change to be brought about by a permitted activity is 5 °F (NMSA 20.6.4.13(I)).
For most of the tributary streams, the aquatic life standard is for high quality cold water streams
(NMAC 20.6.4.123). This means that temperatures should not exceed 68 °F for more than 4
consecutive hours during a 24-hour period and should not exceed a maximum of 73 °F (NMAC
20.6.4.900(H)(1)).
For the Rio Pueblo de Taos downstream of the Rio Grande del Rancho, the aquatic life standard is
for cold water streams (NMAC 20.6.4.122). This means that temperatures should not exceed 68 °F
for more than 6 consecutive hours during a 24-hour period and should not exceed a maximum of 84
°F (NMAC 20.6.4.900(H)(2)).
As mentioned above in Section 3.2.2, the Rio Fernando de Taos and Rio Pueblo de Taos at times
exceed the temperature standards. Flows in the streams also vary by season. At the five U.S.
Geological Survey stream gages in the area of analysis, minimum average daily flows, which typically
occur in late summer, fall, and winter, range from 4.7 to 18 cfs (Table 3-2).
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Table 3-2. Minimum and Maximum Average Daily Flows and Estimated
Groundwater Discharge to Streams
USGS
Station
Number

08267500
08271000
08269000
08276300
08275500

Station Name
Rio Hondo near Valdez
Rio Lucero near Arroyo Seco
Rio Pueblo de Taos near Taos
Rio Pueblo de Taos below Los
Cordovas
Rio Grande del Rancho near Talpa

Sources: USGS 2020; Shomaker 2017, slide 17.

Average Daily Flows,
cfs
Minimum Maximum

Estimated
Groundwater
Discharge, cfs

10
5.7
6.6
18

124
76
126
290

0.13
0.21
(combined)
-

4.7

115

0.24

Table 3-2 also includes estimated groundwater discharge from the proposed mitigation wells after
40 years of operation. The estimated values (Shomaker 2017) in afy have been converted to cfs. The
worst case of these three examples (greatest groundwater discharge and smallest minimum
streamflow) is for the Rio Grande del Rancho.
Assuming that the stream is at the temperature standard of 68 °F and that the groundwater is at the
maximum estimated temperature of 70 °F, then the temperature of the combined flow would be
68.1 °F, for a temperature rise of 0.1 °F. 13 Most thermometers would not register that small a
difference in temperature.
Assuming that the stream is at a typical winter temperature of 40 °F, then the temperature of the
combined flow would be 41.5 °F, for a temperature rise of 1.5 °F. This is well within the allowed 5
°F rise in temperature (NMSA 20.6.4.13(I)).

13

The equation for calculating the final temperature when waters of two different temperatures are mixed is
T = ( m1c1T1 + m2c2T2 ) / ( m1c1 + m2c2 )

Where
T = final temperature, in degrees Kelvin
m1 = mass of first water (groundwater), in kg
c1 = heat capacity of water, which is 4.2 Kj/(kg*K)
T1 = temperature of first water, in degrees Kelvin
m2 = mass of second water (surface water), in kg
c2 = heat capacity of water = c1 and
T2 = temperature of second water, in degrees Kelvin (https://rechneronline.de/chemie-rechner/mix-temperatures.php)
In these calculations, the masses of the waters are assumed to be the amount flowing in 1 second:
Mass in kg = flow in cfs x 1 second x 28.32 kg/cf
To convert from temperature in °F to temperature in degrees Kelvin:
T(K) = (T(F)-32) x 5/9 + 273.15 (https://www.rapidtables.com/convert/temperature/fahrenheit-to-kelvin.html)
For the summer example at Rio Grande del Rancho:
T = (6.8 kg x 4.2 x 294.26 + 133 kg x 4.2 x 293.15) / (6.8 kg x 4.2 + 133 kg x 4.2) = 293.2 degrees K = 68.1 °F
For the winter example at Rio Grande del Rancho:
T = (6.8 kg x 4.2 x 294.26 + 133 kg x 4.2 x 277.59) / (6.8 kg x 4.2 + 133 kg x 4.2) = 278.4 degrees K = 41.5 °F
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Designated stream uses for irrigated agriculture, livestock watering, and other uses do not have
standards pertaining to temperature (NMSA 20.6.4.900(A-G). In light of the above, it can be
concluded with confidence that operation of the mitigation wells would not result in temperature
standard violations in the surface tributaries.
Water Supply Wells
Water Supply (for Municipal Use)
The water supply wells would transfer current and future groundwater withdrawals from the shallow
aquifer in the populated areas near the tributaries to the deep aquifer, away from heavily populated
areas. This would minimize future drawdowns in the shallow aquifer. Stream depletions would be
transferred from the tributaries to the mainstem Rio Grande; acequia flow would be protected, and
retirement of irrigated land could be avoided.
Water Quality
The proposed water-supply wells in the deep aquifer would be subject to the same water-quality
considerations as those listed above for the mitigation wells; however, they would not discharge to
streams and therefore would not need to meet stream water quality standards. Instead, they would
need to meet standards for serving as source water for a public water supply (see Section 3.2.1,
Regulatory Framework). Depending on whether and to what degree the constituents in the water
from these wells exceed drinking water standards, treatment might be necessary for the water from
these wells. Results of water quality testing of the Midway Well #5 show all constituents within
regulatory levels for drinking water (see Appendix B, Hydrogeologic Testing Report, EPWSD
Midway Well #5).
Arroyo Seco Arriba Project
Water Supply (for Irrigation)
Either the ASR wells or the surface reservoirs would provide two types of benefits for water supply:
(1) seasonal storage of excess flow from springtime runoff in the Rio Lucero, which would
otherwise flow to the Rio Grande without being used in the project area, and (2) mitigation of
stream depletions in the Arroyo Seco caused by new groundwater withdrawals. This mitigation of
stream depletions that would be provided by the two ASR wells could avoid the need to retire 5
acres of irrigated land (Shomaker 2017). Such mitigation of stream depletions would also help to
prevent drawdowns in the shallow aquifer, which would protect water levels in wells tapping that
aquifer.
The Arroyo Seco Arriba Project would require acquisition of up to 100 afy of consumptive use
water rights from the Rio Grande or its tributaries (Settlement Agreement, Section 6.2.1). One
advantage of installing the ASR wells, compared to the surface reservoir(s) option, is the avoidance
of additional water loss by evaporation. Storing water in a surface reservoir, especially in an arid
climate, inevitably leads to some loss by evaporation from the reservoir surface. As the ASR wells
would store the water underground, there would be no loss via evaporation.
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Water Quality
Both the ASR wells option and the surface storage option could involve considerations of water
quality. When surface water is mixed underground with natural groundwater by injecting into an
ASR well and stored in an aquifer, possibilities can arise for geochemical reactions involving the
surface water, the groundwater, and the aquifer materials (WDNR 2002). Some of these reactions
could result in precipitation of solids that could eventually clog the aquifer. Some could result in
dissolution of aquifer materials, which could eventually lead to settling at the land surface.
Treating the injected surface water to drinking water standards (Shomaker 2017, slide 22) would help
to safeguard the system from such reactions but is not a guarantee that the reactions would not
occur. Geochemical testing and modeling can ascertain whether and to what extent such reactions
are likely.
Another potential water quality consideration with the ASR wells is the same as with the mitigation
and water supply wells. Certain parts of the deep aquifer may contain elevated concentrations of
arsenic, calcium, magnesium, total dissolved solids, zinc, fluoride, or uranium (ISC 2016; Johnson et
al. 2016). Mixing natural groundwater with the injected surface water could result in these
constituents winding up in the recovered water and requiring treatment. If one or more surface
reservoirs were built instead of the ASR wells, there is a possibility that contaminants could enter the
reservoir(s) via local surface runoff. If that were to happen, the water from the reservoir(s) could
require treatment before it is used.

3.3 Air Quality and Noise
Air quality in New Mexico is regulated by the EPA and the New Mexico Environment Department.
The latter is responsible for enforcing air quality standards of the federal Clean Air Act. The
National Ambient Air Quality Standards established by the EPA under the Clean Air Act specify
limits of air pollutant levels for several criteria pollutants: carbon monoxide, particulate matter 10
micrometers or less in diameter (PM10), particulate matter 2.5 micrometers or less in diameter
(PM2.5), ozone, sulfur dioxide, lead, and nitrogen. When an area exceeds the specified pollutant
limits, it is identified as a nonattainment area.
Noise is defined as unwanted sound and can be intermittent or continuous, steady or impulsive.
There are no state laws regulating noise in New Mexico.
3.3.1 Affected Environment
Air quality in the project area is considered good. The Class I air quality areas (national parks,
wilderness areas, and wildlife refuges designated under the Clean Air Act) in Taos County are the
Wheeler Peak Wilderness and the Pecos Wilderness (EPA 2020a). The project area is in attainment
or unclassified for all criteria pollutants (EPA 2020b). There are no air monitoring stations in or near
the project area (EPA 2019).
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Key sources of noise in the Taos region are the major roads passing through the area: U.S. Highway
64 (Paseo Del Pueblo Norte), New Mexico State Highway 68 (Paseo Del Pueblo Sur), New Mexico
State Road 518, New Mexico Road 570, and New Mexico State Road 240 (see Section 3.8,
Transportation, Access, and Safety). There are no known noise monitoring stations in the Taos
Valley.
3.3.2 Environmental Consequences
There is no difference in the type of impacts on air quality and noise between the mitigation wells,
water supply wells, the Arroyo Seco Arriba Project, and the stream gage; as such, the following
analysis of environmental consequences is not broken down by project type.
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, there would be no change in air quality or noise levels in the Taos
Valley; conditions would continue as described above.
Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, there would be a short-term, adverse effect on air quality in the
immediate vicinity of the projects as a result of fugitive dust and vehicle emissions from
construction activities.
Within each 40-acre grid cell, surface-disturbing activities could include construction of well pads for
pumps and buildings, water pipelines, electrical lines, access roads, water storage facilities, and water
treatment facilities. Air quality would be temporarily affected through the generation of fugitive dust
(PM10 and PM2.5) from such surface-disturbing activities as operating heavy machinery and
equipment and vehicles hauling materials in and out of project sites. Such activities would not alter
the attainment status of the area.
Additionally, air quality would be affected by emissions of criteria pollutants through the
combustion of fuel in commuter vehicles, trucks, and construction equipment; however, the increase
in air pollutants, compared with present levels, is anticipated to be negligible. The assumption is that
the parties to the Settlement Agreement would implement dust control measures (dust abatement),
such as watering disturbed areas, during construction to reduce dust emissions.
Noise in the area of analysis would increase due to vehicles, heavy machinery and equipment used
during construction of the projects. The noise would be short term and localized and would happen
only during the construction phase of each project. Further, upon completion of construction, the
project components would not produce any continuous long-term noise impacts in the project area.
Any noise-producing equipment associated with continued operation and maintenance of the
projects would be enclosed in buildings.

3.4 Vegetation and Soils
The New Mexico Department of Agriculture maintains a list of noxious weeds pursuant to the
Noxious Weed Management Act of 1998 (NMDA 2016). Additionally, the New Mexico Department
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of Transportation’s (NMDOT) Vegetation Management Program oversees weed management
within NMDOT rights-of-way, per federal and state executive orders. Specifically, Federal Executive
Order 13112, requires authorities to “(i) prevent the introduction of invasive species; (ii) detect and
respond rapidly to and control populations of such species (NMDOT 2020).”
The EPA administers the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Stormwater Program, as
established in Section 402 of the federal Clean Water Act, which protects surface water quality. The
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System regulates point source discharges of pollutants to
surface watercourses. Sources of pollution include soils that may become suspended in stormwater
runoff due to vegetation removal and soil disturbance.
3.4.1 Affected Environment
General Vegetation

Vegetation in the project area is primarily shrubland, dominated by sagebrush, intermixed with
various grass species (NRCS [National Resources Conservation Service] 2020). Vegetation
composition along U.S. Highway 64 has been altered due to construction and maintenance of the
highway and adjacent ROW. Overall, the vegetation along U.S. Highway 64 was documented in a
biological field survey to be modified sagebrush shrubland, with an understory of various grass and
forb species. There are also smaller areas dominated by weed species (Reclamation GIS 2019; NRCS
GIS 2020). Other types of vegetation in the overall project area are agriculture lands, developed
land, Rocky Mountain ponderosa pine woodland, and southern Rocky Mountain piñon-juniper
woodland (NRCS 2020).
Soils

The dominant soil type found throughout the project area is Sedillo-Silva association, strongly
sloping (NRCS 2020). Other dominant soils (present in greater than 10 percent of the project area)
are Fernando silt loam, 0 to 7 percent slopes; Silva loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes; and Silva-Sedillo
association, gently sloping (NRCS 2020). During the December 2019 biological field survey, soils
along U.S. Highway 64 were observed to be reddish tan, gravelly clay loam, with gravel pieces 2
inches diameter or less.
Noxious Weeds and Nonnative, Invasive Plants

During the December 2019 biological field survey, seven species of State of New Mexico listed
noxious or invasive weeds were identified along U.S. Highway 64: Class A species—Scotch thistle
(Onopordum acanthium); Class B species—chicory (Cichorium intybus) and spiny cocklebur (Xanthium
spinosum); and Class C species—cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum), musk thistle (Carduus nutans), Russian
olive (Elaeagnus angustifolia), saltcedar (Tamarix spp.), and Siberian elm (Ulmus pumila).
3.4.2 Environmental Consequences
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, soils and vegetation would remain in their current conditions.
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Proposed Action

Surface-disturbing activities would reduce vegetation and increase the potential for soil erosion and
compaction. Loss of vegetation would expose soil to accelerated wind and water erosion and would
result in the irretrievable loss of topsoil and nutrients. This disturbance would also change soil
structure, heterogeneity (variable characteristics), temperature regimes, nutrient cycling, biotic
richness, and diversity. Disturbance to native vegetation would increase the likelihood of vegetation
composition changes and the potential for noxious or invasive weed species to establish. Vegetation
disturbance also would have impacts on wildlife, as described in Section 3.6, Fish, Wildlife, and
Special Status Species.
Vegetation types in the area of analysis are shown in Table 3-3, below.
Table 3-3. Vegetation types within the Area of Analysis

Project/Grid
Cell

Developed:
HighMedium
Intensity
(12 Acres
Total)

Developed
Open
Space: Low
Intensity
(41 Acres
Total)

Intermountain
Basins Big
Sagebrush
Shrubland
(282 Acres
Total)

0

0

0

5

0

35

2

0

0

11

0

27

30

0

10

0

0

0

18

0

17

2

0

3

11

0

1

15

0

13

24

0

6

4

0

6

15
0
0
3

12
0
0
0

7
0
0
0

1
40
40
37

0
0
0
0

5
0
0
0

0

0

0

40

0

0

0

0

0

40

0

0

Agriculture
(174 Acres
Total)

Mitigation Wells
Mitigation Well
A1: Rio Hondo
Mitigation Well
A2: Rio Hondo
Mitigation Well
B: Rio Lucero/Rio
Pueblo de Taos
Mitigation Well
C: Rio Fernando
de Taos
Mitigation Well
D: Rio Grande del
Rancho
Mitigation Well
E: Rio Chiquito
Water Supply Wells
Bataan Well
Rio Pueblo Well
Klauer Well
National Guard
Well
Camino Del
Medio Well
Midway Well #5

Southern
Rocky
Mountain
PiñonJuniper
Woodland
(97 Acres
Total)

Rocky
Mountain
Ponderosa
Pine
Woodland
(2 Acres
Total)
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Project/Grid
Cell

Agriculture
(174 Acres
Total)

Midway Well #6
0
EPWSD Midway
0
Wells Water
Pipeline/Electrical
Line
Arroyo Seco Arriba Project
Arroyo Seco
31
Arriba ASR Well
#1
Arroyo Seco
40
Arriba ASR Well
#2

Developed:
HighMedium
Intensity
(12 Acres
Total)

Developed
Open
Space: Low
Intensity
(41 Acres
Total)

Intermountain
Basins Big
Sagebrush
Shrubland
(282 Acres
Total)

0
0

0
0

40

0
0

Southern
Rocky
Mountain
PiñonJuniper
Woodland
(97 Acres
Total)
0
0

0

0

0

1

8

0

0

0

0

0

Rocky
Mountain
Ponderosa
Pine
Woodland
(2 Acres
Total)

Sources: Reclamation GIS 2019; NRCS GIS 2020; SWReGAP GIS 2020

Stream Gage
Under the Proposed Action, there would be minimal anticipated impacts on vegetation or soils from
installing the stream gage; associated impacts would be on resources adjacent to the river bank and
canal system.
Mitigation and Water Supply Wells
There is no major difference in the types of impacts on vegetation and soils between the mitigation
and water supply wells; as such, the following analysis covers both project types.
Under the Proposed Action, development of mitigation and water supply wells would require
vegetation removal and such soil modifications as applying gravel and leveling the site on the 15
acres of disturbed area in each 40-acre grid cell. Direct impacts on vegetation would be native
vegetation removal, which may lead to introduction and competition from nonnative invasive or
noxious weed species. Long-term indirect impacts may occur, following well site reclamation and
may include altering native plant composition and competition from invasive or noxious weed
species. Additionally, the mitigation wells would make more water available in the streams identified
in Section 7.3.3.1.9 of the Settlement Agreement and in the Rio Lucero during the growing season.
Vegetation adjacent to these streams and tributaries could be improved to a minor extent.
Arroyo Seco Arriba Project
Construction of the ASR wells would directly affect vegetation and soils, as described under
mitigation and water supply wells.
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Should the ASR wells, instead of one or more surface storage reservoirs, be developed for water
storage, there would be no anticipated impacts on vegetation or soils from the use of the wells or the
injection of water into the deep aquifer.
Inundation of vegetation and soils for one or more surface water storage reservoirs would kill any
vegetation and alter soil composition over time. Inundation would kill the trees and associated
understory native vegetation.
The Arroyo Seco Arriba Project would make more water available in the streams identified in
Section 7.3.3.1.9 of the Settlement Agreement and in the Rio Lucero during the growing season.
Vegetation adjacent to these streams and tributaries could be improved to a minor extent.

3.5 Wetlands and Floodplains
Aquatic resources regulated under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of 1972 are wetlands, nonwetland waters, and floodplains. Wetlands are transitional lands between terrestrial and aquatic
systems that are “inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration
sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions” (40 CFR 230. and 33 CFR 328.3). Wetlands
provide habitat for many organisms and provide essential ecosystem services, such as improving
water quality and minimizing the impacts of floods.
Floodplains consist of low, flat areas next to rivers and streams that are subject to inundation from
precipitation or high flows from adjacent fluvial systems. Most floodplains in New Mexico are
associated with large, perennial waterways. Floodplains are valuable resources that provide critical
functions, including floodwater reduction, erosion control, wildlife habitat, groundwater recharge,
and water quality maintenance.
Construction in a floodplain is regulated by local governments under Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) and EPA standards. This protects watersheds, wetlands, and rivers
from sedimentation and chemical or biological pollution and prevents property losses to citizens
that could be significant in the event of a flood (Taos County 2020).
3.5.1 Affected Environment
Approximately 32 total acres of wetlands exist within the 40-acre grid cells where the projects have
been authorized (Reclamation GIS 2019; NWI GIS 2020). Floodplains occur throughout the Taos
Valley. The area of analysis has a total of 541 acres of floodplains (Reclamation GIS 2019; FEMA
GIS 2019).
3.5.2 Environmental Consequences
There is no major difference in the type of impacts on wetlands and floodplains between the
mitigation wells, water supply wells, the Arroyo Seco Arriba Project, and the stream gage; as such,
the following analysis of environmental consequences is not broken down by project type.
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No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, wetlands and floodplains would remain in their current condition
and would not be affected by construction or surface disturbance.
Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, wetlands and non-wetland waters in the area of analysis could
experience direct, site-specific impacts from project construction. Impacts on wetlands and
floodplains would vary, based on the location and acreage of potential ground disturbance necessary
to accommodate infrastructure components. Construction-related surface disturbance could cause
direct impacts on wetlands and floodplains, including removing or altering wetland vegetation, filling
or draining areas to build project components, and creating excess sediment from vehicles and
machinery; however, such impacts are anticipated to be minimal. This is because wetlands and
floodplains are protected by EPA and FEMA regulations, as well as through other permitting
requirements determined by the NMOSE. Additionally, the mitigation wells and the Arroyo Seco
Arriba Project would make more water available to stream and tributaries. Wetlands and floodplains
adjacent to these streams and tributaries could be improved to a minimal extent.
As seen in Table 3-4. Wetlands Potentially Affected in the Area of Analysis, wetlands account for a
relatively small portion of the area of analysis. The grid cells that could see the largest impact on
wetlands are the Rio Lucero/Rio Pueblo de Taos, followed by Rio Chiquito. Refer to Table 3-5.
Floodplains Potentially Affected in the Area of Analysis, for quantitative descriptions of existing
floodplains and the potential disturbance by project.
Table 3-4. Wetlands Potentially Affected in the Area of Analysis
Grid Cell/Project Area
Mitigation Wells

Total Acres of
Wetlands

Potentially Disturbed Acres
of Wetlands

3

3

Mitigation Well A1: Rio Hondo

Mitigation Well A2: Rio Hondo
Mitigation Well B: Rio Lucero/Rio
Pueblo de Taos
Mitigation Well C: Rio Fernando de
Taos
Mitigation Well D: Rio Grande del
Rancho
Mitigation Well E: Rio Chiquito
Water Supply Wells

0.9

0.9

4

4

2

2

5

5

Bataan Well

Rio Pueblo Well

0.4

Klauer Well

0.6

0.4

<0.1

<0.1

1

1

12

1

National Guard Well

Camino Del Medio Well

0.6

Midway Well #5

0.4

Midway Well #6
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Grid Cell/Project Area
EPWSD Midway Wells Water
Pipeline/Electrical Line
Arroyo Seco Arriba Project

Total Acres of
Wetlands

Potentially Disturbed Acres
of Wetlands

1

1

<0.1

Arroyo Seco Arriba ASR Well #1

<0.1

0.3

Arroyo Seco Arriba ASR Well #2

Sources: Reclamation GIS 2019; NWI GIS 2020

0.3

Table 3-5. Floodplains Potentially Affected in the Area of Analysis
Grid Cell/Project Area
Mitigation Wells
Mitigation Well A1: Rio Hondo
Mitigation Well A2: Rio Hondo
Mitigation Well B: Rio Lucero/Rio
Pueblo de Taos
Mitigation Well C: Rio Fernando de
Taos
Mitigation Well D: Rio Grande del
Rancho
Mitigation Well E: Rio Chiquito
Water Supply Wells
Bataan Well
Rio Pueblo Well
Klauer Well
National Guard Well
Camino Del Medio Well
Midway Well #5
Midway Well #6
EPWSD Midway Wells Water
Pipeline/Electrical Line
Arroyo Seco Arriba Project
Arroyo Seco Arriba ASR Well #1
Arroyo Seco Arriba ASR Well #2

Total Acres of
Floodplains

Potentially Disturbed Acres
of Floodplains

34
40
25

15
15
15

24

15

40

15

40

15

36
40
40
29
38
40
40
8

15
15
15
15
15
15
15
8

25
40

15
15

Sources: Reclamation GIS 2019; FEMA GIS 2019

Thirty-two acres of wetlands and 233 acres of floodplains may be affected by anticipated surface
disturbance in the 40-acre grid cells (Reclamation GIS 2019; NWI GIS 2020; FEMA GIS 2019);
however, impacts on wetlands and floodplains would be minimized by additional permitting
requirements. Further, due to the high prevalence of floodplains in the overall Taos Valley, any
disturbance from the projects would affect a negligible percentage of the total floodplains in the
area.
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3.6 Fish, Wildlife, and Special Status Species
Federally listed endangered, threatened, proposed, and candidate plant and animal species and their
associated critical habitats are protected by the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973. Migratory
birds are protected under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, and bald and golden eagles are further
protected by the Bald and Golden Eagle Act of 1940. The State of New Mexico maintains a list of
special status wildlife species per county through its Department of Game and Fish’s (NMDGF)
Biota Information System of New Mexico (BISON-M 2020). The New Mexico Rare Plant Technical
Council maintains a list of rare and protected plant species for the state (NMRPTC 2019).
3.6.1 Affected Environment
Terrestrial Species

Terrestrial species in the Taos Valley are supported by an array of vegetation and unique
surrounding geologic features, including the Rio Grande gorge to the west and the Sangre de Cristo
mountain range to the east. Portions of natural habitat in the Taos Valley have been modified by
human developments, such as agriculture, commercial, and residential development. Common
wildlife mammal species in the Taos Valley are mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), elk (Cervus canadensis
nelsoni), prairie dogs (Cynomys sp.), and coyotes (Canis latrans). Common bird species are red-tailed
hawks (Buteo jamaicensis), ravens (Corvus corax), robins (Turdus migratorius), and house finches
(Haemorhous mexicanus).
Aquatic Species

Tributaries to the Rio Grande flow west out of the Sangre de Cristo mountain range, across the
Taos Valley, and into the Rio Grande. The primary tributaries that cross the Taos Valley are the Rio
Hondo, Rio Lucero, Rio Pueblo de Taos, Rio Fernando de Taos, Rio Chiquito, and Rio Grande del
Rancho. These tributaries provide habitat for aquatic species; such as Rio Grande cutthroat
(Oncorhynchus clarkii virginalis), rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) and brown trout (Salmo trutta). The
Rio Grande is outside of the project area; however, it is downstream.
Special Status Species

The unofficial U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’ (USFWS) Information for Planning and Consultation
(IPaC) resource list identifies five ESA listed species with potential to occur in the area of analysis:
Canada lynx (Lynx canadensis), New Mexico meadow jumping mouse (Zapus hudsonius luteus), Mexican
spotted owl (Strix occidentalis lucida), southwestern willow flycatcher (Empidonax traillii extimus), and
yellow-billed cuckoo (Coccyzus americanus) (USFWS 2020). There are no USFWS-designated critical
habitats in the area of analysis or the larger Taos Valley (USFWS 2020).
The IPaC resource list also includes migratory bird species that occur on the USFWS Birds of
Conservation Concern list or that warrant special attention in the area of analysis (USFWS 2019):
bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), Brewer’s sparrow (Spizella breweri), golden eagle (Aquila chrysaetos),
Lewis’s woodpecker (Melanerpes lewis), olive-sided flycatcher (Contopus cooperi), piñon jay (Gymnorhinus
cyanocephalus), rufous hummingbird (Selasphorus rufus), and Virginia’s warbler (Oreothlypis virginiae).
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BISON-M lists 75 mammal, 20 fish, 215 bird, and 339 other invertebrate and invertebrate special
status species with the potential to occur in the Taos Valley (BISON-M 2020).
The NMRPTC lists 14 rare plant species with potential to occur in Taos County (NMRPTC 2019).
3.6.2 Environmental Consequences
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, fish, wildlife, and special status species habitats would remain in
their current conditions. As discussed in Section 3.2, Water Resources, if current conditions
continue, depletions of shallow aquifers would continue, which would further reduce water supplies
to tributaries and ultimately the Rio Grande. Impacts on the water supply would be greater during
extended dry periods or droughts. Impacts from a decreased water supply on fish, wildlife, and
special status species would continue and would also be greater during extended dry periods or
droughts. Examples of such impacts are habitat degradation, decreased water quality from
concentration of contaminants, and impassable stream reaches.
Proposed Action

Surface-disturbing activities can affect fish, wildlife, and special status species and their habitats
through loss of habitat quality and quantity. Impacts may include habitat fragmentation or
modification, physiological stress, habitat avoidance, direct mortality, and interference with
movement patterns.
Modifications to water system volumes and changes in water quality, for example temperature
changes or sediment loads, can affect fish and aquatic species and their available habitat.
Stream Gage
Under the Proposed Action, impacts on fish, wildlife, and special status species from installing and
maintaining a stream gage would be short term. Human presence may temporarily displace fish,
wildlife, and special status species during installation and maintenance. The gage would be installed
in the area of an existing diversion at Rio Lucero and Acequia Madre del Prado. Stream gages do not
contain any hazardous materials or equipment that would be detrimental to fish, wildlife, or special
status species. Installation of the stream gage would allow water users and managers to monitor
water diversions to ensure proper amounts are being diverted.
Mitigation and Water Supply Wells
Construction and operation of both the mitigation and water supply wells would involve clearing
vegetation from the sites and applying gravel. There is no difference in the types of impacts on fish,
wildlife, and special status species between the mitigation and water supply wells; as such, the
following analysis covers both project types.
Under the Proposed Action, constructing and operating mitigation and water supply wells may
affect wildlife by displacing wildlife and degrading habitat. Impacts on wildlife would be greater in
habitat that has not been previously altered by agriculture or urban development.
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Impacts from surface disturbance on fish and other aquatic species would increase, the closer the
wells are to streams or rivers. Impacts from stormwater runoff during seasonal rain and snowstorms
may include increased sediment load from exposure of bare soils at the well sites, which can affect
water quality and cause stress, starvation, or suffocation (Capper 2006). Proper stormwater
management may decrease impacts from soil entering streams or rivers.
Both types of proposed wells would extract water from deep groundwater aquifers and would
transport the water via waterlines. Water gathered from these wells would be tested and treated to
meet applicable water quality standards before being used or released (see Section 3.2, Water
Resources). No impacts on fish, wildlife, and special status species are anticipated from using the
water. No impacts on fish, wildlife, and special status species are expected from temperature
differences between mitigation well discharges and streams, as temperatures would remain in
compliance with State standards for aquatic life (see Section 3.2.3, Water Resources Environmental
Consequences). Because the deep aquifers in the area have hydraulic connection to the Rio Grande
(see Section 3.2, Water Resources), extraction of water may add to depletions in the Rio Grande
that, if not monitored, could lead to impacts on fish and other aquatic species.
Arroyo Seco Arriba Project
Under the Proposed Action, impacts on fish, wildlife, and special status species through
construction and maintenance of the ASR wells would be the same as those described for the
mitigation and water supply wells. Injection of the water into deep aquifer for storage would not
directly impact fish, wildlife, and special status species.
Should the water be stored above ground in one or more surface storage reservoirs, impacts on fish
wildlife, and special status species may include creation of habitat for some aquatic species,
migratory birds and wildlife species.

3.7 Cultural and Historic Resources
The area of analysis for cultural and historic resources consists of two separate project areas: the first
is a 9-acre project area which was covered by an 82.70-acre pedestrian survey, including a linear
survey along the shoulders of U.S. Highway 64, and the access points to two existing grid cells on
land leased by EPWSD; the second area of analysis consists of sixteen 40-acre grid cells.
Cultural resources in the area surrounding the 82.70-acre linear parcel along U.S. Highway 64 are
mostly historic irrigation ditches, roads, and historic artifact scatters. Four previously recorded sites
were located and updated during the current undertaking. Additionally, one previously identified
historic irrigation ditch could not be located, which may be the result of the overgrown vegetation
or heavy erosion and modern use along the highway.
Within four of the sixteen grid cell locations, there are 21 historic structures and properties, 1
multicomponent site, and 1 site of unknown cultural affiliation noted. Twelve of the grid cell
locations did not contain any previously recorded historic properties.
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3.7.1 Affected Environment
Archaeology

One historic site may be affected by activities related to the proposed project construction within
the U.S. Highway 64 ROW; however, the State Historic Preservation Office’s determination that the
site is not eligible (HPD Log No. 73658, 3/25/2005) for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP) negates the need for mitigation.
One site of unknown cultural affiliation and one multicomponent site have previously been
documented within two of the sixteen grid cell locations. It is recommended that if construction
takes place within these grid cell locations, further archaeological compliance work be completed.
Historic Structures

The three historic irrigation ditches in the project area cross the main historic U.S. Highway 64. The
irrigation ditches range from dirt berms, to those lined with concrete, to metal pipes that are
suspended over the highway. Two previously recorded acequias were not located during the current
investigation.
Four of the grid cell locations contain previously recorded historic resources with minimal previous
survey coverage, based on the Class I desktop review conducted for the proposed undertaking. Most
of these are associated with the historic district of Taos village. Historic properties were identified in
six grid cell locations.
3.7.2 Environmental Consequences
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, cultural and historic resources would not be affected by project
construction.
Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, cultural and historic resources may be affected, as described below.
There is no difference in the type of impacts on cultural resources between the mitigation wells,
water supply wells, the Arroyo Seco Arriba Project, and stream gage; as such, the following analysis
of environmental consequences and cultural resource recommendations apply to all project types.
Archaeology
The historic artifact site in the EPWSD pipeline and electrical line route along U.S. Highway 64 does
not contain significant subsurface deposits or specific diagnostic elements that may add to the
knowledge of the region’s history. Additionally, it cannot be associated with any significant events,
architectural styles, or persons to determine use and importance; therefore, the project may have no
adverse effects on the presently unevaluated cultural resources.
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Historic Structures
The portions of the historic irrigation ditches in the EPWSD pipeline and electrical line route along
U.S. Highway 64 do not contribute to the eligibility of the overall resources; therefore, no adverse
effect is anticipated from project construction. The historic canals do not contain significant cultural
materials, nor are they associated with events, persons, or architectural styles that may lead to a
greater understanding of the Taos region’s history. Although these resources are not eligible for
listing on the NRHP, the earthen berm acequias should be regraded after construction.
Four of the 16 grid cell locations in Taos County contain numerous historic structures and linear
features. Some of these structures are recommended as eligible for listing on the NRHP and could
impede construction in those locations. Further archaeological compliance work would be
completed as needed to address these structures at the project-specific level..
Cultural Traditions
The current undertaking would not affect any known cultural traditions or cultural traditional
properties.

3.8 Indian Trust Assets
Indian Trust Assets (ITAs) are legal interests in property held in trust by the U.S. government for
federally recognized Indian tribes or individual tribal members. ITAs can include land, minerals,
federally reserved hunting and fishing rights and water rights, and in-stream flows associated with
trust land. An Indian Trust has three components: the trustee, the beneficiary, and the trust asset.
Beneficiaries of the Indian Trust relationship are federally recognized Indian tribes with trust land;
the United States is the trustee. By definition, ITAs cannot be sold, leased, or otherwise encumbered
without approval of the United States.
Reclamation assesses the impact of its programs and projects on tribal trust resources and federally
recognized tribal governments. The agency engages federally recognized tribal governments and
consults with such tribes on a government-to-government level when its actions affect ITAs.
Reclamation, along with all bureaus in the DOI, is responsible for, among other things, the
following:
•
•
•

Identifying any impact of its plans, projects, programs or activities on ITAs
Ensuring that potential impacts are explicitly addressed in planning, decision, and
operational documents
Consulting with recognized Tribes who may be affected by proposed activities

Consistent with this, Reclamation’s Indian Trust policy states that it will carry out its activities in a
manner that protects ITAs and avoids adverse impacts when possible; or, when it is not possible, to
provide appropriate mitigation or compensation. To carry out this policy, Reclamation’s NEPA
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compliance procedures require evaluating the potential effects of its Proposed Actions on ITAs
(Reclamation 2012).
ITAs are identified primarily through consultations with federally recognized Indian tribes on a
government-to-government basis (Executive Memorandum of April 29, 1994, on Government-toGovernment Relations with Native American Tribal Governments).
3.8.1 Affected Environment
The Taos Pueblo is a federally recognized tribe with ITAs that may be relevant to the project. To
date, the ITA that Reclamation has identified as relevant is the use of Pueblo lands for easements,
rights-of-way, and facilities construction. 14 As part of its trust responsibility and effort to identify
potential effects of the proposed project on trust resources and tribal cultural resources,
Reclamation requested government-to-government consultation with the Taos Pueblo. Reclamation
has continually engaged the Taos Pueblo on a government-to-government basis. Discussions have
taken place on a variety of topics and issues, including identifying Indian trust responsibilities.
Additionally, research has been conducted on applicable treaties, statutes, and executive orders.
3.8.2 Environmental Consequences
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, there would be increased water scarcity, as without the proposed
mitigation and water supply wells, withdrawals would continue to deplete streams in the tributaries
and reduce flows in the tributaries. To offset these depletions, NMOSE may need to acquire some
acequia water rights and retire some irrigated land. These actions may affect ITAs.
Proposed Action

The Proposed Action is not expected to interfere with the quantity or quality of surface water or
groundwater supplies available to the Taos Pueblo or to result in any changes to water rights that
support tribal fisheries, native plants, wildlife, irrigation, or trust income.
The Proposed Action may require the use of some Taos Pueblo land for facility construction, which
would require permission from the Taos Pueblo. There would be long-term, permanent changes to
the Pueblo’s use of these lands by constructing facilities and operating the projects. In general, the
change in the use of Taos Pueblo lands would not result in net loss, damage, depletion, or waste of
assets, property, or property rights. There would also be temporary changes to Taos Pueblo land and
access during construction; however, these changes would generally be short term, ending once
construction is complete.

Those lands in the Taos Valley to which the Pueblo, or the United States in its capacity as trustee for the Pueblo, holds
title, subject to federal law limitations on alienation. Such lands include Tracts A, B, and C, the Pueblo’s land grant, the
Blue Lake Wilderness Area, and the Tenorio and Karavas Tracts (Settlement Agreement 2012).

14
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Stream Gage
There would be no surface disturbance from the placement of the stream gage on the Rio Lucero;
consequently, there would be no impacts on Taos Pueblo lands.
Mitigation Wells
Short-term impacts on Taos Pueblo land (from Mitigation Well B [Rio Lucero/Rio Pueblo de Taos]
and Mitigation Well C [Rio Fernando de Taos]) could occur, mostly during project construction.
This is because placing pipelines, electrical lines, wells, and other features underground could
temporarily reduce access to some Taos Pueblo land areas and could result in some surface
disturbance. Once installed, there would be negligible impacts from operating and maintaining the
pipelines, electrical lines, and wells.
Additionally, some of the disturbed land area would likely be reclaimed, reducing the overall impact
of construction on Taos Pueblo lands in the area of analysis. No Taos Pueblo land would be
disturbed without permission from the Pueblo.
Water Supply Wells
Impacts on Taos Pueblo lands from water supply wells (specifically the Bataan Well) would be the
same as those described under Mitigation Wells, above.
Arroyo Seco Arriba Project
Impacts on Taos Pueblo lands from ASR wells (specifically ASR Well #1) would generally be the
same as those described under Mitigation Wells, above.

3.9 Socioeconomics
3.9.1 Affected Environment
The socioeconomic area of analysis is Taos County, where data on population demographics,
employment, and economic activity were collected; state level data is provided for comparison.
Population

In 2017, Taos County had a total population of 32,809, while New Mexico had a population of
2,084,828 (U.S. Census Bureau 2017b).
Employment

Employment is a key economic indicator because patterns of growth and decline in a region’s
employment are largely driven by economic cycles and local economic activity. In 2018, the average
annual unemployment rate for Taos County was 6.5 percent, falling above the state level of 4.9
percent (BLS 2018). In 2018, of the 17,961 total jobs in Taos County, farm employment accounted
for 944 and construction for 1,223 (BEA 2018). The farm and construction sectors account for a
relatively small proportion of total employment (5 percent and 6.8 percent, respectively; BEA 2018).
In 2018, the sectors accounting for the greatest proportion of employment were accommodation
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and food services (2,470 jobs); government and government enterprises (2,145 jobs; BEA 2018);
retail trade (1,891 jobs); and arts, entertainment, and recreation (1,578 jobs).
In 2018, per capita personal income was $38,455 for Taos County, while per capita personal income
for the state was $41,609 (BLS 2018). In contrast, per capita income was $23,229 for Taos County
and $25,257 for the state of New Mexico 15. Median family incomes were $45,990 in 2017 for Taos
County, falling below the state level of $57,436 (U.S. Census Bureau 2017a).
Economic Activity

As described in Section 3.9, Agriculture and Other Land Use, the economy of the Taos region has
been focused on agriculture, mining, and tourism, with the current trend shifting toward more
service and professional occupation; however, irrigated agriculture, with about 300 acequias in the
Taos region, is still extremely important (ISC 2016).
Water infrastructure plays an important role in the local economy. A wide range of economic
activities in the Taos region, such as those associated with irrigation, agricultural use, and domestic
and commercial use, is supported by water diverted from streams, tributaries, and rivers.
3.9.2 Environmental Consequences
There is no difference in the type of impacts on socioeconomics between the mitigation wells, water
supply wells, the Arroyo Seco Arriba Project, and the stream gage; as such, the following analysis of
environmental consequences is not broken down by project type.
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, no construction would occur, and there would be no direct
changes to the socioeconomic conditions in the area of analysis.
Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, project activities would result in short-term increases in employment,
primarily in the construction industry. Impacts would be limited to the construction period.
Economic impacts would be the direct and indirect increases in jobs, income, and total value for the
local economy. Given the temporary nature of anticipated construction activities, it is unlikely that
the Proposed Action would significantly increase new, permanent employment positions or
associated economic impacts. Additionally, population and permanent housing characteristic
changes are not likely to occur from project construction.
Due to the lack of project-specific information on specific project component costs and employee
requirements, quantitative estimates are not available for the number of employees and indirect
economic impacts from construction. Impacts would vary, based on the level and timing of
construction employment. Should construction result in demand for employment that exceeds that
of the local workforce, there is a potential for short-term demand for temporary housing. The
Per capita personal income—an area's personal income divided by its population—can be used to compare incomes
from one state to another or to the nation overall. Per capita income is the total personal income divided by total
population of an area.
15
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projects would likely result in short-term indirect and induced economic effects from construction.
These effects would include indirect spending on construction materials for the proposed project
and induced spending in local businesses by project employees. Temporary employment would be
unlikely to have a significant impact on local economic conditions.
Temporary changes to the quality of life for populations in and around project locations could occur
during the construction period. These include temporary, site-specific increases in traffic, noise,
dust, and visual impacts. Use of construction best management practices could reduce potential
impacts. Such factors could subsequently affect property values in the long term near specific
project locations; however, due to the lack of project-specific information on project components
and infrastructure, quantitative estimates for impacts on residential homeowners and property values
are not available.
In the long term, water availability could provide increased access to water to support a variety of
uses and subsequent domestic and economic activities; however, due to the number of intervening
independent factors, the potential for growth in the area of analysis from the Proposed Action is too
speculative to be analyzed.

3.10 Environmental Justice
Executive Order 12898 requires federal agencies to identify and address disproportionately high and
adverse human health or environmental effects, including social and economic effects, of its
programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations.
Minority is defined as a person who self identifies as one or more of the following racial or ethnic
groups: Hispanic or Latino of any race, Black or African American, Asian American, American
Indian, and Native Hawaiian. CEQ guidance has two definitions of a minority population: one
where an individual group or the aggregate population of all minority groups combined exceeds 50
percent of the total population, and two, if the percentage of the population comprising all minority
groups is meaningfully greater than the minority population percentage in the broader region. The
former is defined here as 10 percentage points or more higher than the reference population at the
state level.
The CEQ guidance on environmental justice (CEQ 1997) defines low-income populations based on
the U.S. Census Bureau’s annual statistical poverty thresholds. For 2017, the poverty threshold is
defined as total income of $12,488 for an individual and $25,094 for a family of four (U.S. Census
Bureau 2017c). The CEQ guidance does not specify percentage guidelines for defining a population
as low income; for this analysis, a low population is defined as an area where the number of
individuals living below the poverty line exceeds 50 percent of the total population, or if the
percentage of the low-income population is meaningfully greater (10 percentage points) than the
percentage below poverty in the reference population.
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3.10.1 Affected Environment
The environmental justice area of analysis is Taos County. Data are provided for the four census
tracts that comprise Taos County, with reference information provided at the state level for
comparison.
Low-Income Populations

Both the percent of families and the percent of individuals below the poverty level remain below
fifty percent of the total population and within ten percentage points of the reference population, as
shown in Table 3-6. Low-Income Populations, 2017. As such, Taos County and the census tracts
overlapping the project area do not meet the criteria for further environmental justice consideration
based on poverty.
Table 3-6. Low-Income Populations, 20171
Location

Median
Family
Income
(Dollars)

Per
Capita
Income
(Dollars)

11.0

45,745

22,275

18.5

11.4

44,167

25,101

18.1

16.1

49,638

23,251

21.3
20.6

15.0
15.6

45,990
57,436

23,229
25,257

Percent of
Individuals in
Poverty, 2017

Percent of
Families in
Poverty, 2017

27.0

18.0

16.8

Census Tract 9527,
Taos County, New
Mexico
Census Tract 9526,
Taos County, New
Mexico
Census Tract 9521,
Taos County, New
Mexico
Census Tract 9401,
Taos County, New
Mexico
Taos County
New Mexico

43,654

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2017a
1 2017 American Community Survey Data were collected over 5 years, from 2013 to 2017.

25,640

Minority Populations

The social and economic context of Taos County varies among the four census tracts in the county.
Table 3-7, below, displays racial and ethnic data by census tract in the county, with comparable data
provided for the state. In addition to minority groups, data are provided for the total minority
population. This population is calculated by subtracting the white, non-Hispanic population from
the total population. The remainder represents the portion of the population identifying as one or
more minority groups, without double counting those individuals who identify as more than one
group.
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Table 3-7. Population Demographics, 20171
Population
and Percent
Total population
Hispanic or Latino

Census
Tract
9527,
Taos

White
Black or African
American
American Indian
or Alaskan Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian
and Other Pacific
Islander
Other race
Two or more races
Aggregate
minority
population

5,531
3,350
(60.6%)
4,966
(89.8%)
37
(0.7%)
64
(1.2%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)
426
(7.7%)
38
0.7%
3,489
(63.1%)

Census
Tract
9526,
Taos

Census
Tract
9521,
Taos

7,809
4,939
(63.2%)
6,669
(85.4%)
96
(1.2%)
340
(4.4%)
44
(0.6%)
0
(0%)

5,431
2,881
(53.0%)
4,980
(91.7%)
0
(0%)
87
(1.6%)
0
(0%)
0
(0%)

318
(4.1%)
342
(4.4%)
5,304
(67.9%)

338
(6.2%)
26
(0.5%)
2,953
(54.4%)

Census
Tract
9401,
Taos

Taos
County

New
Mexico

9,379
4,459
(47.5%)
6,523
(69.5%)
29
(0.3%)
1,582
(16.9%)
48
(0.5%)
0
(0%)

32,809
18,624
(56.8%)
26,895
(82.0%)
162
(0.5%)
2,384
(7.3%)
101
(0.3%)
5
(<0.1%)

2,084,828
1,004,103
(48.2%)
1,547,843
(74.2%)
42,187
(2.0%)
197,191
(9.5%)
29,991
(1.4%)
1,390
(0.1%)

985
(10.5%)
212
(2.3%)
6,129
(65.3%)

2,602
(7.9%)
660
(2.0%)
21,193
(64.6%)

197,944
(9.5%)
68,282
(3.3%)
1,289,100
(61.8%)

Source: U.S. Census Bureau 2017b
1 2017 American Community Survey Data were collected over 5 years, from 2013 to 2017.

As shown in the table, the total minority population exceeds 50 percent of the total population for
Taos County and the four census tracts comprising the county. The two largest minority populations
are Hispanic or Latino and American Indian or Alaskan Native. As a result, these populations have
been identified for potential further environmental justice analysis.
Native American Populations

Reclamation identified the Taos Pueblo as having religious or cultural affiliation near the region of
influence. Tribal consultation is ongoing, as described in Chapter 4, Consultation and Coordination.
3.10.2 Environmental Consequences
There is no difference in the type of impacts on environmental justice between the mitigation wells,
water supply wells, the Arroyo Seco Arriba Project, and the stream gage; as such, the following
analysis of environmental consequences is not broken down by project type.
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, no project activities would occur, and existing conditions, as
described above, would continue.
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Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, short-term impacts of construction-related activities, such as dust,
noise, and traffic, could affect all populations, including identified minority populations. While the
total minority population for Taos County and its respective census tracts exceeds the CEQ
minority population criteria of 50 percent, Taos County falls within the total minority population of
the state level; therefore, short-term construction-related impacts are not anticipated to affect these
populations disproportionately. Further socioeconomic analysis may be needed at the site-specific
level once a project is proposed. Construction employment would represent economic opportunities
for all area residents, including minority and low-income populations.

3.11 Transportation, Access, and Safety
3.11.1 Affected Environment
The major transportation routes in the general vicinity of the project area are U.S. Highway 64
(Paseo Del Pueblo Norte), New Mexico State Highway 68 (Paseo Del Pueblo Sur), and New Mexico
State Roads 518, 570, and 240. Private roads and county roads generally provide access and mobility
for residents traveling in and out of the project area. Smaller roads generally make up most of the
mileage of roadways in Taos Valley. These roads provide access to businesses, residences,
government facilities, and service providers; as such, they are an important part of the transportation
network in this area. These smaller roads tie into the state and federal highways that provide ingress
and egress to Taos Valley.
Various overhead or buried utilities may be present near the project area. Kit Carson Electric Co-Op
Inc. is the local utility in the area.
3.11.2 Environmental Consequences
There is no difference in the type of impacts on transportation, access, and safety between the
mitigation wells, water supply wells, the Arroyo Seco Arriba Project, and the stream gage; as such,
the following analysis of environmental consequences is not broken down by project type.
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, there would be no impacts on or change in transportation, access,
and safety in the project area.
Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, impacts on transportation, access, and safety would generally be short
term and limited to the construction phase of the projects. No long-term substantial change in
transportation, access, and safety is anticipated from installing, operating, or maintaining the project
components.
Equipment necessary for project construction would be transported along U.S. Highway 64 (Paseo
Del Pueblo Norte), New Mexico State Highway 68 (Paseo Del Pueblo Sur), and New Mexico State
Roads 518, 570, and 240. The equipment would be hauled away along the same routes.
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Implementing the Proposed Action may cause brief delays along the major public roadways near the
area of analysis from construction vehicles leaving or entering the area of analysis; however, overall
there would be minimal impacts on transportation associated with equipment hauling on- and offsite and construction personnel vehicles. Equipment and vehicles would be staged and parked at
identified areas at the project site for each project during construction.
The assumption is that the parties to the Settlement Agreement would implement best practices
during project construction to mitigate impacts on transportation, access, and safety. Appropriate
traffic signage would be used to notify drivers of active construction ingress/egress. The assumption
is that the construction contractor would coordinate with Taos County and sheriff departments
when traffic or access would be delayed significantly or rerouted. All utilities would be located and
marked and, if necessary, relocated or raised before any construction begins in the area of analysis.
Under the Proposed Action, short-term and local impacts could include delays during construction;
however, the scale, scope, and location of the proposed projects should minimize the intensity of
impacts. Constructing access roads for the mitigation wells and facilities, water supply wells and
facilities, and ASR wells and facilities or one or more surface storage reservoirs would result in some
localized impacts on transportation. This would come about by increased traffic during construction;
however, over the long term, impacts on traffic would be minor and limited to periodic maintenance
and some operation activities.

3.12 Agriculture and Other Land Use
3.12.1 Affected Environment
Traditionally, the economy of the Taos region (Taos County and a small part of Rio Arriba County)
has been focused on agriculture, mining, and tourism; however, the current trend is toward more
service and professional occupations (ISC 2016). Surface water in the Taos region is primarily used
for irrigated agriculture, which is still extremely important in the area, particularly in terms of water
planning (ISC 2016).
The Taos region consists of a large amount of land under control of the Taos and Picuris Pueblos or
the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management (BLM). Additionally, a substantial portion
of the land is privately owned (ISC 2016). The land in the area of analysis consists of Taos Puebloowned land (65 acres) and privately owned land (544 acres).
Most of the Taos region’s land area is forest or rangeland. The second highest percentage of land
area is agricultural (ISC 2016). There are an estimated 983 farms and ranches in Taos County, with
an estimated total acreage of 313,414 acres. The most valuable agricultural commodities in Taos
County are cattle, calves, hay, other crops, and aquaculture (USDA NASS 2014). The land
surrounding the area of analysis primarily consists of the following land use/land cover types:
irrigated agricultural land, agricultural land, urban or built-up land, and rangeland (Taos County
2017).
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There are various recreation trails and campgrounds throughout the Taos Valley. There is also the
BLM-managed Orilla Verde Recreation Area (Public Lands Interpretive Association 2020).
Additionally, there are several New Mexico Game Management Units (GMUs) in and around the
area of analysis (GMUs 49 and 53). GMUs are subdivisions of land used to manage big game
species, such as elk and mule deer.
3.12.2 Environmental Consequences
No Action Alternative

Under the No Action Alternative, some land currently irrigated by the acequias would need to be
retired, as NMOSE would need to purchase and transfer some acequia rights to offset stream
depletions on the tributaries caused by shallow groundwater withdrawals. The estimated amounts of
irrigated land retired by 2057 due to not installing mitigation wells are listed in Table 3-1.
Approximate Acreage of Irrigated Land that Would Need to Be Retired Without Proposed
Mitigation Wells.
Proposed Action

Under the Proposed Action, impacts on agriculture and other land use would generally be from
surface disturbance associated with project construction. Forty acres of Farmland of Statewide
Importance and approximately 111 acres of Prime Farmland if Irrigated may be affected by
anticipated surface disturbance in the area of analysis (Reclamation GIS 2019; NRCS GIS 2020);
however, these impacts would generally be short term and limited to the construction phase of the
projects. There would also be some long-term impacts on agriculture and other land use under the
Proposed Action. This is because implementation of the projects would permanently change the
type of land use in some areas. Table 3-8, below, lists the acres that would be disturbed during
project construction and operation.
There are no recreation trails or campgrounds or recreation areas in the area of analysis; therefore,
the Proposed Action is not anticipated to directly affect recreation in the area of analysis.
Stream Gage
There would be no surface disturbance from the placement of a stream gage on the Rio Lucero, so
there would be no impacts on agriculture and other land use.
Mitigation Wells
Short-term impacts on agriculture and other land use would occur mostly during project
construction. This is because the placement of pipelines, electrical lines, wells, and other features
underground would temporarily reduce access to some land areas and would result in some surface
disturbance. Once these features are installed, there would be negligible impacts from operating and
maintaining them. Additionally, some of the disturbed land area would likely be reclaimed, reducing
the overall impact of construction on agriculture and other land use in the area of analysis.
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Table 3-8. Quantitative Impacts on Agriculture and Other Land Use

Project

Mitigation Well
A1: Rio Hondo
Mitigation Well
A2: Rio Hondo
Mitigation Well B:
Rio Lucero/Rio
Pueblo de Taos
Mitigation Well C:
Rio Fernando de
Taos
Mitigation Well
D: Rio Grande del
Rancho
Mitigation Well E:
Rio Chiquito
Bataan Well
Rio Pueblo Well
Klauer Well
National Guard
Well
Camino Del
Medio Well

Surface
Ownership in
Grid
Cell/Project
Area (Acres)

GMUs in
Grid
Cell/Project
Area (Acres)

GMUs
Potentially
Disturbed
(Acres)

Farmland of
Statewide
Importance
in Grid
Cell/Project
Area (Acres)

Farmland of
Statewide
Importance
Potentially
Disturbed
(Acres)

0.1

0

0.4

0

Prime
Farmland
if Irrigated,
Potentially
Disturbed
(Acres)

Taos
Pueblo

Private

GMU
49

GMU
53

0

40

0

40

0

40

0

40

0

15

0

0

0.2

0

4

36

0

40

0

15

28

15

13

13

7

33

0

40

0

15

3

3

38

15

0

40

40

0

15

0

8

8

7

7

0

40

40

0

15

0

0

0

37

15

40
0
0
0

0
40
40
40

0
0
40
35

40
40
0
5

Water Supply Wells
0
15
0
15
15
0
15
5

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

39
0
0
0

15
0
0
0

0

40

0

40

0

0

34

15
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GMU GMU
49
53
Mitigation Wells
0
15

Prime
Farmland, if
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Grid
Cell/Project
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0

15
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Project

Midway Well #5
Midway Well #6
EPWSD Midway
Wells Water
Pipeline/Electrical
Line
Arroyo Seco
Arriba ASR Well
#1
Arroyo Seco
Arriba ASR Well
#2

Surface
Ownership in
Grid
Cell/Project
Area (Acres)

Taos
Pueblo
0
0
0

GMUs in
Grid
Cell/Project
Area (Acres)

40
40
9

GMU
49
0
0
0

GMU
53
40
40
9

13

27

0

40

0

40

0

40

Private

GMUs
Potentially
Disturbed
(Acres)
GMU
49
0
0
0

GMU
53
15
15
9

Farmland of
Statewide
Importance
in Grid
Cell/Project
Area (Acres)

Farmland of
Statewide
Importance
Potentially
Disturbed
(Acres)

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
0
0.8

0
0
0.8

13

13

27

15

0

0

40

15

Arroyo Seco Arriba Project
0
15
0

15

Prime
Farmland, if
Irrigated, in
Grid
Cell/Project
Area (Acres)

Prime
Farmland
if Irrigated,
Potentially
Disturbed
(Acres)

Sources: Reclamation GIS 2019; BLM GIS 2019; NRCS GIS 2020; NMDFG GIS 2017
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Additionally, operating the mitigation wells would increase the amount of water available for
irrigation. This could support continued agricultural use in the area and avoid the need to retire
irrigated land (see Section 3.2.3, Water Resources, Environmental Consequences). See Table 3-8,
below, for the quantitative impacts on the different types of NRCS farmland in the mitigation well
grid cells and GMUs 49 and 53 (see Section 3.8, Indian Trust Assets, for a discussion of impacts
from project construction and operation on Taos Pueblo land).
The Proposed Action would also result in long-term impacts on land use, because some land areas
would be changed to a new land use type. Placement and operation of the project components
would result in short- and long-term vehicle traffic and management of the property supporting the
new land use. This could conflict with future residential and, to a lesser extent, commercial and
public uses in the vicinity.
The mitigation wells would provide additional water to the upstream portions of surface tributaries
to the Rio Grande from which water is diverted for agricultural use. The temperature differences
between mitigation well discharges and the existing flows in the surface tributaries are not expected
to be great enough to affect crop growth (see Section 3.2.3, Water Resources, Environmental
Consequences).
Water Supply Wells
Short-term impacts on agriculture and other land use would occur mostly during project
construction. This is because placing pipelines, electrical lines, wells, and other features underground
would temporarily reduce access to some land areas and would result in some surface disturbance.
Once these features are installed, there would be negligible impacts from operating and maintaining
them. Additionally, some of the disturbed land area would likely be reclaimed, reducing the overall
impact of construction on agriculture and other land use in the area of analysis.
Arroyo Seco Arriba Project
Impacts on agriculture and land use would generally be the same as those described under mitigation
wells. In addition to those impacts, the placement of one or more surface storage reservoirs would
also affect land use. This is because the existing land use type of the reservoir area would be
transformed into a new land use type. The ASR wells described in the Settlement Agreement for this
project would require less land than the surface storage reservoir, resulting in less surface
disturbance.
Additionally, operating the ASR wells would increase the amount of water available for irrigation.
This could support continued agricultural use in the area and could avoid the need to retire irrigated
land (see Section 3.2.3, Water Resources, Environmental Consequences.

3.13 Cumulative Effects
NEPA requires federal agencies to consider the cumulative effects of proposals under their review.
Cumulative effects are defined in the CEQ regulations 40 CFR 1508.7 as “. . . the impact on the
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environment that results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable actions regardless of what agency . . . or person undertakes such
other actions.” The CEQ states that the “cumulative effects analyses should be conducted on the
scale of human communities, landscapes, watersheds, or airsheds,” using the concept of “project
impact zone” or, more simply put, the area that might be affected by the Proposed Action.
The direct and indirect effects of past and ongoing present actions are reflected in the current
conditions described in the affected environment above under each of the resource sections. There
are no reasonably foreseeable future actions in the project area; there are no identified proposals or
approved NEPA documentation or plans with the potential to affect the same resources affected by
the Proposed Action. As a result, the mutual-benefit projects would not have any cumulative effects
in combination with other reasonably foreseeable future actions.
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Chapter 4. Consultation and Coordination
4.1 Introduction
Reclamation’s consultation and coordination process presents other agencies, interest groups, and
the general public with opportunities to obtain information about a given project. It also allows
interested parties to participate in the project through written comments. This section explains
consultation and coordination taken for the proposed action.

4.2 Public Involvement
Reclamation is following the public involvement requirements documented in the CEQ regulations
implementing NEPA (40 CFR 1501.6 and 1501.7, for public involvement and scoping, respectively).
Reclamation solicited comments from relevant tribes, agencies, and the public; it then organized and
analyzed all comments received to identify the issues that it will address during NEPA analysis.
Public scoping was conducted before NEPA analysis began, in order to inform the scope of issues
and alternatives addressed in the programmatic EA. This phase of public scoping occurred from
October 7 to November 20, 2019, presenting the public with opportunities to participate through
written comments.
As part of the scoping process for this project, Reclamation hosted two public meetings to identify
public concerns, both at the Sagebrush Inn and Suites in Taos. Reclamation designed the meetings
to provide the public with opportunities to become involved, to learn about the proposed action, to
meet with Reclamation and team members from other agencies, and to offer comments.
Reclamation advertised these meetings in newspaper advertisements.

4.3 Public Review of the Draft Programmatic EA
This draft programmatic EA has been made available for the public to comment on. Reclamation
has notified appropriate tribal, local, and state government entities; other parties were notified upon
request.

4.4 Consultation
4.4.1 Native American Tribes
Consultation with Native American tribes is part of the NEPA process. Reclamation has been engaging
in government-to-government consultation with the Taos Pueblo.
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4.4.2 State Historic Preservation Office
Section 106 consultation will occur on a case-by-case basis for each project. Reclamation is not
preparing a programmatic agreement associated with this programmatic EA.

4.5 Additional Coordination
Reclamation has used various methods to keep settlement parties informed of the NEPA process
including one-on-one correspondence and meetings. Additionally, Reclamation will coordinate with
all appropriate parties during this programmatic NEPA process and when additional NEPA is
conducted. Appropriate parties may include the Taos Pueblo, State Historic Preservation Office,
NMOSE, NMDOT, New Mexico Environment Department, City of Taos, Taos County, and
others.
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Appendix A

Abeyta Water Rights Adjudication: Settlement Agreement Among the
United States of America, Taos Pueblo, The State of New Mexico, The
Taos Valley Acequia Association and Its 55 Member Acequias, The
Town of Taos, El Prado Water and Sanitation District, and the 12 Taos
Area Mutual Domestic Water Consumers’ Associations

ABEYTA WATER RIGHTS ADJUDICATION:
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AMONG THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, TAOS
PUEBLO, THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO, THE TAOS VALLEY ACEQUIA
ASSOCIATION AND ITS 55 MEMBER ACEQUIAS, THE TOWN OF TAOS, EL PRADO
WATER AND SANITATION DISTRICT, AND THE 12 TAOS AREA MUTUAL DOMESTIC
WATER CONSUMERS’ ASSOCIATIONS
Dated December 12, 2012
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This Settlement Agreement, dated December 12, 2012, is made among the Parties set
forth in Article 1 and memorializes the agreement of the Parties to set aside their different
positions on legal and factual issues, including, but not limited to, matters of history, aboriginal
and relative priority of water rights claims, and quantification of water right claims for the
following purposes: (a) to avoid the cost and uncertainty of litigation; (b) to provide finality with
respect to the quantification of Taos Pueblo’s water rights; (c) to provide an opportunity for nonPueblo irrigators in the Taos Valley to preserve their Acequias and for other non-Pueblo water
rights owners to protect, develop, and maintain their water uses while establishing a means by
which the Pueblo may put its decreed right to beneficial use; (d) to restore, preserve, and protect
the Taos Pueblo Buffalo Pasture; and (e) to foster cooperation among all Taos Valley residents
regarding the allocation and use of water supplies.
NOW, THEREFORE, the Parties agree and bind themselves as follows:
1. PARTIES TO THIS SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
1.1.EPWSD
El Prado Water and Sanitation District (“EPWSD”), that water and sanitation district duly
organized and operated pursuant to NMSA 1978, § 73-21-1, et seq., which has its place of
operation in the vicinity of El Prado, New Mexico, and is a political subdivision of the State.
1.2.Acequias
Fifty-five (55) individual Acequias, signatory hereto, which are political subdivisions of the State
and members of the TVAA that represent and bind their respective Parciantes on common issues,
in accordance with applicable law, including, but not limited to, water sharing with other Parties,
protection from priority administration and calls, and waivers of protests to the permit
applications and actions described in this Settlement Agreement. Such waivers of protests relate
only to Parciantes’ surface water rights and not to their groundwater rights, if any.
1.3.MDWCAs
Mutual Domestic Water Consumers Associations (“MDWCAs”), which are those twelve (12)
individual associations signatory hereto and incorporated pursuant to the Sanitary Projects Act,
NMSA 1978, § 3-29-1, et seq., or its predecessor statutes, and are political subdivisions of the
State.
1.4.State
State of New Mexico (“State”).
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1.5.Pueblo
Taos Pueblo (“Pueblo”), that federally recognized and sovereign Indian tribe located in the Taos
Valley of New Mexico.
1.6.TVAA
Taos Valley Acequia Association (“TVAA”) is that New Mexico non-profit corporation which
represents itself and the fifty-five (55) community Acequias signatory to this Settlement
Agreement.
1.7.Town
Town of Taos (“Town”), that municipality located in Taos County and duly incorporated and
operated pursuant to NMSA 1978, § 3-1-1, et seq., and its ordinances.
1.8.United States
The United States of America, acting solely in its capacity as trustee for the Pueblo (“United
States”). References to the United States of America acting in a different capacity are specified
in particular contexts of this Settlement Agreement.
2. DEFINITIONS.
2.1.AFY
“AFY” means acre-feet of water per year or per annum.
2.2.Aboriginal Priority Date
“Aboriginal Priority Date” means the time immemorial water right priority that, under federal
law, arises from Pueblo aboriginal occupancy and use.
2.3.Acequia
“Acequia” means a community ditch association, as defined by and operated pursuant to NMSA
1978, §§ 73-2-1 et seq. and 73-3-1 et seq. and which is a signatory to this Settlement Agreement.
2.4.Adjudication
“Adjudication” means the general adjudication of water rights entitled State of New Mexico ex
rel. State Engineer v. Abeyta and State of New Mexico ex rel. State Engineer v. Arellano, Civil
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Nos. 69cv07896-BB and 69cv07939-BB (consolidated), now pending in the United States
District Court for the District of New Mexico.
2.5.Arroyo Seco Abajo
“Arroyo Seco Abajo,” as used in Article 8, means that community the lands of which are
irrigated by the Upper Manuel Andres Trujillo Ditch, the Lower Manuel Andres Trujillo Ditch,
and the Juan Manuel Lucero Ditch.
2.6.Arroyo Seco Arriba
“Arroyo Seco Arriba,” as used in Article 8, means that community the lands of which are
irrigated by the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco.
2.7.Attachment
“Attachment” means those referenced documents attached to and included with this Settlement
Agreement.
2.8.Buffalo Pasture
“Buffalo Pasture” means that natural wetland, generally depicted in Attachment 1, which has
cultural and religious significance to the Pueblo and is more fully defined in Article 5.3.1.
2.9.Buffalo Pasture Depletions
“Buffalo Pasture Depletions” means those surface water depletion effects that the Settlement
Model simulates as resulting from Future Groundwater Diversions and occurring in model
Stream Segments Buffalo Pasture East and Buffalo Pasture West.
2.10.

Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project

“Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project” means the project described and identified in Articles 5.3.3
and 7.3.1 of this Settlement Agreement and in the general location indicated in Attachment 1.
2.11.

CIR

“CIR” means Consumptive Irrigation Requirement, defined as the quantity of irrigation water,
exclusive of effective rainfall, that is consumptively used by plants or is evaporated from the soil
surface in a specific period of time. It may be calculated numerically by subtracting effective
rainfall from consumptive use.
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2.12.

El Prado

“El Prado,” as used in Article 8, means that community the lands of which are irrigated by the
Acequia Madre del Prado, and shall not mean EPWSD.
2.13.

Enforcement Date

“Enforcement Date” means the date upon which the Secretary publishes the notice required by
section 509(f)(1) of the Settlement Act.
2.14.

FDR

“FDR” means Farm Delivery Requirement, defined as the quantity of water, exclusive of
effective rainfall, that must be delivered to the farm headgate to satisfy the CIR of crops grown
on the farm in a specific period of time. It may be calculated numerically by dividing the CIR by
the on-farm irrigation efficiency.
2.15.

Forbear, Forbearance

“Forbear” or “Forbearance” means to restrain, or the exercise of restraint, from asserting a water
right’s Aboriginal Priority Date.
2.16.

Future Groundwater Diversions

“Future Groundwater Diversions” means those groundwater diversions permitted or otherwise
lawfully commenced after May 30, 2006 and all EPWSD groundwater diversions,
notwithstanding the date of their permitting, but shall not include the Town’s groundwater
diversions from its In-Town Well Field up to the diversion ceiling set forth in Article 6.2.2.1.
2.17.

GPM

“GPM” means gallons per minute.
2.18.

HIA Right

“HIA Right” means the Pueblo’s right to irrigate Historically Irrigated Acreage as described in
Article 5.1.1.1.
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2.19.

Historically Irrigated Acreage

“Historically Irrigated Acreage” means those five thousand seven hundred twelve and seventyeight hundredths (5,712.78) acres identified in the Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey, the irrigation
of which forms the basis for the Pueblo’s HIA Right.
2.20.

Impair, Impairment

“Impair” or “Impairment” has the meaning developed under New Mexico water law.
2.21.

Lawful Irrigation or Stock Uses

“Lawful Irrigation or Stock Uses” means the actual and lawful use of surface waters for
irrigation, livestock, and domestic uses, including amounts for conveyance from a stream
diversion, within the parameters of a Subfile Order or other order of the Court in the
Adjudication.
2.22.

Market, Marketing, Marketing Agreement

“Market,” “Marketing,” or “Marketing Agreement” as used in Article 5 means the assignment,
exchange, lease, option to lease, contract, subcontract, or other temporary disposition of the
water rights secured to the Pueblo under this Settlement Agreement and the Partial Final Decree.
2.23.

Mutual-Benefit Projects

“Mutual-Benefit Projects” means the projects described and identified in Articles 6 and 10.1 of
this Settlement Agreement.
2.24.

Mutual-Benefit Projects Parties

“Mutual-Benefit Projects Parties” means the Town, EPWSD, the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero
y del Arroyo Seco, the Acequia Madre del Prado, the Acequia del Monte, the Acequia Madre del
Rio Chiquito, the Upper Ranchitos MDWCA, the Upper Arroyo Hondo MDWCA, the Llano
Quemado MDWCA and the Pueblo.
2.25.

Parciante

“Parciante” means an individual member of an Acequia.
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2.26.

Partial Final Decree

“Partial Final Decree” means the Decree (entitled “Partial Final Judgment and Decree”) entered
in the Adjudication, for the resolution of the Pueblo’s water right claims and which is
substantially in the form agreed to by the Parties and attached to this Settlement Agreement as
Attachment 5.
2.27.

Party, Parties

“Party” or “Parties” means one or more of those parties identified in Article 1 of this Settlement
Agreement.
2.28.

Pre-Basin Groundwater Right

“Pre-Basin Groundwater Right” means a state law based right to divert and use groundwater with
a priority date earlier than the State Engineer’s Declaration of Underground Water Basin in the
area that includes the groundwater right’s point of diversion.
2.29.

PDR

“PDR” means Project Diversion Requirement, defined as the quantity of water, exclusive of
effective rainfall, that must be diverted from an off-farm source of water to satisfy the FDR and
any adjudicated livestock or domestic uses in a specific period of time. It may be calculated
numerically by dividing the FDR and any adjudicated livestock or domestic uses by the off-farm
conveyance efficiency.
2.30.

Pueblo Lands

“Pueblo Lands” means those lands located within the Taos Valley to which the Pueblo, or the
United States in its capacity as trustee for the Pueblo, holds title subject to federal law limitations
on alienation. Such lands include Tracts A, B, and C, the Pueblo’s land grant, the Blue Lake
Wilderness Area, and the Tenorio and Karavas Tracts and are generally depicted in Attachment
2.
2.31.

San Juan-Chama Project

“San Juan-Chama Project” means the Project authorized by section 8 of the Act of June 13, 1962
(76 Stat. 96 and 97), and the Act of April 11, 1956 (70 Stat. 105).
2.32.

Secretary

“Secretary” means the Secretary of the Interior.
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2.33.

Settlement Act

“Settlement Act” means the Taos Pueblo Indian Water Rights Settlement Act, Pub. L. No. 111291, tit. V, §§ 501-513, 124 Stat. 3064, 3122-34 (2010).
2.34.

Settlement Model

“Settlement Model” means the New Mexico Office of the State Engineer numerical groundwater
flow model Version T17.0 and T17sup.M7, as documented in Attachment 3, or any later version
produced in accordance with Article 7.2.2.
2.35.

State Engineer

“State Engineer” means the New Mexico State Engineer.
2.36.

Stream Segment, Stream Segments

“Stream Segment” or “Stream Segments” means one or more of the stream segments for which
depletions are simulated in the Settlement Model, as shown on Attachment 10 and further
identified as follows [Reference to specific Settlement Model cells is by row and column number
as follows: (row, column).]:
2.36.1.
“Upper Rio Hondo” shall mean the reach of the Rio Hondo starting with
Settlement Model cell (5,42) and ending with Settlement Model cell (5,23), that is
numbered Segment 1 in Attachment 10.
2.36.2.
“Arroyo Seco” or “Rio Seco” shall mean the entire Arroyo Seco upstream
of the confluence of the Arroyo Seco with the Rio Pueblo de Taos, that is numbered
Segment 2 in Attachment 10.
2.36.3.
“Upper Rio Lucero” shall mean the reach of the Rio Lucero upstream of
the Buffalo Pasture, that is numbered Segment 3 in Attachment 10.
2.36.4.
“Buffalo Pasture West” shall mean the western half of the Buffalo Pasture,
that is numbered Segment 4 in Attachment 10.
2.36.5.
“Buffalo Pasture East” shall mean the eastern half of the Buffalo Pasture,
that is numbered Segment 5 in Attachment 10.
2.36.6.
“Lower Rio Lucero” shall mean the reach of the Rio Lucero downstream
of Buffalo Pasture and upstream of the confluence of the Rio Lucero with the Rio
Pueblo de Taos, that is numbered Segment 6 in Attachment 10.
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2.36.7.
“Rio Pueblo de Taos A” shall mean the reach of the Rio Pueblo de Taos
upstream of the confluence of the Rio Pueblo de Taos with the Rio Lucero, that is
numbered Segment 7 in Attachment 10.
2.36.8.
“Rio Fernando” shall mean the reach of the Rio Fernando de Taos
upstream of the confluence of the Rio Fernando de Taos with the Rio Pueblo de
Taos, that is numbered Segment 8 in Attachment 10.
2.36.9.
“Rio Pueblo de Taos B” shall mean the reach of the Rio Pueblo de Taos
downstream of the confluence of the Rio Pueblo de Taos with the Rio Lucero and
upstream of the confluence with the Rio Fernando de Taos, that is numbered
Segment 9 in Attachment 10.
2.36.10.
“Rio Pueblo de Taos C” shall mean the reach of the Rio Pueblo de Taos
downstream of the confluence of the Rio Pueblo de Taos with the Rio Fernando de
Taos and upstream of the confluence of the Rio Pueblo de Taos with the Rio Grande
del Rancho, that is numbered Segment 10 in Attachment 10.
2.36.11.
“Rio Chiquito” shall mean the reach of the Rio Chiquito upstream of the
confluence of the Rio Chiquito and the Rio Grande del Rancho, that is numbered
Segment 11 in Attachment 10.
2.36.12.
“Upper Rio Grande del Rancho” shall mean the reach of the Rio Grande
del Rancho upstream of the confluence of the Rio Grande del Rancho and the Rio
Chiquito, that is numbered Segment 12 in Attachment 10.
2.36.13.
“Lower Rio Grande del Rancho” shall mean the reach of the Rio Grande
del Rancho downstream of the confluence of the Rio Grande del Rancho with the
Rio Chiquito, and upstream of the confluence of the Rio Grande del Rancho with
the Rio Pueblo de Taos, that is numbered Segment 13 in Attachment 10.
2.36.14.
“Rio Pueblo de Taos D” shall mean the reach of the Rio Pueblo de Taos
starting with Settlement Model cell (46,27) and ending with Settlement Model cell
(46,23), that is numbered Segment 14 in Attachment 10.
2.36.15.
“Rio Pueblo de Taos E” shall mean the reach of the Rio Pueblo de Taos
starting with Settlement Model cell (46,22) and ending with Settlement Model cell
(60,5), that is numbered Segment 15 in Attachment 10.
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2.36.16.
“Lower Rio Hondo” shall mean the reach of the Rio Hondo starting with
Settlement Model cell (5,22) and ending with Settlement Model cell (6,10), that is
numbered Segment 16 in Attachment 10.
2.36.17.
“Rio Grande Segment” shall mean the model cells that denote the Rio
Grande Mainstem in Attachment 10, starting with Settlement Model cell (1,11) and
ending with Settlement Model cell (60,4), that are numbered Segment 17 in
Attachment 10. “Rio Grande,” not followed by “Segment,” refers more generally
to the mainstem of this river in New Mexico, including but not limited to its course
in the Taos area.
2.37.

Subfile Order

“Subfile Order” means any order entered by the Court in this Adjudication that determines a
water right or element thereof as between the State and a water right claimant with respect to
water right claims that were filed with the Court prior to May 30, 2006.
2.38.

Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey

“Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey” means the Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey: Inventory of Water
Uses on Taos Pueblo Indian Lands (July 1997), authored by Edward L. Gonzales and
Christopher Banet, which was filed with Court in 1997, as supplemented by the 2011 Supplement
to Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey: Inventory of Water Uses on Taos Pueblo Indian Lands
(August 2011), authored by Christopher Banet. The entire Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey is
included in Attachment 7.
2.39.

Taos Valley

“Taos Valley” means the geographic area depicted in Attachment 4.
2.40.

Taos Valley Stream System

“Taos Valley Stream System” means all surface or groundwater on or beneath the geographic
area depicted in Attachment 4, which waters do not include the Rio Grande.
2.41.

Taos Valley Tributaries

“Taos Valley Tributaries” means all Settlement Model Stream Segments except Rio Grande
Segment, Buffalo Pasture East, and Buffalo Pasture West.
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2.42.

Temporary Storage for Irrigation Use

“Temporary Storage for Irrigation Use” means the storage of no more than five (5) AFY of a
non-Indian irrigation surface water right, which irrigation right has been adjudicated by Subfile
Order, for no more than thirty (30) days and where use of such stored water is limited to
irrigation purposes.
2.43.

Tributary Depletions

“Tributary Depletions” means surface water depletion effects calculated to occur in Stream
Segments other than Buffalo Pasture East, Buffalo Pasture West, and Rio Grande Segment.
2.44.

Water Rights Owning Parties

“Water Rights Owning Parties” means the Pueblo, the United States, the Town, EPWSD, TVAA
and the fifty-five (55) individual Acequias, and the twelve (12) MDWCAs.
3. MUTUAL BENEFITS AND CONSIDERATION.
3.1.IN GENERAL.
The Parties shall be entitled to the benefits secured to them under this Settlement Agreement.
The Parties have entered into this Settlement Agreement in consideration of the inherent mutual
benefits, including, but not limited to:
3.1.1. avoiding the cost, uncertainty, and harm to relationships that would result from
protracted litigation;
3.1.2. ensuring that the waters of the Taos Valley Stream System are managed for their
present and future well-being; and
3.1.3. protecting the waters of the Taos Valley Stream System for cultural, irrigation,
livestock, municipal, industrial, commercial, and domestic uses as well as
enhancement of the natural environment.
3.2.BUFFALO PASTURE PROTECTIONS.
Restoration, preservation, and protection of the Buffalo Pasture have been central negotiation
goals. Out of respect for the Buffalo Pasture’s cultural and religious importance to the Pueblo
and in the spirit of cooperation, the Parties have agreed to projects and other measures that,
among other things, are intended to accomplish these goals:
10

3.2.1. the Pueblo’s development and implementation of the Buffalo Pasture Recharge
Project, as described in Article 7.3.1, to restore and maintain surface and subsurface
water levels within the Buffalo Pasture;
3.2.2. the limitation of groundwater diversions and consumption from certain existing
Town and EPWSD municipal wells as described in Article 6; and
3.2.3. moving the Town’s and EPWSD’s development of future municipal water supply
wells to areas located farther from the Buffalo Pasture, as described in Article 6, to
allow for necessary increases in groundwater production without increasing adverse
effects on the Buffalo Pasture.
3.3.SAN JUAN-CHAMA PROJECT WATER.
The San Juan-Chama Project contracts to be issued under Section 508 of the Settlement Act are
fundamental to resolving the Pueblo’s water rights claims and providing an essential source of
supply for municipal, commercial, and industrial uses in the Taos Valley.
3.4.RIO GRANDE SEGMENT DEPLETIONS.
Rio Grande Compact compliance and minimization of this Settlement Agreement’s effects on
water users outside the Taos Valley have been central negotiation goals. Several projects and
other measures provided for herein and developed by compromise of the Parties’ various
positions as set forth in this Settlement Agreement are intended to accomplish those goals.
3.5.MITIGATION WELL SYSTEM.
The Parties recognize the mutual benefits to be achieved by using the Mitigation Well System,
which is described in Article 7.3.3.1, to offset the surface water depletion effects resulting from
Future Groundwater Diversions. These benefits include:
3.5.1. limiting future reliance on acquisition and retirement of water rights from
Acequias to preserve those systems;
3.5.2. facilitating Pueblo acquisition of water rights, consistent with Articles 5 and 8.6
and Section 505 of the Settlement Act, by reducing competition therefore; and
3.5.3. providing a means for critically needed and sustainable groundwater development
in the Taos Valley.
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3.6.ARROYO SECO ARRIBA PROJECT.
The construction and operation of either the Arroyo Seco Arriba Aquifer Storage and Recovery
(“ASR”) Project described in Article 6.1.1.1 or the surface storage project described in Article
6.1.1.2 provide a mutual benefit to the Pueblo and the Acequias by finally resolving allocation of
the Rio Lucero.
3.7.WAIVER OF OBJECTIONS TO PARTIAL FINAL DECREE.
The Parties waive any right to object and shall, in good faith, seek to deter objections by others
to the entry of a Partial Final Decree that defines the Pueblo’s water rights consistent with
Attachment 5.
3.8.WAIVER OF INTER SE CHALLENGES.
The Water Rights Owning Parties agree to recognize one another’s water rights, as those rights
are described in this Settlement Agreement or in any Subfile Order entered in the Adjudication.
The Water Rights Owning Parties agree to waive their rights to file and shall abstain from filing,
during the inter se phase or otherwise in the Adjudication, any objection to the water rights of
any other Water Rights Owning Party, the water rights of individual Parciantes of the fifty-five
(55) Acequias, or an Acequia as those rights are described in Subfile Orders. Nothing herein
shall preclude one Acequia from challenging inter se the water rights of another Acequia’s
Parciantes. Further, the Water Rights Owning Parties agree to waive their rights to file and shall
abstain from filing, during the inter se phase or otherwise in the Adjudication, any objection to
any Court order which recognizes any of the following: (1) subject to the agreement in Article
8.5, Acequia diversions of surface water from springs not to exceed those claims submitted to the
State as itemized in Attachment 6; (2) inter- and intra-Acequia water-sharing customs; or (3)
Lawful Irrigation or Stock Uses.
3.9.WAIVER OF CHALLENGES TO DOMESTIC WELLS.
The Water Rights Owning Parties further agree to waive their rights to and shall abstain from
filing inter se challenges to: (a) any domestic well right existing as of May 30, 2006 and which
is permitted under NMSA 1978, § 72-12-1.1 or its predecessor statutes; and (b) any Pre-Basin
Groundwater Right in the Taos Valley if claimed or used for domestic uses, livestock watering,
or non-commercial irrigation of up to one (1) acre.
3.10.

WAIVER OF ADMINISTRATIVE PROTESTS.

As provided in Article 6.5.1, the Water Rights Owning Parties waive protests or objections to
certain projects and water right transfers that are necessary for this Settlement Agreement.
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4. ENFORCEABILITY; PARTIES BOUND.
4.1.CONDITIONS PRECEDENT.
This Settlement Agreement shall become enforceable and the releases and waivers set forth in
Article 12 shall become effective as of the date that the Secretary publishes the notice required
by Section 509(f)(1) of the Settlement Act and that the conditions precedent set forth therein
have been fulfilled.
4.2.PROCEDURE FOR ENTRY OF PARTIAL FINAL DECREE.
The Parties have filed a joint motion requesting that the Adjudication court enter an order
approving procedures for providing notice of the proposed Partial Final Decree and this
Settlement Agreement, and an opportunity to object and be heard, to all known and unknown
claimants of water rights within the Taos Valley Stream System whether or not they have been
joined as parties to the Adjudication. After the Court approves the procedure and the Settlement
Agreement has been executed by the Parties and the Secretary, the Parties will file a Joint
Motion for Entry of Partial Final Decree and Approval of the Settlement Agreement and request
therein that the Court hear and decide all objections to the Partial Final Decree and the
Settlement Agreement but defer entry of the Partial Final Decree until the Parties notify the
Court that the conditions specified in Sections 509(f)(2)(D) through 509(f)(2)(F) of the
Settlement Act have been satisfied. After the Parties file their joint motion for entry, the United
States and the State will provide notice to all known and unknown claimants in the manner
directed by the Court. Nothing herein precludes any Party from seeking inclusion of additional
provisions in the Partial Final Decree, so long as such provisions are not inconsistent with the
Settlement Act, this Settlement Agreement, or Attachment 5. Enforcement of the Partial Final
Decree shall be subject to the terms and conditions of the Settlement Act, including Section
509(g), (h) and (j).
4.3.ENFORCEABILITY OF SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT.
The Parties shall be bound by all provisions of this Settlement Agreement, and this Settlement
Agreement shall become enforceable and the waivers and releases executed pursuant to section
510 of the Settlement Act and the limited waiver of sovereign immunity set forth in section
511(a) of the Settlement Act shall become effective, as of the date that all conditions precedent
set forth in Article 4.1 have been fulfilled and the Secretary publishes the notice required by
section 509(f)(1) of the Settlement Act.
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4.4.EXPIRATION DATE.
4.4.1. IN GENERAL. If all of the conditions precedent set forth in Article 4.1 and in
section 509(f)(2) of the Settlement Act have not been fulfilled by the Expiration
Date of March 31, 2017 specified by Section 509(h)(1) of the Settlement Act, or the
Expiration Date as it may be extended pursuant to Section 509(j), this Settlement
Agreement shall be null and void, the waivers and releases executed pursuant to
section 510 of the Settlement Act and the sovereign immunity waivers in section
511(a) of the Settlement Act shall not become effective, and any unexpended
Federal or State governmental funds, together with any income earned thereon, and
title to any property acquired or constructed with expended Federal or State funds,
shall be returned to the appropriating entity, unless otherwise agreed to by the
Parties in writing and approved by Congress or the New Mexico Legislature,
whichever is appropriate depending on the source of funding.
4.4.2. EXCEPTIONS.
4.4.2.1.
Pursuant to section 509(h)(2), except as provided in section 509(i) of the
Settlement Act, and notwithstanding any other provision of law or subsection
4.4.1, title to any property acquired or constructed with expended Federal
funds made available under section 505(f) of the Settlement Act shall be
retained by the Pueblo; and
4.4.2.2.
Notwithstanding subsection 4.4.1, two hundred fifty thousand dollars
($250,000) that was appropriated by the 2005 New Mexico Legislature for
water rights for EPWSD shall not have to be returned to the State.
5. TAOS PUEBLO WATER RIGHTS.
5.1.SURFACE WATER.
5.1.1. HISTORICALLY IRRIGATED ACREAGE RIGHT.
5.1.1.1.
Subject to the other provisions of this Settlement Agreement, the Pueblo
shall be entitled to divert and consume the surface waters of the Taos Valley
Stream System to irrigate the five thousand seven hundred twelve and seventyeight hundredths (5,712.78) acres shown on the Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey.
Such right shall have an Aboriginal Priority Date. In exercising this right, the
Pueblo shall be entitled to:
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5.1.1.1.1. divert a combined total amount of water not to exceed that amount
sufficient to irrigate the 5,712.78 acres, or twenty-two thousand five
hundred eight and thirty-five hundredths (22,508.35) AFY, whichever is
less; and
5.1.1.1.2. consume a combined total amount of water not to exceed that
amount consumed by the irrigation of the 5,712.78 acres, or seven
thousand eight hundred eighty-three and sixty-four hundredths (7,883.64)
AFY, whichever is less.
5.1.1.2.
FORBEARANCE. To avoid the disruption that the Pueblo’s
immediately exercising its full Historically Irrigated Acreage Right (“HIA
Right”) would cause to non-Indian irrigation in the Taos Valley and in
consideration for this Settlement Agreement, the Pueblo shall forbear from the
immediate full exercise of its HIA Right.
5.1.1.2.1. INITIAL FORBEARANCE. The Pueblo shall initially limit the
exercise of its HIA Right to the irrigation of the two thousand three
hundred twenty-two and forty-five hundredths (2,322.45) acres of recently
irrigated acreage, which are those lands, allocated by ditch, identified in
Table 1 below and consisting of seven hundred five and forty-nine
hundredths (705.49) acres irrigated from the Rio Pueblo de Taos and one
thousand six hundred sixteen and ninety-six hundredths (1,616.96) acres
irrigated from the Rio Lucero, as of May 30, 2006. Any increase in the
Pueblo’s exercise of its HIA Right above this initial amount shall be in
accordance with Article 5.1.1.2.2.
Table 1
Ditch
“C”
1908
Acequia de los Lovatos
Acequia Madre del Medio
Acequia Madre de la Loma del Ranchito de
Abajo
Acequia Madre del Prado
Acequia Madre del Pueblo
Beeline
Buried Roots
Cicada Nose
Cortez y Cisneros
Deer Jaw
Elk Horn
Grouse (to Buffalo Pasture)
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Stream
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero

Acreage
26.48
280.34
33.30
45.82
88.02

Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Pueblo de Taos/Rio
Lucero

14.37
93.60
206.44
86.09
29.04
1.17
80.26
8.42
55.20

Table 1
Ditch

Stream
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo de Taos
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo de Taos

Grouse
Indian
McClure
Mirabal
No. Trash Pile
Phia-No
Pottery
Pull Leaf
So. La Loma Lateral
So. Trash Pile
Summer Spring Creek
Tenorio
Ventura Mirabal

Acreage
173.51
164.34
11.40
17.14
29.83
74.30
57.52
82.06
4.26
38.58
12.59
598.50
9.87

5.1.1.2.2. INCREASES IN PUEBLO EXERCISE OF ITS HIA RIGHT.
5.1.1.2.2.1. Consistent with Article 8, the Pueblo’s obligation to forbear
shall be reduced, and the Pueblo may increase the exercise of its HIA
Right to the full amount of that right, only as non-Indian irrigation
surface water rights in the Taos Valley are reduced by any of the
following:
5.1.1.2.2.1.1. the acquisition by the Pueblo of a non-Indian irrigation
surface water right, which right has been adjudicated by Subfile
Order, and the retirement of the acquired water right by the Pueblo
filing with the State Engineer a Certificate of Retirement declaring
the change in ownership of the acquired water right and stating that
the Pueblo thereby irrevocably abandons the acquired water right,
which shall be described in the Certificate of Retirement with
particularity;
5.1.1.2.2.1.2. a change in the point of diversion of a non-Indian irrigation
surface water right, which right has been adjudicated by Subfile
Order, to a point of diversion outside of the Taos Valley and the
subsequent curtailment of diversions at the move-to location as the
result of the exercise and enforcement of the Pueblo’s Aboriginal
Priority Date;
5.1.1.2.2.1.3. a change in the purpose of use of a non-Indian irrigation
surface water right, which right has been adjudicated by Subfile
Order, to a non-irrigation use of surface water (excepting those
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changes to surface water uses for stock ponds or Temporary Storage
for Irrigation Use) and the subsequent curtailment of diversions at
the move-to location as the result of the exercise and enforcement
of the Pueblo’s Aboriginal Priority Date; or
5.1.1.2.2.1.4. the forfeiture or abandonment of a non-Indian irrigation
surface water right under state law.
5.1.1.2.2.2. Upon the satisfaction of any of the conditions of Articles
5.1.1.2.2.1.1 through 5.1.1.2.2.1.4, the Pueblo shall have the right to
increase the exercise of its HIA Right, on an acre-for-acre basis, by the
reduction in the number of acres irrigated by the subject non-Indian
irrigation surface water right. Any reduction in acreage irrigated by
non-Indian surface water rights as the result of the satisfaction of any
of the conditions of Articles 5.1.1.2.2.1.1 through 5.1.1.2.2.1.4 does
not make surface water available in the Taos Valley for new
appropriation.
5.1.1.2.2.3. The Pueblo shall increase the exercise of its HIA Right on lands
served by surface water diversions from a tributary within the Taos
Valley Stream System only as non-Indian irrigation surface water
rights served by surface water diversions from that particular tributary
are reduced. Tributaries within that system include the Rio Hondo,
Arroyo Seco, Rio Lucero, Rio Pueblo de Taos, Rio Fernando, Rio
Chiquito, and Rio Grande del Rancho.
5.1.1.2.3. INITIAL PUEBLO SURFACE WATER ACQUISITIONS.
Consistent with Article 8.6, the Pueblo will seek to acquire and retire six
hundred seventy-seven and fifty-three hundredths (677.53) acres of nonIndian irrigation surface water rights by the Enforcement Date.
5.1.1.2.4. CHANGE IN PLACE OF USE FOR CERTAIN HIA RIGHT
ACRES. The Pueblo has developed livestock impoundment rights on
approximately twelve and ninety-three hundredths (12.93) acres of lands
that also have an aboriginal HIA Right. Prior to the Pueblo’s exercise of
any portion of its HIA Right, which exercise shall be subject to Article
5.1.1.2.2, that the Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey indicates is on a parcel of
land that also has a livestock impoundment right, the Pueblo shall change
the place of use for that portion of its HIA Right to a new location.
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5.1.2. LIVESTOCK IMPOUNDMENT RIGHT. The Pueblo shall have the right to fill
and maintain fifty and twenty hundredths (50.20) acres of surface water
impoundments for stock watering purposes, as those features are depicted on the
Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey. Such right entitles the Pueblo to divert seventyseven and fifty-one hundredths (77.51) AFY (see Table 2) and consume one
hundred fourteen and thirty-five hundredths (114.35) AFY (see Tables 2 and 3).
5.1.2.1.
DITCH-FED IMPOUNDMENTS. Of the Pueblo’s Livestock
Impoundment Right, it will have the right to fill and maintain seventeen and
fifty-three hundredths (17.53) acres of stock ponds fed by ditches, as those
impoundments are identified below in Table 2. The Inventory Numbers
specified in Table 2 correlate to the identifications provided in the Taos Pueblo
Water Use Survey. Pre-1935 priorities have been determined, in the absence of
documentary evidence to the contrary, on the basis that the Pueblo was
prepared to present supporting evidence that these impoundments were in
existence prior to the dates specified.
Inventory No.
P-001
P-002
P-003
P-004
P-005
P-006
P-007
P-008
P-009
P-010
P-011
P-012
P-013
P-014
P-015
P-016
P-017
P-018
P-019
P-020
P-021
P-022
P-023
P-024
P-025
P-026
P-027

Source
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero

Ditch
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio

Table 2
Depletion
(AFY)
0.47
0.27
0.19
0.47
1.87
0.35
0.67
0.57
0.77
0.87
0.37
0.57
0.77
1.27
0.47
0.77
0.22
1.27
0.19
0.27
0.19
0.57
1.37
0.67
0.22
0.19
1.37
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Diversion
(AFY)
0.67
0.39
0.27
0.67
2.67
0.50
0.96
0.81
1.10
1.24
0.53
0.81
1.10
1.80
0.67
1.10
0.31
1.81
0.27
0.39
0.27
0.81
1.96
0.96
0.31
0.27
1.96

Area (ac.)
0.15
0.06
0.01
0.14
0.77
0.03
0.23
0.17
0.28
0.30
0.08
0.17
0.25
0.47
0.13
0.25
0.02
0.50
0.01
0.05
0.01
0.19
0.55
0.20
0.02
0.01
0.52

Priority
1989
1989
1991
1815
1815
1958
1989
1989
1815
1815
1815
1815
1989
1989
1815
1815
1815
1991
1815
1815
1815
1815
1815
1815
1815
1958
1815

Inventory No.

Source

P-029
P-030
P-031
P-032
P-033
P-034
P-035
P-036
P-037
P-039

Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Arroyo Seco

P-047
P-048
P-049
P-050
P-051
P-080
P-081
P-082
P-083
P-084
P-085
P-086
P-087
P-088
P-089
P-090
P-091

Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo
Rio Pueblo
Rio Pueblo
Rio Pueblo
Rio Pueblo
Rio Pueblo
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo
Rio Pueblo
Rio Pueblo

P-115
P-116
P-117
P-119
P-120
P-121
P-122
P-123
P-124
P-125
P-126
P-127
P-128
P-129
P-130
P-132
P-135
P-136
P-137

Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero

Ditch
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Lower Manuel
Andres Trujillo
Tenorio
Beeline
Tenorio
Beeline
Beeline
Hail Creek
B Ditch
Mirabal
Mirabal
B Ditch
Phia-No
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Phia-No
Phia-No
Acequia Madre
del Pueblo
Tenorio
Beeline
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Indian/1908
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio

Table 2
Depletion
(AFY)
0.47
0.19
1.67
1.77
0.22
0.47
0.27
0.37
0.77
1.15

Diversion
(AFY)
0.67
0.27
2.39
2.53
0.31
0.67
0.39
0.53
1.10
1.64

Area (ac.)
0.15
0.01
0.65
0.69
0.02
0.13
0.06
0.08
0.25
0.40

1815
1815
1815
1815
1815
1815
1815
1989
1815
1941
1815
1958
1815
1730
1958
1730
1730
1730
1730
1730
1991
1989
1815
1815
1989
1991
Same as
Acequia
1958
1730
1989
1815
1815
1815
1989
1815
1815
1815
1815
1989
1815
1730
1991
1815
1989
1958
1989

1.37
0.30
0.67
0.27
0.27
2.47
5.65
3.27
1.17
0.22
0.19
0.27
0.37
0.22
0.19
0.19
3.27

1.96
0.43
0.96
0.39
0.39
3.53
8.07
4.67
1.67
0.31
0.27
0.39
0.53
0.31
0.27
0.27
4.67

0.55
0.02
0.23
0.01
0.01
1.01
2.41
1.38
0.46
0.02
0.01
0.03
0.07
0.02
0.01
0.01
1.38

0.27
0.22
0.27
0.30
0.22
0.87
0.27
0.27
1.37
0.37
0.37
0.67
0.22
0.27
0.19
0.57
0.19
0.19
0.27

0.39
0.31
0.39
0.43
0.31
1.24
0.39
0.39
1.96
0.53
0.53
0.96
0.31
0.39
0.27
0.81
0.27
0.27
0.39

0.03
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.29
0.06
0.06
0.52
0.09
0.09
0.23
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.16
0.01
0.01
0.03
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Priority

Inventory No.
P-138
P-139

Source
Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo de
Taos
Rio Lucero
Rio Pueblo de
Taos
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Lucero
Rio Hondo
--

P-140
P-141
P-142
P-143
P-144
P-157
Totals

Table 2
Depletion
(AFY)
0.30
0.19

Ditch
Beeline
Phia-No
Tenorio
Acequia Madre
Del Pueblo
Tenorio
Tenorio
Tenorio
Cuchilla
--

Diversion
(AFY)
0.43
0.27

Area (ac.)

Priority

0.02
0.01

1730
1989

0.27
0.27

0.39
0.39

0.03
0.06

0.22
0.19
0.19
0.30
54.26

0.31
0.27
0.27
0.43
77.51

0.02
0.01
0.01
0.02
17.53

1958
Same as
Acequia
1815
1815
1815
1829
--

5.1.2.2.
IMPOUNDMENTS NOT FED BY DITCHES. Of the Pueblo’s
Livestock Impoundment Right, it will have the right to fill and maintain in their
present locations those thirty-two and sixty-seven hundredths (32.67) acres of
stock water impoundments identified below in Table 3. The Inventory
Numbers specified in Table 3 correlate to the identifications provided in the
Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey. None of the impoundments identified in Table
3 will be subject to priority administration, nor will they be transferable to any
surface water point of diversion away from the impoundment’s associated
arroyo or drainage within Pueblo Lands or to any groundwater point of
diversion.
Table 3
Inventory No.
R-028
R-038
R-040
R-041
R-042
R-043
R-044
R-045
R-046
R-052
R-053
R-054
R-055
R-056
R-057
R-058
R-059
R-060
R-061

Area (ac.)
0.02
0.23
1.77
0.52
1.62
2.75
0.23
0.40
0.34
0.10
0.21
0.29
0.90
1.03
1.72
3.67
0.51
0.69
3.10

Depletion (AFY)
0.28
0.55
2.95
1.05
2.65
4.35
0.55
0.85
0.75
0.45
0.55
0.65
1.65
1.75
2.85
5.75
1.05
1.25
4.95
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Table 3
Inventory No.
R-062
R-063
R-065
R-066
R-067
R-068
R-069
R-070
R-071
R-072
R-073
R-074
R-075
R-076
R-079
R-092
R-093
R-094
R-095
R-096
R-131
R-133
R-134
R-150
Buffalo Pasture Pond-03
Buffalo Pasture Pond-04
Buffalo Pasture Pond-05
Pit Tank-01
Pit Tank-02
Pit Tank-03
Totals

Area (ac.)
0.63
0.46
0.20
0.44
0.45
0.23
1.09
0.52
0.86
0.06
0.24
0.17
0.11
0.06
0.52
0.02
0.18
0.79
0.51
0.02
0.46
0.06
0.42
2.40
0.24
0.11
0.27
0.17
0.53
0.35
32.67

Depletion (AFY)
1.15
0.95
0.55
0.95
0.95
0.55
1.85
1.05
1.55
0.35
0.65
0.55
0.45
0.35
1.05
0.26
0.35
0.45
0.45
0.26
0.95
0.35
0.85
3.85
0.79
0.50
0.86
0.51
1.05
0.78
60.09

5.1.3. CHANGE OF POINT OF DIVERSION OF SURFACE WATER RIGHT.
Subject to this Settlement Agreement and applicable law, the Pueblo may change
the point of diversion for any portion of its HIA Right available for exercise
pursuant to Article 5.1.1.2.2 or its stock pond right described in Article 5.1.2.1 to a
groundwater point of diversion.
5.2.GROUNDWATER.
5.2.1. MUNICIPAL, DOMESTIC, AND INDUSTRIAL WELLS. The Pueblo shall
have the right to divert and consume three hundred (300) AFY of groundwater for
municipal, domestic, and industrial uses as follows:
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5.2.1.1.
POINTS OF DIVERSION. This groundwater right is currently diverted
in the quantities and at the locations shown in Table 4 below. The Inventory
Numbers specified in the table set forth below correlate to the identifications
provided in the Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey.

W-147

Table 4
Field Name
Spider Road (W) Community
Well
Spider Road (E) Community
Well
#2

W-150

#1

W-004

Taos Pueblo Forest Service
Well
Pueblo War Chief Complex
Children’s Art Center
Community Fire Station, Jail
Taos Elementary School
Pow-Wow Well – BIA4
War Chief’s Office
Tribal Administration
Building
Various

Inventory No.
W-011
W-012

W-005
W-091
W-149
W-161
W-173
W-178
W-205
Individual
domestic wells

Depletion (AFY)
50 (supp. to W-012, W-147,
& W-150)
50 (supp. to W-011, W-147,
& W-150)
50 (supp. to W-011, W-12,
& W-150)
50 (supp. to W-011, W-012,
& W-147)
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
76

5.2.1.2.
PRIORITY. This groundwater right shall have an Aboriginal Priority
Date.
5.2.2. LIVESTOCK WELLS. The Pueblo shall have the right to divert and consume
fourteen and seventy-two hundredths (14.72) AFY of groundwater for stock
watering purposes from the groundwater points of diversion and with the priorities
identified below in Table 5. The Inventory Numbers specified in the table set forth
below correlate to the identifications provided in the Taos Pueblo Water Use
Survey.
Inventory
No.
W-045
W-047
W-072
W-106
W-154
W-163

Field Name
Carpio Bernal
Frank Mirabal
Cesario Gomez
John D. Concha
Frank Marcus
RWP-3

Table 5
Gen. Location
Farm (near village)
Farm (near village)
Farm (near village)
Farm (near village)
Farm (near village)
Tract B
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Priority
1960
1960
1960
1960
1960
1958

Depletion (AFY)
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.86

Inventory
No.
W-164
W-165
W-166
W-167
W-169
W-174
Total

Field Name

Table 5
Gen. Location

RWP-4
RWP-2
RWP-1
RWP-5
RWP-6/BIA-3
Paul Bernal
--

Tract B
Tract A
Tract A
Tract A
Grant (south)
Farm (near village)
--

Priority
1960
1956
1946
1963
1972
1960
--

Depletion (AFY)
0.86
3.63
3.63
3.63
0.85
0.21
14.72

5.2.3. ADDITIONAL GROUNDWATER RIGHT. The Pueblo shall have the right to
divert and consume one thousand three hundred (1,300) AFY of groundwater. This
right shall have an Aboriginal Priority Date.
5.2.3.1.
DEVELOPMENT PARAMETERS. No permit shall be required for the
Pueblo’s development and use of this water right. This right shall be developed
in accordance with the following parameters:
5.2.3.1.1. EXISTING OR NEW WELLS. Up to one thousand sixty (1,060)
AFY of groundwater diversions from the following wells or any well
constructed to replace one of the following wells, provided that any such
replacement well is constructed: (a) within two hundred (200) feet of the
original well; and (b) subject to the same depth or aquifer specification, if
any, as the original well:
5.2.3.1.1.1. Up to one hundred fifty (150) AFY from Settlement Model
layers six (6) and seven (7) at Well BIA5 (W-171), which well is
located in Tract A and is presently screened between 740 and 990 feet
below ground level;
5.2.3.1.1.2. Up to one hundred fifty (150) AFY from Settlement Model
layers six (6) and seven (7) at Well BOR6 (W-229), which well is
located in Tract B and is presently screened between 1,335 and 1,775
feet below ground level;
5.2.3.1.1.3. Up to one hundred fifty (150) AFY from Settlement Model
layers six (6) and seven (7) at Well K3 (W-227), which well is located
in the Karavas Tract and is presently screened between 900 and 1,800
feet below ground level;
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5.2.3.1.1.4. Up to one hundred (100) AFY from a new well constructed
within the Karavas Tract, which well production shall not be limited to
any particular Settlement Model layer;
5.2.3.1.1.5. Up to one hundred fifty (150) AFY from Settlement Model
layer six (6) and seven (7) at Well BOR5 (W-228), which well is
located on the Pueblo Grant and is presently screened between 1,338
and 1,738 feet below ground level;
5.2.3.1.1.6. A cumulative total of up to sixty (60) AFY from the two (2)
Hail Creek Wells (W-223 and W-224) subject to the specific
provisions of Article 11.2.2.2.3.3; and
5.2.3.1.1.7. A cumulative total of up to three hundred (300) AFY from: (a)
the Pueblo’s existing municipal supply wells (i.e., W-011, W-012, W147, and W-150); or (b) new wells that are located within the Pueblo’s
Grant or Tenorio Tract, but no nearer than one-quarter (¼) mile to any
boundary of those tracts.
5.2.3.1.2. RIO GRANDE CORRIDOR WELLS. Any portion of the one
thousand three hundred (1,300) AFY of diversions not developed at those
wells identified in Article 5.2.3.1.1 may be diverted from no more than
four (4) wells located within that corridor shown on Attachment 10 that is
no less than one (1) mile and no more than three (3) miles from the Rio
Grande and which produce groundwater from Settlement Model layers six
(6) and seven (7). Each well shall divert not more than three hundred fifty
(350) AFY of the one thousand three hundred (1,300) AFY provided for in
this Article 5.2.3, and no more than one (1) such well shall be located in
Tract B for purposes of these diversions.
5.2.3.2.

WELL SPACING.

5.2.3.2.1. Any new well constructed pursuant to Article 5.2.3.1.1, including
any replacement well, shall not:
5.2.3.2.1.1. be located within a one and one-quarter (1¼) mile radius of
EPWSD’s Las Colonias Well or a one (1) mile radius of EPWSD’s El
Torreon Well; or
5.2.3.2.1.2. divert more than one hundred and fifty (150) AFY of the one
thousand three hundred (1,300) AFY of water provided for in Article
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5.2.3 from a well located within: (a) that zone lying between a one and
one-quarter (1¼) mile radius and a one and one-half (1½) mile radius
of EPWSD’s Las Colonias Well; or (b) that zone lying between a one
(1) mile radius and a one and one-quarter (1¼) mile radius of
EPWSD’s El Torreon Well.
5.2.3.2.2. The well spacing provisions of this Article 5.2.3.2 apply only to the
Pueblo’s development of wells for purposes of diverting the groundwater
right provided for in Article 5.2.3.
5.2.3.2.3. The location of any new well constructed pursuant to Article
5.2.3.1.1 shall be subject to Article 11.2.2.
5.2.3.3.
MITIGATION OF EFFECTS. The Pueblo shall have no obligation to
offset surface water depletion effects on the Rio Grande resulting from its
diversion of the one thousand three hundred (1,300) AFY provided for in
Article 5.2.3. It shall, however, have an obligation to offset Tributary
Depletions resulting from such diversions and to mitigate Impairment as
provided for in Article 7 and shall offset such effects by use of the Mitigation
Well System or use of a portion of its exercisable HIA Right in accordance with
Article 7.3.3.2.
5.3.BUFFALO PASTURE.
5.3.1. IN GENERAL. The Buffalo Pasture is the natural wetland located to the north
and west of the Pueblo’s traditional village area, as generally depicted in
Attachment 1. This wetland is a critical Pueblo cultural resource on which its
members have relied since time immemorial and which it continues to use for
cultural and traditional purposes.
5.3.2. BUFFALO PASTURE PROTECTIONS. Restoration, preservation, and
protection of the Buffalo Pasture are important goals of this Settlement Agreement,
and several projects and other measures set forth in this Settlement Agreement are
intended to accomplish those goals.
5.3.3. BUFFALO PASTURE RECHARGE PROJECT. The Buffalo Pasture Recharge
Project and other mitigation provisions set forth in Article 7.3.1 are material
consideration for this Settlement Agreement, and the Buffalo Pasture Recharge
Project shall serve as the preferred means for mitigating the Parties’ Buffalo Pasture
Depletions.
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5.3.4. PUEBLO RIO GRANDE DEPLETION CREDIT. The Pueblo shall be entitled to
deplete one hundred (100) AFY of surface waters from the Rio Grande without any
offset or mitigation responsibility. Such credit shall be useable only to offset the
Pueblo’s shifted surface water depletion effects described in Article 7.3.1.4.
5.4.SAN JUAN-CHAMA PROJECT REPAYMENT CONTRACT.
In consideration for the Pueblo’s compromise of its water right claims in this Adjudication, to
satisfy its present and future needs, and to provide resources necessary to support the Pueblo as a
self-governing and sovereign Indian tribe, and as provided by section 508(b)(1)(A) of the
Settlement Act, the Secretary shall enter into a repayment contract with the Pueblo that entitles
the Pueblo to delivery of two thousand two hundred fifteen (2,215) AFY of San Juan-Chama
Project water.
5.5.GENERAL PROVISIONS.
5.5.1. MARKETING.
5.5.1.1.
PUEBLO WATER RIGHTS.—Subject to the approval of the Secretary
in accordance with section 506(e) of the Settlement Act, the Pueblo may
Market water rights secured to it under this Settlement Agreement and the
Partial Final Decree, provided that such Marketing is in accordance with this
Article 5.5.1 and section 506 of the Settlement Act.
5.5.1.2.
PUEBLO CONTRACT RIGHTS TO SAN JUAN-CHAMA PROJECT
WATER.—Subject to the approval of the Secretary in accordance with
subsection 506(e) of the Settlement Act, the Pueblo may subcontract water
made available to the Pueblo under the contract authorized under section
508(b)(1)(A) of the Settlement Act to third parties to supply water for use
within or without the Taos Valley, provided that the delivery obligations under
such subcontract are not inconsistent with the Secretary’s existing San JuanChama Project obligations and such subcontract is in accordance with this
Article 5.5.1 and section 506 of the Settlement Act.
5.5.1.3.

LIMITATION.

5.5.1.3.1. IN GENERAL.—Diversion or use of water off Pueblo Lands
pursuant to Pueblo water rights or Pueblo contract rights to San JuanChama Project water shall be subject to and not inconsistent with the same
requirements and conditions of state law, any applicable federal law, and
any applicable interstate compact as apply to the exercise of water rights or
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contract rights to San Juan-Chama Project water held by non-federal, nonIndian entities, including all applicable State Engineer permitting and
reporting requirements.
5.5.1.3.2. EFFECT ON WATER RIGHTS.—Such diversion or use off Pueblo
Lands under Article 5.5.1.3.1 shall not Impair water rights or increase
surface water depletions within the Taos Valley.
5.5.1.3.3. PUEBLO ACQUIRED STATE LAW WATER RIGHTS. —The
Pueblo’s Marketing of any state law based water right (i.e., any Pueblo
acquired, state law based water right that is not retired in accordance with
Article 5.1.1.2.2.1.1) shall carry with it its state law requirements and
conditions.
5.5.1.4.

MAXIMUM TERM.

5.5.1.4.1. IN GENERAL.—The maximum term of any water use lease or
subcontract, including all renewals, shall not exceed 99 years in duration.
5.5.1.4.2. ALIENATION OF RIGHTS.—The Pueblo shall not permanently
alienate any rights it has under this Settlement Agreement, the Partial Final
Decree, and the Settlement Act.
5.5.1.5.
APPROVAL OF SECRETARY.—The Secretary shall approve or
disapprove any lease or subcontract submitted by the Pueblo for approval
within a reasonable period of time after submission, provided that no
Secretarial approval shall be required for any water use lease for less than 10
AFY with a term of less than 7 years, including all renewals.
5.5.1.6.
NO FORFEITURE OR ABANDONMENT.—The nonuse by a lessee or
subcontractor of the Pueblo of any right to which the Pueblo is entitled under
the Partial Final Decree shall in no event result in a forfeiture, abandonment,
relinquishment, or other loss of all or any part of those rights.
5.5.1.7.

NO PREEMPTION.

5.5.1.7.1. IN GENERAL.—The approval authority of the Secretary provided
under Article 5.5.1.5 shall not amend, construe, supersede, or preempt any
state or federal law, interstate compact, or international treaty that pertains
to the Colorado River, the Rio Grande, or any of their tributaries, including
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the appropriation, use, development, storage, regulation, allocation,
conservation, exportation, or quantity of those waters.
5.5.1.7.2. APPLICABLE LAW.—The provisions of section 2116 of the
Revised Statutes (25 U.S.C. 177) shall not apply to any water made
available under this Settlement Agreement.
5.5.1.8.
NO PREJUDICE.—Nothing in this Settlement Agreement shall be
construed to establish, address, prejudice, or prevent any party from litigating
whether or to what extent any applicable state law, federal law, or interstate
compact does or does not permit, govern, or apply to the use of the Pueblo’s
water outside of New Mexico.
5.5.2. WATER USES. Regardless of the means used for quantifying the Pueblo’s water
rights the Pueblo may devote such rights to any use. Such uses and any changes in
points of diversion, place or purpose of use, shall be subject to this Settlement
Agreement, including but not limited to the provisions of Article 11.1.4, and
applicable law.
5.5.3. INSTREAM FLOWS. Subject to the other provisions of this Settlement
Agreement, the Pueblo shall be entitled to change the place and purpose of use and
point of diversion of any portion of its HIA Right available for exercise pursuant to
Article 5.1.1.2.2 or stock pond right described in Article 5.1.2.1 to the maintenance
of instream flows on Pueblo Lands to meet its traditional and cultural needs. Such
instream flows shall not Impair the water rights of any Party.
5.5.4. LIMITS ON ALIENATION. Pursuant to section 504(a) of the Settlement Act,
those rights to which the Pueblo is entitled under the Partial Final Decree shall be
held in trust by the United States on behalf of the Pueblo and shall not be subject to
forfeiture, abandonment, or permanent alienation. Any state law based water right
acquired by the Pueblo, or the United States on the Pueblo’s behalf, and not retired
in accordance with Article 5.1.1.2.2.1 shall retain its state law requirements and
conditions.
5.5.5. NO EFFECT ON NATURAL PONDS AND LAKES. Subject to the Act to
Amend Section 4 of the Act of May 31, 1933, 84 Stat. 1437 (Dec. 15, 1970),
nothing in this Settlement Agreement shall be construed as authorizing any human
diversion or consumption of waters from or affecting any natural ponds or lakes
within the Blue Lake Wilderness Area or as limiting the Pueblo’s lawful activities
therein.
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5.5.6. EMERGENCY GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION. Notwithstanding other
provisions of this Article 5, the Water Right Owning Parties recognize the Pueblo’s
right to groundwater production from its wells as may be necessary in the event of
fire or other emergency that poses a threat to the public health, safety, or welfare.
6. MUTUAL-BENEFIT PROJECTS.
6.1.TAOS VALLEY ACEQUIA ASSOCIATION.
6.1.1. ARROYO SECO ARRIBA PROJECT. As part of the resolution of a
longstanding dispute involving allocation of the Rio Lucero, the Parties agree that
the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco shall receive an additional one
hundred (100) AFY of depletion through water rights transfers pursuant to Article
6.1.2, and the Parties further agree that one of the projects described in Article
6.1.1.1 or 6.1.1.2 will be developed for purposes of storing and using such water
rights. All Acequia diversions for purposes of either of these projects shall be
accounted as part of Arroyo Seco Arriba’s 18.3% share of the Rio Lucero, which
share shall be adjusted over time in accordance with Article 8.2.1.2. The Pueblo
and the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco agree that the operation
of either project described in this Article 6.1.1 shall not compromise the Acequia’s
right to its share of the Rio Lucero as provided in Article 8.2.1.1 or the Pueblo’s
interest in and rights to the protection of the Buffalo Pasture.
6.1.1.1.
AQUIFER STORAGE AND RECOVERY PROJECT. The Arroyo
Seco Arriba Aquifer Storage and Recovery (“ASR”) Project shall be
constructed to deliver water rights purchased pursuant to Article 6.1.2. The
community of Arroyo Seco Arriba, through the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero
y del Arroyo Seco, shall apply to the State Engineer for a permit for wells to
store and recover the surface flows of the Rio Lucero in the amount necessary
to provide the one hundred (100) AFY of depletion, with a diversion not to
exceed two hundred sixty (260) AFY, acquired pursuant to Article 6.1.2 for
irrigation use during the irrigation season. These two 1,000 foot deep wells
with approximately a 10 ¾ inch casing and an expected 330 GPM combined
pumping capacity will be at the approximate locations as shown on
Attachment 10. The project includes design, site purchases, permitting, NEPA
compliance, diversion structure, lift pumps, wells, well pumps, pipelines, and
the pipeline through the Taos Pueblo Tenorio Tract described below.
Diversions from such wells shall be limited to six (6) months of each year, from
May 1 to November 1. The Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco
shall own, operate, and maintain these ASR Project wells. To eliminate
conveyance losses, flows of the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo
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Seco ditch will be conveyed through a 6,500 foot long pipeline through the
Taos Pueblo Tenorio Tract, with a capacity of 44.8 cubic feet per second, from
the Rio Lucero diversion to the vicinity of the ASR project.
6.1.1.2.
SURFACE STORAGE PROJECT. As an alternative to the ASR Project
described in Article 6.1.1.1 and subject to all applicable water rights
acquisition, transfer, and permitting requirements, the Parties agree that the one
hundred (100) AFY of additional depletions or two hundred sixty (260) AFY of
diversions may be diverted and stored in one or more surface reservoirs off
Pueblo Lands. The project includes design, site purchases, permitting, NEPA
compliance, construction of surface storage reservoirs, necessary infrastructure
to connect the storage reservoirs to the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del
Arroyo Seco, and the pipeline through the Taos Pueblo Tenorio Tract described
below. The ASR Project is the preferred project which will be pursued unless it
is determined that it is not feasible. To eliminate conveyance losses, flows of
the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco ditch will be conveyed
through a 6,500 foot long pipeline through the Taos Pueblo Tenorio Tract, with
a capacity of 44.8 cubic feet per second, from the Rio Lucero diversion to the
Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco diversion at the Arroyo Seco
stream.
6.1.2. WATER RIGHTS ACQUISITION. Subject to the dollar limit in Article
10.1.3.2, the State shall provide funds to the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del
Arroyo Seco as necessary for: (a) acquisition of up to one hundred (100) AFY of
consumptive use water rights from the Rio Grande or its tributaries; (b) all
administrative, technical, and legal costs and fees associated with such acquisition;
(c) all administrative, technical, and legal costs and fees associated with transferring
those water rights; and (d) all necessary permits. Such water rights shall be for use
in the ASR Project specified in Article 6.1.1.1 or the Surface Storage Project
specified in Article 6.1.1.2. The one hundred (100) AFY of consumptive use water
rights may be acquired and transferred in one or multiple transactions, and the
Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco intends to acquire these water
rights on the Rio Grande and will acquire such water rights on the tributaries only if
such rights are not available on the Rio Grande.
6.1.3. OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPLACEMENT SINKING FUND.
Non-Federal funds shall be made available to the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y
del Arroyo Seco to establish a sinking fund to provide for future operation,
maintenance, and replacement of the ASR Project.
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6.1.4. ACEQUIA MADRE DEL PRADO STREAM GAGE. To assist in the
implementation of this Settlement Agreement and the water sharing provisions of
Article 8, a stream gage shall be installed on the Rio Lucero at the diversion of the
Acequia Madre del Prado.
6.1.5. FUTURE FUNDING. Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting future
applications by Acequias for funding to acquire additional water rights or
infrastructure sufficient to meet future needs.
6.2.TOWN OF TAOS.
6.2.1. CURRENT DIVERSIONS. The Water Rights Owning Parties agree that the
Town has the right to operate and maintain in perpetuity its existing groundwater
and surface water diversions, as currently permitted by the State Engineer, for
municipal, domestic, irrigation, and industrial purposes with a total diversion
amount of one thousand eight hundred fifty six and fifty-two hundredths (1,856.52)
AFY and a consumptive use right of one thousand four hundred sixty-four and fiftytwo hundredths (1,464.52) AFY. A table showing the quantity and distribution of
the Town’s permitted water rights is included herewith as Attachment 8. The
Water Rights Owning Parties further agree that no additional surface water
depletion offsets shall be required so long as the Town complies with its permits.
6.2.2. IN-TOWN WELL FIELD PRODUCTION. “In-Town Well Field” shall mean the
Town’s current municipal supply wells, which are permitted by the State Engineer
as RG-7339, RG-7339-S, RG-7339-S-2, RG-7339-S-3, RG-7339-S-4, RG-7339-S5, RG-7339-S-6, RG-17178, and RG-36130, or their replacements.
6.2.2.1.
DIVERSION CEILING. The Town shall divert no more than one
thousand one hundred (1,100) AFY from its In-Town Well Field, which total
shall include:
6.2.2.1.1. the nine hundred seventeen and twenty-eight hundredths (917.28)
AFY currently permitted to the In-Town Well Field;
6.2.2.1.2. the twenty-nine and thirteen hundredths (29.13) AFY currently
permitted to the existing Kit Carson well (RG-17178);
6.2.2.1.3. the one hundred twenty-eight and fifteen hundredths (128.15) AFY
of pending transfers referenced in Article 6.2.3; and
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6.2.2.1.4. additional amounts, including any domestic well or footprint
transfers, up to the diversion ceiling.
6.2.2.2.
FUTURE DOMESTIC WELL TRANSFERS. To the extent such
transfers are lawful and feasible and if the Settlement Model shows that such
transfers would reduce net drawdown effects on the Buffalo Pasture, the Pueblo
and the Town will discuss the possibility of future transfers of water rights
associated with domestic wells to the Town’s Jack Denver Well (RG-7339-S3).
6.2.2.3.
PUMPING CONFIGURATION. The Town shall continue to pump the
In-Town Well Field as those wells are permitted by the State Engineer, subject
to the terms and conditions of this Settlement Agreement and consistent with its
obligations to provide for public health, safety, and welfare. Prior to submitting
any application to change the permitted amount of groundwater diversions from
any well within the In-Town Well Field, the Town shall notify the Pueblo,
TVAA, and EPWSD in writing and consult with the Pueblo as to the effects
such changes may have on the Buffalo Pasture and the Pueblo’s water rights.
6.2.3. PENDING TRANSFERS. Within thirty (30) days of the execution of this
Settlement Agreement by the Parties and the Secretary, and subject to Article
7.3.1.5.2, the Water Rights Owning Parties shall withdraw their protests, if any, to
the Town’s applications pending before the State Engineer for changes in points of
diversion of the consumptive use of one hundred twenty-eight and fifteen
hundredths (128.15) AFY to within the In-Town Well Field (excluding the Howell
and Mitchell Wells), and shall refrain from filing any additional protests to such
transfers. Any surface water depletion effects or Impairment from transferred
production shall be offset and mitigated in accordance with applicable permit
conditions.
6.2.4. PUMPING AND THE BUFFALO PASTURE. The Town recognizes the Buffalo
Pasture’s cultural and religious importance to the Pueblo. Therefore, consistent
with Article 3 and in the spirit of cooperation, the Town agrees to the following
measures which are intended, among other things, to limit diversions and
consumption from Town wells that are within the immediate vicinity of the Buffalo
Pasture in exchange for construction of a Future Water Supply Well Field located
further away from the Buffalo Pasture than the Town’s In-Town Well Field. Such
Future Water Supply Well Field will allow for increases in Town groundwater
production while minimizing any increase in effects on the Buffalo Pasture:
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6.2.4.1.
HOWELL WELL (RG-40450/RG-7339-S-5). As of May 30, 2006, the
Town shall cease all groundwater diversions from the Howell Well and such
well shall not be used for any groundwater diversions and consumption, except
in the event of fire or other emergency, consistent with Article 6.5.4, or for
routine maintenance. Because the Howell Well is connected to EPWSD’s
existing infrastructure, the Town shall consult with EPWSD before any such
emergency use. The Town shall inform the Pueblo of the use in a timely written
communication directed to the Governor.
6.2.4.2.
BATAAN WELL. The Town shall apply to the State Engineer for a
permit to transfer the seventy (70) AFY of consumptive use water rights
presently permitted to the Howell Well to a replacement well (“Bataan Well”)
to be located in Kit Carson Park but which shall be constructed no nearer to
Pueblo Lands than the Town’s existing Kit Carson Well. Any such transferred
production shall be offset and mitigated in accordance with applicable permit
conditions. The State Engineer has sent a letter to the Town, included as
Attachment 9, regarding use of the Glover-Balmer hydrologic model in the
transfer evaluation. The Water Rights Owning Parties shall not protest any
application for action that is consistent with the terms of that letter. The
planning, permitting, NEPA compliance, design, engineering and construction
of this well will include water lines, booster pump, lift stations, appropriate
housing, arsenic treatment facilities, primary electrical lines, the purchase of
land, and any other equipment and appurtenances required for arsenic treatment
and water distribution from this well to the Town’s municipal distribution
system. Pumping from this well shall be from model layers 4 and 5 or below.
6.2.4.3.
MITCHELL WELL (RG-7339-S-6). As of May 30, 2006, the Town
shall cease all groundwater diversions from the Mitchell Well for purposes of
the Town’s municipal drinking water system. The Town may divert no more
than ten (10) AFY from the Mitchell Well for non-potable water purposes, such
as road construction, or routine maintenance. The Town may also use the
Mitchell Well in the event of fire or other emergency, consistent with Article
6.5.4.
6.2.4.4.
REPAYMENT OF RIO LUCERO OVER-DIVERSIONS. The Water
Rights Owning Parties support the Town’s repayment of its past Rio Lucero
over-diversions in accordance with the following plan:
6.2.4.4.1. The Town shall continue to make no groundwater diversions from its
Howell Well (RG-40450/RG-7339S-5) until such time as the Rio Lucero
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surface water depletions that resulted from its previous over-diversions
from that well are repaid.
6.2.4.4.2. To expedite such repayment, the Town may transfer forty-two (42)
AFY of the one hundred twenty-eight and fifteen hundredths (128.15) AFY
of water rights transfers now pending before the State Engineer, as
described in Article 6.2.3, to the Howell Well subject to an express
condition that such transferred amount shall be used solely for
accumulating surface water depletion credit on the Rio Lucero and shall
not be diverted from the Howell Well.
6.2.4.4.3. Once its Rio Lucero over-diversions are repaid, the Town may apply
for the appropriate State Engineer permit to transfer any existing excess
Rio Lucero water rights from the Howell Well and the In-Town Well Field
to one or more of the wells in the Future Water Supply Well Field or the
Taos Regional Airport Well. Such transferred Rio Lucero water rights
shall serve to offset Rio Lucero depletion effects that the Settlement Model
shows as resulting from the Town’s Future Groundwater Diversions and
shall be used in lieu of the use of the Mitigation Well System as otherwise
would be required by Article 7.3.3.1.
6.2.5. FUTURE WATER SUPPLY WELL FIELD. To provide groundwater production
capacity necessary to satisfy the Town’s growing service obligations in a manner
that will minimize effects on the Buffalo Pasture, the Town shall apply for
appropriate State Engineer permits for four (4) deep wells farther from the Buffalo
Pasture than the Town’s current In-Town Well Field. While the Water Rights
Owning Parties have agreed to certain waivers of protests, this Settlement
Agreement does not impose any diversion or consumptive use limitations on these
four new wells. The four deep water supply wells are identified as (1) the Rio
Pueblo well; (2) the National Guard well; (3) the Camino del Medio well; and (4)
the Klauer well, and will be located as shown in Attachment 10. The planning,
permitting, NEPA compliance, design, engineering and construction of these water
supply wells will include water lines, booster pumps, lift stations, appropriate
housing, arsenic treatment facilities, primary electrical lines, the purchase of land,
and any other equipment and appurtenances required for arsenic treatment and
water distribution from these wells to the Town’s municipal distribution system,
except that construction of the Camino del Medio well shall not be included
because that well has already been constructed. Interconnection of the Camino del
Medio well to the Town’s municipal water system is included. The offset of any
surface water depletion effects which result from Future Groundwater Diversions
from these wells shall be in accordance with Article 7. Pumping from these wells
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shall be from model layers 6 and 7 except that up to twenty percent (20%) of the
screen in the Rio Pueblo well may be in model layer 5.
6.2.6. TAOS REGIONAL AIRPORT WELL. The Town may file an application with
the State Engineer for a well to be located at the Taos Regional Airport which shall
divert not more than fifty (50) AFY. The Town shall seek no state or federal
funding through this Settlement Agreement for its Taos Regional Airport Well. The
offset of surface water depletion effects that result from such diversions shall be in
accordance with Article 7.
6.2.7. DIVERSIONS FROM MIDWAY AND RIO GRANDE WELLS. The Town is
authorized under this Settlement Agreement to apply to the State Engineer to divert
a combined total of up to one hundred (100) AFY from the Midway and Rio Grande
Wells that will be owned by EPWSD. A May 17, 2006 Bilateral Agreement
between EPWSD and the Town sets forth their agreement in whole on this issue.
The offset of surface water depletion effects that result from such diversions shall be
in accordance with Article 7.
6.2.8. REPLACEMENT PRODUCTION CAPACITY. The Town’s existing In-Town
Well Field has potential capacity to produce two thousand six hundred (2,600) GPM
for a continuous 96-hour period. The Town has agreed to limit production from its
existing In-Town Well Field to one thousand one hundred (1,100) AFY (equivalent
to 1,100 GPM sixty (60) percent of the time) for the benefit of the Buffalo Pasture.
The Water Rights Owning Parties agree that the Town may replace its production
capacity of one thousand five hundred (1,500) GPM with the Future Water Supply
Well Field and the Taos Regional Airport Well. If the Future Water Supply Well
Field and the Taos Regional Airport Well do not produce at least one thousand five
hundred (1,500) GPM, combined for a continuous 96-hour period, the Water Rights
Owning Parties agree to assist the Town in obtaining additional funding outside of
this Settlement Agreement to provide replacement capacity. Nothing in this Article
is intended to affect the Town’s water rights or constitute a waiver not expressly
stated in Article 6.5.1.
6.2.9. PUEBLO-TOWN MARKETING. Recognizing the benefit that could be achieved
through a cooperative Marketing relationship, the Pueblo shall give the Town the
first and timely written notification when it has water available for Marketing and to
negotiate, in good faith, toward terms acceptable to both parties as to the possible
lease or subcontract of such waters to the Town. Nothing herein shall be construed
as limiting the Pueblo’s ability to Market its waters to the extent to which it is
entitled under the Settlement Act and Article 5.5.1.
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6.2.10. SAN JUAN-CHAMA PROJECT WATER SERVICE CONTRACT
CONVERSION. The Secretary has converted the Town’s existing San Juan-Chama
Project water service contract (Contract No. 2-07-53-X0552) for four hundred (400)
AFY pursuant to 43 USC § 485h(c)(2) to a repayment contract pursuant to 43 USC
§ 485h(c)(1).
6.2.11. NEW SAN JUAN-CHAMA PROJECT REPAYMENT CONTRACT. In
consideration for the Town’s compromises in curtailing diversions from its existing
wells and to provide for the public health, safety, and welfare, and as provided by
section 508(b)(1)(B) of the Settlement Act the Secretary shall enter into a repayment
contract with the Town that entitles the Town to delivery of three hundred sixty six
(366) AFY of San Juan-Chama Project water.
6.2.12. FUTURE FUNDING. Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting the Town
from pursuing future applications for funding to acquire additional water rights and
infrastructure sufficient to meet its future needs.
6.3.EL PRADO WATER AND SANITATION DISTRICT.
6.3.1. PUMPING AND THE BUFFALO PASTURE. EPWSD recognizes the Buffalo
Pasture’s cultural and religious importance to the Pueblo. Therefore, consistent
with Article 3 of this Settlement Agreement, out of respect for this sensitive
resource, and in the spirit of cooperation, EPWSD agrees to the following measures
which are intended to limit groundwater diversions and consumption from
EPWSD’s three (3) existing wells that are located within the immediate vicinity of
the Buffalo Pasture in exchange for funding construction of two (2) new wells to be
located farther away from the Buffalo Pasture and acquisition of water rights
consistent with Articles 6.3.1.7 and 6.3.1.8. These two new wells will allow
EPWSD to provide groundwater for municipal, commercial, industrial, domestic,
and mitigation purposes while minimizing any increase in effects on the Buffalo
Pasture:
6.3.1.1.
OVERLAND SHEEPSKIN WELL (RG-40450-S). The Overland
Sheepskin Well, which is depicted in Attachment 10, is EPWSD’s well that
has the most immediate hydrologic effect on the Buffalo Pasture. Accordingly,
it will be phased out of use. When the Rio Grande Well has been drilled and
completed, the necessary infrastructure has been constructed to connect the Rio
Grande and El Torreon Wells to EPWSD’s existing system, and the State
Engineer has issued all permits necessary for EPWSD to: (a) divert and
consume one hundred-fifty (150) AFY from the El Torreon Well, which
diversions shall not exceed the diversion schedule set forth in the May 30, 2006
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Bilateral Agreement between EPWSD and the Pueblo, as amended; (b) divert
and consume two hundred (200) AFY from the Rio Grande Well; and (c) offset
all surface water depletion effects resulting from groundwater diversions set
forth in the foregoing Subparts (a) and (b) of this Article 6.3.1.1 and to mitigate
any groundwater Impairment, then EPWSD shall limit diversions and
consumption from the Overland Sheepskin Well to no more than two (2) AFY
for the purpose of exercising and maintaining it for emergency purposes as set
forth in Article 6.5.4. When the Overland Sheepskin Well, as presently drilled,
is no longer capable of producing water, it shall go out of production and be
plugged according to any applicable State Engineer rules and regulations or,
alternatively, all equipment may be removed and the well may be used for
monitoring. Until then, EPWSD reserves the right to maintain and repair the
well, including replacing pumps, riser or column pipes, valves, chlorination
equipment, wiring, electrical control equipment, and any other appurtenances
necessary to keep the well operable.
6.3.1.2.
EL TORREON WELL (RG-74803-Expl.). Because the El Torreon
Well, as depicted on Attachment 10, is located in the immediate vicinity of the
Buffalo Pasture, and consistent with the goals of restoring, preserving, and
protecting the Buffalo Pasture, diversions from that well will be limited to
substantially less than its production capacity. Accordingly, when either the
Rio Grande or Midway Well has been drilled and completed, the necessary
infrastructure has been constructed to connect either of those wells to EPWSD's
existing system, and the State Engineer has issued all permits necessary for
EPWSD to: (a) divert and consume two hundred (200) AFY from the Rio
Grande Well or divert and consume one hundred fifty (150) AFY from the
Midway Well; (b) divert and consume one hundred fifty (150) AFY from the El
Torreon Well; and (c) offset all surface water depletion effects resulting from
groundwater diversions set forth in the foregoing Subparts (a) and (b) of this
Article 6.3.1.2 and to mitigate any groundwater Impairment, then EPWSD
shall limit diversions and consumption from the El Torreon Well to no more
than one hundred fifty (150) AFY, which diversions shall not exceed the
diversion schedule set forth in the Bilateral Agreement between EPWSD and
the Pueblo.
6.3.1.3.
LAS COLONIAS WELL (RG-40450-S-2). If production from the Las
Colonias Well, as depicted in Attachment 10, is limited and additional
pumping is moved closer to the Rio Grande, there will be reduced depletion
effects on the Buffalo Pasture. Accordingly, diversions from this well will be
limited to less than its production capacity. EPWSD shall file an application to
increase its water rights in the Las Colonias Well from thirteen and five-tenths
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(13.5) AFY to seventy-five (75) AFY. Any permit to increase water rights shall
not authorize the Impairment of existing surface or groundwater rights.
EPWSD shall limit its diversions and consumption from the Las Colonias Well
to no more than seventy-five (75) AFY when the Midway Well has been drilled
and completed, the necessary infrastructure has been constructed to connect that
well to EPWSD’s existing system, and the State Engineer has issued all permits
necessary for EPWSD to: (a) divert and consume one hundred-fifty (150) AFY
from the Midway Well; (b) divert and consume seventy-five (75) AFY from the
Las Colonias Well; and (c) offset all surface water depletion effects resulting
from groundwater diversions set forth in the foregoing Subparts (a) and (b) of
this Article 6.3.1.3 and to mitigate any groundwater Impairment.
6.3.1.4.
RIO GRANDE WELL. To provide groundwater production capacity
necessary to satisfy EPWSD’s growing municipal, commercial, industrial,
domestic, and mitigation obligations in a manner that will minimize effects on
the Buffalo Pasture and to provide alternative production capacity in light of the
groundwater diversion limits imposed on the El Torreon, Las Colonias, and
Sheepskin Wells, EPWSD shall file an application with the State Engineer to
divert and consume groundwater from a new well (“Rio Grande Well”) located
farther away from the Buffalo Pasture than the existing Sheepskin, Las
Colonias, and El Torreon Wells and within two and one-half (2½) miles of the
Rio Grande near the U.S. Highway 64 corridor to the Rio Grande Bridge.
Specifically, the Rio Grande Well will be located within the model cell
identified by row and column as (23, 13) in Attachment 10. The planning,
permitting, NEPA compliance, design, and construction of the Rio Grande Well
will include the well (pumping from layer 6 or below), pump, pump
appurtenances, water lines, booster pumps and appropriate housing, lift stations,
arsenic treatment facilities (where necessary), storage facilities, primary
electrical lines, the purchase of land, and any other equipment and
appurtenances required for arsenic treatment and water distribution from the
Rio Grande Well to connect to EPWSD’s municipal distribution system. While
the Water Rights Owning Parties have agreed to certain waivers of protests
described in Article 6.5.1, this Settlement Agreement does not impose any
diversion or consumptive use limitations on the Rio Grande Well. Because the
Rio Grande Well has not yet been drilled and its production capabilities are
unknown, EPWSD may apply to the State Engineer for a permit to drill
replacement or supplemental wells within a two (2) mile radius of the Rio
Grande Well if the Rio Grande Well does not produce at least one thousand
(1,000) GPM for a continuous ninety-six (96) hour period to replace a portion
of EPWSD’s production capacity limited by this Settlement Agreement,
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notwithstanding the two and one-half (2½) mile limitation set forth immediately
above. Under no circumstances will the Rio Grande Well, its replacement well,
or wells supplemental thereto be located closer to Las Colonias than where the
present Taos Landfill Road intersects U.S. Highway 64, as depicted in
Attachment 10.
6.3.1.5.
MIDWAY WELL. To provide groundwater production capacity
necessary to satisfy EPWSD’s growing municipal, commercial, industrial,
domestic, and mitigation obligations in a manner that will minimize effects on
the Buffalo Pasture and to provide alternative production capacity in light of the
groundwater production limits imposed on the El Torreon, Las Colonias, and
Sheepskin Wells, EPWSD shall file an application with the State Engineer to
divert and consume groundwater from a new well (“Midway Well”) located
farther away from the Buffalo Pasture than EPWSD’s existing wells and one
and one-half (1½) miles west of the existing Las Colonias Well. Specifically
the Midway Well will be within the model cells identified by row and column
as cells (24,21), (24,22), (25,21), (25,22), and (25,23)in Attachment 10. The
planning, permitting, NEPA compliance, design, and construction of the
Midway Well will include the well (pumping from layers 5, 6, or below), pump,
pump appurtenances, water lines, booster pumps and appropriate housing, lift
stations, arsenic treatment facilities (where necessary), storage facilities,
primary electrical lines, the purchase of land, and any other equipment and
appurtenances required for arsenic treatment and water distribution from the
Midway Well to connect to EPWSD’s municipal distribution system. While
the Water Rights Owning Parties have agreed to certain waivers of protests as
described in Article 6.5.1, this Settlement Agreement does not impose any
diversion or consumptive use limitations on the Midway Well. Because the
Midway Well has not yet been drilled and its production capabilities are
unknown, EPWSD may apply to the State Engineer for a permit to drill
replacement or supplemental wells within a one (1) mile radius of the Midway
Well if the Midway Well does not produce at least five hundred seventy-five
(575) GPM for a continuous ninety-six (96) hour period to replace a portion of
EPWSD’s production capacity limited by this Settlement Agreement. Under no
circumstances will the Midway Well, its replacement well, or wells
supplemental thereto be located within one and one-half (1½) miles of
EPWSD’s existing Las Colonias Well or within one-half (½) mile of the
Town’s Airport Well.
6.3.1.6.
REPLACEMENT PRODUCTION CAPACITY. EPWSD’s existing
wells have the potential capacity to produce one thousand eight hundred (1,800)
GPM for a continuous ninety-six (96) hour period. Because EPWSD has agreed
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to limit production from its existing wells to the average annual equivalent of
two hundred twenty-five (225) GPM for the benefit of the Buffalo Pasture,
EPWSD is seeking replacement capacity of one thousand five hundred seventyfive (1,575) GPM with the Rio Grande and Midway Wells. If the Rio Grande
and Midway Wells do not produce at least one thousand five hundred seventyfive (1,575) GPM combined for a continuous ninety-six (96) hour period, the
Water Rights Owning Parties agree to assist EPWSD in obtaining additional
funding outside of this Settlement Agreement to provide replacement capacity.
Nothing in this Article is intended to affect EPWSD’s water rights or constitute
a waiver not expressly stated in Article 6.5.1.
6.3.1.7.
SAN JUAN-CHAMA PROJECT REPAYMENT CONTRACT. In
consideration for EPWSD’s compromises in curtailing diversions from its
existing wells and to provide for the public health, safety, and welfare, and as
provided by section 508(b)(1)(C) of the Settlement Act the Secretary shall enter
into a repayment contract with EPWSD that entitles EPWSD to delivery of
forty (40) AFY of San Juan-Chama Project water.
6.3.1.8.
WATER RIGHTS ACQUISITION. Subject to the dollar limit in
Article 10.1.2.2, the State shall provide funds to EPWSD as necessary for: (a)
acquisition of up to one hundred (100) AFY of consumptive use water rights
from the Rio Grande or its tributaries, exclusive of water rights acquired with
money appropriated by the 2005 New Mexico Legislature; (b) all
administrative, technical, and legal costs and fees associated with such
acquisition, inclusive of such costs and fees for water rights acquired with
money appropriated by the 2005 New Mexico Legislature; (c) all
administrative, technical, and legal costs and fees associated with transferring
those water rights; and (d) all necessary permits. The one hundred (100) AFY
of consumptive use water rights may be acquired and transferred in one or
multiple transactions. EPWSD intends to acquire these water rights on the Rio
Grande and will acquire such water rights on the tributaries only if the
Mitigation Well System described at Article 7.3.3.1 does not adequately
mitigate EPWSD’s tributary impacts.
6.3.2. TREATMENT OF CLAIMED PAST OVER-DIVERSIONS. The State Engineer
has sent a letter to EPWSD, included as Attachment 11 regarding methods
acceptable to the State Engineer to pay back claimed over-diversions by EPWSD
from permitted wells. The Water Rights Owning Parties shall not protest any
payback action or application for such action that is consistent with the terms of that
letter.
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6.3.3. FUTURE FUNDING. Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting future
EPWSD applications for funding to acquire additional water rights and
infrastructure sufficient to meet its future needs.
6.4.TAOS AREA MUTUAL DOMESTIC WATER CONSUMER ASSOCIATIONS.
6.4.1. CURRENT DIVERSIONS. The Water Right Owning Parties agree that the
twelve MDWCAs have the right to operate and maintain in perpetuity their existing
groundwater diversions as described in and subject to their respective Subfile
Orders and State Engineer permits, set forth in Table 6 below, for community
domestic water supply purposes. With respect to those current diversions, the Water
Rights Owning Parties further agree that no additional surface water depletion
offsets shall be required so long as the MDWCAs comply with their respective
permits. Any MDWCA diversions in excess of current diversions shall be subject to
all mitigation and offset requirements under Article 7.
Table 6
MDWCA
Arroyo Seco MDWCA
Cañon MDWCA
El Salto MDWCA
Llano Quemado MDWCA
Lower Arroyo Hondo MDWA
Lower Des Montes MDWCA
Ranchos de Taos MDWCA
Talpa MDWCA
Upper Arroyo Hondo MDWA
Upper Des Montes MDWCA
Upper Ranchitos MDWCA
Valdez MDWCA
Total

Current Diversions
120.00 AFY
58.34 AFY
25.66 AFY
58.31 AFY
24.30 AFY
23.02 AFY
105.00 AFY
64.48 AFY
26.60 AFY
17.76 AFY
18.15 AFY
11.50 AFY
553.12 AFY

6.4.2. CONSENT ORDERS. Validly executed Consent Orders finally adjudicating the
water rights of the twelve (12) MDWCAs have been filed in the Adjudication. The
adjudicated amounts for each of the 12 MDWCAs are as set forth in Table 7 below:
Table 7
MDWCA
Arroyo Seco MDWCA
Cañon MDWCA
El Salto MDWCA
Llano Quemado MDWCA
Lower Arroyo Hondo MDWA
Lower Des Montes MDWCA
Ranchos de Taos MDWCA

Adjudicated Amount
120.00 AFY
58.34 AFY
16.33 AFY
42.11 AFY
24.30 AFY
21.59 AFY
105.00 AFY
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Table 7
MDWCA
Talpa MDWCA
Upper Arroyo Hondo MDWA
Upper Des Montes MDWCA
Upper Ranchitos MDWCA
Valdez MDWCA
Total

Adjudicated Amount
64.48 AFY
26.60 AFY
9.07 AFY
18.15 AFY
11.50 AFY
517.47 AFY

6.4.3. DIVERSIONS PURSUANT TO PERMIT. The letter from the State Engineer
attached to this Settlement Agreement as Attachment 12 describes certain
previously issued permits and diversion amounts, which amounts equal thirty-five
and sixty-five hundredths (35.65) AFY for El Salto, Llano Quemado, Lower Des
Montes, and Upper Des Montes. These permitted diversions are separate from the
adjudicated water rights described in Article 6.4.2.
6.4.4. WATER RIGHTS ACQUISITION. Subject to the dollar limit in Article
10.1.4.1, the State shall provide funds to the eleven (11) water rights acquiring
MDWCAs listed in Table 8 below (those with non-zero entries in the column
labeled “Water Rights to Be Acquired”) as necessary for: (a) acquisition of up to
one hundred forty-five (145) AFY of consumptive use water rights from the Rio
Grande or its tributaries; (b) all administrative, technical, and legal costs and fees
associated with such acquisition; (c) all administrative, technical, and legal costs
and fees associated with transferring those water rights; and (d) all necessary
permits. The allocation of water rights acquired with these funds shall be as
described in Table 8 below. In the event that this funding is insufficient to acquire
the full one hundred forty-five (145) AFY of consumptive use water rights,
allocation of the acquired water rights shall be pro rata among the same said eleven
(11) MDWCAs according to Table 8 below. The one hundred forty-five (145) AFY
may be acquired and transferred in one or multiple transactions. The MDWCAs
intend to acquire these water rights on the Rio Grande and will acquire such water
rights on the tributaries only if the Mitigation Well System described in Article
7.3.3.1 does not adequately mitigate MDWCA tributary impacts.
MDWCA
Arroyo Seco MDWCA
Cañon MDWCA
El Salto MDWCA
Llano Quemado MDWCA
Lower Arroyo Hondo MDWA
Lower Des Montes MDWCA

Table 8
Water Rights to be Acquired
0.00 AFY
21.81 AFY
14.24 AFY
40.39 AFY
4.75 AFY
8.13 AFY
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MDWCA
Ranchos de Taos MDWCA
Talpa MDWCA
Upper Arroyo Hondo MDWA
Upper Des Montes MDWCA
Upper Ranchitos MDWCA
Valdez MDWCA
Total

Table 8
Water Rights to be Acquired
3.50 AFY
28.62 AFY
2.02 AFY
11.64 AFY
7.40 AFY
2.50 AFY
145.00 AFY

6.4.5. FUTURE FUNDING. Nothing herein shall be construed as prohibiting future
MDWCA applications for funding to acquire additional water rights or
infrastructure sufficient to meet their future needs.
6.5.GENERAL.
6.5.1. PERMITTING WAIVERS. Because the infrastructure and projects identified in
Articles 6 and 7 are for the mutual benefit of the Parties and are consideration for
this Settlement Agreement, the Water Rights Owning Parties agree to the following
waivers of protests, objections, or opposition in any manner.
6.5.1.1.
CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION PERMITS. The Water Rights
Owning Parties shall waive any and all protests, objections, or opposition in
any manner to the issuance of permits that are consistent with this Settlement
Agreement and that are necessary for the construction and operation of the
projects identified in this Article 6.5.1, including any required New Mexico
Environment Department permits.
6.5.1.2.
WATER RIGHTS PERMITS. The Water Rights Owning Parties shall
not oppose, interfere with, delay, or deny any application or proposal to transfer
water rights, and shall waive any and all protests, objections, or opposition in
any manner to applications filed with the State Engineer for permits that are
consistent with this Settlement Agreement and that are necessary for the
following water rights actions:
6.5.1.2.1. TOWN ACTIONS.
6.5.1.2.1.1. An application or applications to divert and consume up to eight
hundred (800) AFY from the Town’s Future Water Supply Well Field,
so long as tributary surface water depletion effects are offset by the
Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project, the Mitigation Well System, and
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transfers to offset Rio Lucero depletion effects as provided in Article
6.2.4.4.3, and so long as Rio Grande effects are offset, all as provided
in this Settlement Agreement;
6.5.1.2.1.2. The change in point of diversion for up to seventy (70) AFY of
consumptive-use water rights from the Howell Well (RG-40450/RG7339-S-5) to the Bataan Well, so long as surface water depletion
effects are offset and any Impairment of existing water rights is
mitigated; and
6.5.1.2.1.3. An application or applications to divert and consume from the
Town’s In-Town Well Field up to the one thousand one hundred
(1,100) AFY diversion ceiling described in Article 6.2.2.1, so long as
surface water depletion effects are offset and any Impairment of
existing groundwater rights is mitigated.
6.5.1.2.1.4. An application or applications to change the point of diversion
of any existing excess Rio Lucero water rights on its Howell Well or
In-Town Well Field to one or more of the wells in its Future Water
Supply Well Field or the Taos Regional Airport Well, so long as
surface water depletion effects are offset and any Impairment of
existing groundwater rights is mitigated.
6.5.1.2.2. EPWSD ACTIONS.
6.5.1.2.2.1. An application or applications to divert and consume up to two
hundred (200) AFY from the Rio Grande Well;
6.5.1.2.2.2. An application or applications to divert and consume up to one
hundred fifty (150) AFY from the Midway Well;
6.5.1.2.2.3. An application or applications to divert and consume up to one
hundred fifty (150) AFY from the El Torreon Well;
6.5.1.2.2.4. An application or applications to divert and consume up to
seventy-five (75) AFY from the Las Colonias Well;
6.5.1.2.2.5. An application or applications to divert and consume up to
thirty (30) AFY from the Sheepskin Well, which shall then be phased
out of use in accordance with Article 6.3.1.1; and
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6.5.1.2.2.6. An application or applications to offset all surface water
depletion effects resulting from groundwater diversions set forth in
Articles 6.5.1.2.2.1 through 6.5.1.2.2.6 and to mitigate any
groundwater Impairment.
6.5.1.2.3. ACEQUIA ACTIONS.
6.5.1.2.3.1. An application or applications to change the place, purpose of
use, and point of diversion of up to one hundred (100) AFY of
consumptive-use water rights to be diverted for the Arroyo Seco
Arriba Project, so long as diversions are allowed only in accordance
with Article 6.1.1. The Pueblo’s waiver of protest relating to the ASR
Project is conditioned on the Settlement Model’s showing that its
operation will cause no Buffalo Pasture Depletions. In the event the
Settlement Model shows such depletions the Pueblo and TVAA shall
negotiate a resolution.
6.5.1.2.3.2. An application or applications to change the place, purpose of
use, and point of diversion of up to twenty (20) AFY of consumptive
use water rights for irrigation or livestock use storage by the Upper
and Lower Manuel Andreas Trujillo ditches.
6.5.1.2.4. MDWCA ACTIONS. Applications to divert and consume up to one
hundred forty-five (145) AFY of consumptive use water rights for eleven
(11) Mutual Domestic Water Consumer Associations, as described in Table
8 in Article 6.4.4, so long as surface water depletion effects are offset and
any Impairment of existing groundwater rights is mitigated.
6.5.1.2.5. JOINT ACTIONS. The use of the Mitigation Well System to offset
Taos Valley Tributary surface water depletion effects resulting from
groundwater diversions specified in Article 7.3.3.1.5 and 7.3.3.1.10.
6.5.1.2.6. GENERAL ACTIONS. Upon the execution of an agreement to
allocate additional capacity in the Mitigation Well System as set forth in
Article 7.3.3.1.11, any application or applications to divert and consume
groundwater over and above the quantities set forth in Article 7.3.3.1.10 as
long as such application or applications are consistent with such agreement
to allocate additional capacity and the Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project
and the Mitigation Well System are specified as the means for offsetting
surface water depletion effects.
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6.5.1.3.
GENERAL LIMITATION ON WAIVER. The waivers set forth above
extend only as far as the subject applications are in accordance with the terms
of this Settlement Agreement.
6.5.1.4.
PUBLIC WELFARE AND CONSERVATION OF WATER. The
Water Rights Owning Parties agree that implementation of the projects
identified in Articles 6 and 7.3.3.1 will promote the public welfare and not be
contrary to the conservation of water within the State.
6.5.1.5.
ADMINISTRATIVE DISCRETION. Nothing herein shall be construed
as limiting administrative discretion in acting on any application within the
scope of this Article 6.5.1.
6.5.2. FOOTPRINT QUANTITY TRANSFERS. Subject to the other provisions of this
Settlement Agreement, the Water Rights Owning Parties shall waive protests to any
future transfer of surface water rights from the footprint of any structure
permanently affixed to the ground to a mutual domestic water consumer association,
a water and sanitation district, the Town, or other provider of municipal water
service. Such waivers shall only apply to those transfers for purposes of the
transferor's connection to the transferee's water distribution system. Such waivers
shall only apply to transfers of no more than thirty-eight hundredths (0.38) AFY per
footprint.
6.5.3. REPLACEMENT, SUPPLEMENTAL, OR DEEPENED WELLS. Unless
otherwise specifically provided in this Article, nothing in this Settlement Agreement
shall be construed as limiting or preventing any Party from applying to the State
Engineer for a permit or permits to replace, supplement, or deepen any well
provided for in this Article 6.
6.5.3.1.
RIO GRANDE AND MIDWAY WELLS. No Water Rights Owning
Party will protest any EPWSD application to replace, supplement, or deepen its
proposed Rio Grande or Midway Wells with a well or wells proposed to be
located within one thousand (1,000) feet of the then-existing Rio Grande and
Midway Well locations and in a manner otherwise consistent with Articles
6.3.1.4, 6.3.1.5, and 11.2.2.
6.5.3.2.
EL TORREON WELL. No Water Rights Owning Party shall protest
any EPWSD application to replace, supplement, or deepen its El Torreon Well
with a well proposed to be located within one thousand (1,000) feet of the
present well location. The El Torreon Well shall under no circumstances be
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replaced or supplemented in a manner that would increase Buffalo Pasture
Depletions as simulated by the Settlement Model.
6.5.3.3.
LAS COLONIAS WELL. No Water Rights Owning Party shall protest
any EPWSD application to replace, supplement, or deepen its Las Colonias
Well with a well proposed to be located within one thousand (1,000) feet of the
present well location. The Las Colonias Well shall, under no circumstances, be
replaced or supplemented in a manner that would increase its surface water
depletion effects on the Arroyo Seco or cause groundwater Impairment as
simulated by the Settlement Model.
6.5.3.4.
EXISTING TOWN WELLS. No Water Rights Owning Party shall
protest any Town application to replace, supplement, or deepen any of its
existing wells (except the Howell or Mitchell Wells) unless the Settlement
Model shows such replacement, supplemental, or deepened well would increase
Buffalo Pasture Depletions. Such replacement or supplemental wells shall be
drilled within one hundred (100) feet of the present well locations and in a
manner otherwise consistent with Article 11.2.2.
6.5.3.5.
BATAAN WELL. No Water Rights Owning Party shall protest any
Town application to replace, supplement, or deepen its Bataan Well specified in
Articles 6.2.4.2 unless the Settlement Model shows such replacement,
supplemental, or deepened well would increase Buffalo Pasture Depletions or
surface water depletions on the Rio Fernando de Taos or Rio Pueblo de Taos.
Such replacement or supplemental well shall be drilled within one hundred
(100) feet of the future well location and in a manner otherwise consistent with
Article 11.2.2.
6.5.3.6.
TOWN’S FUTURE WATER SUPPLY WELL FIELD. No Water Rights
Owning Party shall protest any Town application to replace, supplement, or
deepen any of its four new future water supply wells unless the Settlement
Model shows such replacement, supplemental, or deepened well would increase
Buffalo Pasture Depletions or surface water depletion effects that the
Settlement Model simulates for the following Stream Segments: Upper Rio
Grande del Rancho, Lower Rio Grande del Rancho, Rio Pueblo de Taos C, Rio
Pueblo de Taos D, and Rio Pueblo de Taos E. Such replacement or
supplemental wells shall be drilled within one thousand (1,000) feet of the
present well locations and in a manner otherwise consistent with Article 11.2.2.
6.5.3.7.
MITIGATION WELLS. No Water Rights Owning Party shall protest
any application to replace, supplement, or deepen any of the five (5) wells that
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comprise the Mitigation Well System described in Articles 7.3.3.1.9.1 through
7.3.3.1.9.5. Unless otherwise agreed pursuant to Article 7.3.3.1.9, replacement,
supplemental, or deepened wells shall be drilled within two hundred (200) feet
of the then-existing well location and otherwise shall be located in a manner
that will not increase Buffalo Pasture Depletions as simulated by the Settlement
Model.
6.5.3.8.
ARROYO SECO ARRIBA ASR WELLS. No Water Rights Owning
Party shall protest any application by the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del
Arroyo Seco to replace, supplement, or deepen the Arroyo Seco Arriba ASR
Project with a well proposed to be located within two hundred (200) feet of the
proposed well locations as depicted on Attachment 10 unless the Settlement
Model shows such replacement, supplemental, or deepened well would cause
Buffalo Pasture Depletions.
6.5.3.9.
EXISTING MDWCA WELLS. No Water Rights Owning Party shall
protest any MDWCA application to replace, supplement, or deepen any
MDWCA well existing as of May 30, 2006 with a well proposed to be located
within two hundred (200) feet of the well location unless the Settlement Model
shows such replacement, supplemental, or deepened well would increase
Buffalo Pasture Depletions.
6.5.4. EMERGENCY GROUNDWATER PRODUCTION. Notwithstanding other
provisions of this Article 6, the Water Rights Owning Parties recognize the right of
the Town, EPWSD, and the MDWCAs to groundwater diversions from their wells
as may be necessary in the event of fire or other emergency that poses a threat to the
public health, safety, or welfare.
7. OFFSET OF SURFACE WATER DEPLETION EFFECTS AND MITIGATION OF
IMPAIRMENT TO GROUNDWATER RIGHTS.
7.1.OFFSETS AND MITIGATION.
The surface waters of the Taos Valley are fully appropriated. Therefore, unless specifically set
forth to the contrary herein, the Parties must offset their surface water depletion effects on the
Buffalo Pasture, Rio Grande Segment, and Taos Valley Tributaries that result from their Future
Groundwater Diversions. In addition, the Parties must mitigate any Impairment of existing
groundwater rights that result from their Future Groundwater Diversions. Each Party’s annual
surface water depletion effects and groundwater effects that result from their Future
Groundwater Diversions shall be calculated using the Settlement Model. The Parties will not be
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liable or obligated for any instream flow protection so long as they offset their surface water
depletion effects resulting from their Future Groundwater Diversions as set forth in Article 7.
7.2.SETTLEMENT MODEL.
A properly calibrated numerical groundwater flow model that reasonably reflects the
hydrogeology of an area can be an appropriate tool for calculating surface water depletions and
groundwater level changes from past and proposed groundwater diversions. The State Engineer,
in cooperation with the other Parties, has developed such a model for the Taos Valley. This
Settlement Model, which is fully documented in Attachment 3, represents the Taos Valley
Stream System and can be used to calculate the surface water depletion effects on the Rio
Grande Segment, Taos Valley Tributaries, and the Buffalo Pasture that have been or will be
caused by any Taos Valley groundwater diversions. It can also be used to simulate groundwater
level declines associated with those groundwater diversions. The Settlement Model has been
reviewed by all Parties and has been accepted by them for purposes of this Settlement
Agreement.
7.2.1. USE OF SETTLEMENT MODEL. The annual surface water depletion effects of
each Party’s Future Groundwater Diversions shall be simulated with the Settlement
Model using the Party’s actual annual diversion amounts and actual well locations.
Surface water depletion offsets required under this Settlement Agreement shall be
calculated using a superposition application of the Settlement Model in which the
simulated effects on evapotranspiration caused by Future Groundwater Diversions
have been distributed to the Taos Valley Tributaries and 35% of the tributary offsets
required on the Rio Pueblo de Taos Stream Segments A through D and on the Upper
and Lower Rio Lucero Stream Segments shall be offset by use of the Buffalo
Pasture Recharge Project.
7.2.2. PROCEDURE TO UPDATE SETTLEMENT MODEL. The following
procedures shall control any updates of the Settlement Model.
7.2.2.1.
NOTICE OF PROPOSED UPDATE. If any Party seeks to update
the Settlement Model, they shall notify all Parties in writing that they are
invoking this Settlement Model update procedure.
7.2.2.2.
INFORMATION. The Party proposing the update shall provide
the following to all Parties:
7.2.2.2.1. a written description of and justification for the proposed update, and
7.2.2.2.2. the modified model input files.
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7.2.2.3.
COMMENTS AND OBJECTIONS. All Parties will have ninety (90)
days to evaluate the materials supporting the proposed update, request and
evaluate additional materials if necessary, and submit written comments and
objections to the proposing Party and the other Parties. If no response is
received from a Party within this time period, it will be assumed that the
proposed update is acceptable to that Party.
7.2.2.4.
PROCESS AFTER COMMENT PERIOD. Following the 90-day
comment period:
7.2.2.4.1. If no objections are raised, the State Engineer shall approve the
proposed update to the Settlement Model. Upon the State Engineer’s
approval of the proposed update, the State Engineer shall provide to all
Parties copies of the amended model and the associated model
documentation.
7.2.2.4.2. If objections are raised, the Party proposing the update shall attempt
to address these objections to the satisfaction of all Parties. If necessary, a
revised proposed model with documentation shall be distributed to all
Parties, and a second round of comments shall be solicited, subject to the
same time limit established in Article 7.2.2.3.
7.2.2.5.
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE. In the event comments and objections
cannot be resolved during a second round of comments, a technical committee
composed of experts designated by each Party that chooses to participate
(“Technical Committee”) shall be convened to address the unresolved
comments and objections.
7.2.2.5.1. The Technical Committee shall have sixty (60) days to resolve all
comments and objections using a process agreeable to all members. The
results of the Technical Committee’s deliberations shall be summarized in
a written report. If the Technical Committee is unable to reach consensus
on all objections and comments to the proposed update, then the
Committee’s report shall indicate the areas of disagreement and afford all
Parties the opportunity to explain why their objections or comments have
not been resolved.
7.2.2.5.2. At the conclusion of the Technical Committee’s deliberations, the
Committee’s report and recommendation regarding the proposed update
shall be submitted to the State Engineer for action. All Parties shall be
afforded the opportunity to fully present their positions to the State
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Engineer. The State Engineer shall approve the proposed update if: (a)
there is unanimous agreement among the Technical Committee, or (b)
adoption of the proposed update would significantly enhance the utility of
the Settlement Model in the administration of water rights, including the
determination of Impairment to existing water rights and the determination
of offsets necessary to prevent Impairment. Upon the State Engineer’s
approval of the proposed update, the State Engineer shall provide to all
Parties copies of the amended model and the associated model
documentation.
7.2.3. PERIODIC REVIEW OF SETTLEMENT MODEL. No less than five (5) years
after the Enforcement Date or the date of approval of any update to the Settlement
Model, the State Engineer shall notify the Water Rights Owning Parties that a
Technical Committee, as described in Article 7.2.2.5, shall convene to consider
whether the Settlement Model should be updated. The Technical Committee’s
written report and recommendation shall be forwarded to the State Engineer
consistent with Article 7.2.2.5.2.
7.3.OFFSETS OF SURFACE WATER DEPLETION EFFECTS.
The methods identified in Articles 7.3.1, 7.3.2, and 7.3.3 are intended to offset surface water
depletion effects as required by Article 7.1.
7.3.1. BUFFALO PASTURE MITIGATION. The Buffalo Pasture is an important
Pueblo cultural resource. However, because of the location of wells in the Taos
Valley, the Buffalo Pasture is affected by groundwater diversions, and due to the
nature of the Buffalo Pasture, existing State Engineer permitting requirements
cannot offset effectively the Buffalo Pasture Depletions resulting from groundwater
diversions made from points of diversion located outside of Pueblo Lands.
Furthermore, the Mitigation Well System described in Article 7.3.3.1 is neither
designed nor intended to deliver waters to the Buffalo Pasture. The Parties,
therefore, agree to the following mechanisms to offset Buffalo Pasture Depletions
and achieve the goals identified in Article 5.3.2.
7.3.1.1.
BUFFALO PASTURE RECHARGE PROJECT. The Pueblo shall
design, construct, and operate the Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project to offset
surface water depletion effects on the Buffalo Pasture and to ensure that the
goals of restoring, preserving, and protecting this resource are achieved.
7.3.1.2.
DIVERSION OF RECHARGE WATERS. The Pueblo may divert
surface waters from the Rio Pueblo de Taos in an amount not to exceed one
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thousand (1,000) AFY from October 1 through March 15 of the following year
for purposes of the Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project. Such diversions shall be
measured and shall not be made in a manner detrimental to downstream surface
water rights. Such diversion shall not constitute a water right, is independent of
the Pueblo’s water rights described in Article 5, and shall be subject to the
provisions of Article 7.3.1.4.
7.3.1.3.
RECHARGE FACILITIES. Recharge waters shall be diverted
into recharge facilities for purposes of restoring and maintaining the surface and
shallow groundwater systems on which the Buffalo Pasture depends. The
recharge facilities will include a series of recharge ponds, a water distribution
network consisting of ditches and pipelines, and a monitoring system.
7.3.1.4.
BUFFALO PASTURE RECHARGE PROJECT; OFFSET OF
DEPLETION EFFECTS. Each Water Rights Owning Party shall provide
offsets on the Rio Grande equal to 100% of its portion of Buffalo Pasture
Depletions that is offset by the Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project. In addition, to
offset the effects of changes in the timing of surface flows, that Water Rights
Owning Party shall provide offsets on the Rio Grande equal to 11.1% of its
portion of Buffalo Pasture Depletions that is offset by the Buffalo Pasture
Recharge Project. Subject to the Rio Grande depletion credit provided for in
Article 5.3.4, the Pueblo shall provide offsets to the Rio Grande equal to 11.1%
of any diversions made into the Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project in excess of
what is required to offset all Buffalo Pasture Depletions. Any
evapotranspiration depletions associated with any Pueblo expansion of the
Buffalo Pasture shall be offset by the Pueblo on the Rio Grande or, in the
alternative, in any other manner consistent with an intergovernmental
agreement approved by the State and the Pueblo. The sources of offsets, timing
of offsets, and legal control of the sources of offsets set forth in this Article
7.3.1.4 shall be accomplished as set forth in Articles 7.3.2.3, 7.3.2.4, and
7.3.2.5.
7.3.1.5.
BUFFALO PASTURE MITIGATION IN LIEU OF RECHARGE
PROJECT.
7.3.1.5.1. EPWSD MITIGATION. For any period of time during which the
Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project: (a) is not operational; or (b) fails to
offset Buffalo Pasture Depletions as agreed between EPWSD and the
Pueblo, and provided that the El Torreon Well is operational, has water
rights, and is connected to EPWSD’s water supply system, EPWSD shall
provide a quantity of water to the Pueblo in an amount equal to the quantity
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of water that the Settlement Model simulates as the Buffalo Pasture
Depletions resulting from EPWSD’s actual groundwater diversions. All
deliveries of water to the Pueblo pursuant to this Article shall be made in a
mutually agreed upon time, place, and manner. If necessary to provide
efficient delivery, EPWSD and the Pueblo shall work together to obtain
funding for infrastructure related to such deliveries.
7.3.1.5.2. TOWN MITIGATION. Notwithstanding the waivers of protest in
Article 6.5.1.2.1.3, if by September 30, 2017 the Buffalo Pasture Recharge
Project cannot offset or otherwise mitigate Buffalo Pasture Depletions
resulting from the future increases in Taos Valley groundwater production,
the Town shall be obligated under Article 7.1 to offset Buffalo Pasture
surface water depletion effects that the Settlement Model simulates as
resulting from diversions of groundwater from the In-Town Well Field in
excess of nine hundred forty-two and thirteen hundredths (942.13) AFY.
Upon agreement with the Pueblo, the Town may offset those depletions by
one or more methods as follows: (a) reconfiguring diversions within the
In-Town Well Field to reduce surface water depletion effects on the
Buffalo Pasture; (b) transferring water rights from the In-Town Well Field
to the Town’s Future Water Supply Well Field in order to reduce surface
water depletion effects on the Buffalo Pasture and reducing the diversion
ceiling specified at Article 6.2.2.1 by an amount equal to the transferred
amount; (c) providing a quantity of water to the Pueblo equal to such
surface water depletion effects on the Buffalo Pasture; or (d) any other
mutually acceptable means for reducing the Town’s hydrologic effects on
the Buffalo Pasture.
7.3.1.6.
BUFFALO PASTURE RECHARGE PROJECT COSTS. The design,
construction, operation, maintenance, and replacement of the Buffalo Pasture
Recharge Project shall be funded through the Taos Pueblo Water Development
Fund provided for in Article 9 and section 505 of the Settlement Act. All of
the Parties agree to support the Pueblo’s acquisition of sufficient funding for
the design, construction, and operation of the Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project.
7.3.1.7.
INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION. The Pueblo, the United
States, and the State shall consult and cooperate and, to the extent feasible,
coordinate technical resources for the development and improvement of
mechanisms to restore, preserve, and protect the Buffalo Pasture.
7.3.2. RIO GRANDE OFFSETS. Offsets to depletions on the Rio Grande required by
Article 7.1 shall be accomplished as provided in this Article 7.3.2.
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7.3.2.1.
OFFSET OF DIRECT EFFECTS. For each Water Rights Owning
Party’s surface water depletion effects that result from its Future Groundwater
Diversions as simulated by the Settlement Model in the Stream Segments of the
Settlement Model that are:
7.3.2.1.1. designated as Rio Grande or Rio Pueblo de Taos E, that Water
Rights Owning Party shall provide offsets to the Rio Grande equal to 100%
of their effects; and
7.3.2.1.2. designated as Lower Rio Hondo, that Water Rights Owning Party
shall provide offsets to the Rio Grande or the Lower Rio Hondo equal to
100% of their effects.
7.3.2.2.
OFFSET OF DEPLETION EFFECTS SHIFTED TO THE RIO
GRANDE SEGMENT. The intended effect of using the Buffalo Pasture
Recharge Project and the Mitigation Well System will be to offset surface water
depletion effects on the Buffalo Pasture and Taos Valley Tributaries,
respectively, as well as additional effects resulting from the withdrawal of
groundwater for mitigation purposes, and to shift depletion effects to the Rio
Grande Segment. One effect of the ASR Project will also be to shift depletion
effects to the Rio Grande Segment. The Town, EPWSD, MDWCAs, and
Pueblo shall each be responsible for offsetting their proportionate share of those
shifted surface water depletion effects, which effects may vary annually
depending on the quantity and location of groundwater actually diverted. The
ASR Project shall not be operated to cause depletions greater than one hundred
(100) AFY. The Rio Grande Segment depletions that will result from the ASR
Project shall be offset by acquisition of one hundred (100) AFY in accordance
with Article 6.1.2. The offset of surface water depletion effects shifted to the
Rio Grande Segment by the Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project shall be
accomplished as set forth in Article 7.3.1 and offset of surface water depletion
effects shifted to the Rio Grande Segment by the Mitigation Well System and
ASR Project shall be accomplished as set forth in Article 7.3.3.
7.3.2.3.
SOURCES OF OFFSETS. For all Rio Grande Segment depletion
effects required to be offset by Article 7.1, offsets may be made by:
7.3.2.3.1. change of point of diversion of Rio Grande water rights;
7.3.2.3.2. delivery of San Juan-Chama Project or other imported water into the
Rio Grande at or above the confluence of the Rio Chama and the Rio
Grande; or
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7.3.2.3.3. delivery of water into the Rio Grande or a tributary pursuant to any
other method approved by the State Engineer.
7.3.2.4.
TIMING OF OFFSETS. For all Rio Grande Segment offsets
required by Article 7.1, offsets for each calendar year shall be provided in full
not later than May 15 of the following year.
7.3.2.5.
LEGAL CONTROL OF SOURCES OF OFFSETS. With respect to
Future Groundwater Diversions, a Water Rights Owning Party shall have legal
control of sources of offsets in an amount not less than its total reasonably
anticipated annual diversions prior to commencing those diversions. Nothing in
this Article 7.3.2.5 shall affect the obligation of any Party to provide offsets in
the full amounts required by Article 7.1.
7.3.3. TAOS VALLEY TRIBUTARY OFFSETS.
7.3.3.1.

MITIGATION WELL SYSTEM.

7.3.3.1.1. IN GENERAL. A system of mitigation wells shall be the preferred
method for providing offsets for the Water Rights Owning Parties’
Tributary Depletions resulting from Future Groundwater Diversions. These
wells will balance the interests of supporting continued acequia irrigation
and allowing for flexibility in the delivery of municipal water. The Town,
EPWSD, and MDWCAs agree to use the Mitigation Well System to offset
at least fifty (50) percent of their Tributary Depletions resulting from all of
their respective Future Groundwater Diversions. This commitment is not
intended to impose undue burdens upon the Town, EPWSD, or the
MDWCAs in connection with the permitting of transfers linked to use of
the Mitigation Well System, while at the same time limiting the acquisition
of acequia water rights for offset purposes.
7.3.3.1.2. EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN WATER RIGHTS FROM 50%
CALCULATION.
7.3.3.1.2.1. With respect to EPWSD, the following shall be excluded from
the 50% calculation referenced in Article 7.3.3.1.1: (a) existing
permitted water rights; and (b) water rights owned but not permitted,
up to 23 AFY on the Rio Lucero and 2 AFY on the Rio Pueblo. The
water rights that are excluded under (a) and (b) above are those that
exist as of January 1, 2006.
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7.3.3.1.2.2. Footprint transfers to the Town, EPWSD, or the MDWCAs
pursuant to Article 6.5.2 shall be counted toward the 50% calculation
unless they are the subject of a protest by a non-Party, in which case
they shall not count toward the 50%.
7.3.3.1.3. AGREEMENT TO RESOLVE UNDUE PERMITTING BURDEN.
In light of uncertainty related to permitting requirements that may be
imposed in the future by the State Engineer in connection with footprint
transfers pursuant to Article 6.5.2, the Town, EPWSD, MDWCAs, and
TVAA agree that, in the event such requirements appear to the Town,
EPWSD, or the MDWCAs to impose undue burdens, they will jointly
address and resolve concerns related to future footprint transfers and the
50% calculation. This agreement includes a commitment to use mediation
in the event the Town, EPWSD, the MDWCAs, and TVAA are unable to
reach a mutually acceptable resolution within 90 days of such concerns
being brought to their attention.
7.3.3.1.4. NO IMPAIRMENT OF EXISTING RIGHTS. No transfer of water
rights shall Impair existing water rights.
7.3.3.1.5. Five (5) wells shall be developed, completed, and equipped with
pumps, necessary appurtenances, and connections to Acequias, tributary
streams, and MDWCAs. The wells would be located as shown in
Attachment 10 and pursuant to Article 7.3.3.1.9. The project includes
design, planning, permitting, site purchase, NEPA clearance, wells, pumps,
pump appurtenances, pipelines, appropriate housing, electrical lines, and
arsenic treatment if required for the wells listed below.

Well
A – Rio Hondo
B – Rio Lucero/Rio
Pueblo de Taos
C – Rio Fernando
de Taos
D – Rio Grande del
Rancho
E – Rio Chiquito

Operator
Upper Arroyo Hondo MDWCA
Upper Ranchitos MDWCA
Town of Taos
Llano Quemado MDWCA
Acequia Madre del Rio Chiquito
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These wells, all of which will be located outside of Pueblo Lands, shall
divert from model layer 5 or below and shall be operated to offset
Tributary Depletions resulting from those Future Groundwater Diversions
described in Article 7.3.3.1.10.
7.3.3.1.6. The Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco shall operate
the ASR wells described in Article 6.1.1 in part as a mitigation well to
offset Arroyo Seco surface water depletion effects resulting from those
Future Groundwater Diversions described in Article 7.3.3.1.10.
7.3.3.1.7. BENEFIT OF SYSTEM. It is the Parties’ intent that the
development and use of this Mitigation Well System shall provide the
following benefits:
7.3.3.1.7.1. avoid diminishment of non-Indian irrigation that would
otherwise result from acquisition and transfer or retirement of surface
water rights required to offset Tributary Depletions resulting from
Future Groundwater Diversions described in Article 7.3.3.1.10;
7.3.3.1.7.2. provide supplemental capacity to the three (3) MDWCAs
identified in Article 7.3.3.1.9, as permitted by the State Engineer and
subject to use of such wells for mitigation purposes;
7.3.3.1.7.3. provide for deeper MDWCA wells to protect the groundwater
system, including that which affects the Buffalo Pasture; and
7.3.3.1.7.4. shift the Tributary Depletions of Future Groundwater
Diversions to the Rio Grande Segment, for which offset acquisition
and transaction costs are expected to be lower.
7.3.3.1.8. MDWCA, ACEQUIA, AND TOWN INTEREST IN MITIGATION
WELLS. The three (3) MDWCAs identified in Articles 7.3.3.1.9.1,
7.3.3.1.9.4, and 7.3.3.1.9.5 shall own, operate, and maintain their
respective mitigation wells, and each may use its well as permitted by the
State Engineer to supplement its existing water rights, subject to the use of
those wells for mitigation purposes described above. The Acequia Madre
del Rio Chiquito and Acequia del Monte shall jointly own, operate, and
maintain their mitigation well described in Article 7.3.3.1.9.2. The Town
shall own, operate, and maintain the mitigation well described in Article
7.3.3.1.9.3 and may use such well for up to four (4) AFY of additional
capacity.
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7.3.3.1.9. MITIGATION WELL LOCATIONS AND BENEFITTED
STREAM SEGMENTS. The Water Rights Owning Parties shall work
together on planning the final location, design, and construction of the
mitigation wells and any replacement, supplemental, or deepened
mitigation wells. The mitigation wells and their points of discharge to the
streams shall be generally located as follows and shall be operated to
benefit the Settlement Model Stream Segments described below:
7.3.3.1.9.1. The Rio Grande del Rancho Well shall be located as depicted
on Attachment 10 and connected to the Llano Quemado MDWCA.
This well shall deliver water to the Llano Quemado MDWCA system
and discharge to the Rio Grande del Rancho above the Acequia Abajo
de la Loma diversion from that stream via a new pipeline estimated to
be 7,000 feet long and in a manner that offsets the surface water
depletion effects modeled in the Upper Rio Grande del Rancho and
Lower Rio Grande del Rancho Stream Segments.
7.3.3.1.9.2. The Rio Chiquito Well shall be located as depicted on
Attachment 10. This well shall deliver water to the Rio Chiquito
above the Acequia Madre del Rio Chiquito diversion from that stream
via a pipeline estimated to be 4,000 feet long and in a manner that
offsets the surface water depletion effects modeled in the Rio Chiquito
Stream Segment.
7.3.3.1.9.3. The Rio Fernando de Taos Well shall be located as depicted on
Attachment 10. This well shall deliver water via pipeline to the Rio
Fernando at a location near the well and in a manner that offsets the
surface water depletion effects modeled in the Rio Fernando Stream
Segment.
7.3.3.1.9.4. The Rio Lucero/Rio Pueblo de Taos Well shall be located as
depicted on Attachment 10 and connected to the Upper Ranchitos
MDWCA. This well shall deliver water to the Rio Pueblo de Taos near
the crossing of Ranchitos Road via a new pipeline, estimated to be
6,000 feet long, and in a manner that offsets the surface water
depletion effects modeled in the following Stream Segments: Rio
Pueblo de Taos A through D. This well shall also deliver water to the
Rio Lucero near the crossing of Millicent Rogers Road via the same
pipeline stated above and in a manner that offsets the surface water
depletion effects modeled in the Lower Rio Lucero Stream Segment.
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7.3.3.1.9.5. The Rio Hondo Well shall be located as depicted on
Attachment 10 and connected to the Upper Arroyo Hondo MDWCA.
This well shall deliver water to the Rio Hondo at a point just above the
diversions of the Acequia Atalaya and Acequia Madre del Llano from
that stream via a pipeline estimated to be 3,000 feet long and in a
manner that offsets the surface water depletion effects modeled in the
Upper Rio Hondo Stream Segment.
7.3.3.1.9.6. The ASR Project wells shall be located as depicted on
Attachment 10 and shall deliver water via pipeline to the Arroyo Seco
near the point where the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo
Seco crosses the Arroyo Seco and in a manner that offsets the surface
water depletion effects modeled in the Arroyo Seco Stream Segment.
7.3.3.1.10. INITIAL ALLOCATION OF CAPACITY. The Water Rights
Owning Parties agree to an initial allocation of capacity in the Mitigation
Well System to offset the ultimate Tributary Depletions resulting from the
following amounts of Future Groundwater Diversions:
7.3.3.1.10.1. the Town’s diversions of up to eight hundred (800) AFY from
its Future Water Supply Well Field;
7.3.3.1.10.2. EPWSD’s diversions of up to five hundred seventy-five (575)
AFY;
7.3.3.1.10.3. the Pueblo’s diversions of up to two thousand (2,000) AFY; and
7.3.3.1.10.4. the MDWCAs’ diversions of up to one hundred forty-five (145)
AFY.
7.3.3.1.11. ADDITIONAL CAPACITY.
7.3.3.1.11.1. USE FOR SUPPLEMENTAL OR ADDITIONAL CAPACITY.
Any capacity in the five (5) Mitigation Well System wells identified in
Article 7.3.3.1.9.1 through 7.3.3.1.9.5 that exceeds what is necessary
to offset the ultimate Tributary Depletions resulting from the Future
Groundwater Diversions identified at Article 7.3.3.1.10 shall be
available as supplemental production capacity for the owner-MDWCA
or as up to four (4) AFY of additional capacity for the Town on the
Rio Fernando de Taos Well identified in Article 7.3.3.1.9.3.
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7.3.3.1.11.2. ALLOCATION OF ADDITIONAL CAPACITY. If there is
diversion capacity over and above what is required to fulfill the
parties’ requirements in Articles 7.3.3.1.10 and 7.3.3.1.11.1, such
capacity shall be allocated for use in offsetting additional Tributary
Depletions by written agreement among the Pueblo, the Town,
EPWSD, the MDWCAs that use the Mitigation Well System for
surface water depletion offset purposes and the affected Acequias.
7.3.3.1.11.3. UNUSED ALLOCATED CAPACITY. Capacity in each well
that has been allocated to a Water Rights Owning Party pursuant to
Article 7.3.3.1.10 but has not been used shall not be subject to an
agreement for allocation of additional capacity pursuant to Article
7.3.3.1.11.2, but such unused capacity shall instead remain reserved
and can be used by the Water Rights Owning Party that received the
initial allocation of capacity.
7.3.3.1.12. MITIGATION WELL SYSTEM; OFFSET OF DEPLETION
EFFECTS. For each Water Rights Owning Party’s Tributary Depletions
for which the Mitigation Well System is used to offset surface water
depletion effects, that Water Rights Owning Party shall comply with
Article 7.3.2.2 by providing directly on the Rio Grande offsets equal to
100% of the Tributary Depletions plus 33% of that Party’s total Mitigation
Well System diversions. The sources of offsets, the timing of offsets, and
the legal control of the sources of the offsets required by this Article
7.3.3.1.12 shall be accomplished as set forth in Articles 7.3.2.3, 7.3.2.4,
and 7.3.2.5.
7.3.3.1.13. TIMING OF MITIGATION WELL SYSTEM USE. The Mitigation
Well System shall provide water during the irrigation season to maintain
Acequias’ surface water supplies that would otherwise be depleted by
groundwater development. Subject to the other provisions of this Article
and any applicable State Engineer permit requirements, the timing and use
of the Mitigation Well System on each tributary stream shall be determined
on or before June 1 of each year by majority vote of the commissions of the
Acequias within that tributary stream having points of diversion located
downstream of the mitigation well point of delivery to the stream. The
commissioners of the Acequias benefited by each mitigation well,
including the ASR Project wells, shall appoint one person to consult with
the system operator for the respective mitigation well owner concerning
actual operation of the well. Deliveries of offsets of the previous year’s
Tributary Depletions from the Mitigation Well System shall be made
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annually unless the State Engineer approves a different schedule. In the
event Acequias on a tributary stream are unable to agree on operation of
any mitigation well, the State Engineer shall determine timing and use of
that mitigation well for that calendar year.
7.3.3.1.14. EPWSD ARROYO SECO MITIGATION. EPWSD agrees to the
following measures in lieu of utilizing the Mitigation Well System to offset
its surface water depletion effects on the Arroyo Seco. Subject to the other
provisions of this Article and any applicable State Engineer permit
requirements, EPWSD shall divert that quantity of water that the
Settlement Model simulates that EPWSD has depleted the Arroyo Seco and
transport it to the Arroyo Seco at a point where it intersects with U.S.
Highway 64 in Las Colonias for use by the Lower Manuel Andres Trujillo
Ditch. The Lower Manuel Andres Trujillo Ditch shall request and EPWSD
shall deliver the annual offset in a period of time not to exceed one (1)
month. In addition, the Lower Manuel Andres Trujillo Ditch may postpone
delivery of water for one year and receive that postponed delivery in the
following year, in which case EPWSD shall deliver two (2) years of offset
water during a period of time not to exceed two (2) months.
7.3.3.1.15. OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPLACEMENT COSTS.
7.3.3.1.15.1. SINKING FUND. Operation, maintenance, and replacement
costs shall be paid out of a sinking fund established pursuant to Article
10.1.5.2.
7.3.3.1.15.2. COSTS REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS. The Water
Rights Owning Parties using a particular mitigation well shall have the
right to annually review records relating to the operation and
maintenance of that well to ensure a safe and efficient operation. The
Water Rights Owning Parties shall also have the right to make written
recommendations to the operator of a mitigation well copied to all
Mitigation Well System users, for more cost effective and efficient
operations and maintenance, consistent with the operating practices
recommended by the American Waterworks Association. If a Water
Rights Owning Party has made written recommendations concerning
system operation and maintenance that have not been implemented by
the well operator in a timely manner, then that Party shall not be
responsible for costs incurred because of operator negligence.
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7.3.3.1.15.3. COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS. The Water Rights Owning
Parties shall execute, as appropriate, any cooperative agreement or
agreements that may be necessary with respect to operation,
maintenance, and replacement costs associated with the delivery of
offsets by the Mitigation Well System.
7.3.3.1.16. APPLICATIONS TO STATE ENGINEER. The Pueblo, Town,
EPWSD, the Llano Quemado, Upper Arroyo Hondo, Upper Ranchitos
Mutual Domestic Water Users Associations, Acequia Madre del Rio
Lucero y del Arroyo Seco, Acequia Madre del Rio Chiquito, and Acequia
del Monte shall cooperate in the preparation and filing of respective
applications to the State Engineer for the necessary permits to divert
groundwater for mitigation of Tributary Depletions as described in Article
7.3.3.1, as a supplemental source of supply for each of the applicant
MDWCAs, and to operate the ASR Project as a mitigation well.
7.3.3.1.17. PROPORTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY. In the event that operation
of any mitigation well results in Impairment to the water rights of any nonParty, the Party or Parties that benefit from operation of the well shall
assume responsibility for mitigating such Impairment in proportion to their
use of the well for mitigation or supplemental domestic purposes.
7.3.3.1.18. RESERVED TO WATER RIGHTS OWNING PARTIES. The
Mitigation Well System is reserved for use by the Water Rights Owning
Parties only.
7.3.3.2.
PUEBLO HIA OFFSETS. For those Tributary Depletions which the
Pueblo desires to offset by use of the Pueblo’s HIA Right, the Pueblo shall
change the point of diversion of a portion of its HIA Right available for
exercise pursuant to Article 5.1.1.2 to the groundwater point of diversion of the
well causing the depletion effects. The amount of the offset shall be equal to the
amount of the consumptive use of the HIA Right transferred to the well as
limited by the historically available surface water supply or supplies on which
that portion of the HIA Right relied.
8. SURFACE WATER SHARING.
8.1.SURFACE WATER PRIORITY.
In general, to avoid the disruption to non-Indian irrigation in the Taos Valley that would result
from the Pueblo’s immediately putting its full HIA Right to use, the Pueblo agrees to forbear
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from making priority calls against non-Indian surface water rights as long as those rights are
used within the Taos Valley Stream System pursuant to a Subfile Order for Lawful Irrigation or
Stock Uses. The Water Rights Owning Parties therefore agree that the surface water rights of the
Pueblo, the Acequias, and their Parciantes shall be administered solely in accordance with this
Article 8 and shall not be subject to priority administration. The Pueblo, TVAA, Acequias, and
Parciantes may enforce the provisions of this Article 8 and, likewise, be subject to actions
properly taken to enforce the provisions of this Article 8.
8.2.WATER SHARING.
The waters of the Rio Lucero and the Rio Pueblo de Taos shall be shared as follows:
8.2.1. RIO LUCERO.
8.2.1.1.
RIO LUCERO WATER SHARING. The waters of the Rio Lucero shall
be shared consistent with the 1893 Rio Lucero decree as modified by this
Article 8:
Taos Pueblo
El Prado
Arroyo Seco Arriba
Arroyo Seco Abajo

46.7%
35%
18.3%
surplus flows.

Taos Pueblo’s share shall be adjusted over time in accordance with Article
8.2.1.2, along with the shares of El Prado and Arroyo Seco Arriba. Arroyo Seco
Arriba shall have an irrigation storage project, as described in Article 6.1.1, to
manage its share of the Rio Lucero. Arroyo Seco Abajo’s share shall be
calculated in accordance with Article 8.2.1.1.3. Diversions of all the shares
shall not exceed the PDR of the acequia necessary to serve those acres under
Lawful Irrigation or Stock Uses.
8.2.1.1.1. ALLOCATION AND MEASUREMENT OF SHARES. The
percentage shares set forth in Article 8.2.1.1 shall be allocated at U.S.G.S.
Gage No. 08271000 located at the mouth of the Rio Lucero canyon based
on stream flow measured at that gage, and the Pueblo and the Acequias
shall bear the burden of their own losses resulting from use of points of
diversion downstream from the gage.
8.2.1.1.2. DIVERSIONS OF SHARES.
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8.2.1.1.2.1. EXISTING PUEBLO DIVERSIONS. The Pueblo share may
be taken, in whole or in part, at the Indian, Tenorio, Beeline,
Grouse/Rock Bridge, or 1908 ditch diversions.
8.2.1.1.2.2. EXISTING EL PRADO DIVERSION. The El Prado share
shall continue to be taken from the Rio Lucero at the diversion of the
Acequia Madre del Prado.
8.2.1.1.2.3. EXISTING ARROYO SECO ARRIBA DIVERSION. The
Arroyo Seco Arriba share shall continue to be taken from the Rio
Lucero at the diversion of the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del
Arroyo Seco.
8.2.1.1.2.4. EXISTING ARROYO SECO ABAJO DIVERSIONS. The
Arroyo Seco Abajo share shall continue to be taken from the Rio
Lucero at:
8.2.1.1.2.4.1. the diversion of the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del
Arroyo Seco for the Upper Manuel Andres Trujillo Ditch and the
Lower Manuel Andres Trujillo Ditch, and
8.2.1.1.2.4.2. the diversion of the Juan Manuel Lucero Ditch.
8.2.1.1.3. ARROYO SECO ABAJO SHARE. The Arroyo Seco Abajo
community retains its right to surplus flows in the Rio Lucero.
8.2.1.1.3.1.
DETERMINATION OF SURPLUS. For purposes of this
Article 8.2.1.1.3, a surplus shall exist when the surface flows of the
Rio Lucero are greater than what is necessary to serve the PDR
associated with the Pueblo’s, Arroyo Seco Arriba’s, and El Prado’s
Rio Lucero water rights. As of May 30, 2006, determinations of PDR
shall be based on the following acreages, which amounts shall be
adjusted in accordance with Article 8.2.1.2:
Taos Pueblo

one thousand six hundred sixteen and
ninety-six hundredths (1,616.96) acres of
irrigated Pueblo Lands and eleven and
fifteen hundredths (11.15) acres of livestock
impoundments;
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El Prado

nine hundred fifty-one and one tenth (951.1)
acres of irrigated non-Indian lands plus
fourteen and thirty-seven hundredths (14.37)
acres of irrigated Pueblo Lands and one and
thirty-eight hundredths (1.38) acres of
livestock impoundments;

Arroyo Seco Arriba

one thousand three hundred seventy-six and
five tenths (1,376.5) acres of irrigated nonIndian lands, which amount includes
stockponds; and

Arroyo Seco Abajo

one thousand eighty-four and twenty
hundredths (1,084.20) acres of irrigated nonIndian lands.

For purposes of determining a surplus, the PDR for the Pueblo’s Rio
Lucero water rights shall be increased, on an acre-for-acre basis, by
the amount of the reduction in non-Indian irrigation, in accordance
with Article 5.1.1.2, from the Acequias identified in Article
8.2.1.1.2.4. Such increase in the Pueblo’s PDR on these grounds shall
not cause an adjustment to the Rio Lucero shares described in Article
8.2.1.1.
8.2.1.1.3.2.
DIVERSION OF SURPLUS. Surpluses determined under this
Article 8.2.1.1.3 shall be left in the Rio Lucero to be available for
diversion at the points of diversion identified in Article 8.2.1.1.2.4 to
satisfy the PDR associated with the Acequias identified in that Article.
8.2.1.1.3.3.
SURPLUSES IN EXCESS OF ARROYO SECO ABAJO’S
USES. For purposes of satisfying its HIA Right, the Pueblo shall be
entitled to increase its diversions from the Rio Lucero equal to an
amount that such surplus exceeds the PDR for the Acequias identified
in Article 8.2.1.1.2.4.
8.2.1.1.4. PUEBLO USES. Any portion of the Pueblo’s share that is allowed
to flow downstream for any lawful purpose shall not be available for nonIndian diversions at the Acequia Madre del Lucero y del Arroyo Seco, Juan
Manuel Lucero ditch, or the Acequia Madre del Prado.
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8.2.1.2.
SHARING ADJUSTMENTS. The Pueblo’s percentage share of the Rio
Lucero, as specified in this Article, shall be increased and the El Prado or
Arroyo Seco Arriba percentage share shall be reduced by the amount of the
reduction of non-Indian surface water rights within the El Prado or Arroyo Seco
Arriba systems that results from those circumstances identified in Article
5.1.1.2 that occur within those two acequia systems. The PDR for those
acequias in each community identified above shall be adjusted as irrigated
acreage is reduced or increased.
8.2.1.3.
ADJUSTMENT CALCULATIONS. For purposes of calculating
Article 8.2.1.2 sharing adjustments, 1% of the surface flows of the Rio Lucero
shall equal:
8.2.1.3.1. ACEQUIA MADRE DEL PRADO. Twenty-seven and fifty-eight
hundredths (27.58) acres (965.47 acres divided by 35), of which nine
hundred fifty-one and one tenth (951.1) acres are non-Indian lands and
fourteen and thirty-seven hundredths (14.37) acres are Pueblo Lands, all of
which are presently served by the Acequia Madre del Prado; or
8.2.1.3.2. ACEQUIA MADRE DEL RIO LUCERO Y DEL ARROYO SECO.
Seventy-five and two tenths (75.2) acres (1,376.5 acres divided by 18.3) of
non-Indian land served by the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo
Seco pursuant to the Consent Order entered in the Adjudication on March
14, 2005. The one thousand three hundred seventy-six and five tenths
(1,376.5) acres used for purposes of this Article excludes those acres
served by the Temporales ditch which do not use waters from the Rio
Lucero.
8.2.1.4.
TIMING OF SHARING ADJUSTMENTS. Article 8.2.1.2 sharing
adjustments shall be calculated and made annually between January 1 and
March 1.
8.2.1.5.
PROTECTION OF ARROYO SECO ABAJO SURPLUS. Consistent
with the 1893 Rio Lucero decree as modified by this Article 8, no Party shall
take any action to prevent surplus water from reaching Arroyo Seco Abajo up
to the PDR for those Acequias identified in Article 8.2.1.1.2.4. Nothing herein
shall preclude the Pueblo, Arroyo Seco Arriba, or El Prado from taking its full
allocation of water as determined under Articles 8.2.1.1 and 8.2.1.2.
8.2.2. RIO PUEBLO DE TAOS.
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8.2.2.1.
RIO PUEBLO DE TAOS SHORTAGE SHARING. In times of
shortage, the waters of the Rio Pueblo de Taos shall be divided consistent with
the 1893 sharing agreement as modified by this Article 8, entitling the Pueblo
to four and one half (4½) days of the surface flows and the Acequia Madre del
Pueblo to two and one half (2½) days of the surface flows. Such division
notwithstanding, diversions into the Acequia Madre del Pueblo shall not exceed
the PDR of the Acequia necessary to serve those acres for Lawful Irrigation or
Stock Uses.
8.2.2.2.
PUEBLO AND ACEQUIA CONSULTATIONS. On or about July 1 of
each year, the Pueblo and the Acequia Madre del Pueblo shall meet and
determine when to implement the water sharing provisions of this Article for
that irrigation season. Nothing herein precludes the Pueblo and the Acequia
Madre del Pueblo from meeting earlier than July 1 for those purposes.
8.2.2.3.
DETERMINATION OF SHORTAGE; SHORTAGE ALLOCATION
PERIODS. A shortage shall exist on the Rio Pueblo when its flow is
insufficient to provide the PDR for the Lawful Irrigation or Stock Uses for the
Pueblo and the Acequia Madre del Pueblo. In times of shortage and consistent
with Article 8.2.2.4, the Pueblo will cease diversions upstream from the
Acequia Madre del Pueblo during the two and one-half (2½) day period of each
week that the shortage exists. Regardless of the Acequia Madre del Pueblo’s
project delivery requirement, the Pueblo may use two (2) cubic-feet per second
flow during those days for purposes of stockwatering and domestic uses.
8.2.2.4.
ADJUSTMENTS IN UPSTREAM DIVERSIONS DURING
SHORTAGE PERIODS. In the event that, during the Acequia Madre del
Pueblo’s two and one-half (2½) day shortage allocation period, flows at the
diversion point of the Acequia Madre del Pueblo are in excess of the PDR of
the acequia necessary to serve those acres for Lawful Irrigation or Stock Uses,
the Pueblo may increase its upstream diversions equal to the amount of the
excess.
8.2.2.5.
PUEBLO IRRIGATION FROM THE ACEQUIA MADRE DEL
PUEBLO. The Pueblo shall have the right to irrigate those lands identified in
Table 1 as served by the Acequia Madre del Pueblo during the Pueblo’s four
and one-half (4½) day shortage allocation period. Within the non-Indian two
and one-half (2½) day shortage allocation period and on an acre-for-acre basis,
the Pueblo may irrigate additional Historically Irrigated Acreage from the
Acequia Madre del Pueblo by the amount of the reduction of non-Indian
irrigation within the Acequia Madre del Pueblo that results from those
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circumstances identified in Article 5.1.1.2. Pueblo irrigation from the Acequia
Madre del Pueblo during the two and one-half (2½) day shortage allocation
period shall be in accordance with the acequia’s rotation schedule applicable to
the formerly irrigated non-Indian lands.
8.2.3. OTHER TAOS VALLEY TRIBUTARIES. With respect to those tributaries on
which no sharing arrangement is in effect as between the Pueblo and any Acequia
and consistent with Article 5.1.1.2, the Pueblo shall forbear from making priority
calls against non-Indian surface water rights so long as those rights are used for
Lawful Irrigation or Stock Uses.
8.3.PUEBLO USE OF CERTAIN DITCHES.
The Pueblo, TVAA, Acequias, and their respective member Parciantes make the following
agreements with respect to those acequia systems that serve both Pueblo and non-Indian lands.
Nothing in this Article 8.3 shall be construed as prohibiting or limiting the Pueblo’s right to
irrigate any of its Historically Irrigated Acreage in a manner consistent with this Settlement
Agreement.
8.3.1. IDENTIFICATION OF DITCHES AND PUEBLO ACREAGES. The Pueblo has
the following quantity of Historically Irrigated Acres associated with the following
ditches:
8.3.1.1.
forty-five and eighty-two hundredths (45.82) acres from the Acequia del
Medio;
8.3.1.2.
one hundred eight and five hundredths (108.05) acres from the Acequia
Madre de la Loma del Ranchito de Abajo;
8.3.1.3.
one hundred sixteen and eighty hundredths (116.80) acres from the
Acequia Madre del Prado;
8.3.1.4.
twenty-six and sixty-five hundredths (26.65) acres from the Cortez y
Sisneros ditch;
8.3.1.5.
fourteen and forty-six hundredths (14.46) acres from the South Loma
lateral;
8.3.1.6.
forty-six and fifty-six hundredths (46.56) acres from the Acequia de los
Lovatos;
8.3.1.7.

twenty-one hundredths (0.21) acres from the Acequia de los Archuletas;
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8.3.1.8.
one hundred sixty-two and sixty-five hundredths (162.65) acres from the
Acequia Madre del Pueblo; and
8.3.1.9.
fifty-four and ninety-five hundredths (54.95) acres from the McClure
ditch.
8.3.2. INCREASES IN PUEBLO IRRIGATION. Consistent with Article 5.1.1.2.2, the
Pueblo may increase its irrigation from the initial amount specified in Table 1 to the
total Historically Irrigated Acreage identified above and associated with each ditch.
8.3.3. COOPERATION ON MAINTENANCE, REPAIR, AND WATER
DELIVERIES. The Pueblo and the mayordomos and commissioners on those
Acequias identified in Article 8.3.1 shall cooperate in the maintenance, repair, and
scheduling of water deliveries with respect to those Acequias. Nothing herein shall
be construed as a limitation or a change to the rights or powers to which either party
may be entitled under applicable law.
8.3.4. PUEBLO TRANSFERS FROM CERTAIN DITCHES. Upon the Enforcement
Date and in accordance with this Settlement Agreement, the Pueblo shall transfer to
new points of diversion, not on the below identified ditches, those portions of its
HIA Right that are identified in the Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey as appurtenant
to the following acres:
8.3.4.1.
ninety-seven and ninety-five hundredths (97.95) acres and the stockpond
(P-157) associated with the Cuchilla ditch;
8.3.4.2.
nine (9.00) acres associated with the Upper Manuel Andres Trujillo
ditch; and
8.3.4.3.
forty-one and fifty hundredths (41.50) acres associated with the Juan
Manuel Lucero ditch.
8.3.5. CONCHO DITCH. The Pueblo shall be entitled to irrigate annually up to twenty
(20) acres of land identified in the Taos Pueblo Water Use Survey which are served
by the Concho Ditch, notwithstanding the provisions of Article 5.1.1.2. Increases
in Pueblo irrigation from the Concho Ditch shall be in accordance with that Article
5.1.1.2. All Pueblo irrigation from this ditch shall be in accordance with and
included in, without discrimination, the irrigation rotation and allocation schedule of
the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco.
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8.3.6. ACEQUIA MADRE DEL PRADO. The Acequia Madre del Prado and the
Pueblo shall reestablish the ditch so that it is able to serve the Karavas Tract and
reconnect with the Acequia del Medio del Prado. The ditch shall be further restored
through the Karavas Tract, so that tail waters will be drained to the Acequia Madre
de la Loma del Ranchito de Abajo. The Acequia is responsible for specifying the
location of the reestablished ditch with respect to non-Pueblo lands. The Pueblo
shall pay 60% of costs associated with equipment, materials, and labor for the
reconstruction and the Acequia shall pay 40% of those costs. The Pueblo shall
contribute annually to future ditch maintenance and repair by providing labor or
payment. Such contribution shall be in proportion to its acreage irrigated under the
ditch and calculated at the same rate that would apply to non-Indian ditch users.
Pueblo irrigation from this ditch shall be in accordance with this Settlement
Agreement and included in, without discrimination, the irrigation rotation schedule
of the Acequia Madre del Prado. This provision resolves all outstanding issues
between the Pueblo and the Acequia regarding ditch maintenance and repairs.
8.3.7. LOWER MANUEL ANDRES TRUJILLO DITCH.
8.3.7.1.
P-039 STOCK IMPOUNDMENT. The Pueblo, the Upper Manuel
Andres Trujillo Ditch, and Lower Manuel Andres Trujillo Ditch shall
coordinate with respect to water deliveries from those Acequias to P-039, a
Pueblo livestock impoundment located in Tract B. The Pueblo shall use its
own water, including water provided for under Articles 8.2.1.1 and 8.2.1.1.3.3,
for purposes of that impoundment and contribute annual labor or payment
toward ditch maintenance and repair in proportion to its acreage under the
Lower Manuel Andres Trujillo Ditch. Further, in cooperation with the Acequia,
the Pueblo will build a permanent headgate on the Lower Manuel Andres
Trujillo Ditch for purposes of delivering water from the Acequia to P-039. The
Acequia will not protest or otherwise object to the Pueblo’s use of a Tract B
livestock well for purposes of serving P-039.
8.3.7.2.
STORAGE. The Water Rights Owning Parties will not oppose offPueblo storage of up to twenty (20) AFY for the use by owners of water rights
on either the Upper or Lower Manuel Andres Trujillo Ditches, which storage
project shall be funded outside of this Settlement Agreement unless made a part
of the Surface Storage Project provided for in Article 6.1.2. Such storage
facility shall not be operated in a manner that interferes with deliveries of
Pueblo water to P-039.
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8.4.ACEQUIA ACCESS TO PUEBLO LANDS.
The Pueblo recognizes the legitimate need for the Acequias to access their ditch systems within
Pueblo Lands and the Acequias recognize the Pueblo’s legitimate need to protect its lands. In
accordance therewith, non-Indian acequia officials shall obtain and abide by Pueblo land access
permits for purposes of access for operation, maintenance, and repair of acequia irrigation
systems. The Pueblo Governor’s Office shall issue such permits in accordance with the Pueblo
Code and shall not unreasonably condition such permits for Acequia use that is consistent with
this Article. A copy of a standard form land access permit application is included herewith, as
Attachment 13, as an example of the appropriate form.
8.5.ACEQUIA SPRINGS CLAIMS.
The Acequias have filed with the Court springs claims that are within the subject matter of the
Adjudication. With respect to those claims, the TVAA, the Acequias, and the Pueblo make the
following agreement:
8.5.1. SPRINGS ARISING OUTSIDE OF PUEBLO LANDS. The Pueblo waives any
right to file an inter se objection to any order entered in the Adjudication regarding
an Acequia claim to a spring that arises outside of Pueblo Lands. However, such
order shall not serve as a basis for precluding the Pueblo from the non-consumptive
use of the affected spring for aboriginal or historic cultural purposes. Any right
established by such an order and which pertains to an acequia that irrigates both
Pueblo and non-Indian lands shall go to the benefit of both the Pueblo and the nonIndian irrigators.
8.5.2. SPRINGS ARISING WITHIN PUEBLO LANDS.
8.5.2.1.
EL AGUITA SPRINGS. With regard to the claim of the Acequia Madre
del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco to the right to receive water from the El
Aguita Springs, that claim shall be withdrawn upon enactment of the settlement
legislation in consideration of the construction of the pipeline, which is a
component of the Arroyo Seco Arriba ASR Project or alternative project
described in Articles 6.1.1.1 and 6.1.1.2.
8.5.2.2.
BUFFALO PASTURE DISCHARGES. The Pueblo and the Acequia
Medio del Prado jointly affirm a shared interest in protecting the waters of the
Buffalo Pasture and in the maintenance of the points of diversion identified
below.
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8.5.2.2.1. POINTS OF DIVERSION. The point of diversion for the Acequia
del Medio del Prado from the Rio Lucero is x=701,180 and y=1,977,160
NM State Plane Coordinate System, Central Zone, NAD 1927, as shown in
Attachment 14. The Acequia also has a point of diversion from Unnamed
Watercourse 1 at x=701,436 and y=1,977,185 NM State Plane Coordinate
System, Central Zone, NAD 1927, as also shown in Attachment 14, which
unnamed watercourse collects waters discharged from certain springs
arising on Pueblo Lands. These points of diversion are located on Pueblo
Lands and benefit both Pueblo and non-Pueblo uses.
8.5.2.2.2. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR PERMITS. The Acequia shall
comply with Article 8.4 with respect to Pueblo land access permits for
purposes of maintenance and repair of these points of diversion.
8.5.2.2.3. PUEBLO-ACEQUIA DEL MEDIO DEL PRADO
COOPERATION. Consistent with Article 8.3.6, the Acequia del Medio
del Prado and the Pueblo shall work together to reestablish the ditch and to
restore its connection to the Acequia Madre del Prado. The Pueblo shall
pay 60% of costs associated with equipment, materials, and labor for the
reconstruction and the Acequia shall pay 40% of those costs. The Acequia
and the Pueblo agree that Pueblo irrigation of its lands under this ditch
shall be in accordance with this Settlement Agreement and included in,
without discrimination, the irrigation rotation schedule of the Acequia del
Medio del Prado, and the Pueblo shall contribute to ditch maintenance and
repair by providing annual labor or payment in proportion to its acreage
under the ditch. The Acequia shall support the Pueblo’s legal position and
shall not oppose it in any necessary legal action to reestablish the
connection between the Acequia del Medio and the Acequia Madre del
Prado.
8.5.2.2.4. RETENTION OF PUEBLO PARTICIPATION IN INTER SE
PROCEEDINGS. The Pueblo retains its right to participate in any inter se
proceedings on the Acequia del Medio del Prado’s springs claims to the
extent necessary to ensure that the agreement in this Article 8.5.2.2 is
included in any Subfile Order on the Acequia’s rights.
8.5.2.3.

KARAVAS TRACT SPRINGS.

8.5.2.3.1. POINTS OF DIVERSION. The Acequia Madre de la Loma del
Ranchito de Abajo diverts water into its acequia and such waters are
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naturally discharged from springs arising on Pueblo Lands, as shown in
Attachment 15. Such springs benefit both Pueblo and non-Pueblo uses.
8.5.2.3.2. RETENTION OF PUEBLO PARTICIPATION IN INTER SE
PROCEEDINGS. The Pueblo retains its right to participate in any inter se
proceedings on the Acequia Madre de la Loma del Ranchito de Abajo’s
springs claims to the extent necessary to ensure that the agreement in this
Article 8.5.2.3 is included in any Subfile Order on the Acequia’s rights.
8.6.INITIAL PUEBLO SURFACE WATER ACQUISITIONS.
8.6.1. PUEBLO-TVAA COOPERATION AS TO INITIAL ACQUISITIONS. As a
goal of this settlement and in accordance with Article 5.1.1.2, the Pueblo will seek
to expand the exercise of its HIA Right to an amount at least sufficient to irrigate
three thousand (3,000) acres as of the Enforcement Date. TVAA shall work with
the Pueblo toward the initial goal of three thousand (3,000) acres of irrigation waters
on the following basis:
8.6.1.1.
TVAA shall inform acequia commissioners and mayordomos of the
terms of this Settlement Agreement in order to facilitate the necessary Pueblo
acquisition of surface water rights from within the Taos Valley; and
8.6.1.2.
TVAA and acequia commissioners and mayordomos shall notify and
share with the Pueblo information as to water rights available for possible
purchase by the Pueblo for purpose of this Settlement Agreement.
8.6.2. NON-APPLICATION OF CERTAIN LAWS. The Pueblo, TVAA, and Acequias
agree that, pursuant to subsection (E) of NMSA 1978, § 72-5-24.1 (2003), the other
provisions of that statute do not and shall not apply with respect to Pueblo
acquisition, transfer, and retirement of surface water rights under this Settlement
Agreement.
8.6.3. NO LIMITATION ON ACQUISITIONS. Nothing herein shall be construed as
limiting the Pueblo’s ability to acquire and retire non-Indian surface water rights in
an amount sufficient to allow the full exercise of the Pueblo’s HIA Right, as that
right is defined in Article 5.1.1.
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9. THE TAOS PUEBLO WATER DEVELOPMENT FUND.
9.1.ESTABLISHMENT.
Section 505 of the Settlement Act established in the Treasury of the United States a fund to be
known as the ‘‘Taos Pueblo Water Development Fund’’ (referred to in this Article as the
‘‘Fund’’) to be used to pay or reimburse costs incurred by the Pueblo for—
9.1.1. acquiring water rights;
9.1.2. planning, permitting, designing, engineering, constructing, reconstructing,
replacing, rehabilitating, operating, or repairing water production, treatment or
delivery infrastructure;
9.1.3. on-farm improvements, or wastewater infrastructure;
9.1.4. restoring, preserving and protecting the Buffalo Pasture, including planning,
permitting, designing, engineering, constructing, operating, managing and replacing
the Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project;
9.1.5. administering the Pueblo’s water rights acquisition program and water
management and administration system; and
9.1.6. watershed protection and enhancement, support of agriculture, water-related
Pueblo community welfare and economic development, and costs related to the
negotiation, authorization, and implementation of this Settlement Agreement.
9.2.MANAGEMENT OF FUND.
Section 505(b) of the Settlement Act requires the Secretary to manage the Fund, invest amounts
in the Fund, and make monies available from the Fund for distribution to the Pueblo consistent
with the American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994 (25 U.S.C. 4001 et seq.)
(hereinafter, ‘‘Trust Fund Reform Act’’), this title, and the Settlement Agreement.
9.3.INVESTMENT OF FUND.
Section 505(c) of the Settlement Act provides that, upon the Enforcement Date, the Secretary
shall invest amounts in the Fund in accordance with—
9.3.1.

the Act of April 1, 1880 (21 Stat. 70, ch. 41, 25 U.S.C.161);
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9.3.2. the first section of the Act of June 24, 1938 (52 Stat. 1037, ch. 648, 25 U.S.C.
162a); and
9.3.3. the American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994 (25 U.S.C.
4001 et seq.).
9.4.AVAILABILITY OF AMOUNTS FROM FUND.
Section 505(d) of the Settlement Act provides that, upon the Enforcement Date, all monies
deposited in the Fund pursuant to section 509(c)(1) of the Settlement Act or made available from
other authorized sources shall be available to the Pueblo for expenditure or withdrawal after the
requirements of Section 505(e) of the Settlement Act have been met.
9.5.EXPENDITURES AND WITHDRAWAL.
9.5.1. TRIBAL MANAGEMENT PLAN.
9.5.1.1.
IN GENERAL. Pursuant to Section 505(e)(1)(A) of the Settlement Act,
the Pueblo may withdraw all or part of the Fund on approval by the Secretary of
a tribal management plan as described in the Trust Fund Reform Act.
9.5.1.2.
REQUIREMENTS. Section 505(e)(1)(B) of the Settlement Act
provides that in addition to the requirements under the Trust Fund Reform Act,
the tribal management plan shall require that the Pueblo spend any funds in
accordance with the purposes described in Section 505(a) of the Settlement Act.
9.5.2. ENFORCEMENT. Section 505(e)(2) provides that the Secretary may take
judicial or administrative action to enforce the requirement that monies withdrawn
from the Fund are used for the purposes specified in Section 505(a) of the
Settlement Act.
9.5.3. LIABILITY. Section 505(e)(3) of the Settlement Act provides that if the Pueblo
exercises the right to withdraw monies from the Fund, neither the Secretary nor the
Secretary of the Treasury shall retain any liability for the expenditure or investment
of the monies withdrawn.
9.5.4. EXPENDITURE PLAN.
9.5.4.1.
IN GENERAL. Section 505(e)(4)(A) of the Settlement Act requires the
Pueblo to submit to the Secretary for approval an expenditure plan for any
portions of the funds made available under the Settlement Act that the Pueblo
does not withdraw under Section 505(e)(1)(A) of the Settlement Act.
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9.5.4.2.
DESCRIPTION. Section 505(e)(4)(B) of the Settlement Act requires
the expenditure plan to describe the manner in which, and the purposes for
which, amounts remaining in the Fund will be used.
9.5.4.3.
APPROVAL. Section 505(e)(4)(C) of the Settlement Act provides that,
on receipt of an expenditure plan under Section 505(e)(4)(A) of the Settlement
Act, the Secretary shall approve the plan if the Secretary determines that the
plan is reasonable and consistent with the Settlement Act.
9.5.5. ANNUAL REPORT. Section 505(e)(5) of the Settlement Act requires the Pueblo
to submit to the Secretary an annual report that describes all expenditures from the
Fund during the year covered by the report.
9.6.AMOUNTS AVAILABLE ON APPROPRIATION.
Section 505(f) of the Settlement Act provides that, notwithstanding Section 505(d) of the
Settlement Act, $15,000,000 of the monies deposited in the Fund—
9.6.1. shall be available upon appropriation or availability of the funds from other
authorized sources for the Pueblo’s acquisition of water rights pursuant to Article
5.1.1.2.3 of this Settlement Agreement, the Buffalo Pasture Recharge Project,
implementation of the Pueblo’s water rights acquisition program and water
management and administration system, the design, planning, engineering,
permitting or construction of water or wastewater infrastructure eligible for funding
under Section 505(a) of the Settlement Act, or costs related to the negotiation,
authorization, and implementation of this Settlement Agreement, provided that such
funds may be expended prior to the Enforcement Date only for activities which are
determined by the Secretary to be more cost effective when implemented as early as
possible; and
9.6.2. shall be distributed by the Secretary to the Pueblo on receipt by the Secretary
from the Pueblo of a written notice and a Tribal Council resolution that describes
the purposes under Section 505(f)(1) of the Settlement Act for which the monies
will be used after a cost-effectiveness determination by the Secretary has been made
as described in Section 505(f)(1) of the Settlement Act. Pursuant to Section
505(f)(2) of the Settlement Act, the Secretary is required to make the determination
described in Section 505(f)(1) of the Settlement Act within a reasonable period of
time after receipt of the notice and resolution.
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9.7.NO PER CAPITA DISTRIBUTIONS.
Section 505(g) of the Settlement Act provides that no portion of the Fund shall be distributed on
a per capita basis to members of the Pueblo.
10. MUTUAL-BENEFIT PROJECTS FUNDING.
10.1.

IN GENERAL.

The Parties agree that funding for the Mutual-Benefit Projects, which are described in detail in
Article 6, is an essential component of this Settlement Agreement. Pursuant to Section 509(c)(2)
of the Settlement Act, the federal financial assistance to be provided to plan, permit, design, and
construct the Mutual-Benefit Projects, inclusive of any required federal and state grant
administration costs and NEPA compliance costs, will total 75% of the total cost, but not to
exceed $36,000,000, and will be provided in the form of grants on a nonreimbursable basis.
Pursuant to Section 507(b)(2) of the Settlement Act, the non-federal State share of the cost of
planning, permitting, designing and constructing the Mutual-Benefit Projects, inclusive of any
required federal and state grant administration costs and NEPA compliance costs, is to be 25 %
of the total cost, but not to exceed $12,000,000, and may be in the form of in-kind contributions
subject to the terms of the Settlement Act. Nothing herein is intended to limit the ability of any
party to seek other sources of funding for Mutual-Benefit Projects; however, any such additional
funding is not the subject of the provisions of this Article 10.
10.1.1. KLAUER, NATIONAL GUARD, CAMINO DEL MEDIO, RIO PUEBLO, AND
BATAAN WELLS. The Town agrees not to seek or accept grant funding pursuant
to Section 507(a) of the Settlement Act in an amount exceeding $12,616,584 and a
matching 25 % non-federal State contribution exceeding $4,205,528 to plan, permit
design, engineer, and construct those wells and infrastructure specified in Articles
6.2.4.2 and 6.2.5.
10.1.2. RIO GRANDE AND MIDWAY WELLS.
10.1.2.1. WELL CONSTRUCTION. EPWSD agrees not to seek or accept grant
funding pursuant to Section 507(a) of the Settlement Act in an amount
exceeding $11,658,767 and a matching 25 % non-federal State contribution
exceeding $3,886,255 to plan, permit, design, engineer, and construct those
wells and infrastructure specified in Articles 6.3.1.4 and 6.3.1.5.
10.1.2.2. WATER RIGHTS ACQUISITION. The State shall provide up to two
million dollars ($2,000,000) to the Local Government Division of the New
Mexico Department of Finance and Administration on behalf of EPWSD as
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necessary for water rights acquisition specified in Article 6.3.1.8, inclusive of
the two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) that was appropriated by the
2005 New Mexico Legislature.
10.1.3. ARROYO SECO ARRIBA PROJECT.
10.1.3.1. CONSTRUCTION. The Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo
Seco and the State, acting through the New Mexico Department of Finance and
Administration Local Government Division on behalf of the Acequia, agree not
to seek or accept grant funding pursuant to Section 507(a) of the Settlement Act
in an amount exceeding $6,103,470 and a matching 25 percent non-federal
State contribution in an amount exceeding $2,034,490 to plan, permit, design,
engineer and construct those wells and infrastructure and Acequia Madre
pipeline specified in Article 6.1.1.1 or surface water storage and Acequia
Madre pipeline specified in Article 6.1.1.2.
10.1.3.2. WATER RIGHTS ACQUISITION. The State shall provide up to two
million dollars ($2,000,000) to the Local Government Division of the New
Mexico Department of Finance and Administration on behalf of the Acequia
Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco as necessary for water rights
acquisition specified in Article 6.1.2 and on behalf of the Upper and Lower
Manuel Andres Trujillo Ditches as necessary for water rights acquisition for
purposes of storage described at Article 8.3.7.2.
10.1.3.3. OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPLACEMENT SINKING
FUND. The State shall provide up to $121,000 to the Local Government
Division of the New Mexico Department of Finance and Administration on
behalf of the Acequia Madre del Rio Lucero y del Arroyo Seco to establish a
sinking fund for the Arroyo Seco Arriba Project, as specified in Article 6.1.3.
10.1.4. MUTUAL DOMESTIC WATER CONSUMER ASSOCIATIONS.
10.1.4.1. WATER RIGHTS ACQUISITION. The State shall provide up to two
million nine hundred thousand dollars ($2,900,000) to the Local Government
Division of the New Mexico Department of Finance and Administration on
behalf of the eleven (11) Taos-area MDWCAs as necessary for water rights
acquisition specified in Article 6.4.4.
10.1.5. MITIGATION WELL SYSTEM.
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10.1.5.1. WELL CONSTRUCTION. Funding to plan, permit, design, engineer,
and construct the Mitigation Well System shall be as set forth below:
10.1.5.1.1. The Llano Quemado MDWCA and the State, acting through the
New Mexico Department of Finance and Administration Local
Government Division on behalf of the MDWCA, agree not to seek or
accept grant funding pursuant to Section 507(a) of the Settlement Act in an
amount exceeding $1,321,344 and a matching 25 % non-federal State
contribution in an amount exceeding $440,448 to plan, permit, design,
engineer, and construct the well and infrastructure specified in Article
7.3.3.1.9.1.
10.1.5.1.2. The Acequia Madre del Rio Chiquito, the Acequia del Monte and the
State, acting through the New Mexico Department of Finance and
Administration Local Government Division on behalf of the Acequias,
agree not to seek or accept grant funding pursuant to Section 507(a) of the
Settlement Act in an amount exceeding $884,489 and a matching 25 %
non-federal State contribution in an amount exceeding $294,830 to plan,
permit, design, engineer, and construct the well and infrastructure specified
in Article 7.3.3.1.9.2.
10.1.5.1.3. The Town agrees not to seek or accept grant funding pursuant to
Section 507(a) of the Settlement Act in the amount exceeding $949,163
and a matching 25 % non-federal State contribution exceeding $316,388 to
plan, permit, design, engineer, and construct the well and infrastructure
specified in Article 7.3.3.1.9.3.
10.1.5.1.4. The Upper Ranchitos MDWCA and the State, acting through the
New Mexico Department of Finance and Administration Local
Government Division on behalf of the MDWCA, agree not to seek or
accept grant funding pursuant to Section 507(a) of the Settlement Act in an
amount exceeding $1,459,655 and a matching 25 % non-federal State
contribution in an amount exceeding $486,552 to plan, permit, design,
engineer, and construct the well and infrastructure specified in Article
7.3.3.1.9.4.
10.1.5.1.5. The Upper Arroyo Hondo MDWCA and the State, acting through
the New Mexico Department of Finance and Administration Local
Government Division on behalf of the MDWCA, agree not to seek or
accept grant funding pursuant to Section 507(a) of the Settlement Act in an
amount exceeding $998,335 and a matching 25 % non-federal State
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contribution in an amount exceeding $332,778 to plan, permit, design,
engineer, and construct the well and infrastructure specified in Article
7.3.3.1.9.5.
10.1.5.2. OPERATION, MAINTENANCE, AND REPLACEMENT SINKING
FUND. Non-federal funding in the amount of $1,033,997 shall be made
available to the Local Government Division of the New Mexico Department of
Finance and Administration on behalf of the non-Indian Water Rights Owning
Parties (other than the United States) to establish a sinking fund specified in
Article 7.3.3.1.15.1. In the event that the State cost share of the total cost to
plan, design, permit, and construct the Mutual-Benefit Projects is less than
$12,000,000, the State shall make an additional contribution to this sinking
fund in the amount of such savings, but not to exceed $1,179,585. In the event
that the fund is inadequate to cover such costs, the non-Indian Water Rights
Owning Parties (other than the United States) will jointly seek alternative
funding. Notwithstanding the availability of funding, each Water Rights
Owning Party will be responsible only for its proportionate share of the
operation, maintenance, and replacement costs relating to its actual use of the
Mitigation Well System for purposes of offsetting surface water depletion
effects resulting from Future Groundwater Diversions or supplemental
diversions.
10.1.6. ACEQUIA MADRE DEL PRADO STREAM GAGE. The Acequia Madre del
Prado and the State, acting through the New Mexico Department of Finance and
Administration Local Government Division on behalf of the Acequia, agree not to
seek or accept grant funding pursuant to Section 507(a) of the Settlement Act in an
amount exceeding $8,193 and a matching 25 % non-federal State contribution in an
amount exceeding $2,731 to install a stream gage on the Rio Lucero at the diversion
for the Acequia Madre del Prado specified in Article 6.1.4.
10.1.7. MODIFICATION BY AGREEMENT. Notwithstanding any other provision of
this Settlement Agreement, the Mutual-Benefit Projects Parties may by unanimous
consent agree that any one or more of them may seek and accept funding pursuant
to Section 507(a) of the Settlement Act exceeding the amounts set forth in Articles
10.1.1, 10.1.2.1, 10.1.3.1, 10.1.5.1 or 10.1.6 (the “Construction Funding Articles”).
In the event that any of the Mutual-Benefit Projects costs would exceed the
maximum grant funding request specified for that project in the Construction
Funding Articles, then the Mutual-Benefit Projects Parties, the United States, and
the State will cooperate to make funding allocation adjustments. No Mutual-Benefit
Projects Party whose Mutual-Benefit Project is fully constructed and operational
shall withhold agreement for another Mutual-Benefit Projects Party to seek grant
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funding pursuant to Section 507(a) in an amount more than that specified in the
applicable provisions of the Construction Funding Articles. For purposes of this
Article 10.1.7 only, each Mitigation Well to be constructed pursuant to Article
10.1.5.1 shall be considered to be a project of any Party named in Article 7.3.3.1.10
in addition to the Party who shall own and operate the well pursuant to Articles
7.3.3.1.6 and 7.3.3.1.8.
10.2.

PROJECT FUNDING TOTALS.

10.2.1. WATER RIGHTS ACQUISITION FUNDING. Total water rights acquisition
funding specified in Articles 10.1.2.2, 10.1.3.2, and 10.1.4.1 is up to six million
nine hundred thousand dollars ($6,900,000). The State shall contribute 100% of this
funding.
10.2.2. OPERATIONS, MAINTENANCE, AND REPLACEMENT FUNDING. Total
operations, maintenance, and replacement funding for Mutual-Benefit Projects
specified in Articles 10.1.3.3 and 10.1.5.2 is $1,154,997. The United States shall
not be obligated to pay any portion of these costs.
10.2.3. CONSTRUCTION FUNDING. Total Mutual-Benefit Projects planning, design,
and construction funding specified in Articles 10.1.1, 10.1.2.1, 10.1.3.1, 10.1.5.1,
and 10.1.6 is forty-eight million dollars ($48,000,000).
10.2.4. COST SHARE. Cost-sharing for Mutual-Benefit Projects shall be as provided by
Section 507(b) of the Settlement Act.
10.3.

EARLY STATE FUNDING FOR MUTUAL-BENEFIT PROJECTS.

Prior to the Enforcement Date, the State shall make settlement funds available pro rata on the
same schedule that the United States makes settlement funds available. The State and the other
Parties recognize the desirability of making State funds available for water rights acquisitions, as
provided in this Article, ahead of any schedule by which the United States makes settlement
funds available, and the non-federal Parties shall request that the New Mexico Legislature make
such funds available as expeditiously as possible.
10.4.

NON-FEDERAL COST-SHARE ACCOUNTING.

Any funds that the State makes available after January 1, 2005, to the non-Pueblo Parties
identified in Article 10.1 for purposes of the acquisition of water rights or for any of the
settlement-related projects and associated costs, as set forth in Article 10.1, shall be deemed to
be in satisfaction of the State’s obligations under this Settlement Agreement.
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10.5.

PROCESS FOR PROVIDING FINANCAL ASSISTANCE

The Parties agree that funding to plan, permit, design, engineer, and construct the Mutual-Benefit
Projects pursuant to this Article 10 and the Settlement Act will be provided in accordance with
applicable federal and state financial assistance laws, regulations, and procedures. In
collaboration with the Mutual-Benefit Projects Parties, the State and the Secretary, acting
through the Bureau of Reclamation shall, within a reasonable amount of time, negotiate and enter
into one or more memoranda of understanding and other appropriate instruments which will
describe the process to be followed for providing financial assistance and to effect the transfer of
funds to plan, permit, design, engineer, and construct the Mutual-Benefit Projects. The
memoranda of understanding and other appropriate instruments will identify the parties, define
roles and responsibilities in the financial assistance process, establish the framework for
planning, permitting, designing, engineering and construction funds to flow between the parties,
and set associated time frames.
11. ADMINISTRATION.
11.1.

PUEBLO WATER CODE.

The Pueblo agrees that any exercise by it of administrative authority, regardless of the source
from which such authority arises, over water rights secured to it under this Settlement Agreement
and the Partial Final Decree shall comply with this Settlement Agreement and the Pueblo Water
Code.
11.1.1. PROMULGATION. Not later than twenty-four (24) months after the
Enforcement Date, the Pueblo shall enact a Pueblo Water Code. Such Code shall be
consistent with this Settlement Agreement and include the provisions of this Article
11.1.
11.1.2. PUEBLO PERMIT ACTIONS.
11.1.2.1. PERMIT APPLICATIONS. Unless otherwise provided in this
Settlement Agreement, a Pueblo permit shall be required for any change in
point of diversion or place or purpose of use of a Pueblo water right secured
under this Settlement Agreement and the Partial Final Decree that is within the
Pueblo’s administrative authority.
11.1.2.2. ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION. Any Pueblo decision on a permit
application shall be made in accordance with the procedural and substantive
standards of the Pueblo Water Code. Prior to the promulgation and approval of
the Pueblo Water Code as provided in Article 11.1.1, any Pueblo decision on a
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permit application shall be made in accordance with the procedural and
substantive standards of Articles 11.1.3.1 through 11.1.3.5 and 11.1.4.1
through 11.1.4.4.
11.1.3. PROCEDURAL STANDARDS. The Pueblo agrees that the Pueblo Water Code
shall provide for the following:
11.1.3.1.

NOTICE.

11.1.3.1.1. PUBLIC NOTICE. Subject to Article 11.1.3.1.2, the Pueblo shall
publish Public Notice in the Taos News or another newspaper of general
circulation within the Taos Valley within thirty (30) days of receiving a
complete permit application. Such notice will appear at least once per
week for three (3) consecutive weeks. Such notice shall include quantity of
water, the point of diversion, and place and purpose of use at both movefrom and move-to locations encompassed by the proposed action.
11.1.3.1.2. NON-PUBLIC NOTICE ACTIONS. Public Notice shall not be
required for the following types of permit applications:
11.1.3.1.2.1. to divert or deplete less than three (3) AFY for stock watering
or domestic uses;
11.1.3.1.2.2. to transfer a water right to an in-stream flow, Buffalo Pasture
recharge, or ceremonial use; or
11.1.3.1.2.3. that the Settlement Model shows as having no groundwater
drawdown effect or surface water depletion effect outside of Pueblo
Lands.
11.1.3.1.3. RECORDS OF NON-PUBLIC NOTICE ACTIONS. For Non-Public
Notice Actions described in Article 11.1.3.1.2, the Pueblo shall compile
and retain records of those actions by January 31 and July 31 of each year.
Upon a Party’s request, the Pueblo shall grant reasonable access to such
records. The requesting Party shall pay any reasonable associated
document reproduction costs.
11.1.3.2. STANDING. The Pueblo shall recognize the standing of any owner of
water rights in the Taos Valley who objects that a permit action Impaired or
would Impair his or her surface water or groundwater right.
11.1.3.3.

PROTEST. Persons with standing may:
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11.1.3.3.1. within ten (10) days of the last date of publication of Public Notice
in accordance with Article 11.1.3.1.1 or within forty-five (45) days of the
compilation of records in accordance with Article 11.1.3.1.2, submit to the
Pueblo a written protest of a permit application or permit action;
11.1.3.3.2. participate as a protestant in Pueblo administrative proceedings to
argue that the permit application or permit action Impaired or would Impair
his or her water right; and
11.1.3.3.3. be represented by legal counsel, at his or her own expense, in Pueblo
administrative proceedings.
11.1.3.4. HEARING. Pueblo administrative decisions will be based on a hearing
at which protestants will be entitled to present evidence and cross-examine
witnesses.
11.1.3.5. REVIEW. Upon exhaustion of Pueblo remedies, any person who
participated as a protestant in a Pueblo administrative proceeding may
challenge de novo the final Pueblo decision by pursuing judicial action to
enforce or interpret this Settlement Agreement in accordance with Article
13.14.
11.1.4. SUBSTANTIVE STANDARDS. The Pueblo Water Code shall provide for the
following:
11.1.4.1. rules for the management, regulation, and control of Pueblo water
resources and which, at a minimum, establish conditions, limitations, and
permit requirements related to the exercise of Pueblo water rights within Pueblo
Lands;
11.1.4.2. a requirement that offsets be made for surface water depletion effects
resulting from permit actions except as otherwise provided in this Settlement
Agreement;
11.1.4.3. a requirement that: (a) approval of any proposed permit action will not
Impair existing surface water or groundwater rights; and (b) Impairment of nonIndian rights will be determined based on state law standards; and
11.1.4.4. a requirement that the Pueblo will use the Settlement Model in making
any administrative assessments of surface and groundwater effects.
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11.1.5. AVAILABILITY OF PUEBLO WATER CODE. A copy of the Pueblo Water
Code, including updates thereto, shall be made available to the federal district court,
the United States Department of Justice (Environment and Natural Resources
Division), the State Engineer, and the Town of Taos Public Library. A single
photocopy of the Pueblo Water Code, including updates thereto, shall be provided to
each Party upon request. Copies may be reviewed by interested persons at the
Pueblo, and additional copies shall be made available at cost.
11.2.

GENERAL GROUNDWATER PROVISIONS.

11.2.1. GROUNDWATER PRIORITY. The Water Rights Owning Parties agree that
groundwater rights owned by a Party shall not be subject to priority enforcement
through either an administrative, judicial, or other legal proceeding as among the
Parties. Nothing in this Article shall be construed to limit the authority of the State
Engineer to administer groundwater rights by priority on the Rio Grande, or in the
Taos Valley Stream System, for the protection of water rights outside such stream
system, for the enforcement of Article 5.1.1.2.2.1.2, or to ensure compliance with
the Rio Grande Compact.
11.2.2. WELL SPACING AND DIVERSION LIMITS.
11.2.2.1.

PUEBLO-TOWN WELL SPACING AND DIVERSION LIMITS.

11.2.2.1.1. DIVERSION LIMIT ZONES. Subject to the provisions of the June
2012 Bilateral Agreement between Taos Pueblo and the Town of Taos, the
following reciprocal limits apply to: (a) the Town’s groundwater
diversions from wells within those zones centered on any of the Pueblo’s
existing Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau of Indian Affairs, or municipal
system wells; and (b) the Pueblo’s groundwater diversions from wells
within those zones centered on any well that is part of the Town’s In-Town
Well Field or presently proposed for its Future Water Supply Well Field.
For purposes of the diversion limit zones set forth below, all wells
identified in this Article 11.2.2.1.1 shall be considered “Protected Wells”:
11.2.2.1.1.1. ZONE ONE. No diversions within a (¼) mile radius of a
Protected Well;
11.2.2.1.1.2. ZONE TWO. No more than seventy-five (75) AFY of
diversions within that zone lying between a one-quarter (¼) mile
radius and a one-half (½) mile radius of a Protected Well;
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11.2.2.1.1.3. ZONE THREE. No more than one hundred fifty (150) AFY of
diversions, inclusive of those diversions allowable under Article
11.2.2.1.1.2, within that zone lying between a one-half (½) mile radius
and a three-quarter (¾) mile radius of a Protected Well; and
11.2.2.1.1.4. ZONE FOUR. No more than three hundred fifty (350) AFY of
diversions, inclusive of those diversions allowable under Articles
11.2.2.1.1.2 and 11.2.2.1.1.3, within that zone lying between a threequarter (¾) mile and a one (1) mile radius of a Protected Well.
11.2.2.1.2. GENERAL SET-OFFS. The Town shall not construct any well as
part of its Future Water Supply Well Field within one quarter (¼) mile of
any Pueblo Lands, and the Pueblo shall not construct any new well within a
one half (½) mile radius of any well that is part of the Town’s Future Water
Supply Well Field.
11.2.2.2.

EPWSD WELL SPACING AND DIVERSION LIMITS.

11.2.2.2.1. EPWSD DEVELOPMENT ZONE. Unless a specific exception is
set forth below, no Party, other than EPWSD, shall construct any new well
within that zone that lies between the Pueblo’s Tracts A and B and which is
depicted on Attachment 10 (“EPWSD Development Zone”).
11.2.2.2.2. COORDINATION ZONE. Subject to the limitation set forth in
Article 11.2.2.2.6, EPWSD and the Pueblo shall consult with one another
with respect to any well that either Party intends to construct within onequarter (¼) mile of the Tract A or Tract B boundaries that mark the
southwest and northeast boundaries, respectively, of the EPWSD
Development Zone.
11.2.2.2.3. EL TORREON WELL. There will be no groundwater diversions by
any Party within one (1) mile of EPWSD’s El Torreon Well, with the
following exceptions related to the Pueblo and the Town:
11.2.2.2.3.1. The Pueblo shall not construct any new wells within one-half
(½) mile of the El Torreon Well.
11.2.2.2.3.2. The Pueblo may divert up to sixty (60) AFY from within that
zone lying within a three-quarter (¾) mile radius to the east and a one
(1) mile radius to the west of EPWSD’s El Torreon Well as set forth
on Attachment 10.
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11.2.2.2.3.3. If the Pueblo replaces, supplements, or deepens either or both of
its two (2) Hail Creek wells, it will do so at a location or locations: (a)
no closer to EPWSD’s El Torreon Well than the existing wells; and (b)
no closer than two hundred (200) feet from the existing wells.
Diversions from the two (2) Hail Creek wells, including any
replacement, supplemental, or deepened wells, shall be subject to the
diversion limitation set forth in Article 11.2.2.2.3.2.
11.2.2.2.3.4. No limitation under this Article 11.2.2.2 shall apply with
respect to Pueblo groundwater diversions or construction of new wells
outside of that zone defined by a three-quarter (¾) mile radius to the
east and a one (1) mile radius to the west centered on the El Torreon
Well.
11.2.2.2.3.5. No limitation under this Article 11.2.2.2 shall apply with
respect to Town groundwater diversions from the Mitchell well
pursuant to Article 6.2.4.3 or from wells permitted by the State
Engineer as RG-7339-S-2 pursuant to Articles 6.2.1 and 6.2.2.
11.2.2.2.4. LAS COLONIAS WELL. No Party shall construct a new well
within a one (1) mile radius of EPWSD’s Las Colonias Well. The Pueblo’s
BOR 4 and 6 and BIA 10 and 11 presently exist and shall not be considered
“new” wells.
11.2.2.2.5. MIDWAY WELL. No Party shall construct a new well within a one
(1) mile radius of EPWSD’s Midway Well or, prior to the actual
construction of that well, its proposed location. The Pueblo’s BOR 4 and 6
and BIA 10 and 11 presently exist and shall not be considered “new” wells.
11.2.2.2.6. RIO GRANDE WELL. No Party shall construct a new well within a
one (1) mile radius of EPWSD’s Rio Grande Well or, prior to the actual
construction of that well, its proposed location, with the following
exceptions related to the Pueblo:
11.2.2.2.6.1. EPWSD shall construct the Rio Grande Well no closer than two
thousand two hundred fifty-four (2,254) feet from the Pueblo’s Tract
A boundary, and the Pueblo shall not construct any wells within a four
thousand eight hundred ninety-four (4,894) foot radius of the Rio
Grande Well’s proposed location or, once that well has been
constructed, its actual location.
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11.2.2.2.6.2. The Pueblo shall divert no more than three hundred fifty (350)
AFY within that zone that lies between a four thousand eight hundred
ninety-four (4,894) foot radius and a two (2) mile radius of the Rio
Grande Well’s proposed location or, once that well has been
constructed, its actual location.
11.2.2.2.6.3. THE TOWN’S TAOS REGIONAL AIRPORT WELL. The
Town’s existing Airport Well that is located at the Taos Regional
Airport as depicted in Attachment 10 will be limited to no more than
fifty (50) AFY of groundwater diversion as further set forth in Article
6.2.6.
11.2.2.2.7. THE TOWN’S REGIONAL LANDFILL WELLS. The Town has
one existing domestic well and existing water level monitoring wells at the
Taos Regional Landfill. The Town may replace the monitoring wells as
required by the New Mexico Environment Department.
11.2.2.3. WAIVERS. The Pueblo, the Town, and EPWSD may waive or modify
any of the provisions of this Article 11.2.2 if, based on the satisfactory
exchange of hydrologic data, the potentially affected Party executes a written
and dated document that expressly states the waiver, its scope, and the reason
therefor.
11.2.2.4. PLANNING COORDINATION. To the greatest extent possible, the
Parties will coordinate and share hydrologic information with respect to the
planned location of future wells in the Taos Valley.
11.2.3. GROUNDWATER DEVELOPMENT INFRASTRUCTURE. As a result of
EPWSD’s limiting its groundwater production capacity from existing wells and
replacing a portion of that lost capacity farther away from the Buffalo Pasture, it
will be necessary for EPWSD to construct new infrastructure to connect the wells
providing the replacement production capacity to its existing water delivery system.
Subject to the conditions set forth in the May 30, 2006 Bilateral Agreement between
EPWSD and the Pueblo, as amended, and existing Acequia easements, the Water
Rights Owning Parties shall not protest or otherwise object to EPWSD’s
constructing all necessary infrastructure required to connect its Rio Grande,
Midway, and El Torreon Wells to its existing water supply system, including
pipelines, well houses, and water storage tanks. This Article 11.2.3 does not affect
existing property rights. EPWSD agrees to obtain all easements and rights of way
in accordance with New Mexico law.
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11.3.

GENERAL SURFACE WATER PROVISIONS.

11.3.1. UNIFORM IRRIGATION REQUIREMENTS. Prior to the entry of a Partial
Final Decree on the Pueblo’s water rights, the Parties shall jointly move the Court to
adopt the following values to be used for adjudication of all Pueblo and non-Indian
water rights in the Taos Valley Stream System.
11.3.1.1. CONSUMPTIVE IRRIGATION REQUIREMENT. The CIR shall be
one and thirty-eight hundredths (1.38) AFY per acre.
11.3.1.2. FARM DELIVERY REQUIREMENT. The FDR shall be two and
seventy-six hundredths (2.76) AFY per acre (50% on-farm efficiency).
11.3.1.3. PROJECT DIVERSION REQUIREMENT. The PDR shall be three and
ninety-four hundredths (3.94) AFY per acre (70% ditch efficiency), unless a
different efficiency can be shown for a specific ditch on a case-by-case basis.
11.3.2. SURFACE-TO-GROUNDWATER TRANSFERS. With respect to non-Indian
Water Rights Owning Parties, surface water to groundwater transfers shall be made
in accordance with state law. With respect to Pueblo surface water to groundwater
transfers, the quantity of water which may be diverted from a well or wells will be
limited to the consumptive use of the lands from which the surface transfer is being
made as limited by the historically available surface water supply or supplies on
which that portion of the HIA Right relied. Surface water diversions shall cease for
any water right or portion thereof that is changed to a groundwater point of
diversion. Such reductions in diversions shall not be a basis for any conclusion that
surface waters have been made available for appropriation by other parties.
Reductions in diversions required under this Article shall be made consistent with
Article 7.
11.4.

DATA COLLECTION AND SHARING.

11.4.1. GROUNDWATER.
11.4.1.1. GROUNDWATER DIVERSION DATA. For purposes of enforcing the
provisions of this Settlement Agreement, the Water Rights Owning Parties shall
install and maintain totalizing meters or other appropriate measuring devices on
all wells diverting more than three (3) AFY, collect and compile diversion data,
and make such data available to the other Parties upon reasonable request and
payment of reasonable costs.
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11.4.1.2. GROUNDWATER LEVEL MEASUREMENTS. The Water Rights
Owning Parties shall measure the groundwater levels in each of their respective
wells two (2) times each year, the first time being within five (5) days of April
15 and the second time being within five (5) days of October 15. The Water
Rights Owning Parties shall maintain records of daily diversions for fifteen (15)
days prior to their water level measurements and the length of time the well was
off before the measurement. Unless otherwise agreed to by the Water Rights
Owning Parties, no data shall be required to be collected for those wells
diverting ten (10) AFY or less. Data required pursuant to this Article 11.4.1.2
shall be collected, compiled, and made available to the other Parties upon
reasonable request and payment of reasonable costs.
11.4.2. SURFACE WATER. To the extent stream flows or diversions are required to be
measured under this Settlement Agreement, such data shall be collected, compiled,
and made available to the other Parties upon reasonable request and payment of
reasonable costs.
11.4.3. COMPREHENSIVE MONITORING PROGRAM.
11.4.3.1. The Water Rights Owning Parties shall continue negotiations, outside of
this Settlement Agreement, on the design and implementation of a
comprehensive surface and groundwater monitoring system for the collection of
data for the improvement of the understanding of Taos Valley hydrology.
Important principles include but are not limited to:
11.4.3.1.1. identifying or creating a network of wells that effectively covers the
Taos Valley to monitor water levels in different levels of the aquifers,
including the shallow aquifer;
11.4.3.1.2. measuring groundwater levels at least twice a year, before the
beginning of the irrigation season and after it ends;
11.4.3.1.3. regularly measuring groundwater diversions; and
11.4.3.1.4. making the data available to all Parties.
11.4.3.2. When the Parties agree upon a comprehensive monitoring program as
set forth in Article 11.4.3.1, it shall replace the requirements of Articles 11.4.1
and 11.4.2.
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12. WAIVERS AND RELEASES OF CLAIMS.
12.1.

PUEBLO AND UNITED STATES CLAIMS.

In return for recognition of the Pueblo’s water rights and other benefits, including but not limited
to the commitments by non-Pueblo Parties, as set forth in this Settlement Agreement and the
Settlement Act, the Pueblo, on behalf of itself and its members, and the United States, acting in
its capacity as trustee for the Pueblo, shall execute the waiver and release authorized by Section
510(a) of the Settlement Act and included as Attachment 16 to this Settlement Agreement.
12.2.

PUEBLO CLAIMS.

The Pueblo, on behalf of itself and its members, shall execute the waiver and release authorized
by Section 510(b) of the Settlement Act and included as Attachment 17 to this Settlement
Agreement.
12.3.

RESERVATION OF RIGHTS AND RETENTION OF CLAIMS.

The waivers and releases described in Articles 12.1 and 12.2 notwithstanding, the Pueblo on
behalf of itself and its members and the United States acting in its capacity as trustee for the
Pueblo shall retain all rights, remedies, privileges, immunities, powers, and claims not
specifically waived and released pursuant to the Settlement Act and the Settlement Agreement,
as described in Section 510(c) of the Settlement Act, and in Attachments 16 and 17.
12.4.

EFFECT OF SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND SETTLEMENT ACT

Nothing in the Settlement Agreement or the Settlement Act—
12.4.1. affects the ability of the United States of America acting in its sovereign capacity
to take actions authorized by law, including but not limited to any laws relating to
health, safety, or the environment, including but not limited to the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq.), the Safe Drinking Water Act (42
U.S.C. 300f et seq.), the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act of 1980 (42 U.S.C. 9601 et seq.), the Solid Waste Disposal Act
(42 U.S.C. 6901 et seq.), and the regulations implementing such Acts;
12.4.2. affects the ability of the United States of America to take actions acting in its
capacity as trustee for any other Indian tribe or allottee;
12.4.3. confers jurisdiction on any state court to (A) interpret federal law regarding
health, safety, or the environment or determine the duties of the United States or
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other parties pursuant to such federal law; or (B) conduct judicial review of federal
agency action; or
12.4.4. waives any claim of a member of the Pueblo in an individual capacity that does
not derive from a right of the Pueblo.
12.5.

EFFECTIVENESS OF WAIVERS.

Nothing in this Article acknowledges the existence or validity of any claims that are being
waived and released. The waivers referenced in this Article shall become effective on the
Enforcement Date and are subject to the terms of the Settlement Act, including Sections 509(g)
and (h) and 510.
13. GENERAL PROVISIONS.
13.1.

CONSISTENCY WITH SETTLEMENT ACT.

In the event any provision of this Settlement Agreement is held to be inconsistent with the
Settlement Act, the Parties agree that the terms of the Settlement Act shall control and that all
other provisions of this Settlement Agreement, insofar as consistent with the Settlement Act,
shall remain effective and binding.
13.2.

REGIONAL WATER PLANNING.

The negotiations leading to this Settlement Agreement have provided the opportunity to discuss
the non-federal Parties’ common interests in, and the mutual benefits of, regional water planning
and supply, improved efficiencies, water quality, and water conservation measures. If studies of
these benefits are sought, such studies will not be included or funded as a component of this
Settlement Agreement.
13.3.

PROJECT MODIFICATION OR FAILURE.

If, after the Enforcement Date, any of the projects or other measures set forth in Articles 5.2.3.1,
6, 7.3.1, or 7.3.3 fail, are determined to be infeasible, do not receive necessary permits, or for any
other reason fail to meet the objectives of the Parties as reflected in the terms of this Settlement
Agreement, the Parties shall reconvene and negotiate in an attempt to agree on modified or
alternative projects or measures that are otherwise consistent with this Settlement Agreement and
secure to the Parties the benefits of their bargain, including the permit exemptions and the waiver
of protests, objections, or opposition in any manner to any applicable permits that are consistent
with the Settlement Agreement and that are necessary for the construction and operation of the
modified or alternative projects or measures contained in this Settlement Agreement. In
addition, if, after the Enforcement Date, EPWSD, TVAA, or the MDWCAs receive funding from
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the State that is not adequate to acquire and transfer the water rights set forth in Articles 6.1.2,
6.3.1.8, and 6.4.4, the Water Rights Owning Parties shall reconvene and negotiate in an attempt
to obtain funding sufficient to complete the acquisition and transfer of those water rights. The
Mitigation Well System is an integral part of this Settlement Agreement. If it fails or is not used
as the means of providing surface water offsets required by the Water Rights Owning Parties’
Future Groundwater Diversions as set forth in Article 7.3.3.1.10, then a critical part of the
Settlement Agreement which all Parties have bargained for will be removed. Under such
circumstances, the Water Rights Owning Parties shall reconvene and negotiate terms and
provisions which will provide mutually acceptable alternative solutions.
13.4.

DISCLAIMER.

Nothing in this Settlement Agreement shall be construed as establishing any standard to be used
for the quantification of federal reserved rights, aboriginal claims, or any other Indian claims to
water rights or lands in any judicial or administrative forum or proceeding.
13.5.

EVIDENTIARY EFFECT OF NEGOTIATIONS.

The Parties have developed this Settlement Agreement through good faith negotiation for the
purpose of resolving legal disputes, including pending litigation. No conduct, statements, offers,
or compromises made in the course thereof shall be construed as admissions against interest or
be used in any legal forum or proceeding.
13.6.

AUTHORSHIP.

This Settlement Agreement reflects the joint drafting efforts of all Parties. In the event that any
dispute, disagreement, or controversy arises regarding this Settlement Agreement, the Parties
shall be considered joint authors and no provision shall be interpreted against any Party because
of authorship.
13.7.

AUTHORIZATION TO EXECUTE.

Each Party represents and warrants that it is authorized to execute this Settlement Agreement on
behalf of the respective Parties hereto and does so freely and voluntarily.
13.8.

EFFECT OF EXECUTION.

Execution of this Settlement Agreement by all institutional entities signifies that all provisions of
this Settlement Agreement have been approved by those entities’ respective governing bodies
and that those entities bind themselves to the obligations and benefits of this Settlement
Agreement.
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13.9.

NO INDUCEMENTS.

Each Party acknowledges and represents that in executing this Settlement Agreement it has not
relied on any inducements, promises, or representations made by the other Parties that are not
reflected in this Settlement Agreement, except to the extent that such Party is also a party to the
May 30, 2006 Bilateral Agreement between the Pueblo and TVAA, the May 30, 2006 Bilateral
Agreement between the Pueblo and EPWSD, as amended, the May 17, 2006 Bilateral Agreement
between EPWSD and the Town, the May 17, 2006 Bilateral Agreement between the Acequia
Madre del Prado and the Town, or the June 2012 Bilateral Agreement between Taos Pueblo and
the Town of Taos. Any inducements, promises or representations made in one of these separate
agreements are applicable only to the parties to that agreement.
13.10.

ADVICE OF COUNSEL.

Each Party warrants and represents that, in executing this Settlement Agreement, it has relied
upon legal advice from counsel of its choice; that the terms of this Settlement Agreement have
been read, and its consequences have been completely explained to it by counsel; and that it fully
understands the terms of this Settlement Agreement.
13.11.

CONTINGENT ON APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS.

The expenditure or advance of any money or the performance of any obligation by the United
States or the State of New Mexico under this Settlement Agreement is contingent upon
appropriation of funds therefor. In the event Congress fails to appropriate funds the United
States shall not accrue liability under this Settlement Agreement. In the event the New Mexico
Legislature fails to appropriate funds the State of New Mexico shall not accrue liability under
this Settlement Agreement.
13.12.

OFFICIALS NOT TO BENEFIT.

No member of or delegate to Congress shall be admitted to any share or part of this Settlement
Agreement or to any benefit that may arise here from. This restriction shall not be construed to
extend to this Settlement Agreement if made with a corporation or company for its general
benefit.
13.13.

COUNTERPARTS.

This Settlement Agreement may be signed in counterparts by one or more of the Parties, and
those counterparts, when taken together, shall have the same force and effect as if a single,
original document had been signed by all the Parties.
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13.14.

INTERPRETATION AND ENFORCEMENT.

Subject to Section 511 of the Settlement Act:
13.14.1.
ACTIONS. Actions to enforce or interpret this Settlement Agreement or
the Settlement Act may be brought in a court of competent jurisdiction over the
subject matter.
13.14.2.
SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION NOT AFFECTED. Nothing in this
Settlement Agreement shall be deemed as conferring, restricting, enlarging, or
determining the subject matter jurisdiction of any court, including the jurisdiction of
the court that enters the Partial Final Decree adjudicating the Pueblo’s water rights.
13.14.3.

CONSENT TO SUIT.

13.14.3.1. Section 511(a) of the Settlement Act specifies the extent to which the
sovereign immunities of the United States and of the Pueblo are waived for
purposes of enforcement or interpretation of this Settlement Agreement or the
Settlement Act.
13.14.3.2. Upon the Enforcement Date the State agrees to waive its sovereign
immunity to any suit in a court of competent jurisdiction over the subject matter
for purposes of enforcement or interpretation of this Settlement Agreement or
the Settlement Act. However, no waiver of sovereign immunity shall be made
for any action against the State that seeks money damages.
13.14.4.
REGULATORY AUTHORITY NOT AFFECTED. Nothing in this
Settlement Agreement shall be deemed to determine or limit any authority of the
State or the Pueblo to regulate or administer waters or water rights now or in the
future.
13.15.

GOVERNING LAW.

This Settlement Agreement shall be construed in accordance with applicable law.
13.16.

SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS.

This Settlement Agreement shall, unless otherwise indicated, be binding on and inure to the
benefit of the Parties and their respective successors and assigns.
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13.17.

INTEGRATION.

This Settlement Agreement incorporates all Attachments included herewith and sets forth the
entire agreement orthe Parties with respect to the subject maner hereof. Thi s Sett lement
Agreement may be amended only by written agreement executed by all of the Parties and
approved by the Court.
14. TERM.
TIle Part ies agree thaI the tcnn of this Settlement Agreement shall be perpetual.
15. SIGNATURES.
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Under the Taos Settlement 1 • El Prado Water and Sanitation Di strict (EPW SD) agreed to restrict
production from its highly productive We ll # 3 ('·El Torreon" well) in order to reduce potential
impacts o n Taos Pueblo's Buffalo Pasture. The Settlement provides that in compensation for this
lost production. EPWSD may drill additional wells within specific areas farther from the Buffalo
Pasture. EPWSD' S Midway We ll #5 is one of these replacement wel ls.

Midway Well #5 was dri lled to a depth of 1004 feet and completed to a depth of 9 10 feet below
land surface (bis) between November, 2018 and April, 20 19 by Cooper Drilling. LLC (Cooper).
C uttings were co llected at fi ve-foot intervals by the driller, and descri bed by Hydroscience
Associates, fnc. (HAf). A geophys ical log was run of the borehole by Jet West, fnc. on Novembe r
19, 20 18. On the bases of the geologic log and the geophysical log, the well was designed, and
screen and gravel pack were selected. After some de lay associated w ith occupation of the drilling
s ite by protestants to tht: Taos Settlement. the well was completed and developed. Johnson 304
stainless steel 80 slot w ire wrapped scree n was installed in 40 foot intervals between 630 to 890
feet bis. w ith 20 feet of plain stainless stee l pipe bet\¥een 750-770 feet and 890 to 910 feet bis. A
sta inless steel bottom plate was installed at 9 10 feet bis, ma king the tota l depth of the we ll 9 10
feet. An artificial gravel pack of 2.5 to 3.5 mm g lass beads was emplaced be tween the screen and
the borehole annulus between 630 and 890 feet. The production pump wi ll be set within the plain
pipe between 750-770 feet bis.

On April 15. 2019, HAf ra n a five-step step test us ing the well. Pumping was held at 90 minutes
at sequential pumping rates of200 gpm, 400 gpm, 600 gpm. 780 gpm. and 980 gpm, a total of 7.5
hours. Analys is of the step test data and review of the available geolog ic data indicated that 500
gpm was the appropriate max imum pumping rate for a 96 hour constant rate test. Therefore. from

1

Abey/a Water Rights Adj udication: Settle ment Agreement among the United States o f America, Taos Pueblo, the
State of New Mexico. the Taos Valley Acequia Association a nd Its 55 Member Acequias. the Town of Taos, El Prado
Water and Sanitation District, and the 12 Taos Area M utua l Domestic Water Consu mers' Associations, Dated
December 12, 2012.
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Apri I 17 through April 21, 20 19, HAI ran a 96 hour constant rate test at 513 gpm; recovery was
observed for 72 hours. No observation wells were available. Water sam ples were collected and
analyzed for water chemistry constituents, and constituents regulated under the Federal Safe
Drinking Water Act (SOWA); i.e., anions. cations, nitrate & nitrite, metals, cyanide, radionuclides,
SOCs, YOC I and II, and bacteria. Samples were analyzed by the New Mexico State Laboratory
Division (SLD).

Analysis of the constant rate and recovery test data indicated a transmissivity of 23,070 gpd/ft.
Two no-flow boundaries were encountered during the test.

Analysis of the test data and

interpretation of available geologic and aeromagnetic data indicate that these boundaries may be
located 500 feet west of the well, and 1,400 feet east of the well. It is recommended that although
the well may be used for 4 to 8 hours at rates up to 800 gpm, the pumping rate for extended
pumping be limited to 500 gpm.

The water chemistry of the well was excellent: total dissolved solids were low at 104 mg/ L; all
analyzed constituents were below EPA MCL limits. No coliforms were detected.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Under the Taos Settlement, El Prado Water and Sanitation District agreed to restrict production
from its highly productive Well # 3 ("'El Torreon" well) in o rder to reduce potentia l impacts on
Taos Pueblo' s Buffalo Pasture. The Settlement provides that in compensation for this lost
production , EPWSD may drill additional wells w ithin specific areas farther from the Buffalo
Pasture. Taos Settlement (2012), Section 6.3.1.

EPWSD 'S Midway Well #5 is one of these

replacement wells.

1.1 Well #5 Location

EPWSD'S Midway Well #5 is located at easting 1,8 16,180, northing 1,989,565 N M State Plane
Central Zone (NAD83). Figure I shows the locatio n of the we ll. The well location was constrained
by the Taos Settlement, which allows EPWSD to drill the Midway Well within a specific 5-cell
area, corresponding to 5 cells within the NMOSE's groundwater flow mode l for the area. (See
Figure 2) T he particular site was selected because aeromagnetic maps generated by Bankey and
Graugh (2004) appeared to indicate the presence of a structural basin and absence of a geologic
high . (See Figure 3) The we ll was dril led under NMOSE Permit RG-40450-POD7 (Attachment

# I ).
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Figure 2 EPWSD Midway Well #5 location in NMOSE model grid
Base map is NMOSE Taos Settlement groundwater flow model grid.
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Figure 3 Location of Midway Well #5 on Aeromagnetic Map of Taos Area
Figure modified from Total-intensity Magnetic Data map, USGS OFR- I229A.
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1.2 Hydrogeology of the Area
A good summary of the hydrogeology of the area of the Midway Well #5 is found in "Hydro logic
characteristics of basin-fill aquifers in the southern San Luis Basin, New Mexico" (Drakos,
Lazarus, Whi te, Banet. Hodgins, Riesterer, and Sandoval (2004). 2 A good, though somewhat
dated, summary ofthe geo logy of the area is found in ··subsurface stratigraphy in the southern San
Luis Basin, New Mexico." (2004) by the same authors. These reports summarized and build on
the earlier work of numerous geo logists, in particular Bauer et al. ( 1999), and rely on extensive
subsurface data collected during a cooperative drilling project accomplished by the Town of Taos
and the Pueblo of Taos with funding from the Bureau of Reclamation (BOR). The geologic and
geophysical logs for the deep BOR well s provide deep hydrogeologic data (to 2500 feet below
land surface), and as such, are very useful. Aeromagnetic surveys fl own and interpreted by the
USGS, particularly researchers Bankey and Grauch (2004) provide insight into the sub-surface
structure of the area. Analyses and information fro m all these reports wi II be incorporated in the
fo llowing discussion without additional attribution. A regional-scale hydrogeologic study was
recently been completed by Johnson and Bauer of the NMBGMR (20 12) as part of the Aquifer
Mapping Program.

The Midway Well #5 is drilled within the southern San Luis Basin, located with in the northern
Rio Grande rift zone. The rift zone is a series of fault-bounded basins that generally trending
north-south from Colorado to Mexico. The southern San Luis Basin near Taos is a deep graben
with down-to-the-west faulting along the east margin, which is represented by the Sangre de Cristo
Mountains. The basin is fil led with Quaternary and Tertiary age sediments underla in by older
rocks. In the part of the southern San Luis Basin area north of Ranchos de Taos, the Santa Fe
Group is the main aquife r. The Santa Fe Group fi lls the Rio Grande rift; materials below the Santa
Fe were deposited prior to formation of the rift. The Tesuque Formation represents the lower part
of the Santa Fe Group. and the inter-bedded Servilleta and Chamita formations are considered to

~ This report was originally pub lished in the New Mex ico Geological Society Guidebook for the 55 th Field Confe rence,

Geo logy of the Taos Region, 2004. p. 39 1-404. It was also included as Appendix C to Attach ment 3 of the Taos
Settlement.
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represent the upper part of the Santa Fe Group. Figure 4 shows the projected stratigraphy of the
Taos area.
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Figure 5, taken from the NMOSE's documentation of the groundwater flow model of the Taos
area, and attached as Appendix 13 to the Taos Settlement, shows the potentiometric surface as
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Figure 5 Water contour map of the Taos area
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( modified from Figure 2 of Appendix 13 to the Taos Settlement)
created from available water level data. In general, groundwater fl ows west-southwest from the
mountains to discharge into the Rio Grande. Drakos et al. note that there are two major aquifer
systems in the Taos area:

Two major aquifer systems are identified in the Taos area: I) A shal low aquifer that
includes the Servi lleta basalt and overlying alluvial deposits and, 2) a deeper aquifer
associated with Tertiary age rift-fill sediments. The lower Servilleta basalt and
underlying Chamita Formation may act as a transition zone and/or boundary
between the shallow and deep aquifers ...
Drakos et al. (2004), p. 392.

1.3 Local Hydrogeology of the Midway Well #5 Area
From the youngest to oldest, the geologic units encountered in the Midway Well #5 are: Quaternary
alluvium (Qa l); the Tertiary Servilleta Formation (Ts), the Chamita Formation (Tc), and the Ojo
Ca liente Sandstone Member of the Tesuque Formation (Ttoc). lJnderlying the Ojo Caliente is

probably the Chama-El Rito Member of the Tesuque Formation (Ttcc), although no wells have
been drilled deep enough to encounter this unit. 3 A detailed geologic log is presented in Table I.

Quaternary Alluvium
Quaternary alluvium is present at land surface to a depth of 170 feet, at which level basalts were
encountered in the area of the Midway Well #5. The alluvium is poorly sorted, fine to coarse
metamorphic gravels and coarse, rounded to sub-rounded sands interbedded with soft red-brown
clay. ft represents coalescing alluvi al-fan , stream-channel, and terrace deposits. No groundwater
was encountered in the alluvium.

Servi lleta Basalt
The Servi lleta Formation extends from 170 to 720 feet below land surface, a thickness of 550 feet.
It is comprised of interbedded basalt flows and sediments. fn the area of the Midway Well #5.

3

Because there a re no wells deeper than 1,800 feet within two miles of the Midway Well #5. the nature ofthe geologic
materials below this level is not known, although it is presumably represented in Figure 4.
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four tongues of basalt are present: from 170 to 200 feet below land surface. from 245 to 260 feet
below land surface, from 380 to 590 feet below land surface, and from 690 to 720 feet be low land
surface. The basalts are separated by beds of metamorphic and volcanic gravels, gray sandstones,
and sticky red-brow n c lay. Between 630 and 690 feet, a section of water-producing, clean si liceous
gravels and coarse sands was encountered. This is probably an aq uifer informally known as the
'·Agua Azul" (Drakos, 1999). The Servilleta basalts have been described as '·dark-gray, diktytaxitic
o livine tholeiite that e rupted as thin, tluidal, widespread, pahoehoe basalt flows. (Bauer and
Kelson, 2004) The age ofthe basa lts is from 4.8 to 2.7 million years. Groundwater was encountered
within the basalt be low 550 feet below land surface .

C hamita Formatio n
The Chamita Formatio n consists o f poorly sorted volcanic and metamorphic sand and g rave l
interbedded with some sandy s ilt and sticky tan clay. In the area of the Midway Well #5, it extends
from 720 to approximately 945 feet below land surface, a thickness of 225 feet, if measured from
the base of the lowest basalt fl ow. Groundwater is present within the Chamita under unco nfined
to s lig htly semi-co nfined conditions.

Ojo Cali ente Sandstone
Very fine quartz sands of the Ojo Caliente Sandstone Member of the Tesuque Formation were
encountered from 945 feet to the bottom of the ho le at I004 feet. The Ojo Caliente Sandstone
Member is a fin e grained, well rounded, poo rly consolidated eolian sand interbedded with stringers
of ta n silt and c lay.

Experience w ith this unit at the Rio Grande exploratory well in 20 18 indicated

that the Ojo Calie nte is not a good, high-yie ld aquifer, and is an undesirable target for hig hproduction wells. The fine sand is very difficult to successfully screen, and geophysics indicated
that little water was present in the unit. Geologic cross-sections and experience drilling the Rio
Grande exploratory well indicate that it is likely that the thickness of the Ojo Caliente exceeds
1000 feet in the area of the Midway Well #5. Experience at the Rio Grande explo ratory well
indicated that water is present in the Ojo Caliente under s lig htly artes ian conditio ns. This unit was
no t a target for the Midway Well #5, and was cemented off.

The static water level at the Midway Well #5was 552 feet below land surface.

Hydroscience Assoc.. Inc.
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2

DRILLING AND CONSTRUCTION OF MIDWAYWELL#S

Midway Well #5 was drilled as an exploratory well under perm it RG-40450-POD7 (Attachment
I). Drilling commenced on November 6, 2018 and continued through November 19. A 35 inch
bore hole was drilled from Oto 175 feet: a 30 inch surface casing was cemented within this ho le.
A 28 ½ inch bore hole was drilled from 175 feet to I004 feet.

Cuttings were collected at five-foot intervals by the driller and described by HAI in Table I. A
geophysical log was run in the borehole by Jet West, Inc. on November 19, 2018. On the bases of
the geologic log and the geophysical log, the wel l was designed, and screen and gravel pack were
selected. After some delay assoc iated with occupation of the drilling s ite by protestants to the
Taos Settlement, the well was completed and developed. The fina l we ll was completed to 910 feet
and screened from 630 to 890 feet. with 20 feet of plain stee l pipe from 750 to 770.

2.1 Geologic Log
Cuttings were collected at five-foot interva ls, and described by HA I The hole was drilled to 1,004
feet, but below 905 feet the material became c layey and then graded into the eo lian sands of the
Ojo Caliente Member of the Tesuque Forma tion, w hic h previous experie nce at the Rio Grande test
well site (RG -40450-POD9) had determined to be a poor aquifer and a very difficult mate rial to
screen and develop. In general, the geologic materials between 630 feet and 890 feet bis were
considered suitable for development. w ith the exception of 745-770, w hich was a sticky red clay.
Screened materials were fine to medium metamorphic gravels interbedded with coarse to very
coarse sand and minor s ilt and c lay. See Table I.
The most permeable section of the formation was a fine to medium siliceous gravel layer between
630 and 680 feet. A lthough these gravels are located fa irly high in the formation , and their
screen ing thereby limited allowable drawdown, the abundance of water present in them and the
lack of s ilt and c lay led to the decision to screen them. This unit is probably the ·'Agua Azur ·
aq uifer of Drakos ( 1999).

Hydroscience Assoc.. Inc.
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The decis ion was a lso made to include a layer o f gray vesicular basalt, encountered betwee n 690
and 720 in the interval screened. The water-bearing qualities of this layer are not c lear in the
geophysica l log, but the driller be lieved that water was present in it.

Table 1 EPWSD Midway Well #5 Geologic Log
WELL LOG EPWSD Midway Well #5:

DEPTH (Feet
below land
surface)
From

THICKNESS
(Ft)

MATERIAL ENCOUNTERED

WATERBEARING?

No sample

N

Screen?

To
0

5

5

5

20

15

20

30

10

30

35

5

35

40

5

40

so

10

so

60

10

Very coarse sand to coarse gravel;
gravel to 1.5", metamorphic, angular
Very coarse sand to coarse gravel;
gravel pieces smaller to 1.0",
metamorphic, angular

60

65

5

Sticky soft silt/clay+ very coarse sand
+ piece to 3/4"

65

70

5

70

75

5

75

80

5

80

85

85

90
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Fine t o coarse metamorphic angular
gravel & cobbles to 3"
Fine to coarse metamorphic angular
gravel
As above+ rounded cobbles to 3"
Fine to coarse angular metamorphic
gravel, pieces t o 1.5" and 40% redbrow n clay

Very coarse sand to fin e gravel,
angular, metamorphic
St icky, silty red/ brow n clay + very
coarse sand to sub-angular,
metamorphic gravel

N

Gravels

N

Gravels

N

Gravels

N

Gravels+ Clay

N

Gravels

N

Gravels
Silty clay

N
N

nc

Gravel

N

Clay+ ind

N

Clay

5

Red-brown clay + minor sub-rounded
coarse sand
Sub-rounded to angular coarse sand
to fine gravel of quartz, basalt,
metamorphics

N

5

Hard silty red/ brow n clay

N

Gravel
Clay
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90

95

5

As above+ 15% fine gravel

N

Clay

5

Very coarse sub-rounded to angular
sand t o fine gravels, metamorphic, a
few large pieces
Very coarse sand to fine gravel, 10%
clay

N

Ill

95

100

100

105

5

105

115

10

115

120

120
125

Gravel

N
N

Clay

5

Stiff red/ brown clay+ fine gravels
Fine to medium sub-roum:led
metamorphic gravels, minor
red/brown +gray clay, a few pieces to
3/ 4"

N

Gravels + Clay

125

5

Sticky red-brn clay + 20% fine gravel

N

Clay

130

5

Sub-rounded fine gravel+ 20%
red/brown clay

N

Gravels+ Clay

N

Gravels

N

Gravels+ Clay

130

135

5

135

140

5

Sub-angular fine to coarse gravel of
metamorphics & basalt
50:50 red/brown clay+ medium
gravel

140

150

10

150

155

5

Very coarse sand to fine to medium
gravel of angular to sub-rounded
mixed metamorphics
Soft silty clay+ 30% medium to
coarse gravel

155

160

5

Soft sticky red/brown clay

N

Clay

160

165

5

N

Clay

165

170

5

N

Cobbles

170

200

30

Clay as above+ 30% medium gravel
Sticky red/brown silty clay+ 80%
coarse metamorphic and quartz
rounded cobbles
Basalt, minor clay & sand; mildly
effervescent very fine sandstone at
185-190

N

Basalt

200

205

5

Red/ brown poorly sorted sand +
pieces of basalt

N

~d

205

210

5

Coarse sand to fine gravel of various
metamorphics + minor silty clay

N

nc

N

ilC

N

Clay

210

215

5

As above but more red/brown clay

N

215

220

5

Sandy, blocky tan clay+ silty sand
with minor fine metamorphic gravel

N

220

230

10

230

235

5

235

245

10
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Gravel

Gravel
Gravel

As abv, silty v.f. sand & blocky clay
V.fine sandy tan silt & clay w/ minor
f. gravel

N

Clay,
Gravel
Clay,
Gravel
Clay,
Gravel

As abv. + 0.75" piece rounded
metamorphic; platey silty clay

N

Clay,
Gravel
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&

&

&

&

245

250

5

Gray zeolitic basalt

N

Basalt

250

255

5

Gray f. grained basalt

N

Basalt

Gray f . grained basalt+ minor f . tan
sand + flat pieces of calcium
carbonate (effervescent)

N

Basalt

Sticky sandy red-brn clay

N

Clay

As abv, clay softer

N

Clay

Basalt w/ sand

N

Basalt

N

Gravels + Clay

255

260

5

260

270

10

270

275

5

270

275

5

275

285

10

285

290

5

290

295

5

Angular to sub-rd coarse sand to finemed gravels and sub angular basalt &
metamorphics + 20% silty clay
Silty coarse sand to fine gravel, v.
loose
Sub rd. metamorphic coarse sand+
pieces to 1.5" of granite 7
metamorphics

295

300

5

300

310

10

310

315

5

315

320

5

320

325

5

325

330

330

N

nc

Angular fine to medium metamorphic
gravels

N

Gravels

Sticky silty red-brn clay

N

Clay

As abv + minor coarse sand
Fine to 1" angular to sub-angular
metamorphic gravel with minor silty
clay

N

Clay

N

Gravels

N

5

As abv, no clay
As abv, more large pieces of basalt to
1"

335

5

335

340

Gravel

N

1d

Sub angular to rounded, fine to 3/4"
metamorphic gravels+ minor silt

N

id

5

Coarse sand to med to
1/2" metamorphic gravels

N

1(

Gravel

340

345

5

Coarse sand to medium, sub angular
metamorphic gravel

N

1(

Gravel

345

350

5

As abv +minor soft clay

N

1(

Gravel

350

355

5

Medium mostly basaltic gravel & 50%
sticky red-brn cl ay

N

Gravels + Clay

355

360

5

Sticky tan-brn clay

N

Clay

360

365

5

Coarse sand to medium angular
metamorphic gravels minor basalt

N

,c

Gravel

365

370

5

50:50 sticky brn-tan clay and finemed gravels as above

N

Gravels + Clay

370

375

5

Sticky t an-brn clay

N

Clay

375

380

5

Gray basalt

N

Basalt

Hvdroscience Assoc.. Inc.
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Gray (touch of red) vesicular basalt,
pieces to 1.5"

N

Basalt

15

Gray vesicular basalt w/ vugs filled
with white material (zeolites)

N

Basalt

425

25

Gray basalt, some vug filling, large
pieces to 1.5"

N

Basalt

425

440

15

Bright red scoria/ basalt, large pieces
+ minor white siliceous pieces

N

Basalt

440

500

60

Gray-red basalt w/ white siliceous.
pieces, basalt pieces to 1.3"

N

Basalt

500

580

80

N

Basalt

580

590

10

N

Basalt

590

595

5

595

600

380

385

5

385

400

400

N

Silt

5

Gray basalt w/ minor res scoria,
which vug linings to 10%
Sticky, silty bright red scoria & gray
basalt
V. coarse sand to med metamorphic
angular to sub-angular gravels,
siliceous pieces to 1.2", +minor bright
red silty scoria
Bright red scoria-colored silt w/ fine
gravels

N

Sil·

Bright red-brn sandstone & much silt
& clay; pieces of sandstone to 1.2"

N

Sit

600

605

5

605

610

5

610

615

5

615

620

5

620

625

5

625

630

5

630
635

635
645

5
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10

As abv, no pieces
Many pieces to 1/2" of bright red-brn
fine-med sandstone +30% red clay &
silt. 55 grains are rounded quartz &
mafics

1d

N

N

& Clay

N

& Clay

Pieces of gray fine sandstone+ 20%
red silt & clay
Gray fine sandstone of quartz &
feldspar, pieces to 2"; blebs of red
clay
Fine to med metamorphic gravel,
smaller pieces are angular; pieces to
1" are rounded; +broken pieces of
sandstone as 625
Fine to med siliceous volcanic &
metamorphic angular gravels+ minor
brn silt

y

X

Gravel as abv, clean pieces to 1"

y

X

N

,d

N

Gravels

Gravels
Gravels
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645

650

5

650

660

10

660

665

5

665

675

10

675

680

5

680

685

5

Gravel as abv, variou s pieces to 1"
are ro unded pebbles; other pieces
taken at 647' are various
metamorphic & volcanic coarse
gravels & pieces to 1.6". Angular
purple & green biotite-rich
metamorphics
Gravels as above +15% v. fine sand &
silt, + a few siliceous well rounded
pebbles to 0. 7"
Med angular gravels of volcanics &
metamorphics + minor red clay & brn
silt
Coarse sand to fine gravel + 20% silt,
clay, & v. fine sand
Gravels as above; increase in clay t o
40%
Fine t o med angular gravels & st icky
t an clay

y

X

Gravels

y

X

Gravels

y

X

Gravels

y

X

,c

y

X

Gravels+ Clay

y

X

Gravels

X

Basalt

Grave l

685

700

15

Clean gray basalt

y

700

720

20

Gray vesicular basalt w/ round,
bronze-colored siliceous inclusions

y

X

Basalt

Fine-med rounded metamorphic &
volcanic gravels t o 0.7" + a few pieces
of basa lt to 1.5"; minor red-brn silt

y

X

Sane

Gravel

y

X

nc

Gravel

N

X

Gravels+ Clav

N

X

Gravels + Clay

720

730

10

730

735

5

735

740

5

740

745

5

V. coarse sand to fine metamorphic
gravel, angular+ some red-brn clay
Sticky red-brn clay & some fine
gravel, pieces of metamorphics to
1.7"
60:40 sticky tan-red clay and sub
rounded fine-med metamorphic
gravels
Red-brn sticky clay w/ angular fin e
sand & 15% fine gravel

745

750

5

750

765

15

765

775

10

775

795

20

795

800

5

800

805

5
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Soft silty clay w/ minor gravel
V. Coarse sand t o sub-rounded,
angular gravel of metamorphics &
30% silty clay
Silty sand & fine, angular fine-med
gravels

N

Gravels+ Clay

N

Gravels+ Clay

y

X

1(

Gravel

y

X

1(

Gravel

Fine-med angular met amorphic
gravels, 10% sa ndy silt

y

X

Silt & clay + 40% fin e angular
met amorphic gravels

y

X

Gravel
Gravels+ Clay

& S1lr
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805

810

5

Angular metamorphic gravels w/ few
pieces to 0. 7", 10% silt

810

815

5

Sticky tan sandy clay w/ 10% gravels

815

820

5

820

835

835
840

y

X

Gravels

X

Clay

As abv, w/ 30% gravel

N
y

X

Gravels+ Clay

15

Fin-med angular metamorphic
gravels + 20% sandy silty clay

y

X

Gravels+ Silt

840

5

Sticky, silty clay + 20% gravels

N

X

S I· +Gravels

845

5

50:50 fine-med angular metamorphic
gravels & clayey silt

y

X

Gravels+

y

Ht

845

850

5

Fine-med sub-angular to sub-rd
(larger pieces) gravel +10% silt

X

Gravels

850

855

5

As abv, but no large pieces

y

X

Gravels

855

865

10

As 850; large gravel pieces to 1" are
well rounded; 5% silt

y

X

Gravels

865

870

5

Gravels as abv, w/ 25% silty clay

y

X

Gravels + Clay

870

880

10

Gravels as abv 1/ 10% silt

y

X

Gravels+ Clay

880

885

5 Silty sandy clay w/ 10% fine gravels

X

Gravels + Clay

885

890

5

N
y

X

Gravels+ Clay

890

895

5

895

905

10

905

910

5

Sandy, silty sticky brn-red-brn clay w/
minor gravels

910

915

5

50:50 silty clay +fine angular gravel

915

920

5

Sandy, silty sticky brn-red-brn clay w/
minor gravels

920

930

10

930

940

10

940

960

960

1004

Gravels as abv + 5% silt
Red -brn solid sticky clay w/ minor
fine gravel
50:50 silty clay +fine angular gravel

N
N
N
N

Clay
Gravels+ Clay
Clay
Gravels+ Clay
Clay

Sandy sticky clay w/ minor gravel

N
N

As abv but no gravel

N

Clay

20

Silty, clayey fine quartz sand

N

& Clay

44

As abv but more silty than clayey;
blebs of white clay at 970

N

& Silt

Clay

1004
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2.2 Geophysical Log

Geophysical logs were run on the Midway Well #5 borehole by Jet West, Inc. on November 19,
20 18. Temperature, caliper. field resistivity, gamma ray, single point resistance, 16" no rmal
res istivity, and 64" normal resistivity logs were run. Areas of saturation were determined. Figure
6 shows the composite log for the well. More detailed logs are available.
Interpretation of the geophysical logs indicated that the saturated, permeable areas of the formation
were between 630-680, 725-745 and 770-890 feet.

2.3 Well Design

Samples of the sand and gravels to be screened were sent to Aqseptence Group, Inc. (distributor
of Johnson wel l screens) for analysis. Aqseptence recommended use of an 80 slot Johnson wirewrapped well screen w ith an artificial gravel pack of 6 x 9 Colorado sil ica sand or 2.5 to 3.5 glass
beads. The analysis is attached as Figure 7. On the basis of this recommendation, the geologic
log and the geophysical logs, the well was completed as shown in Figure 8. A 35 inch bore hole
was drilled from Oto 175 feet; a 30 inch surface casing was cemented within this hole. A 28 ½
inch bore hole was drilled from 175 feet to I004 feet.

The hole was cement grouted from 0 to 627 feet. Once it was determined where screen would be
installed, a dialectic coupling assembly was installed between 628 to 630 feet.

The 20 inch

Johnson 304 stainless steel 80 slot wire wrapped screen was installed in 40 foot intervals between
630 to 890 feet, with 20 feet of plain stainless steel pipe between 750-770 feet and 890 to 910 feet.
A stainless steel bottom plate was installed at 910 feet, making the total depth of the well 910 feet.
An artificial gravel pack of 2.5 to 3.5 mm glass beads were emplaced between the screen and the
borehole annulus between 630 and 890 feet.

Hydroscience Assoc.. Inc.
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Figure 7 Analysis of permeable material at Midway Well #5
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Johnson Screens
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Grain Size (1 / 1000 inch)

J
Job Name Midway #5
Location El Prado, NM
Driller Cooper Drilling
Casing q, 20"
Screen ¢ 20" Pipe Size

Sample ID 112918-1
Analyzed by: Al Smith, 651-638-3160
Date: 11 /29/2018
Yield 700 gpm
SWL (ft) 450' - 500'

Recommended Slot Size 80 Slot
Recommended Gravel Pack 2.5mm - 3.5mm Glass Beads or 6 X 9 Colorado Silica Sand
Position Screen per Drillers Log &/or Geophysical Log
Based exclusively on the samples provided by the contractor, a sieve analysis graph and suggested screen slot
size is provided as requested. Since numerous construction considerations and site circumstances influence
successful well completion, Johnson Screens assumes no responsibility for final well performance nor awareness
of local regulations pertaining to well installations.
Prepared by:Zisk, Stephen

Send Samples to 1950 Old Highway 8, New Brighton, MN 55112

€/ f'r;idn Wa'!'J and Sanfro'tWl"l C:isttict

Midway#S Well Design

Coopu ur1Wng LLC

Figure 8 EPWSD Midway Well #5 Construction
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3 AQUIFER TESTS

When a well is pumped and water is removed from the well casing and the aq ui fer, water levels
decline, first in the area of the well, and then at increasing distances from the well. By measuring
the decline in water levels over time under controlled pumping. aquifer characteristics such as
transm issivity and storage coefficients can be ca lcu lated. lt may also be possible to determ ine the
optimum pumping rate for the well. On Apri l 15, 20 19, HAI ran a five-step step test for 7.5 hours
using the M idway Well #5. Prior to commencement of the test, the well had last been pumped for
a few hours 24 hours previously, when the driller tested the meters and pump. From April 17
through April 21 HAI ran a 96 hour constant rate test using the well; recovery was observed for
72 hours. No observatio n we ll s were available.

3.1 Step Test
A step test is a s ingle-well test in w hich a well is pumped at increasing constant rates until
drawdown in the well stabilizes at each rate. Conventional we ll hydraulics theory is based on the
assumption that laminar flow cond it ions exist in the aquifer during pumping, under w hich
circumstance drawdown is directly proportional to pumping rate. (Driscoll, 1986, p. 555). In most
wells, when the well is pumped at a sufficiently high rate, turbulent flow also occurs. and the
measured drawdown is no longer proportional to on ly pumping rate. A step test can be run to
determ ine the spec ific capacity of the well at various discharge rates. This informatio n can be used
to determ ine optimum pumping rates. A step test can also be used to determine the percentage of
the total head loss attributable to laminar flow as opposed to turbulent flow. 4 However, this
analysis must be used w ith information collected during a longer constant rate test which may
indicate boundary effects encountered as the cone of depression moves o ut. The "optimum"
calcu lated pumping rate may have to be reduced under real-life pumping conditions if
impermeable boundaries are encountered.
Midway Well #5 was pumped for 7.5 ho urs at five increasing pumping rates of200 g pm. 400 gpm,
600 gpm, 780 gpm and 980 gpm that lasted roughly 90 minutes each. Table 2 summarizes the test

4

This component, Lp, is not to be confused with well efficiency. Driscoll ( I989. p. 556-8) provides a good discussion
of well efficiency and the turbulent and laminar components of head loss.
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data. Pumping rate was measured using an orifice meter and an in-line totalizing meter. Drawdown
at the end of the first step was I I .6 feet; at the end of the 2 nd step was 25 .2 feet; at the end of the
th

3 rd step was 38.3 feet; at the end of the 4 th step was 53 feet; and at the end of the 5 step was 70.4
feet. Test data are tabulated in Table 2.
T he initial meter reading was 33.680 gallons; the final meter reading was 297,800 gallons, meaning
that the total amount of water pumped during the 450 minute test was 264, 120 gallons, an average
rate of 587 gpm. Total drawdown was 70.37 feet.

Table 2 Step Test Data
Time

Elapsed

DTW*

time

(ft)

DD (ft)

(min)
9:20

0

10:00

0

10:11

11

10:25

Pumping

Meter

rate

(gal)

Notes

(gpm)
rate

0

0

0

200

monitored using

565.8

200

4"

25

566.4

200

instantaneous

10:55

55

568.0

200

readings

11:25

85

568.2

200

totalizing meter

11:30

90

11:36

96

578.2

400

11:55

115

580.0

400

12:15

135

580.6

400

12:38

158

581 .35

405

12:58

178

581 .8

13:00

180

556.63

11.57

33,680

Pumping

orifice

and

of

400

25.17
Change

6"

to

orifice.
13:06

600

13:08

188

591.55

34.92

13:26

206

592.9

36.27

13:45

225

593.65

37.02
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13:55

235

14:00

240

14:12

252

14:25

265

14:30

270

780

14:36

276

780

14:38

278

605.35

48.72

14:45

285

606.3

49.67

14:54

294

15:15

315

608.1

51.47

15:30

330

608.7

52.07

800

Final

15:45

345

609.1

52.47

770

reading:

16:00

360

609.6

52.97

770

16:06

366

16:09

369

621.8

65.1 7

16:20

380

623.2

66.57

970

16:30

390

624.0

67.37

970

16:45

405

625.0

68.37

960

17:00

420

625.85

69.22

970

17:15

435

626.55

69.92

960

17:30

450

627.00

70.37

590
594.1

37.47

readings

of

totalizing meter.
600

594.9

38.27

770

970

meter

297,800 gal.
Average
pumping for 450
minutes=587
gpm.

• The measuring po int is the top of the casing, located 5.0 feet above land surface . The actua l static
water level below land s urface was 555.63 feet.

A time/drawdown semi-log plot ( Figure 8) shows that the water levels had not stabil ized at the end
of each step, meaning that the o bserved drawdo wns needed to be adjusted to get an accurate
ca lc ulation of the amo unt of water level decline actually represented in each step. Th is was done
us ing a procedure developed by Hantush-Biershenk ( 1964) and expla ined in De lleur ( 1999). As
is shown o n Figure 8, the drawdown curve for each step (n) was extrapo lated to the end of the next
step (n+ I), and then the drawdown for the n+ I s tep at 80 minutes into the n+ I pumping was
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calculated by taking the difference between the extrapolated drawdown of the n step and the
observed drawdown for then+ I step at 80 minutes after each step commenced.

Projected Time-Drawdown Plot
of field data for Midway #5 Well step test
80
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Figure 9 Time-Drawdown plot of field data of Midway Well #5 step test
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Table 3 below summarizes the calculation of specific drawdown (s/Q) from the semi-log graph.
The time interval was 80 minutes.

Table 3 Specific Drawdown determined from semi-log plot
Step

Q

Lis

s (ft)

Q(ft3/da)

s/Q (ft/gpm)

(gpm)

(ft)
I

200

11.5

11.5

38503

0.0575

2

400

12.7

24.2

77005

0.0605

3

600

12

36.2

11 5508

0.0603

4

780

11.5

47.7

150160

0.0612

5

980

15

62.7

188663

0.0640

A diagnostic plot of these data indicates that the re lationship between s/Q and Q is approximated
by a straight line, meaning that the Jacob' s equation of Sw = BQ +CQ2 can be applied to determine
drawdown at any pumping rate, and B and C can be derived from lht; Jiagnostic p lot.
0.0b~

0 .064

.E

-

...•· .....•·

0 .062

~

.. -··
~

•

~ 0.061

o·

•

y., 7E-06x + 0.0S6S....

0.063

006

-::- ooc;q

=·

V'I

0.058

•
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0 .0 1,6
0 .0~~
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Q1ngpm

Figure 10 Diagnostic plot of sw/Q vs. Q
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where
Q

pumping rate

S

drawdown

C

s lope of pumping vs s/Q graph

B

intercept of pumping vs s/Q graph

From this graph. it is determined that B=0.0565 and C= 7

6
E- .

Specific capacity (Q/s) can be

calculated for any discharge us ing the formula Q/sw = 1/(CQ+B).
These analyses indicate that ifMidway well #5 is pumped at 500 gpm, the specific capacity is 16.7
gpm/ft.

Q!s

= I /(500*0.000007 +0.0565)

Q/s

= 16.7 gpm/ft

The percentage of the head loss due to laminar flow can be calculated as fo llows:
L= BQ/(BQ+CQ2 )
L

=0.0565*500/(0.0565*500+0.000007*500*500) x I 00

L

=94%

Only 6% o f head loss would be due to turbu lent flow at the pumping rate of 500 gpm, meaning
that little of the drawdown in the well is due to turbulent fl ow. Th is indicates a well-constructed
well. The value of 94 % does not mean that the well efficiency is 94%. From ana lysis of the
constant rate test and us ing assumptions outlined in Dri scoll ( 1989). an estimate of the wel l
efficiency can be made by comparing theoretical and actual specific capacity:
Q/s" theoretical=T/2000 =23,000 gpd/ft/2000= 11.5 gpm/ft
Q/sw actual=512gpm/44ft = 11.6 gpm/ft
These ca lculations would seem to indicate that the we ll almost 100% efficient, w hich is not
rea listic, but it can be concluded that that well is efficient.
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3.2 Constant Rate Test
After the well had reco vered for 24 hours after the step test (4 15 gallons were pumped by the dri lier
outside of testing), a constant rate test was run. The well was pumped for 96 hours, and recovery
mon itored for 68.5 hours. Field data and field analyses are attached as Attachment 4. Observation
data are tabulated in Table 4 and-Table 5.

Table 4 Constant Rate Test Drawdown
C loc k
Time

Elapsed
Time
(minutes)

DT\V from
measuring
point (feet)

Draw
down
(feet)

Notes

10:04

0

557.52

0.00

Initial
totalizing

C lock
T ime

Elapsed
Time
(minutes)

OTW from
measuring
point (feet)

Draw
down
(feet)

150

590.85

33.33

Notes

meter

reading:
298.2 15;
Cold,
windy
Monday

I

577.87

2

578.07

20.55

160

590.9

33.38

2.5

578.97

21.45

170

591. 17

33.65

3

580.52

23.00

180

591.3

33.78

4

58 1.1 7

23.65

190

591.45

33.93

5

581.37

23.85

200

591. 78

3-1.26

5.5

58 1.87

24.35

210

591.9

34.38

6

582.12

24.60

220

592. 1

34.58

7

582.37

24.85

230

592.3

34.78

8

583.87

26.35

240

592.45

34.93

9

583.02

25.50

250

592.52

35.00

20.35

376,000: 63 ..

151
12:44

10

583.27

25.75

265

592.8

35.28

11

583.52

26.00

280

593.02

35.50

12

583.72

26.20

295

593.2

35.68

13

583.87

26.35

3 10

593.42

35.90

14

584.02

26.50

330

593.68

36.16

15

582.22

24.70

350

593.85

36.33

16

584.57

27.05

370

594.08

36.56

17

584.52

27.00

390

594.31

36.79

18

584.77

27.25

4 10

594.58

37.06
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19

584.92

27.40

430

594.85

37.33

20

585.02

27.50

450

595

37.48

21

585.17

27.65

480

595.37

37.85

23

585.29

27.77

513

595.67

38.15

25

585.47

27.95

540

595.85

38.33

27.5

586

28.48

570

596.2

38.68

29

586. I

28.58

600

596.45

38.93

30

586.2

28.68

630

596.75

39.23
39.48

31

586.35

28.83

660

597

32

586.45

28.93

690

597. 15

39.63

33

586.5

28.98

720

597.43

39.9 1

34

586.65

29.13

750

597.65

40.13

35

586.7

29.18

780

597.9

40.38

36

586.8

29.28

810

598.07

40.55

37

586.85

29.33

24:04:00

840

598.27

40.75

Thursda)

38

586.9

29.38

880

598.5

40.98

39

586.96

29.44

944

598.92

4 1.40

40

587.04

29.52

1002

599.22

41.70

42

587.1

29.58

1100

599.8

42.28

44

587.25

29.73

1202

600.37

42.85

45

587.3

29.78

1300

600.98

➔3 .46

46

587.3

29.78

1400

601.45

43.93

48

587.5

29.98

1460

601.68

44.16

50

587.62

30. 10

1520

602

44.48

52

587.71

30. 19

1624

602.3

44.78

54

587.79

30.27

1700

602.6

45.08

56

587.89

30.37

1800

602.9

45.38

58

587.95

30.43

1900

603.2

45.68

60

587.0.J

29.52

2000

603.58

-16.06

62

588.25

30.73

2 140

604.13

46.61

64

588.33

30.8 1

2340

604.78

47.26

66

588.4

30.88

2563

605.33

47.81

320.600:
63"
4"
orifice
meter
Friday

70

588.65

3 1. 13

2760

605.9

48.38

72

588.55

3 1.03

2884

606.33

48.81

7-1

588.67

3 1.15

3090

606.85

49.33

76

588. 75

3 1.23

3230

607.18

49.66

80

588.9

3 1.38

3350

607.35

49.83

82

588.95

3 1.43

3600

607.65

50. 13

84

588.98

3 1.46

3760

608

50.48

Hydroscience Assoc .. Inc,

Saturday

Apparent
boundary at
500. maybe
also
800
min.
Pumping
stable.
Water 67F.
Total
pumped 1.,y
1462 min
= 1.048.000 298.2 15=
513 gpm

Well steady.
decline
steady.
flattening
s lightly.
protesters at
gate beating
tom-tom.
Water 67 F.
TDS
143.
conductivity
143. pH 8.9
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11 :44

87

589.02

3 1.50

90

589. 15

9-1

589.3

min
86
342,500:
63"

3900

608.58

5 1.06

31.63

4 100

608.9

51.38

3 1.78

4320

609.36

5 1.84

97

589.42

3 1.90

4500

609.7

52.18

100

589.52

32.00

4700

610.02

52.50

105

589.6

32.08

4900

610.35

52.83

11 0

589.75

32.23

5 100

6 10.73

53.2 1

Sunday

115

589.88

32.36

53 10

6 11.05

53.53

120

590.07

32.55

5620

6 11.48

53 .96

125

590. 15

32.63

10 :04

5760

61 1.85

54.33

130

590.27

32.75

10: 14

5770

6 11.85

54.33

135

590.38

32.86

1-10

590.5

32.98

Clear. warm.
sunny.
reviewed
samples 6301000
ft
again.
Water67F.
Took
samples for
metals
&
radiological
analyses.
Another
boundary
encountered.
Final meter:
3.257.355
gal

Table 5 Residual Drawdowns
Clock
Time

Total

DTW

Reco\'ery

from

Residual

Elupscd

Tin1t.!

1ncasuring

Orawdown

Time

(minutes)

point ( feel)

( feet)

0

611.86

0.00

t'

Notes

(minutes)
Sunday
10: 19

5775
5776

I

594.55

37.03

5776.5

1.5

591.7

34. 18

5777.5

2.5

590.68

33. 16

5778

3

589.5

3 1.98

5778.5

3.5

589

3 1.48

5779

4

588.75

31.23

5779.75

4.75

588.42

30.90

5780

5

588.1

30.58

578 1

6

586.75

29.23

5782

7

586.35

28.83

5783

8

586.05

28.5:l

5784

9

585.75

28.23

5785

10

585.42

27.90

5786

11

585.2

27.68

5787

12

585

27.48
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11:20

5788

13

584.8

27.28

5789

14

584.75

27.23

5790

15

584.52

27.00

579 1

16

584.3

26.78

5792

17

584

26.48

5793

18

583.95

26.43

5794

19

583.78

26.26

5795

20

583.65

26. 13

5796

21

583.55

26.03

5797

22

583.4

25.88

5798

23

583.35

25.83

5799

24

583.25

25.73

5800

25

583.15

25.63

5801

26

583

25.48

5802

27

582.9

25.38

5803

28

582.8

25.28

5804

29

582.75

25.23

5805

30

582.7

25.1 8

5806

31

582.62

25. 10

5807

32

582.5

24.98

5808

33

582.42

24.90

5809

34

582.37

24.85

5811

36

582.2

24.68

5813

38

582. 1

24.58

58 15

40

581.9

24.38

58 17

42

581.8

24.28

5821

46

58 1.68

24, 16

5823

48

58 1.57

24.05

5825

so

58 1.48

23.96

5827

52

58 1.34

23.82

5829

54

58 1.25

23.73

5831

56

58 1.1 8

23.66

5833

58

58 1.08

23.56

5836

61

580.88

23,36

5837

62

580.8

23.28

5839

64

580.7

23. 18

5841

66

580.64

23. 12

5843

68

580.56

23.04

5845

70

580.45

22.93

5847

72

580.4

22.88
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11 :39

11:59

5849

74

580.35

22.83

585 1

76

580.26

22.74

5853

78

580.2

22.68

5855

80

580.1 7

22.65

5860

85

579.95

22.43

5865

90

579.78

22.26

5870

95

579.62

22. 10

5875

100

579.46

2 1.94

5885

110

579.2

2 1.68

5897

122

578.89

21.37

5905

130

578.7

2 1.1 8

5915

140

578.48

20.96

5925

150

578.25

20 .73

5935

160

577.97

20.45

5945

170

577.84

20.32

5955

180

577.65

20. 13

5965

190

577.47

19.95

5975

200

577.29

19.77

5998

223

576.89

19.37

60 15

240

576.65

19. 13

6035

260

576.45

18.93

14:59

6055

280

576.1

18.58

15:29

6085

3 10

575.75

18.23

15:59

6 11 5

340

575.29

17.77

16:29

6 145

370

574.96

17.44

16:59

6 175

400

574.68

17.16

17:59

6235

460

574

16.48

18:59

6295

520

573.47

15.95

19:59

6355

580

573.03

15.51

2 1:05

6421

646

572.55

15.03

21 :59

6475

700

572.2

14.68

12:09

6605

830

571.38

13.86

12: 19

12:59

13:29

6658

883

57 1.08

13.56

4:56

6893

1118

570.95

13.43

7:47

7063

1288

569.03

I 1.5 1

10: 19

7215

1440

568.7

I 1.18

1:02

14: 19

7455

1680

568.0

10.48

16:09

7565

1790

567.6

10.08

18:09

7685

1910

567.3

9.78

20:4 9

7845

1970

566.83

9.3 1
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23:59

8035

2 160

566.4

8.9

04:24

8300

2425

565.92

8.42

07:44

8500

2625

565.52

8.02

10:45

8580

2805

565.25

7.75

14:00

8775

3000

564.88

7.32

17:20

8975

3200

564.55

6.99

21:20

9235

3440

564.2

6.64

03:43

96 18

3723

563.8

6.24

07:47

9862

4070

563.42

5.87

08:26

9901

4 109

563.4

5.85

Tuesday

Wednesday

Total pumping du ri ng the constant rate test was 2,959, 140 gallons, an average of 5 12.8 g pm. Fie ld
analyses were performed by apply ing the Cooper-Jacob approximatio n. It was c lear from the
curve(s) that two bo unda ries were encounte red, one at a bout 400 minutes, and one at abo ut 4000
minutes. The test was re-ana lyzed us ing the s imulato r AQTESOLV. A good match was achieved
using the Theis so lutio n fo r an unconfined aquifer w ith two no-flow boundaries, one at 500 feet to
the west of the well ; one at 1,400 feet east of the well. These assum ptions comport well with the
physica l locatio n of the well w ithin a small structural tro ug h (see Fig ure 3). Fig ure IO show s the
plot of the ana lyzed data.5

The transmissivity of the aquifer under these assumptio ns w as

calculated to be about 3,085 ft:2 per day (23,070 gpd/ ft).

A lthoug h the transmissivity of the

formatio n is good, the presence of the boundaries w i II constra in the lo ng-term pumping rate of the
well. It is recommended that sustained pumping of the well be limited to 500 gpm.

Although the AQTESOLV plot lists a figure for S (storage), this nu mber should not be relied on, as storage
coefficients derived fro m sing le well tests are not accurate.

5
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4

WATER CHEMISTRY

After recovery testing was complete, the well was turned on again for ½ hour to flush the system.
Water sampl es were then collected for analysis of cyanide, nitrate & nitrite, SOWA Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOC) I and II , Synthetic Organic Compounds (SOCs), and bacteria. Water
samples for radiometries and metals had been collected a few days previous and stored. All
samples were analyzed at the New Mexico State Laboratory Division (SLD). SLD protocol was
fo llowed for collection, storage, and transport of the samples. Maryann Wasiolek of HAI , certified
WST-2 # 19244, collected the samples with assistance of EPWSD personnel.

Table 6 tabulates the water chemistry results for the Midway Well #5. The water has a very low
total dissolved solids (TDS) of only I04 mg/L. All constituents were below EPA MC Ls. The
water is somewhat alkaline, but the pH value of 8.6 is within acceptable EPA recommended limits.
No coli forms were detected. A very small (0.004 mg/L) amount of arsenic was detected, again
below EPA MCLs. 6 During fie ld testing, 0.002 mg/L of arsenic was detected.

Table 6 Water Chemistry of Water from EPWSD Midway Well #5
Constituent

EPA analysis

General Chemistry
Chloride
Sulfate
Nitri te as nitrogen
Color Comparison
Alkalini ty
Carbonate
Bicarbonate
Cond uctivity
Total Dissolved Solids
Total Suspended Solids
Fluoride
oH
Free Cyanide
Nitrate+ N itrite as nitro2:en

6

Result

(mg/L)
EPA 300.0
EPA 300.0
EPA 353 .2
SLD Screen
Colo r
SM 2320 B
SM 2320 B
SM 2320 B
SM 25 I0B
SM 2540C
SM 2540D
SM 4500-C
SM 4500H + oH
SM 4500CNFree Cvanide
EPA 353.2

< 10.0
10.7
<0.05

Lab

EPA

EPA

SDL*

MCL**

SMCL

(mg/L)

(mg/ L)

(mg/L)

10.0
10.0
0.05

250
250
1
I 5 color
un its

62.5
4.8
57.7

20.0
0
20.0

102

25

0.48
8.59
<0.05

0.10

4.0

0.05

0.2

0.44

0. 10

10

500
2.0
6.5-8.5

EPA MCL fo r arsenic is IO ppb or 0.0 IO mg/L.
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Metals

Boron
Calci um
Iron
Magnesi um
Silicon
Strontium
Potassium
Sodium
Aluminum
Antimony
Arsenic

Barium
Bery llium
Cadm ium
Chromium
Cobalt
Copper
Lead

Manganese

EPA 200.7
ICP/OES Metals
(Lir,uid)
EPA 200.7
ICPIOES
EPA 200.7
JCPIOES
EPA 200.7
JCP/ OES
EPA 200. 7
JCP/OES
EPA 200.7
ICPIOES
EPA 200.7
TCPIOES
EPA 200.7
JCPIOES
EPA 200.7
JCPIOES
EPA 200.8
ICPIOES
EPA 200.8
JCPIOES
EPA 200.8
JCPIOES
EPA 200.8
ICPIOES
EPA 200.8
JPIOES
EPA 200.8
JCPIOES
EPA 200.8
JCPIOES
EPA 200.8
JCPIOES
EPA 200.8
!CPIOES
EPA 200.8
ICP/OES Metals
(Liquid)
EPA 200.8
ICP/OES Metals

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

<0.05

0.05

5.7

I

<0.05

0.05

< 1.0

I

8. 1

0.1

0.06

0.05

1.4

1

37

1

<0.010

0.0 1

(mg/L)

(mg/L)

0.3

0.05 to 0.2

<0.001

0.001

0.006

0.004

0.001

0.01

<0.0 1

0.1

2

<0.001

0.00!

0.004

<0.001

0.00!

0.005

0.004

0.001

0.1

<0.001

0.001

<0.01

0.01

1.3

<0.001

0.00 1

0.015

<0.00 1

0.001

<0.01

0.0 1

<0.00 1

0.001

1.0

0.05

(Liquid)

N ickel

Silver
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EPA 200.8
ICP/OES Metals
(Liquid)
EPA 200.8
lCP/OES Metals
(Liquid)
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Thallium

Uranium

Vanadium

Zinc

Selenium

Molybdenum

Mercury

EPA 200.8
ICP/OES Metals
(Liquid)
EPA 200.8
ICP/OES Metals
(Liquid)
EPA 200.8
ICP/OES Metals
(Liquid)
EPA 200.8
ICP/OES Metals
(Liquid)
EPA 200.8
ICP/OES Metals
(Liquid)
EPA 200.8
ICP/OES Metals
(Liquid)
EPA 245.1
CV AA Mercury
(Liquid)

Total Hard ness

<0.001

0.00 1

<0.00 1

0.001

0.018

0.001

<0.01

0.01

<0.005

0.005

0.006

0.001

<0.0002

0.0002

0.002

5

0.05

0.002

17

Microbiolol!ical

Total Coliform
E.Coli

Indicator
Indicator

Absent
Absent

Radiological

p CIL

p C/L

SM7II0B

0.7

0.6

SM 71 I0B

0.7

0.5

SM 7 1I0B

2.6

0.6

SM7 1l 0B

2.8

0.6

Ra226, SWOA Method
Ra228, SWOA Method
Urani um, Mass
Concentration

EPA 903. I
EPA 904.0
EPA 200.8

0.03
<0.20
< I µg/L

0.01
0.20
1.0 µg/L

Volatile Organic
Compounds /

voes

524.2SDWA

µg/L

µg/L

µg/L

Benzene
Carbon Tetrachloride
Chlorobenzene
I ,2-Oichlorobenzene
1,4-Oichlorobenzene

524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SDWA

<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

5
5
100
600
75

Gross Alpha w/ T-230
Reference
Gross Alpha w/ U-nat
Reference
Gross Beta w/ Cs- 13 7
Reference
Gross Beta w/ Sr/Y-90
Reference
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p C/L

15

4
millirem/yr
(50pC/L
trigger
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5 combined
30 µg/L
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1,2-0ichloroethane
I, 1-0ichloroenene
Cis- 1,2-0ichloroethene
Trans-1,2-0ichloroethene
1,2-0ich loropropane
Ethylbenzene
Methylene Chloride
Stvrene
Tetrach loroethene
Toluene
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene
l , I, ]-Trichloroethane
l , 1,2-Trich loroethane
Trichloroethene
Viny l chloride
ortho-Xvlene
para- & meta-Xylenes
Total Xylenes

524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA
524.2 SOWA

<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
0.57
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.10
<0.20
<0.50

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0. 15
0.35
0.50

10000

Volatile Orga11ic
Compounds II EDB

504.1 SDWA

µg/L

µg/L

µg/L

<0.07
<0.21
<0.07
<0.14
<0.50
<0.20
<0.50
< 10
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.20

0.07
0.21
0.07
<0.14
0.50
0.20
0.50
10
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.20

<4.6

4.6

5
7
70
100
5
700
5
100
5

IOOO
70
200
5
5
2

504.1 SOWA
Bromodichloromethane
Bromoform
Chloro form

Oibromochloromethane
Total Trihalomethanes
Bromobenzene
Bromochloromethane
Bromomethane
n-B utvbenzene
Sec-Butvlbenzene
Tert-Butylbenzene
Tert-Butyl methyl ethe r
(MTBE)
Chloroethane
Chloromethane
2-Chlorotoluene
4-Chlorotoluene
1,2-Dibromo-Jchloropropane
1,2-Dibromoethane (EDB)
Oibromomethane
1,2-0ichlorobenzene
Dichloroditluoromethane
l , 1-0 ichloroethane
1,3-0ichloropropane
2,2-0ichloropropane .,
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<8.0

8.0

504. l SOWA

<0.20
<0.20
<0.20

0.20
0.20
0.02

0.2

504.l SOWA

<0.20

0.02

0.05

<0.10
<0.20
<0.70
<0.20
<0.20
<0.60

0.10
0.20
0.70
0.20
0.20
0.60
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I, 1-Oichloropropene
Cis-1,3-Oichloropropene
Trans- 1,3-Oichloropropene
Hexachlorobutadiene
lsoproovlbenzene
4-lsoproovltoluene
Naphthalene
Nitrobenzene
Proovlbenzene
1, I, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane
I, 1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane
1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene
Trichlorotluoromethane
1,2,3-Trichloroprooane
1,2,4-Trimethylbenezene
1,3,5-Trimethylbenezene
Glyphosate
Endothall
Oiquat

Carbamales
Carbofuran
Oxamvl (Vidate)
Aldicarb
Aldicarb Sulfoxide
Bavgon
Carbary! (Sevin)
3-Hydroxycarbofuran
Methiocarb
Methomvl
Chlordane. Toxaphene,

<0.20
<0.20
<0.20
<0.20
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<5.0
<0.50
<0.20
<0.20
<0.20
<0.20
<0.40
<0.50
<0.50
< 10

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.50
0.50
0.50
5.0
0.50
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.40
0.50
0.50
10.0

700

< 18

18.3

100

<0.75

0.75

20

Ur.!I L
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
µg/L

Uf.!IL
40
200

508.1 SDWA

Ur.!I L
< 1.0
< 1.0
< 1.0
< 1.0
< 1.0
< 1.0
< 1.0
< 1.0
< 1.0
µg/L

pg/L

508.1 SOWA
508.1 SDWA
508.1 SOWA
508.1 SOWA
508.1 SOWA
508.1 SDWA
508.1 SOWA
508. 1 SOWA

<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

508. 1 SOWA
508. 1 SOWA

<0.50
<0.25

0.50
0.25

2
3

515.-1 SDWA
5 15.4 SOWA
5 l 5.4SOWA

<0.05
<0.20

0.05
0.20

50
70

547 SOWA
Glyphosate
548.1 SOWA
Endothall
549.2 SOWA
Oiauat
531.2 SDWA
53 1.2 SOWA
53 1.2 SOWA
531.2 SOWA
531.2 SOWA
531.2 SOWA
531.2 SOWA
53 1.2 SOWA
53 1.2 SOWA
531.2 SOWA

PCBs
Aroclor 1016
Aroclo r 1221
Aroclor 1232
Aroclor 1242
Aroclor 1248
Aroclor 1254
Aroclor 1260
Polychlorinated Biphenyls
(PCBs)
Chlordane
Toxaphene
Acid Herbicides
2,4, 5-TP (Silvex)
2,4-D
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Oalaoon
Oinoseb
Pentachlorophenol (PCP)
Picloram
2,3.4-T
2,4,-08
Bentazon
Chloramben
Oacthal (OCPA)
Oicamba
Oich loroprop

5 15.4 SOWA
515.4 SOWA
515.4 SOWA
5 15.4SOWA
515.4 SOWA
5 15.4 SOWA
5 15.4 SOWA
515.4 SOWA
515.4 SOWA
515.4SOWA
515.4 SOWA

<0.50
<0.40
<0.05
<0.10
<0.12
<0.50
<0.50
<0.25
<0.25
<0.25
<0.50

0.50
0.40
0.05
0.10
0.125
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.50

3,5-0ichlorobenzoic Acid
Acifluorfen

515.4 SOWA
515.4 SOWA

<0.25
<0.25

0.25
0.25

Synthetic Organic
Comoounds
Alachlor

525.2SDWA

pg/l

pgl l

pg/ L

525.2 SOWA

<0.031

0.031

2

Atrazine

525.2 SOWA

<0.030

0.030

3

Benzo(a)pyrene

525.2 SOWA

<0.036

0.036

0.2

Bis(-Ethylhexyl)adipate

525.2 SOWA

< 1.1

I. I

400

Bis(2-Ethylhexyl)phthalate

52.S.2 SOWA

< 1.1

I. I

6

Cis-Chlordane

525.2 SOWA

<0.015

0.015

2

Trans-Chlordane

525.2 SOWA

<0.019

0.019

2

Endrin

525.2 SOWA

<0.0 19

0.019

2

Heptachlor

525.2 SOWA

<0.019

0.019

0.4

Heptachlor Epoxide

525.2 SOWA

<0.025

0.025

0.2

Hexachlorobenzene

525.2 SOWA

<0.014

0.0 14

1

Hexachlorocyclopentiadiene

525.2 SDWA

<0.021

0.021

50

Lindane

525.2 SDWA

<0.0 19

0.019

0.2

Methoxychlor

525.2 SOWA

<0.024

0.024

40

Simazine

525.2 SDWA

<0.022

0.022

4

Trans-Nonachlor

525.2 SDWA

<0.026

0.026

2

Aldrin

525.2 SDWA

<0.015

0.015
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Butachlor

525.2 SOWA

<0.031

0.031

Dieldrin

525.2 SOWA

<0. 11

0.11

2, 4-Dinitrotoluene

525.2 SOWA

<0.025

0.025

2,6-Dinitrotoluene

525.2 SOWA

<0.022

0.022

Metolachlor

525.2 SOWA

<0.027

0.027

*S OL Laboratory sam ple detection limit.
**USEPA Maximum Contami nation Level (MCL) for SOWA regu lated analytes and parameters.
mg/L:
µg/L:
ND:

milligrams of analyte in a liter of water;
micrograms o f analyte in a liter of water; I 000 µg/L is I mg/L.
Not Detected.
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5

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Midway Well #5 is a we ll-constructed, well-designed well that produces excellent quality water
with no constituents above EPA MCLs. The aquifer from which the Midway #5 produces is
unconsolidated to semi-consolidated sand and gravel with minor inter-bedded silts of the Chamita
unit of the Tesuque Formation and has a moderate transmissivity of 3085 ft 2/da (23,070 gpd/ft).
Groundwater is present under unconfined to s lightly semi-confined conditions, due to local
changes in vertical stratigraphy. Two "impermeable" boundaries were encountered during the
aquifer test: one approximately 400 feet from the we ll, and one approximate ly 1400 feet from the
wel l. These boundaries are interpreted to be the sides of the small structural basin in which the
well is located. The eolian Ojo Caliente unit of the Tesuque is located immediately beneath the
portion of the aquifer tapped by the Midway Well #5. Experience drilling El Prado's Rio Grande
well indicated that this is a low-producing format ion of very fine sand that would be expensive to
develop for municipal use.

The tested water quality was excellent. A very small amount of arsenic was detected by the
laboratory and field testing. The lab reported a leve l of 0.004 mg/L; the field test indicated 0.002
mg/L. The EPA action-level MCL for arsenic is 0.0 10 mg/L ( IO ppb), meaning that the level of
arsenic in the well water is well below EPA MCLs. Mixing water pumped from this well with
water from El Prado ' s other wells w ill further reduce the arsenic levels. It is not possible to predict
how further pumping of the well will affect the chemistry of the well water, if at all.

The well may be pumped at up to 800 gpm for limited periods of time; i.e., 4 hours, but because
of its location within a small basin with east-west boundaries, the long-term pumping rate should
limited to an average of 500 gpm.

.,
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Attachment I

RG-40450-POD7 Exploratory Well Permit
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Tom Blaine , P.E.
State Engineer

Santa Fe Office
PO BOX 25102
SANTA FE, NM 87504·5102

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER

R..ECEMQ

Tm Nbr: 633013
File Nbr: RG 40450 POD7

ocr

Sep . 28, 2018
JOHN PAINTER

cl Pr~uv

EL PRADO WATER AND SANITATION
PO BOX 1110
EL PRADO, NM
87529

4 J018

•Valtir <> .,:,o,.tt6tuvn

D15trtct

Greetings:
Your approved copy of the above numbered permit to drill a well for
non-consumptive purposes is enclosed. You must obtain an additional permit if
you intend to use the water. It is your responsibility to provide the
contracted well driller with a copy of the permit that must be made available
during well drilling activities.
Carefully review the attached conditions of approval for all specific permit
requirements .

*

If use of this well is temporary in nature and the well will
be plugged at the end of the well usage, the OSE must
initially approve of the plugging. If plugging approval is not
conditioned in this permit, the applicant must submit a
Plugging Plan of Operations for approval prior to the wel l
being plugged. The Plugging Record must be properly completed
and submitted to the OSE within 30 days of the well plugging.

*

If the final intended purpose and condition requires a well ID
tag and meter installation, the applicant must immediately
send a completed meter report form to this office.

*

The well record and log must be submitted within 30 days of
the completion of the well or if the attempt was a dry hole.

*

This permit expires and will be cancelled if no well is
drilled and/or a well log is not received by the date set
forth in the conditions of approval.

Appropriate forms can be downloaded from the OSE website www.ose.state.nm.us.

Enclosure
explore

NEW MEXICO STATE ENGINEER OFFICE
PERMIT TO EXPLORE
SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
17-4

No water shall be appropriated and beneficially used under this
permit.

17-7

The Permittee shall utilize the highest and best technol ogy
available to ensure conservation of water to the maximum extent
practical.

17-B

The well shall be drilled by a driller
New Mexico in accordance with 72-12-12
driller shall not be required for the
driven without the use of a dril l rig ,
shall not exceed two and three-eighths
diameter.

17-Cl

The well driller must file the we l l record with the State Engineer
and the applicant within 30 days after the well is drilled or
driven. Test data shall be filed not later than twenty (20) days
after completion of the test(s).
It is the well owner's responsibility to ensure that the well
driller files the well record. The well driller may obtain the
well record form from any Dis t rict Of f ice or the Office of the
State Engineer website.

17-C2

No water shall be diverted from this well e xcept for testing
purposes which shall not exceed ten (10) cumulative days, and well
shall be plugged or capped on or before , unl ess a permit to use
water from this well is acquired from t he Office
of the State Engineer.

17 - G

If artesian water is encountered, the well drill er shall comply
with all rules and regulations pertaining to the drilling and
casing of artesian wells.

Trn Desc: RG 40450 POD7

licensed in the State of
NMSA 1978. A licensed
construction of a well
provided that the casing
(2 3/8) inches outside

File Number: RG 40450 POD7
Trn Number: 633013
page: 1

NEW MEXICO STATE ENGINEER OFFICE
PERMIT TO EXPLORE

SPECIFIC CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL (Continued)
LOG

The Point of Diversion RG 40450 POD? must be completed and the
Well Log filed on or before 09/28/2019.
PLEASE SEE CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

ACTION OF STATE ENGINEER
Notice of Intention Rcvd:
Formal Application Rcvd: 09/28/2018
Date Returned - Correction:

Date Revd. Corrected:
Pub. of Notice Ordered:
Affidavit of Pub. Filed:

This application is approved provided it i s not exercised to the detriment of
any others having existing rights, and is not contrary to the conservation of
water in New Mexico nor detrimental to the public welfare of the state; and
further subject to th~, qp.~Tific conditions listed previously.

_--~liico '

Witness my hand
Tom

P.

~'j;! ,.

~
S: l.l...

,s,· •••
.fi _,. ,.. '

11

,,

s
(0

>ti

).Jf-. day

of

__s_e.._p_

A. D . ,

2018

~ ,,

~ ~tate Engineer

~ rr, ~

By:

0.,

,,,

Trn Desc: RG 40450 POD?

File Number: RG 40450 POD?
Trn Numbe r : 633013
page: 2

..
FIie No. RG-40450

a

NEW MEXICO OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER
WR-07 APPL/CAT/ON FOR PERMIT TO DRILL

A WELL WITH NO WATER RIGHT
(check applicable box):
For fees see State Ennfneer website:

····· ·- ...,

L .....

D

Pollution Control
And/Or Recovery

D

G] Exploratory Well (Pump test)

D

□ Other(Desctibe):

D Monitoring Well

ConstrucUon Site/Public
Wor1<s Dewatering

D

Purpose:

POD7 (Midway)

Ground Source Heat Pump

Mine Dewatering

A separate permit will be required to apply water to beneficial use regardless If use Is consumptive or nonconsumptIve.

Iii Temporary Request - Requested Start Date: September 1, 2018
Plugging Plan of Operations Submitted?

0

Yes

Requested End Date: August 31, 2019

(ii No

1. APPLICANT(S)
Name:
El Prado Water and Sanitation District
Contact or Agent:

Name:

check here if Agent

Iii

Contact or Agent:

check here if Agent

John Painter, Board Member

-

Mailing Address:
POBox1110

-=,,,..,

City:

City:

Phone: 575-n0-7751
Phone (Work):

Zip Code:

-0

....

State:

Zlp Code:

87529
□ Home □ Cell

Phone:
Phone (Wor1<):

E-mail (optional):

FOR OSE INTERNAL USE

ji C>

Apphcatioo for Permit, Form WR-07, Re, 11/17/16
Tm. No.: '

'33c, /~

Receipt No..

Trans Description (optional):
Sub-Basin:

I

..J•

~

""\,Ii)

E-mail (optional):

l.lll~ @§IQr.ad0leul!f1C 1.QOJ

01:.-~

~

u
-0

D Home (II Cell

File No.:

(

c:::>

Mailing Address:

El Prado

State:
NM

D

PCW/LOG Due Date:

-

2. WELL(S) Describe the well(s) applicable to this application.
Location Required: Coordinate location must be reported In NM State Plane (NAO 83), UTM (NAO 83), Q!: Latitude/Longitude
(Lat/Long· WGS84).
District ii (Roswell) and District VII (Cimarron) customers, provide a PLSS location in addition to above.

liJ

NM State Plane (NAD83) (Feet)

D NM West Zone
D NM East Zone

0

UTM (NAD83) (Meters)
Ozone 12N
Ozone 13N

!
■I NM Central Zone

D

LaVLong (WGS84) (to the nearest
1/1 o"' of second)

Provide if known:
-Public Land Suivey System (PLSS)
Well Number (If known):

X or Easting or
Longitude:

Y or Northing
or Latitude:

Midway Well No. 5

1,816,180.29

1,989,565.92

(Quarters or Halves, Section, Township, Range) OR
• Hydrographic Survey Map & Tract; OR
• lot, Block & Subdivision; OR
• Land Grant Name
Tract 1 of NEG Partners RGSS Plat #4252

NOTE: If more well location:, need to be described, complcto form WR-08 (Attachment 1 - POD Doacription")

If ves how manv
Additional well descriptions are attached: □ Yes Iii No
Other description relating well to common landmarks, streets, or other:
North of US Highway 64 West, between the Rio Grande Gorge bridge and El Prado, NM
Well is on land owned by: EPWSD has a purchase agreement with NEG Partners LLC (on file with the NMOSE)
Well Information: NOTE: If more than one (1) well needs to be described, provide attachment. Attached?
If yes. how many

-

0Yesa!]N~
c :o

I Outside diameter of well casing (inches): 32
I Driller License Number: WO 1ns

Approximate depth of well (feet): 2000
Driller Name: Cooper Drilling LLC

~
-0

-

3. ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS OR EXPLANATIONS
This well is being drilled In compliance with the Taos Abeyta Water Rights Settlement

s:- ,

If the well ls successful. a constant-discharge pump test will be run for a period not exceeding 5 days of pumping . A step dlschar'?/i test of
approximately 8 hours will also be performed to determine optimum pumping rate.

I

FOR OSE INTERNAL USE
File No.:

(Z6-40'fS,::Qij]:

I

TmNo.:

Application for Permit, Form WR-07

(c5'30

(3
Page 2 of 3

4. Sl'ECIFIC REQUIREMENTS: The applicant must Include the following, as applicable to each well type. Please check the appropriate
boxes. to indicate the information has been included and/or attached to this application:
Exploratory:
II] Include a
descr1ptlon of
any proposed
pump test, If
applicable,

Monitoring:
0 Include the
reason for the
monitoring
well, and,
□ The
duration
of the planned
monitoring.

Pollution Control and/or Recovery:
lndude a plan for pollutlon
control/recovery, that Includes the
following:
0 A description of the need for the
uution control or recovery operation.
The estimated maximum period of
lime for completion of the operation.
0 The annual diversion amount.
D The annual consumptive use
amount.
0 The maximum amount of water to be
diverted and injected for the duration of
the operation.
D The method and place of discharge.
0 The method of measurement of
water produced and discharged.
0 The source of water to be injected.
0 The method of measurement of
water injected.
0 The characteristics of the aquifer.
0 The method of determining the
resulting annual consumptive use of
water and depletion from any related
stream system.
0 Proof of any permit required from the
New Mexico Environment Department.
0 An access agreement If the
applicant Is not the owner of the land on
which the pollution plume control or
recoverv well ls to be located.

0

0

Construction
De-Watering:
0 Include a description of the
proposed dewatering
oeration,
The estimated duration of
the operation,
0 The maximum amount of
water to be diverted,
0 A description of the need
for the dewaterlng operation,
and,
0 A description of how the
diverted water will be disposed
of.
Ground Source Heat Pump:
0 Include a description of the
geothermal heat exchange
project.
0 The number of boreholes
for the completed project and
required depths.
0 The Ume frame for
constructing the geothermal
heat exchange project, and,
0 The duration of the project.
0 Preliminary surveys, design
data, and additional
Information shell be Included to
provide all essential facts
relatino to the reouest.

Mine De-Watering:
0 Include a plan for pollution
control/recovery, that Includes the following:
0 A desaiptton of the need for mine
dewatering.
0 The estimated maximum period of lime
for completion of the operation.
0 The source(s) of the water to be diverted.
□The geohydrologlc characteristics of the
aquifer(s).
□The maximum amount of water to be
diverted per annum.
□The maximum amount of water to be
diverted for the duration of the operation.
0The quality of the water.
□The method of measurement of water
diverted.
□The recharge of water to the aquifer.
□ Description of the estimated area of
~drologic effect of the project.
The method and place of discharge.
□An estimation of the effects on surface
water rights and underground water rights
from the mine dewatering project.
DA description of the methods employed to
estimate effects on surface water rights and
underground water rights.
OlnformaUon on existing wells, rivers.
springs, and wetlands within the area of
hydrologlc effect.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

1. we (name of appllcant(s)), El Prado Water and Sanitation District
Print Name{s)
affirm that the foregoing statements are true to the best of (my, our) knowledge and belief.
l

App~

'C

• 1 Bo1a1p..J

M2M0Ef..,
Applicant Signature

.....,

ACTION OF THE STATE ENGINEER

C)

=·

This application is:
~
0 approved
O partially approved O denied
-o
provided it is not exercised to the detriment of any others having existing rights, and is not contrary to the conservation of wale~ NewMexico nor detrimental to the public welfare and further subject to t h e ~ conditions of approval.
Witness my hand and seal this

_

I . -·-

___;_____::
- =r--r

2 8~

day.9{

see-hwi'1-r
''i,,

-0

20

J.8_ . for the State Engineer,

:I:

~---~~ NE
_-;:
.t:ier. ,,,
, ..
\
~ ~~-:;,,-~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~
-•@,,.:.,;;;,.:,i'· , - - - --' State Engineer

B:

r

Print

+I

Tm No.:

Appllcauon for Permit, Form WR,07

(o.;'3,o J~
Page 3 of 3

WELL RECORD & LOG
OFFICE OF THE ST,'\TE ENGINEER
www.ose.state.nm.us

I

OSE 1'00 NO. (WELL NO.)

z
0
i::
u<
0

R G-40459 POD 7

OSE FILE NO(S).

WELL TAG ID NO.

RG-40459
PHONE (OPTIONAL)

WELL OWNER NAM E(S)

El Prado Water and Sanitation

.J

-1

.J
Ill

NM

El Prado

P.O. Box 1110

I.II'

STATE

CITY

WELL OIVtlER MAILING ADDRESS

87529

3:

i:::i

~

.J

~
'6,l

WELL
LOCATION

..;

27

58.95

105

39

8.06

LONGITUDll

z

lol

(.)

MINUTES

36

LATIT\Jl)E

(FROM UI'~)

SECONDS

DEGREES

N

• ACCURACY REQUIRUD: ONE TENTII OF A Sl;("QND

w

• DATUM REQUIRED: WGS 84

DESCRIPTI0:-1 RELATING WPLL LOCATION TO STREET ADDRESS AND COMMON LANDMARKS - Pl.SS (Sli.C."l'ION, TOIVNSIIJIP, RANGE) WIIERE AVAILARLE

SW 1/4 SW 1/4 SW 1/4 SE1/4 section

22 26 N 12 E
NAMB OP WELL DRILLING C'OMl'ANY

NAME OF LICENSED DI\ILLEk.

LIC'ENShNO

Cooper Drilling LLC

David Cooper

W01775
DRILLING STARTED

Oct 15 ,2018
COMl'I.ETEI) WELL IS:

DRILi.iNG ENDED

I

DEPTH OF COMPLETED WELL (FT)

May 5,2019

I

BORE HOLE DEPTH (FT)

ARTESIAN

I

DRY HOLio

AIR

f7

MUD

ROTARY

I

HAMMER

F

DEPTI-I WATER FIRST ENCOUNTERl:.ll (l·T)

1000

912

STATIC WATER LEVEL IN COMPLETED WELL ffTI

556

SHALLOW (UNCONFINED)

z;

0

i=
<

~

()RILLING FLUID.
DRILLING METIIOD:

I
I

ADDITIVES - SPECIFY:

I

CAOL!iTOOL

(? OTHER -

Reverse Cirulation Rotary

SPECIFY:

0

'~"'

"~

DEPTH (feel bgl)
FROM

TO

(/)

u<
~

"Jz
.J

BORE HOLE
DIAM
(inches)

CASING MATERIAL AND/OR
GRADE
(include each casing siring, and
note sections of screen)

(odd couplins diameter)

+2.5

630

28.5

20"-A53 Grade B Steel

Butt Welded

19

.500

dialectric coupler

Butt Welded O.D. 21.71

19.25

1.25

Butt Welded

19.25

.375

630

772
892

632
752

28.5
28.5

772

28.5

20 " Stainless Steel Casing

Butt Welded

19.25

892

28.5

20" Johnson Stainless Steel Screen

Butt Welded

19.25

.375

20"stainless Steel Casing

Butt Welded

19.25

.375

Stainless Steel Bottom

Welded on

912

DEPTH (feel bgl)

~
.J

::,

FROM

---

20" Johnson Stainless Steel Screen

.375

28.5

912

""

.375

30"-A53 grade B Steel

752

<
:i:

29.25

35

"'

:s

Butt Welded

175

632

Q:
1-.l

TYPE

CASING \V 1\LL
TIIICKNESS
(inches)

+1 .5

'2
Q

-1

CASING
INSIDE DIAM.
(inches)

CASING
CONNECTION

TO

SLOT
SIZF
(inches)

.080

.080

.375

BORE HOLE
DIAM. (inches)

LIST ANNULAR SEAL MATERI AL AND
GRAVEL PACK SIZE-RANGE BY INTERVAL

AMOUNT
(cubic feet)

METHOD OF
PLACEMENT

0

175

35

Neat Cement 5.5-1

310

Pressure grouted

+1

605

28.5

Neat Cement 5.5-1

1350

Grout Pump-Tremie pipe

605

615

28.5

Bentonite Tablets

22.5

Trem1e Pipe

28.5

Glass Beads (2.50-3.50)

622

Tremie Pipe

615

912

z

z

<

,.;

WR-20 WELL RECORD & LOG Version 04 130/19

FOR OSE INTERNAL USE
FILE NO.

LOCATION

POD NO.

TRNNO.
WELL TAG ID NO.

PAGE I OF 2

Attachment 2

Dri ller's Well Record for RG-40450-POD7

Hydroscience Assoc .. Inc.

Page 47

DEPTII (feet bgl)
THICK~ESS
FROM

TO

(feet)

COLOR AND TYPE OF MATERIAL ENCOUNTERED INCLUDE WATER-BEARING CAVITIES OR FRACTURE ZONES
(attach s1111plcmcntal sheets 10 fully describe a ll u n its)
See Allached Well Log

ESTIMATED
YI ELD FOR
WATERBEARING
ZONES (gpm)

WATER
BEARING?
(YES / NO)
y

N

y

N

y

N

y

N

y

I\

..l

y

N

Lil

y

N

I.,.

y

N

0

y

N

:!
(j

y

]':

0

y

I\

0

lo)

y

l\

0
;:,:

y

N

y

K

y

N

y

l\

...l

~

0
t.,
...l

...l

c.,
Q

>-

=
~

METIIOfl usno TO ESTIMATl2 Yll!LIJ OF WATER-BEARING STRATA:

□ Al l~ LITT

01•UMI'

~

WELL TEST

0

~

:;

;:,:
Lil

=-

~

I

Q!.lAILER

y

N

V

N

y

K

y

N

y

N

TOTAL ESTIMATED
WELL YIELD (gpm):

□OTHER - SPECIFY:

500

TEST RESULTS . ;\TTACH A COPY OF DATA COLLECTED DliRING WELL TESTIN(i, INCLUDING DI SCHAR{iE METHOD.
s·1ART TIME, END TIME. AN D A TABLE SIIOWINC DISCHARGE AND DRAWOOWN OVER TIIE TES'I ING PERIOD.

MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION: Hydrologist will send a complete report of well test and water quality reports as soon as it is
received back from the lab. 1 1/2" SCH 40 Stainless Steel permanent gravel feed tube was in
stalled , butt welded and directly welded to the 20" casing

Vl

c.,

i
~

V)

Lil

I,,;

PRINT NAMF.(S) OF DRILL RIG SUPERVISOR(S) Tl IAT PROVIDED ONSITE SUPERVISION 01' WELL CONSTRUCTION on IER Tl IAN LICENSEE·

Mike Cooper
" 'GNING BcLOW. I CERTIFY TIIAT TO TH l3 813ST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF, TliE FOREGOING IS A TRUE /\ND CORREC'T
RECORD OF TH U Al:lOVE DESCRU3ED WELL. I ALSO CERTll'Y THAT THE WELL TAG. IF REQUIRED. H~S Ll EEN INSTALLED AND THAT THIS
WELi. RECORD WILL ALSO i3E FIUlD WITH THE PERMIT HOLDER WITH IN 30 r>A YS AFTER THE COMPLETION OF WELL DRILLI NG.

[l V

l::l:::>
I-1:

'/.

~
'6

Vl

v-2~~

June 1,.2019

oa,;dCoope,

-

!:- ICiNATUR1' OF (.)RILLll~UNEE NAME
flO R ()SE l:S:TERNAL us~
FI LE NO.
I.OC/\TION

POD NO.

DATE

-

WR-20 WELL RECORD & LO(] Version 04/30/20 19
TRN NO.

WELL TAG ID NO.

l'AG E :? O F 2

RG-40459 POD7

WELL LOG EPWSD WELL 115: Midway Well

THICKNESS (Ft)

DEPTH (Ft blw LS)

MATERIAL ENCOUNTERED

WATER-BEARING? Screen

To

From
0

5

5 No sample

N

Fine to coarse metamorphic angular gravel &
Gravels

5

20

15 cobbles to 3"

N

20
30

30

10 Fine to coarse metamorphic angular gravel

N

Gravels

35

5 As above+ rounded cobbles to 3"

N

Gravels

3S

40

Fine to coarse angular metamorphic gravel, pieces
5 to 1.5" and 40% red-brown clay
N

Gravels + Clay

Very coarse sand to coarse gravel; gravel to 1.5",
40

50

10 metamorphic, angular

N

Gravels

N

Grr1Vt'IS

Very coarse sand to coarse gravel; gravel pieces
50

60

10 smaller to 1.0", metamorphic, angular
Sticky soft silt/clay+ very coarse sand + piece to

60
65

65

5 3/4"

N

70

Very coarse sand to fine grovel, an11ular,
5 metamorphic

N

clay
Grav~,

Sticky, silty red/ brown clay + very coarse sand to
70

75

5 sub-angular, metamorphic gravel

N

Clny +

75

80

5 Red-brown clay+ minor sub-rounded coarse sand
Sub-rounded to angular coarse sand to fine gravel

N

Clay

80

85

S of quarti, basalt, metamorphics

N

85

90

5 Hard silty red/brown clay

N

Clay

90

95

5 As above+ 15% fine gravel

N

Clay

Gr,wc•I

Very coarse sub-rounded to angular sand to fine
95

100

100
105

105
115

5 gravels, metamorphic, a few large pieces
5 Very coarse sand to fine gravel, 10% clay
10 Stiff red/brown clay+ fine gravels

N

Grdvcl

N
N

Clay

Fine to medium sub-rounded metamorphic
115

120

120
125

125
130

130

135

135

140

140

150

150

155

155
160

160
165

gravels, minor red/brown +gray clay, a few pieces
5 to 3/4"
5 Sticky red-brn clay+ 20% fine gravel
5 Sub-rounded fine gravel + 20% red/brown clay

N

r, ravels + Clay

N
N

Clay
Gravf'ls + Clay

Sub-angular fine to coarse gravel of metamorphics
5 & basalt
N
5 50:50 red/brown clay+ medium gravel
N
Very coarse sand to fine to medium gravel of
10 angular to sub-rounded mixed metamorphics
5 Soft silty clay+ 30% medium to coarse gravel

Gravels
Gravels+ Clay

N

Gravel

N

Clay

5 Soft sticky red/brown clay

N

Clay

5 Clay as above + 30% medium gravel

N

Clay

N

Cobbles

N

Basalt

Sticky red/brown silty clay+ 80% coarse
165

170

5 metamorphic and quartz rounded cobbles
Basalt, minor clay & sand; mildly effovescent very

170

200

200

205

zos

210

5 Red/brown poorly sorted sand + pieces of basalt
Coarse sand to fine gravel of various
5 metamorphics + minor silty clay

210

215

5 As above but more red/brown clay

N
N

220

Sandy, blocky tan clay+ silty sand with minor fine
5 metamorphic gravel

N

30 fine sandstone at 185-190

215
220

230

230

235

5 V.fine sandy tan silt & clay w/ minor f. gravel

245

As abv. + 0.75" piece rounded metamorphic;
10 platey silty clay

235

N
GravC'I

Gr;;vttl

Clay,

& r; awl
& ,, ~VI I

N

Clay,

& GrJv~I

N

Clay,

& re ,:iv~I

10 As abv, silty v.f. sand & blocky clay

Clay,

245

250

5 Gray zeolitic basalt

N

Basalt

250

255

5 Gray f. grained basalt

N

Basalt

Gray f. grained basalt+ minor f. t an sand+ flat
255

260

260

270

270

275

270

275

N

Basalt

N

Clay

5 As abv, clay softer

N

Clay

5 Basalt w/ sand

N

Basalt

N

Gravels + Clay

N

Gravel

5 pieces of calcium carbonate (effervescent)
10 Sticky sandy red -brn clay

Angular to sub-rd coarse sand to fine-med gravels
and sub angular basalt & metamorphics + 20% silty
275

285

285

290

10 clay
5 Silty coarse sand to fine gravel, v. loose
Sub rd. metamorphic coarse sand+ pieces to 1.5"

290

295

295

300

300

310

310

315

5 of granite 7 metamorphics
5 Angular fine to medium metamorphic gravels
10 Sticky silty red-brn clay
5 As abv + minor coarse sand

N

Gravels

N

Clay

N

Clay
Gravels

Fine to 1" angular to sub- antular metamorphic
315

320

5 gravel with minor silty clay

N

320

325

N

325

330

5 As abv, no clay
5 As abv, more large pieces of basalt to l"

N

Sub angular to rounded, fine to 3/4" metamorphic
330

335

5 gravels + minor silt

N

335

340

5 Coarse sand to med to 1/2"metamorphic gravels

N

Gravel

Coarse sand to medium, sub angular metamorphic
340

345

5 gravel

N

Gravel

345

350

5 As abv +minor soft clay

N

Gr.ivcl

350

355

5 brn clay

N

Gravels

355

360

5 Sticky tan-brn clay

N

Clay

360

365

5 gravels minor basalt

365

370

370

Medium mostly basaltic gravel & 50% sticky redClay

Coarse sand to medium angular metamorphic
N

Gravel

375

5 above
5 Sticky tan-brn clay

N
N

Gravels + Clay
Clay

375

380

5 Gray basalt

N

Basalt

380

385

5 Gray (touch of red) vesicular basalt, pieces to 1.5"

N

Basalt

N

Basalt

N

Basalt

N

Basalt

N

Basalt

N

Basalt

N

Basalt

50:50 sticky brn-tan clay and fine-med gravels as

Gray vesicular basalt w/ vugs filled w ith white
385
400

400

425

15 material (zeolites)
25 Grny basalt, some vug filing, large pieces to 1.5"
Bright red scor la/basalt, large pieces + minor white

425

440

1S siliceous pieces
Gray-red basalt w/ white siliceous pieces, basalt

440

500

60 pieces to 1.3"

500

580

580

590

80 to 10%
10 Sticky, silty bright red scoria & gray basalt

Gray basalt w/ minor res scorla, which vug linings

V. coarse sand to med metamorphic angular to sub·
angular gravels, siliceous pieces to 1.2", +minor
590

595

5 bright red silty scoria

N

595

600

5 Bright red scoria-colored silt w/ fine gravels

N

Bright red-brn sandstone & much silt & clay; pieces
600

605

5 of sandstone to 1.2"

N

605

610

5 As abv, no pieces
Many pieces to 1/2" of bright red-brn fine-med
sandstone +30% red clay & silt. 55 grains are

N

610

615

5 rounded quartz & mafics

N

& riay

615

620

5 Pieces of gray fi ne sandstone+ 20% red silt & clay

N

& Clay

Gray fine sandstone of quartz & feldspar, pieces to

620

625

s 2"; blebs of red clay

N

Fine to med metam orphic gravel, smaller pieces
630

are angular; pieces to l" are rounded; +broken
5 pieces of sandstone as 625

630

635

fine to med siliceous volcanic & metamorphic
S angular gravels + minor brn silt

635

645

625

N

Gravel~

y
y

X

Gravels

X

Gravels

y

X

Gravels

y

X

Grav!'i5

y

X

Gravels

y
y

X

Gravel

X

Gravels + Clay

10 Gravel as abv, clean pieces to l "
Gravel as abv, various pieces to 1" are rounded
pebbles; other pieces taken at 647' are various
metamorphiic & volcanic coarse gravels & pieces

645

650

to 1.6". Angular purple & green blotite-rlch
5 metamorphics
Gravels as above +15% v. fine sand & slit, + a few

650

660

10 siliceous well rounded pebbles to 0.7"
Med angular gravels of volcanics & metamorphics

660

665

5 + minor red clay & brn silt

665

675

Coarse sand to fine gravel + 20" slit, clay,
10 sand

675

680

5 Gravels as above; Increase In clay to 409'

&v. f ine

680

685

685

700

5 Fine to med angular gravels & sticky tan clay
15 Clean gray basalt

700

720

Gray vesicular basalt w/ round, bronze-colored
20 siliceous inclusions

y

Gravels

y

Basalt

y

Basalt

Fine-med rounded metamorphic & volcanic gravels
730

to 0 .7" + a few pieces of basalt to 1.5"; minor redy
10 brn slit

X

Gravel

735

V. coarse sand to fine metamorphic gravel, angular
5 + some red-brn clay
y

X

Gr~v(•I

740

Stlcily red-brn clay & some fine gravel, pieces o f
5 metamorphics to 1. 7"

N

X

GrJveis • Clay

740

745

60:40 sticky tan-red clay and sub rounded fine5 med metamorphic gravels

X

Gravels + Clay

720
730
735

745

750

750

765

N
Red-brn sticky cl ay w/ angular fine sand & 15% fine
5 gravel
N
15 Soft silty clay w/ minor gravel
N

765

775

V. Coarse sand to sub-rounded, angular gravel of
10 metamorphics & 30% silty clay

775

795

20 SIity sand & fine, angµlarfine-med gravels

795

800

800

805

805

810

810

815

815

820

820

835
840

835
840

y
y

Fine-med angular metamorphic gravels, 10% sandy
5 silt
y
5 Slit & clay+ 40% fine angular metamorphic gravels y
Angular metamorphic gravels w/ few pieces to
y
s 0.7", 10% silt
S Sticky tan sandy clay w/ 10% gravels
S As abv, w/ 309' gravel

Gravels+ Clay
Gravels+ Clay
X

Gravel

X

Gravel

X

Gravel

X

Gravels+ Clay &

X

Grawl~

N

X

Clay

'(

X

Gr.ivi:b + Clay

Fin-med angular metamorphic gravels + 20% sandy
1S silty cl ay
y

X

Gr.wels +

5 Sticky, silty clay+ 20% gravels

N

X

845

50:50 fine-med angular metamorphic gravels &
5 clayey silt

y

X

y

X

Gravels

y

X

Gr,1vels

As 850; large gravel pieces to 1" are well rounded;
10 5% silt
y

845

850

Fine-med sub-angular to sub-rd (larger pieces)
5 gravel +10% silt

850

855

5 As abv, but no large pieces

855
865
870

865
870

880

880
885

885
890

895

895

905

890

5 Gravels as abv, w/ 25% silty clay
10 Gravels as abv 1/ 10% silt
S Silty sandy clay w/ 10% fine gravels
5 Gravels as abv + S% silt
Red-brn solid sticky clay w/ minor fine gravel
10 50:50 silty clay +fine angular gravel

Gravels
Gravels+

X

Gravels

y

X

Grav, ·I· + Clay

y

X

Gravels • Clay

X

Gravels ♦ Clay
Gravels + Clay

N
y
N
N

X

Clay
Gravels , Clay

905
910

910
915

915
920

920
930

930

940

940

960

960

1004

Sandy, silty sticky brn-red-brn clay w/ minor
5 gravels

N
N

Clay
Gravels + Clay

10 Sandy sticky clay w/ minor gravel
10 As abv but no gravel
20 Silty, clayey fine quartz sand

N
N
N
N

Clay
Clay

As abv but more silty than clayey; blebs of white
44 clay at 970

N

5 50:50 silty clay +fine angular gravel
Sandy, silty sticky brn-red·brn clay w/ minor
S gravels

1004

Clay
& r:;,y
&

Cooper Drilling LLC

Midway#S Well Design

El Prado Water and Sanitation Distr ict

RG-40459 POD7
·castn .500 A-53 Grodp 8

.;; - 630rt.

30- Cosing .375 A-53 Grode 8 0-175 Ft

Cement Grout Seat

35· Bore Hole 0 -175 FT

o- 175

3 - St•t l Centrrol,zers 4 • Standoff in 40 Ft Intervals 0 • 63C

28 112· Bore HQ/e

Cement Grout Seol

175-910

0-605

Dio/eccric Coupli/l Assembi

Bentonlte seal 605-615

630-632

ft.

Glass Beads Pack l.S - 3.5 mm 615-912 ft.

20· Johnson 304 Stamless Steel Vl1re Wrapped Screen

632-752 ft.

3 -Stainless Centralizers 4- Standoff in 40 Fr int•rvals 20· -

20·

JfJ4

Stainless Steel Ploi/l Ptpe

za-

630. 910 Ft

752-TT2 ft.

..,...
20-Johnson 304 Stainless Steel Wire Wrapped Screen

772-892 fl

zo912 ft.

TD

304Sralless Steel Plam Pipe 892-912 ft.
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Scientific Laboratory Division

EPA: 141002-2014

1101 Camino de Salud, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 383-9000

LIMS Report#:

WSS:

481401

2525162

Request Id:

DIMAS, CHRISTINE Y.
EL PRADO WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT

WSS Code:

NM3515029

PO Box 1110

Collector:

MARYANN WASIOLEK

EL PRADO, NM 87529

User Code:

64000

CC Recipient(s):

NMED Central Files

Sample#:

2019010258

Sample Type:

Water

Sample Condition:

Sample Location:

EPWSD MIDWAY #5

COC Initiated:

Yes

Condition of Seal:

Not Present

Sampling Documentation:

GRAB, OTHER

Date Collected:

4/21/2019 9:50

Date Received:

4/24/2019 15:52

Date Reported:

617/2019

Sample Note:
Lab: RC
CASNo

FRDS#

Analyte

Value

Sigma

SDL

Tech

Method

12587-46-1

4002

Gross Alpha w/ Th-230 Reference

0.7 pCi/L

0.3

0.6

RG

SM 7110 B

12587-46-1

4002

Gross Alpha w/ U-nat Reference

0.7 pCi/L

0.3

0.5

RG

SM 7110 B

12587-47-2

4100

Gross Beta w/ Cs-137 Reference

2.6 pCi/L

0.6

1.1

RG

SM7110B

RG

SM 7110 B

12587-47-2

4100

Gross Beta w/ Sr/Y-90 Reference

2.8 pCi/L

0.6

1.1

13982-63-3

4020

Ra226, SOWA Method

0.03 pCi/L

0.01

0.01

BC

903.1

15262-20-1

4030

Ra228 , SOWA Method

<0.20 pCi/L

0.03

0.20

NPV

904.0

07440-61-1

4006

Uranium, Mass Concentration

< 1 ug/L

0.5

1.0

NPV

200.8

Notations & Comments:
Uncertainties, sigmas, are expressed as +- one standard deviation, i.e. one standard error. Small negative or positive values which are less
than two(2) standard deviations should be interpreted as: "not detected": as "less than the detection limit (<SOL)" when reported: or "less than
twice the standard deviation".

For SOWA Reports: The MCI for gross alpha excludes the contribution from uranium, but this must be calculated from the results. When the "Gr
oss Alpha w/U-nat Reference" value is greater than 7.5 pCi/L, the report should include a value for "Uranium, Mass Concentration" in uG/L. To
convert units and exclude the uranium contribution to the gross alpha: 1) Multiply the "Uranium , Mass Concentration" value by 0.67 to convert to
pCi/L; 2) Subtract this converted uranium value from the "Gross Alpha w/U-nat Reference"; 3) This calculated amount is what is compared to
the gross MCI of 15 pCi/L.
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Print Date:

6/7/2019

EPA: 141001-2017

Scientific Laboratory Division
1101 Camino de Salud, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 383-9000

Request Id:

2523235

EL PRADO WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT

WSS Code:

NM3515029

PO Box 1110

Collector:

MARYANN WASIOLEK

EL PRADO, NM 87529

User Code:

64000

LIMS Report#:

477189

DIMAS, CHRISTINE Y.
WSS:

Sample Location :

EPWSD MIDWAY #5

COC Initiated:

Yes

Condition of Seal:

Not Present

Sample#:

2019010262

Date Collected:

4/24/2019

Sample Type:

Water

Date Received:

4/25/2019

Date Reported:

5/2/2019

Sample Note:
Lab: WC

EPA 353.2 Nitrate + Nitrite
FROS#

Analysis Date: 04/30/2019 14:10

1038

Result

Nitrate + Nitrite as Nitrogen 0.44

Units

MRL

mg/L

0.05

Dilution Factor

SOL

Analyst

0.05

JP

Data Qualifier

Sample#: 2019010262

Confidential

Page 1 of 2

Print Date:

5/2/2019

Definitions
MRL - Minimum Reporting Limit (lowest concentration that can be reported).
MDL - Method Detection Limit (lowest concentration that is differentiated from zero with 99% confidence) ..
MCL - US EPA Maximum Contamination Level for SOWA regulated analytes and parameters.
SDL - Sample Detection Limit (Dilution Factor x MDL (organics) or Dilution Factor x MRL (inorganics)).

Units
mg/L -

µ g/L mg/kg -

milligrams of analyte in a liter of water.
micrograms of analyte in a liter of water.
milligrams of analyte in a kilogram of soil, sediment, or solid.

µ g/kg - micrograms of analyte in a kilogram of soil, sediment, or solid.
nnbv -

parts per billion by volume air.

Data Qualifier Codes

L-

A - See note/comments.

M-

B - Analyte was detected in the laboratory blank.

c-

N-

Spike recovery is within method acceptance limits.
O-

Method internal standard(s) not within method
acceptance limits when analyzed undiluted.

P-

Sample rejected/voided at laboratory.

Q -

Sample submitted to laboratory past holding time.

s-

Relative percent difference between
duplicates greater than 10% (waters).

T-

Relative percent difference between
duplicates greater than 30% (soils).

u-

Analyte was not detected in this sample
above the method's sample detection limit.

D - Spike recovery is not within method acceptance

limits.
E - Analyte value exceeded calibration range.
F - Sample matrix interference suspected.
H - Sample was analyzed in duplicate.

I-

Regulated parameter value equals or exceeds the
EPA SOWA Maximum Contamination Level.
Regulated parameter value equals or exceeds the
EPA SOWA Action Level.
Insufficient sample to verify results .

Sample was analyzed in triplicate.

J - The analyte was positively identified; the associated
numerical value is the approximate concentration of
the analyte in the sample.
K - Holding time was exceeded at laboratory.

Sample#: 2019010262
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Print Date:

5/2/2019

EPA: 141001-2017

Scientific Laboratory Division
1101 Camino de Salud, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 383-9000

LIMS Report#:

2523233

Request Id:

478339

DIMAS, CHRISTINE Y.
WSS:

EL PRADO WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT

WSS Code:

NM3515029

PO Box 1110

Collector:

MARYANN WASIOLEK

EL PRADO, NM 87529

User Code:

64000

Sample Location:

EPWSD MIDWAY #5

COC Initiated:

Yes

Condition of Seal:

Not Present

Sample#:

2019010260

Date Collected:

4/24/2019

Sample Type:

water

Date Received:

4/25/2019

Date Reported:

5/13/2019

Sample Note:
Lab: WC
EPA 300.0 Part A Anions - Chloride and/or Sulfate
FROS#

Analysis Date: 05/01/2019 17:46

Result

Units

MRL

1017

Chloride <10.0

mg/L

1055

Sulfate 10.7

mg/L

SOL

Analyst

10

10.0

JP

C

10

10.0

JP

C

Dilution Factor

Data Qualifier

Lab: WC
EPA 353.2 Nitrite
FROS#

Analysis Date: 04/25/2019 13:52

1041

Result

Nitrite as Nitrogen <0.05

Units

MRL

mg/L

0.05

Dilution Factor

SOL

Analyst

0.05

JP

Data Qualifier
D,F

Lab: WC
SLD Screen Color
FROS#

Analysis Date: 4/25/2019 12:29

1905

Result

Color Comparison 0

Units

MRL

cu

0

Dilution Factor

SOL

Analyst

Data Qualifier

LM

Lab: WC
SM 2320 B - Alkalinity, bicarbonate, carbonate, pH
FROS#

Analysis Date: 04/26/2019 11 :36

1067

Result

Alkalinity 62.5

Units

MRL

mg/L

20

Dilution Factor

SOL

Analyst

20.0

LM

Data Qualifier

A

Sample#: 2019010260
Confidential
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Print Date:

5/13/2019

LIMS Report#:

478339

Request Id:

2523233

DIMAS, CHRISTINE Y.
Sample #:

2019010260

Sample Type:

Water

Date Collected:

4/24/2019

Date Received:

4/25/2019

Date Reported:

5/13/2019

1929

Carbonate 4.80

mg/L

0

0

LM

1928

Bicarbonate 57.7

mg/L

20

20.0

LM

Note:

Blank is greater than MDL and less than MRL

Lab: WC

SM2540C Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)
FROS#

Ana lysis Date: 04/29/2019 14:50:0

1930

Result

Total Dissolved Solids 102

Units

MRL

mg/L

25.0

Units

MRL

mg/L

0. 1

Units

MRL

Dilution Factor

SDL

Analyst

25

JP

SOL

Analyst

0.10

LM

SDL

Analyst

Data Qualifier
H

Lab: WC

SM4500F-C - Fluoride
FROS#

Analysis Date: 05/09/2019 13:41

1025

Result

Fluoride 0.48

Note:

Dilution Factor

Data Qualifier
A

Blank is greater than MDL and less than MRL

Lab: WC

SM 4500H+ pH
FROS#

Analysis Date: 04/26/2019 11 :36

1925

Resuit

pH 8.59

Dilution Factor

Data Qualifier

LM

Sample#: 2019010260

Confidential

Page 2 of 3

Print Date:

5/13/2019

Definitions
MRL - Minimum Reporting Limit (lowest concentration that can be reported).
MDL - Method Detection Limit (lowest concentration that is differentiated from zero with 99% confidence) ..
MCL - USEPA Maximum Contamination Level for SOWA regulated analytes and parameters.
SOL - Sample Detection Limit !Dilution Factor x MDL (oraanics) or Dilution Factor x MRL (inoraanics)).
Units
mg/ L -

milligrams of analyte in a liter of water.

µ g/L -

micrograms of analyte in a liter of water.

mg/kg -

milligrams of analyte in a kilogram of soil, sediment, or solid.

µ g/kg - micrograms of analyte in a kilogram of soil, sediment, or solid.
bv -

parts per billion b volume air.

L-

Data Qualifier Codes

A - See note/comments.

M-

B - Analyte was detected in the laboratory blank.
N-

Regulated parameter value equals or exceeds the
EPA SOWA Maximum Contamination Level.
Regulated parameter value equals or exceeds the
EPA SOWA Action Level.
Insufficient sample to verify results.

C - Spike recovery is within method acceptance limits.

0 -

Method internal standard(s) not within method
acceptance limits when analyzed undiluted.

P-

Sample rejected/voided at laboratory.

Q-

Sample submitted to laboratory past holding time.

S-

Relative percent difference between
duplicates greater than 10% (waters).

T-

Relative percent difference between
duplicates greater than 30% (soils).

U-

Analyte was not detected in this sample
above the method's sample detection limit.

D - Spike recovery is not within method acceptance

limits.
E - Analyte value exceeded calibration range.

F - Sample matrix interference suspected.
H - Sample was analyzed in duplicate.

I-

Sample was analyzed in triplicate.

J - The analyte was positively identified; the associated
numerical value is the approximate concentration of
the analyte in the sample.
K - Holding time was exceeded at laboratory.

Sample #: 2019010260
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Print Date:

5/13/2019

Scientific Laboratory Division
1101 Camino de Salud, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87102

CAP: 6694801
NPI: 15484111414
RECffVE.n

(505) 383-9000

1 )019

MAY
LIMS Report #:

476558
Est Prct\Ju

tYi:hO·

o ..>vf,H(cttsun

01stncl

WSS:

EL PRADO WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT
PO Box 1110
EL PRADO, NM 87529

CC Reclplant(a):

WSSCode:

NM3515029

Collector:

MARYANN WASIOLEK

UaerCode:

64000

NMED Central Files

Reason for Sampling:

Special Sample

Type of System:

NEW WELL TESTING

Sample Location:

EPWSD MIDWAY WELL #5

Disinfection:

No

Sample Matrix:
COC Initiated:

GWR Source Assesment
Yes

Condition of Seal:

Present & Intact

----- ----2019010267

Date Collected:

4/24/2019 9:54

Source:

Drinking Water

Tamp at Receipt:

5.2

Date Received:
Date Reported:

4/24/2019 14:42
4/29/2019

Sample#:

Sample Note:
Lab: EM
Teat

Result

Data Approved

Total Coliform - MMO

Absence /100 ml

4/29/2019

KP

E. coll-MUG

Absence /100 ml

4/29/2019

KP

Technician

I
Confldentlal
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Print Data:

4/29/2019

EPA: 141001-2017

Scientific Laboratory Division
1101 Camino de Salud, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 383-9000

Request Id:

2523234

EL PRADO WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT

WSS Code:

NM3515029

PO Box 1110
EL PRADO, NM 87529

Collector:

MARYANN WASIOLEK

User Code:

64000

LIMS Report #:

477217

DIMAS, CHRISTINE Y.
WSS:

Sample#:
Sample Type:

Sample Location:

EPWSD MIDWAY #5

COC Initiated:

Yes

Condition of Seal:

Not Present

2019010261

Date Collected:

4/24/2019

Water

Date Received:

4/25/2019

Date Reported:

5/2/2019

Sample Note:
Lab: WC

SM4500CN-F Free Cyanide
FROS#

Analysis Date: 04/29/2019 15:44

1024

Result

Free Cyanide <0.05

Units
mg/L

MRL

0.05

Dilution Factor

SDL

Analyst

0.05

SJO

Data Qualifier
D,F

Sample#: 2019010261
Confidential

Page 1 of 2

Print Date:

5/2/2019

Definitions
MRL - Minimum Reporting Limit (lowest concentration that can be reported).
MDL - Method Detection Limit ( lowest concentration that is differentiated from zero with 99% confidence) ..
MCL - US EPA Maximum Contamination Level for SOWA regulated analytes and parameters .

SOL - Sample Detection Limit (Dilution Factor x MDL (organics) or Dilution Factor x MRL (inorganics)).
Units
mg/L -

µ g/L mg/kg -

milligrams of analyte in a liter of water.
micrograms of analyte in a liter of water.
milligrams of analyte in a kilogram of soil, sediment, or solid.

µ g/kg - micrograms of analyte in a kilogram of soil, sediment, or solid.
oobv -

parts per billion by volume air.
L-

Data Qualifier Codes

A - See note/comments.

M-

B - Analyte was detected in the laboratory blank.

c-

N-

Spike recovery is within method acceptance limits.

D - Spike recovery is not within method acceptance
limits.
E - Analyte value exceeded calibration range.

F - Sample matrix interference suspected.
H - Sample was analyzed in duplicate.

I-

Sample was analyzed in triplicate.

o-

Method internal standard(s) not within method
acceptance limits when analyzed undiluted.

P-

Sample rejected/voided at laboratory.

a-

Sample submitted to laboratory past holding time.

s-

Relative percent difference between
duplicates greater than 10% (waters).

T-

Relative percent difference between
duplicates greater than 30% (soils).

u-

Analyte was not detected in this sample
above the method's sample detection limit.

J - The analyte was positively identified; the associated
numerical value is the approximate concentration of
the analyte in the sample.
K - Holding time was exceeded at laboratory.

Regulated parameter value equals or exceeds the
EPA SOWA Maximum Contamination Level.
Regulated parameter value equals or exceeds the
EPA SOWA Action Level.
Insufficient sample to verify results .

Sample#: 2019010261

Confidential
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Print Date:

5/2/2019

Scientific Laboratory Divisio n
1101 Camino de Salud, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 383-9000

LIMS Report#:

EPA: 141001-2017

481984

2523078

Request Id:

DIMAS, CHRISTINE Y.
WSS:

EL PRADO WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT

WSS Code:

NM3515029

PO Box 1110

Collector:

MARYANN WASIOLEK

EL PRADO, NM 87529

Use r Code:

64000

Sample#:

2019010263

Sample Type:

Water

Sample Locat ion:

EPWSD MIDWAY #5

COC Ini tiated:

Yes

Condition of Seal:

Not Present

Sampling Documentiation

GRAB, OTHER

Date Collected:

4/24/2019 10:02

Date Received:

4/24/2019 15:35

Date Reported:

6/12/2019
6.1

Temp at Receipt (deg C):
Sample Note:
Lab: SOC
EPA 504.1 SOWA Volatile Organic Compounds II EDB
Extraction Date: 4/29/2019 09:07
CAS#

FROS#

106-93-4
96-12-8
96- 18-4

2946
2931

pHinlab:7

Analysis Date: 04/29/2019 14:12

Result

1,2-Dibromoethane (EDB) <0.020
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane (DBCP) <0.020
1,2,3-Trichloropropane (123TCP) <0.040
1, 1, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane (Surrogate)

0.053

Lab: SOC
EPA 547 SOWA Glyphosate

CAS#

FROS#

1071-83-6

2034

MRL

MCL

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

0.02
0.02
0.04

0.05
0.2

Analyst
initials

NG
NG
NG

% Recovery
106.6

µg/L

Data
Qualifier

u
u
u
QC range %
70 - 130

pH inlab:7
Analysis Date: 04/26/2019 19:30

Result

Glyphosate <10

Lab: SOC
EPA 548.1 SOWA Endothall

Confidential

Units

Units

MRL

MCL

Analyst
initials

µg/L

10.0

700

RLG

Data
Qualifier

u

pHinlab: 7

Page 1 of 5

Sample #:2019010263
Print Date: 6/12/2019

Extraction Date: 4/29/2019 12:00
CAS#

FROS#

145-73-3

2033

Analysis Date: 04/30/2019 13:49

Result

Endothall <18
5-Norborene-2,3-dicarboxylic acid (Surrogate)

43

Units

MRL

MCL

µg/L

18.3

100
% Recovery
86.4

µg/L

Analyst
initials

RLG
RLG

Data
Qualifier

u
QC range%
64 - 132

Lab: SOC
EPA 549.2 SOWA Diquat

pHinlab:7

Extraction Date: 4/29/2019 11 :22
CAS#

FROS#

85-00-7

2032

Analysis Date: 04/29/2019 18:26

Result

Diquat <0.75
Paraquat (Surrogate)

15

Lab: SOC
EPA 531.2 SOWA Carbamates

CAS#

FROS#

1563-66-2
23135-22-0
116-06-3

2046
2036

1646-88-4
1646-87-3
114-26-1
63-25-2
16655-82-6
2032-65-7

Analysis Date: 05/07/2019 23:06

Result

Carbofuran <1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
<1.0
Methomyl <1.0

Oxamyl (Vydate)
Aldicarb
Aldicarb Sulfone
Aldicarb Sulfoxide
Baygon
Carbary! (Sevin)
3-Hydroxycarbofuran
Methiocarb

BDMC (Surrogate)

46

Lab: SOC
EPA 508.1 SOWA Chlordane, Toxaphene, PCBs
Extraction Date: 4/26/2019 11:00

12674-11-2
11104-28-2
11141-16-5
53469-21-9
12672-29-6
11097-69-1
11096-82-5
1336-36-3
57-74-9
8001-35-2

Confidential

FROS#

2383
2959
2020

MRL

MCL

µg/L

0.75

20
% Recovery
60.0

µg/L

Analyst
initials

sec
BCC

Data
Qualifier

u
QC range %
63 - 86

pHinlab:4

16752-77-5

CAS#

Units

Units

MRL

MCL

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

40
200

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

% Recovery
92.4

µg/L

Analyst
initials

OLR
OLR
OLR
OLR
OLR
OLR
OLR
OLR
OLR
OLR
OLR

Data
Qualifier

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
QC range %
70 - 130

pH in lab: 2

Analysis Date: 05/04/2019 13:43

Aroclor 1016
Aroclor 1221
Aroclor 1232
Aroclor 1242
Aroclor 1248
Aroclor 1254
Aroclor 1260
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
Chlordane (Total)
Toxaphene

Result

Units

MRL

MCL

Analyst
initials

<0.05
<0.05

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.25

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2
3

ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.25
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Data
Qualifier

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

Sample #:2019010263
Print Date: 6/12/2019

Lab: SOC
EPA 508.1 SOWA Chlordane, Toxaphene, PCBs
Extraction Date: 4/26/201 9 11 :00
CAS#

FROS#

pHinlab:2

Result

Analysis Date: 05/04/2019 13:43

Decachlorobiphenyl (Surrogate)

0.084

Lab: SOC
EPA 515.4 SOWA Acid Herbicides
Extraction Date: 5/6/2019 10:33
CAS#

93-72-1
94-75-7
75-99-0
88-85-7
87-86-5
1918-02-1
93-76-5
94-82-6
25057-89-0
1954-81-4
1861-32-1
1918-00-9
120-36-5
51-36-5
62476-59-9

FROS#

2110
2105
2031
2041
2326
2040

15972-60-8
1912-24-9
50-32-8
103-23-1
117-81-7
5103-71-9
5103-74-2
72-20-8
76-44-8
1024-57-3
118-74-1
77-47-4

2051
2050
2306
2035
2039

Confidential

2005
2065
2067
2274
2042

% Recovery
84.0

µg/L

ART

Analysis Date: 05/07/2019 01 :17

2,4,5-TP (Silvex)
2,4-D
Dalapon
Dinoseb
Pentachlorophenol (PCP)
Piclorarn
2,4,5-T
2,4-DB
Bentazon
Chlorarnben
Dacthal (DCPA)
Dicarnba
Dichloroprop
3,5-Dichlorobenzoic Acid
Acifluorfen

Analyst
initials

Result

Units

MRL

MCL

<0.05

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

0.05
0.20

50
70
200
7

ART

500

ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART
ART

<0.20
<0.50
<0.40
<0.05
<0.10
<0.12
<0.50
<0.50
<0.25
<0.25
<0.25
<0.50
<0.25
<0.25
26

Lab: SOC
EPA 525.2 SOWA Synthetic Organic Compounds
Extraction Date: 4/26/2019 11 :00
FROS#

MRL

Analyst
initials

Data
Qualifier

QC range%
70 - 130

pHinlab: 2

2,4-DCPAA (Surrogate)

CAS#

Units

MCL

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

0.50
0.40
0.05
0.10
0.125
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.50
0.25
0.25

% Recovery
103.6

µg/L

ART
ART
ART
ART

ART

Data
Qualifier

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
QC range %
70 - 130

pHinlab: 2

Ana lysis Date: 04/30/2019 20:08

Alachlor
Atrazine
Benzo(a)pyrene
bis(2-Ethylhexyl)ad ipate
bis(2-Ethylhexyl)phthalate
cis-Chlordane
trans-Chlordane
Endrin
Heptachlor
Heptachlor Epoxide
Hexachlorobenzene
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene

Result

Units

MRL

MCL

<0.031

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

0.031
0.030
0.036
1.0
1.0
0.015
0.019
0.019
0.019
0.025
0.014
0.021

2
3
0.2
400
6
2
2
2
0.4
0.2

<0.030
<0.036
<1.0
<1.0
<0.015
<0.019
<0.019
<0.019
<0.025
<0.014
<0.021
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50

Analyst
initials

NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

Data
Qualifier

u
u
U,D

u
u
u

u
u

u
u
u
U, D

Sample #: 2019010263
Print Date: 6/12/2019

Lab: SOC
EPA 525.2 SOWA Synthetic Organic Compounds
Extraction Date : 4/ 26/2019 11 :00
CAS#

FROS#

58-89-9
72-43-5
122-34-9
39765-80-5

2010
2015
2037

309-00-2
23184-66-9
60-57-1
121-14-2
606-20-2
51218-45-2

Confidential

pH in lab: 2

Analysis Date: 04/30/2019 20:08

Result

Lindane
Methoxychlor
Simazine
trans-Nonachlor
Aldrin
Butachlor
Dieldrin
2,4-Dinitrotoluene
2,6-Dinitrotoluene
Metolachlor

Units

MRL

MCL

Analyst
initials

Data
Qualifier

<0.027

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

1,3-Dimethyl-2-nitrobenzene (Surrogate)

4.9

µg/L

0.2
0.019
40
0.024
4
0.022
2
0.026
0.015
0.031
0.11
0.025
0.022
0.027
% Recovery
98.8

Triphenyl Phosphate (Surrogate)

5.8

µg/L

% Recovery
116.6

NG

QC range %
70 - 130

Perylene-d12 (Surrogate)

4.9

µg/L

% Recovery
98.6

NG

QC range %
70 - 130

<0.019
<0.024
<0.022
<0.026
<0.015
<0.031
<0.11
<0.025
<0.022
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NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG
NG

u
u

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

NG

QC range %
70 - 130

Sample #:2019010263
Print Date: 6/12/2019

Definitions

MRL - Minimum Reporting Limit (lowest concentration that can be reported).
MDL - Method Detection Limit ( lowest concentration that is differentiated from zero with 99% confidence)..
MCL - USEPA Maximum Contamination Level for SOWA regulated analytes and parameters.

SOL - Sample Detection Limit ( Dilution Factor x MDL (organics) or Dilution Factor x MRL (inorganics)).
Units
mg/L -

milligrams of analyte in a liter of water.

µg/L -

micrograms of analyte in a liter of water.

mg/kg -

milligrams of analyte in a kilogram of soil, sediment, or solid.

µg/kg - micrograms of analyte in a kilogram of soil, sediment, or solid.
ppbv -

parts per billion by volume air.
L-

Data Qualifier Codes

A - See note/comments.

M-

B - Analyte was detected in the laboratory blank.
N-

C - Spike recovery is w ithin method acceptance limits.

D - Spike recovery is not within method acceptance
limits.
E - Analyte value exceeded calibration range.
F - Sample matrix interference suspected.

H - Sample was analyzed in duplicate.

I-

Sample was analyzed in triplicate.

0 -

Method internal standard(s) not within method
acceptance limits when analyzed undiluted.

P-

Sample rejected/voided at laboratory.

Q-

Sample submitted to laboratory past holding time.

S-

Relative percent difference between
duplicates greater than 10% (waters).

T-

Relative percent difference between
duplicates greater than 30% (soils).

U-

Analyte was not detected in this sample
above the method's sample detection limit.

J - The analyte was positively identified; the associated
numerical value is the approximate concentration of
the analyte in the sample.

K - Holding time was exceeded at laboratory.

Confidential
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Regulated parameter value equals or exceeds the
EPA SOWA Maximum Contamination Level.
Regulated parameter value equals or exceeds the
EPA SOWA Action Level.
Insufficient sample to verify results.

Sample #:2019010263
Print Date: 6/12/2019

Scientific Laboratory Division
1101 Camino de Salud, N.E.
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 383-9000

EPA: 141001 -2017

Request Id:

2524090

EL PRADO WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT

WSS Code:

NM3515029

PO Box 1110
EL PRADO, NM 87529

Collector:

MARYANN WASIOLEK

User Code:

64000

LIMS Report #:

478232

DIMAS, CHRISTINE Y.
WSS:

Sample Location:

EPWSD MIDWAY #5

COC Initiated:

Yes

Condition of Seal:

Not Present

Sample#:

2019010264

Date Collected:

4/24/2019 10:34

Sample Type:

Water

Date Received:

4/24/2019 16:14

Date Reported:

5/10/2019

Temp at Receipt (deg C):

3.8

Sample Note:

Lab: voe
EPA 524.2 SDWA Volatile Organic Compounds I

CAS#

71 -43-2
56-23-5
108-90-7
95-50-1
106-46-7
107-06-2
75-35-4
156-59-2
156-60-5
78-87-5
100-41 -4
75-09-2
100-42-5
127-18-4
108-88-3
120-82-1
71-55-6
79-00-5
79-01-6

Confidential

FRDS#

2990
2982
2989
2968
2969
2980
2977
2380
2979
2983
2992
2964
2996
2987
2991
2378
2981
2985
2984

pHinlab:2

Analys is Date: 04/30/ 2019 16:44

Benzene
Carbon Tetrachloride
Chlorobenzene
1,2-Dichlorobenzene
1,4-Dichlorobenzene
1,2-Dichloroethane
1, 1-Dichloroethene
cis-1 ,2-Dichloroethene
trans-1,2-Dichloroethene
1,2-Dichloropropane
Ethylbenzene
Methylene Chloride
Styrene
Tetrachloroethene
Toluene
1,2,4-Trichlorobenzene
1,1,1-Trichloroethane
1,1,2-T richloroethane
Trichloroethene

Result

Units

MRL

<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
0.57
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
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MCL

5
5
100
600
75
5
7
70
100
5
700
5
100
5
1000
70
200
5
5

Analyst
initials

Data
Qualifier

NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u

NAE

u

NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE

u
u
u
u

Sample #: 2019010264
Print Date: 5/10/2019

Lab: voe
EPA 524.2 SOWA Volatile Organic Compounds I

CAS#

FROS#

75-01-4
95-47-6
108-38-3 &
106-42-3

2976

2955
75-27-4
75-25-2
67-66-3
124-48-1
108-86-1
74-97-5
74-83-9
104-51-8
135-98-8
98-06-6
1634-04-4
75-00-3
74-87-3
95-49-8
106-43-4
96-12-8
106-93-4
74-95-3
541-73-1
75-71-8
75-34-3
142-28-9
594-20-7
563-58-6
10061-01-5
10061-02-6
87-68-3
98-82-8
99-87-6
91-20-3
98-95-3
103-65-1
630-20-6
79-34-5
87-61-6
75-69-4
96-18-4
95-63-6
108-67-8

pHinlab:2

Units

MRL

MCL

Vinyl chloride <0.50
ortho-Xylene <0.10
para- & meta-Xylenes <0.20

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

0.50

2

<0.50
<0.07

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

0.50
0.07
0.21
0.07
0.14
0.50

Result

Analysis Date: 04/30/2019 16:44

Total Xylenes
Bromodichloromethane
Bromoform
Chloroform
Dibromochloromethane
Total Trihalomethanes
Bromobenzene
Bromochloromethane
Bromomethane
n-Butylbenzene
sec-Butylbenzene
tert-Butylbenzene
tert-Butyl methyl ether (MTBE)
Chloroethane
Chloromethane
2-Chlorotoluene
4-Chlorotoluene
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane (DBCP)
1,2-Dibromoethane (EDB)
Dibromomethane
1,3-Dichlorobenzene
Dichlorodifluoromethane
1, 1-Dichloroethane
1,3-Dichloropropane
2,2-Dichloropropane
1,1-Dichloropropene
cis-1 ,3-Dichloropropene
trans-1 ,3-Dichloropropene
Hexachlorobutadiene
lsopropylbenzene
4-lsopropyltoluene
Naphthalene
Nitrobenzene
Propylbenzene
1,1, 1,2-Tetrachloroethane
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane
1,2,3-Trichlorobenzene
Trichlorofluoromethane
1,2,3-Trichloropropane
1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene
1,3,5-Trimethylbenzene
Dibromofluoromethane (Surrogate)

<0.21
<0.07
<0.14
<0.50
<0.20
<0.50
<10
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<0.20
<4.6
<8.0
<0.20
<0.20
<0.10
<0.10
<0.10
<0.20
<0.70
<0.20
<0.20
<0.60
<0.20
<0.20
<0.20
<0.20
<0.50
<0.50
<0.50
<5.0
<0.50
<0.20
<0.20
<0.20
<0.20
<0.10
<0.50
<0.50
5.1

µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L
µg/L

Analyst
initials

NAE
NAE
NAE

0.10
0.20
10000

NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE

0.20
0.50
10
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.20
4.6
8.0
0.20
0.20
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.20
0.70
0.20
0.20
0.60
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.50
0.50
0.50
5.0
0.50
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.10
0.50
0.50

NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
NAE
% Recovery
101.4

NAE

Data
Qualifier

u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
u
QC range%
80 - 120

I
Confidential

Page 2 of 3

Sample #:2019010264
Print Date: 5/10/2019

Lab: voe
EPA 524.2 SOWA Volatile Organic Compounds I

CAS#

FROS#

Note:

pH in lab: 2

Analysis Date: 04/30/2019 16:44

Analyst
initials

Data
Qualifier

Result

Units

1,2-Dichloroethane-d4 (Surrogate)

5.0

µg/L

% Recovery
100.4

NAE

QC range%
80 - 120

Toluene-dB (Surrogate)

5.0

µg/L

% Recovery
100.6

NAE

QC range%
80 - 120

4-Bromofluorobenzene (Surrogate)

4.9

µg/L

% Recovery
98.2

NAE

QC range %
80 - 120

The duplicate sample was analyzed (on 05/01/19)
sample.

MRL

MCL

to confirm the analytes detected in the original analysis of the

Definitions
MRL - Minimum Reporting Limit (lowest concentration that can be reported).
MDL - Method Detection Limit (lowest concentration that is differentiated from zero with 99% confidence) ..
MCL - USEPA Maximum Contamination Level for SOWA regulated analytes and parameters .
SDL - Sample Detection Limit (Dilution Factor x MDL (organics) or Dilution Factor x MRL (inorganics)).
Units
mg/L -

milligrams of analyte in a liter of water.

µg/L -

micrograms of analyte in a liter of water.

mg/kg -

milligrams of analyte in a kilogram of soil, sediment, or solid.

µg/kg - micrograms of analyte in a kilogram of soil, sediment, or solid.
ppbv -

parts per billion by volume air.
L-

Data Qualifier Codes

A - See note/comments.

M-

B - Analyte was detected in the laboratory blank.

N-

c-

Spike recovery is within method acceptance limits.

D - Spike recovery is not within method acceptance
limits.
E - Analyte value exceeded calibration range.
F - Sample matrix interference suspected.

o-

Method internal standard(s) not within method
acceptance limits when analyzed undiluted.

P-

Sample rejected/voided at laboratory.

Q-

Sample submitted to laboratory past holding time.

s-

Relative percent difference between
duplicates greater than 10% (waters).

T-

Relative percent difference between
duplicates greater than 30% (soils).

u-

Analyte was not detected in this sample
above the method's sample detection limit.

H - Sample was analyzed in duplicate.
I-

Sample was analyzed in triplicate.

J - The analyte was positively identified; the associated
numerical value is the approximate concentration of
the analyte in the sample.
K - Holding time was exceeded at laboratory.

Regulated parameter value equals or exceeds the
EPA SOWA Maximum Contamination Level.
Regulated parameter value equals or exceeds the
EPA SOWA Action Level.
Insufficient sample to verify results.

Sample #:2019010264

Confidential

Page 3 of 3

Print Date:

5/10/2019

Attachment 6

Chain of Custody Sheets

Hydroscience Assoc.. Inc.

Page 51

CHEMISTRY BUREAU

NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Re.9.u11t 1o"Liii,e1

'

l

RN32

2::,2 5162

nnrH1ttllllll1L11Nl11J1
ill.l~ffl~Mma ~

~~~, APR 2~

cie' -iifli1!a6'orat'«:>"··· n .1vtsjd'_'
l'lic 'Nf
1.·~1tiffi'l'n'lNi'"'~
"b"-'"''--'"~'"":i'l,'! i~-~~~~-.r."•,l

One Form
Per Sample

ANALVTICAL REQUEST FORM (INTERACTIVE)
CHEMISTRY

RC

U\\MM\\IIIIM\~\\111
1\
1
1\~\\l~u
till 1111 ~ i.,
-=r-------.-~·=-·~"~o.~
.~·~~~~~ps~9.~~?83.-~~o~_p~
··9~·~·u
' --.--------?019
fiR
PH 2: ·
«~;~~ 1-S_am_p_le_Ti_em_p_e_,a_ru_re_fO_C_):.,.L-_M-'t:R_e_m_ar_ks_:..___ _ _ _- . - - ----.------,:1

O

STAMP

ONLY

One Form
Per Sample

U[!'f,,9~!1:q~•,J"~~!.114'!3,~ l

Field preservation confirmed

IJ

Preserved to pH< 2 at Lab Date/Initial:

SAMPLE PRIORITY(ca// lablf 1/ 2): 3

SUBMITTER CODE/DESCRIPTION:
O USER CODE 30120 (ABCWUA)

0

55000 (NMED•DWB)

0

0

55410 (NMED-GWQB) @ 64000 (Individual dient fee•for·servlce)

S591 o (NMED·SWQB)

O orHER USER CODE (Select one):

ISAMPLER ID#: 19]

SAMPLER NAME (Last):
WSS ID # (xxnnnnnnn):

! FACILITY ID:

0
C

New I Change Address for WSS I Client·-- - > Address, with ZIP:

0

Attention To:-

New I Change Address for Submitter•··-·-···-··>

FIELD DATA
AND
REMARKS

•

·-··········-·- ··-·------·-->
Non•chlorinated

CONTACT PHONE#:

El Prado Water & Sanitation District

~r

FACILITY/LOCATION:

1

'

Name:

SAMPLING PT. ID·

1-------------------------J

..,...-----------------------------:1

IO Chlorinated

jResldua/ (mgA):

I

l;qtJ ~Temperature(OCJ I2o

llpH: jq,/ Jlconductivity(µSlcm):

I

Field remarks:!

SAMPLING
DOCUMENTATION

C: NMEDmonitoring ID Compliance ID
C Confirmation ID Composite ,~ Other,

IO

Finished water
SAMPLE @ Water
TYPE
0 Swipe/Smear
Air sample

IO

Pb & Cu • Compliance

Blood

.

Describe~New Well Testing

IO FIitered water

0

IDNon·comp/iance ID Split with facility II&: Grab sample

IO Non•flltered water IO Raw Water

IG Tissue 10 Urine 10 Filter 1n Other,

0

Soil/Sediment

IO Sludge

:

!

Describe:

I

PRESERVATIOt. 0 None jfg;tab to acidify O Shipped at < 4 C I□ Hydrochloric acid I□ Nitric acid I□ Sulfuric acidj[J Ascorbic actdlL' Mateic acid
OR ACID/BASE
[j Sodium thiosulfate jO Ammonium chloride
Sodium hydroxide jOother, Describe:j
ADDED

ID

'

A&M ANALYSES LIST
OR ANALYSES LIST
RC ANALYSES LIST

I

l

Drinking Water Sequential (40 CFR 141.66 b,c,e)

WC ANALYSES LIST

l

CTAR ANALYSES LIST

!
I

ADDITIONAL ANALYSES Basellne - gross alpha/beta, radium-226, radium-228, uranium
DATE COLLECTED (MM·DD· YY):

o '( - 2-I -2- 0 /

, TIME COLLECTED (HH:MM 24-hr): . 0

Pl~as~use chisCHAIN OF CUSTODY FORM ro record rransfer

The sample ldentlfled on this request form & sample container, was collecte at the date &
shown In the form fields above; by the sampler listed above, a d s~nsf r d with a t

6Y {pr/ncl:.(Jj_l/-JY/I-AIJ} /,().,i-$_{t)_~5~1gned: __. {;

.

The sample identified on this form & container was accepte~k h
left ofthis form, or at the date &time s hown below (by then

· t

8y~---A-Y-Gk-Gabbert

Signed;

<J ,'

On Shjppjng

~

liQ.t

.ere~enl &

~

~

.ew.eru

.ln.!nig,esl.

e
er•proof seal............

□

DAT
M T~P shown In the top
on ~o..w}, d with a tamper·proof seal

□

□

. _

·

,.r

□

K

□

D

□

D

Date:_ _ _rime:_ - - -

The sample identified on this form & container was accepted either at t he DATE/TIME STAMP shown in the top
left of this form, or at the date & time shown below (by the person below), and with a tamper-proof seal.................
By (print/;
Signed:
Date:
Time:

SLD DCS Form 104 version S.2 (November 2016)

□

NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

R•lr
2 25154

J

f

<«TIME

g~APR 2t. PM 2: 35

STAMP

I/o, (

r : Field preseNatlon confirmed

Remarks:

n

I

0

e.~~!-~259_

Per Sample

J

'

I

Preserved to pH< 2 at Lab Date/Initial:

I

I

!SAMPLE PRIORITY(ca// lab If 11Z): 3

SUBMITTER CODE/DESCRIPTION:
Q USER CODE 30120 (ABCWUA)

HM

~IIO~Hlll /llRIIM/tlilln

One Form

~:flll~ffe; ~9~>13J~i99.Q.O] · ·

DATE Sample Temperature inc):

LAB

CHEMISTRY

llo1~
c·"fm1n0Jts;1u~t'
N~j
:·n,o·
· ett,,·.,lk.:r-r·M.a1,r·
1~
. .,.9.~'(q
,.. JJ2r"
·t i

One form
Per Sample

l~ll~~IBllllllfJI/Rlnllll

ANALYTICAL REQUEST --.... /ltJTS:llACTIVE) l

CHEMISTRY BUREAU

-Sc)entlflc:U1boi'at9.ry DJ.vi$lon

R#32

st ID Label

55000 (NMED·DWB)

0

0

55410 (NMED·GWQBJ @ 64000 {Individual client fee-for-service)

55910 (NMED-SWQBj •

SAMPLER NAME (Last):
WSS 10 # {1<Xnnnnnn11):

El Prado Water & Sanitation District

FACILITY/LOCATION:

ttr ' I
I
------------------------1
....------'------------------------:1
FACILITY ID:

r1

New I Change Address for Submitter----- ->

SAMPLING PT. ID

Name:

n New I Change Address for WSS I Client------> Address, with ZIP:
C, Attention To:·--········--············-···-··---·->
FIELD DATA
AND
REMARKS

•

O

Non-chlorinated

Chlorinated

Residual (mg/I):

IpH:

•

j ,Conductivity (µ5/cm):

Temperature {D CJ

CO

Field remarks:

CJ NMEDmonitoring O Compliance O Pb&Cu-Comp/iance O Non-compliance O Splitwlthfacility IR Grabsample
'L ! Confirmation Ci Composite ,.c.
rv. Other, Describe.
•,
I/
..t.
•
e1<.J ,~~
n:,<:ir,
r
SAMPLE @ Water
() Finished water
O Filtered water
O Non-FIitered water O Raw Water O SoiVSediment O Sludge
TYPE
() Swipe/Smear O Air sample() Blood O Tissue O Urine O Filter O Other, Describe:
PRESERVATIO JR None ['g_ Lab to acidify O Shipped at< 4 C O Hydrochloric acid O Nitric acid O Sulfuric add O Ascorbic acid O Maleic acid
SAMPLING

DOCUMENTATION

OR ACID/13ASE
ADDED

.A

1----'-----.-'--------'--,--------'---=.,.,.---'--------'---------'--------1
r }Sodium thlosu/fate [j Ammonium chloride fJ Sodium hydroxide LJOther, Describe:

A&M ANALYSES LIST

Group Metal Analysis (EPA 200.8 ICP-MS Scan): Al Sb As Ba Be Cd Cr Co Cu Pb Mn Mo Ni Se Ag TIU V Zn

WC ANALYSES LIST
i

OR ANALYSES LIST

RC ANALYSES LIST

CTAR ANALYSES LIST

I

ADDITIONAL ANALYSES EPA 245.1: Mercury, EPA 200.7: Boron, Calcium, Magnesium, Iron, Potassium, Strontium, Sodium, Sllfcon, Total Haff
DATE COLLECTED (MM·DD-YY): C) Cf

-

~

{J - 2 0 /

'. TIME COLLECTED {HH:MM 24-hr):

Please use rhis CHAIN OF CUSTODY FORM ro record rronsfer

0

On Shipping
~il!oe!

□

SLD OCS Form 104 version 6.0 (March 2017)

- -···

. -·

. ------ ------ - - - - -·· ----

fW!!!l1

t!ll!

~

~

D

□

□

0

a

□

□

Pres nt Bi
LB~

0

□

0

NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

CHEMISTRY BUREAU
Scientific Laboratory Division
1101 Camino de Salud NE
.Albuquerque, NM 87102

Reoauest 10 # Here

I2

Rerrst 10 Label

One Form

R#8

23233

Per Sample

l!l!INE&.l lffli'.llffll Miff I

Ll'\D - .

USE» f019 APR 24 PH 2: 37

ONLY

ANALYTICAL REQUEST FORM (INTERACTIVE
One Form

CHEMISTRY

Per Sample
Phone (SOS) 383-9000
DATE Sample Temperature (O C):
1 / ' Remarks:
<«TIME
STAMP
Field preservation confirmed
Preserved to pH < 2 at lab Date/Initial:

jlf

2019010260

j

r

we

ii111a1m~lffll~ti/H~lnll lB

r

I

SUBMITTER CODE/DESCRIPTION: 915 Proficiency Test ing/QC

I

SAMPLE PRIORITY(cal/ lab ifJ /2): 3

r USER CODE 30120 (ABCWUA) r 55000 (NMED-DWB) r 55410 (NMED-GWQB)
j!J}

SAMPLER NAME (l ost):

r 5591 o(NMED-SWQB)

r.' 64000 (Individual client fee-for-service)

SAMPLER ID#: /

</2 y

CONTACT PHONE#:

WSS ID# (xxnrmnnnn):

~

FACILITY/LOCATION:

I
1

r

New /Change Address for Submitter------------->

FACILITY ID:

SAMPLING PT. ID.

Name:

r-----------------------i--------------------------------

New I Change Address for WSS I Client--------> Address, with ZIP:
Attention To: - -------·-···-·- ----------··--·>

FIELD DATA
AND
REMARKS

•

Non-chlorinated

Ir

Chlorinated

jResidual (mg/I}:

I

'pH:

I9. /

!conductivity (~1S/cm):

I2,00 jremperature (' CJ Ic'C:,

Field remark~:I

r
r

Ir Pb &Cu - Compliance Ir Non-compliance Ir Split with facility Ir Grab sample
Confirmation Ir Composite Ir Other, Describe:I tf;e w l.,,l)f..L- t_
Ir Finished water Ir Filtered water Ir Non-filtered water Ir Raw Water r Soil/Sediment Ir Sludge
SAMPLE (e Wa ter
TYPE
r Swipe/Smear Ir Airsample r Blood Ir Tissue Ir Urine Ir Filter Ir Other, Describe:
PRESERVATIOII l5< None Ir lab to acidify (x Shipped at < C I, Hydrochloric acid Ir Nitric acid Ir Sulfuric acid Ir Ascorbic acidIr Maleic acid
OR ACID/ BASE
r Sodium thiosulfate Ir Ammonium chioride Ir Sodium hydroxide I,Other, Describe:!
ADDED
SAMPLING
DOCUMENTATION

NMED monitoring

Ir

Compliance

4

A&M ANALYSES LIST

Major Anions (SM 23208 Alkalini!)'., EPA 300.0 Chloride, Sulfate, SM 2540, TDS)

WC ANAL VSES LIST
OR ANALYSES LIST
RC ANALYSES LIST
CTAR ANALYSES LIST

ADDITIONAL ANALYSES Color (SLD Screen Color); Fluoride (SM 4500F-C Fluoride); Nitrite (EPA 353.2 Nitrite)
TIME COLLECTED (HH:MM 24-hr):

DATE COLLECTED (MM-DD-YY):

Please use this CHAIN OF CUSTODY FORM co record transfet

~Jming

homainer
The sample identified on this request fo rm & sample container, was collected

~~~;;~; :;;:~~e;~:

s~~J[in;;lb~~1t;J;9li

the date & time

; d wit h

atamper-proo' seal.. . . . . .

The sample Identified on this form & cont?/;,fr'w0.~~~ted either at t DATE/TIME STAMP shown in the to p
left of this form, o r at the date & time shown belo"." (by the no
b
~bow}, and with a tamper-proof seal
By forintJl'"' h , ,
f"'\ ,... !.-. b
Signed:
~ , A:,..-Date:
Time:

k

""'~.+uc.

- -\S«:tt.:I

tie rt

--'='=::::;£.'£2!.l - - - -

---

inili

-----------Print f grm •

---------

I

Signed:

--

Date:

- -

--- - -- ·-

□

u
Q

--- ------

The sample identified on this form & co nta iner was accepted either at the DATE/TIME STAMP shown in the top
left of this form, or at the date & time shown below (by t he p erson below), and with a tampe r-proof seal.................

~

0

0

D

D

D

Time:

- - --- -----------

CHEMISTRY BUREAU
Scientific Laboratory Division
1101 Camino de Salud NE
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Phone (SOS} 383-9000

NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Request ID # Here
, Re

esl 10 I.libel

One Form
Per Sample

R#8

5

2 23234
ID~IIIIIIIIIIRl'lll

--

USE>>>

o@Dt9 APR

..

CHEMISTRY

I

r

r

e

WC

-

ii 111m1111HRlli!IIH1a

One Form
Per Sample

201,9010261

DATE Sample Temperature (°C): 1 ~ Remarks:
<«TIME
Preserved to pH < zat Lab Date//nitiol:
Field preservation confirmed
STAMP

1'7

21+ PH 2: 38

ANALYTICAL REQUEST FORM (INTERACTIVE

I

I

SAMPLE PRIORITY(cal//ab if 1I 2): 3

SUBMITTER CODE/DESCRIPTION: 915 Proficiency Testing/QC

(' USER CODE 30120 (ABCWUA) (' 55000 (NMED-DWB) (' 5541 0 (NMEO-GWQB) (i' 64000 (Individual client fee-for-service) (' 55910 (NMEO-SWQBJ

SAMPLER NAME (Last):

wss ID # (xxnnnnnnn):
SAMPLING PT. ID·

FACILITY/LOCATION:

r

New I Change Address for St1bmitter--- ·········- >

_____1-----------------------________________________
Name:

.,...

r

New I Change Address for WSS I Client·-·······> Address, with ZIP:

r

Attention To:-----·-····-·- ··-·······--··-·- - >

FIELD DATA
AND

O

REMARKS

Field remarks:

Non-chlorinated

r
r

SAMPLING
DOCUMENTATION

SAMPLE (e Water
TYPE

(' Chlorinated

NMED monitoring
Confirmation

r

(' Finished water

r

r

Sodium thiosulfate

r

r

4C

Ammonium chloride

n /.

Describe.

(' rllter

Hydrochloric acid

(x

Sodium hydroxide

2d

Grab sample

we.

(' Non-filtered water (' Raw Water

(' Tiswe (' Urine

r None r Lab to acidify IX Shipped at <
r

Other,

Temperature(qC)

r Split with facility r

Pb & Cu· Compliance

(' Filtered water

(' Swipe/Smear (' Air sample (' Blood

PRESERVATIO
OR ACID/ BASE
ADDED

r

0

Conductivity (µSiem):

pH:

Residual (mg/I):

Compliance

Composite

..__

(' Soil/Sediment

(' Siuclge

(' Other, Describe:

r Nitric acid r

Sulfuric acid

r Ascorbicocid r Maleic acid
.

r Other, Describe:

A&M ANALYSES LIST

C~anide, Free (SM 4S00CN-F Free Cy:anide}

WC ANALYSES LIST
OR ANALYSES LIST
RC ANALYSES LIST
CTAR ANALYSES LIST
ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

TIME COLLECTED (HH:MM 24-hr):

DATE COLLECTED (MM-DD-YY):

Please use this CHAIN OF CUSTODY FORM ta record transfer

~'J'i~i~

OnShippjng

fulli!nl.

.tiQl

£rlliruJ

Cpntajner

~

frufnl

Qem~

The sample identified on this request form & sample container, wa collected at the date & time
shown in the form fields above; by the sampler liste

lb'

13/-/.'7»-~l,VJI

wJ!-JtOJ,_fJ

51

The sample identified on this form & container w

1/J111-i

• .
cce·r /~

t ansfer d with a tamper-proof seal............

0

-

/

......... ....-

her at th DA-rfm MESTAMP shown in the top

~;;:,~~~~~~efte ~MYert ~:~~%n~d:h~~~~, a~~;~~:a tam
~~=~~~:~-----~---·
The sample identified on this form & container was accepted either at the DATE/TIME STAMP shown in the t op
left of this form, or at the date & time shown below (by the person below), and with a tamper-proof seal.................
Wt2rintl:
Signed:
Date:
Time;

Print Form

I

D

SLD DCS Form 104 version 6.1 (April 2018)

- - · - - - - --- ---

--

0

0

□

~·

D

_,. ............._ ...... ,......

~
□

0

D

Reset Form

NEW MEXICO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

CHEMISTRY BUREAU

Re~esl ID Llbel

2023235

One Form

Rll'S

USE>>>

«<1"1ME

ONLY

Per Sampfe

Phone(S05)383-9000

DATE

STAMP

sampIe Temperature (OCJ:

20190

{; Remarks:
1

62

t::---:-:-:----:---.J.....LJ.;:~::--.....t...------,-----.-- - - - -

r

Field preservation confirmed

r

PreseNed to pH < 2 at Lab Date/lnit/o/:

SAMPLE PRIORITY(call lab if 1; 2): 3

SUBMITTER COOE/DESCR_IPTION: 9 15 Proficiency Testing/QC
(' USER CODE 30120 (ABCWUA)

CHEMISTRY W
C .. " . -mIIIHIIBl/llllllll/1111!R

One Form

Albuquerque, NM 87102

Per Sample

11n1111~uurn111onn

ANALYTICAL REQUEST FORM (INTERACTIVE

Scientific Laboratory Division
1101 Camino de Salud NE

Request ID # Here

l. 5S000 (NMED·DWBJ (" 5541 0 (NMED·GWQB)

(i' 64000 (Individual client fee•for-servlce) (' SS91 o (NMEO-SWQBJ

(' OTHER USER CODE (Select one):

k},f SIO L t_/c_ (First):

SAMPLER NAME (Last):

J-0.S-S t)j ;J,J?3

CONTACT PHONE #:

3

WSS ID # (:<xnnnnnnn):
FACILITY/LOCATION:

r
r
r

13--Plfl<;

/i:... 0

New I Change Address for Submit1er •···-····- >

FACILITY ID:

SAMPLING PT. ID:

Name:

New I Change Address for WSS I C/ient ··-···--·> Address, with ZIP:
Attention To: ••············-· - ··········-·--·-··>

FIELD DATA
AND
REMARKS

G

Non•chlorlnated

Chlorinated

Residual (mg//):

tr, /

pH:

Conductivity (µSiem):

~ Temperarure (0 C)

~

Field remarks:

SAMPLING
DOCUMENTATION

r
r

SAMPLE (i' Water

TYPE

r

,-------'------------------------

NMED monitoring
Confirmation

r

(' Finished water

("' Swipe/Smear

r
r

r

r

Compliance

r

Composite

r

Pb & Cu· Compliance

(' Non-filtered water (' Raw Water

Airsample (' Blood ("' Tissue (' Urine

r

r

Non-compliance

Splil withfacility

r

Greb sample

,e u) We_,

Other, Describe:

(" Filtered water

r

("' Filter

r

(' Soil/Sediment

(' srudge

(' Other, Describe:

r

r

r

PRESERVATIO
None
Lab to acidify Ix Shipped at < 4 C
Hydrochloric acid
Nitric acid Ix Sulfuric acid
Ascorbic acid
Male/c acid
OR ACID/ BASE 1 - - - - . J ~ -- - . . , . - ' - - - -- - -- ' - - , - - - - - ---'--.-----'--,-----'...___ _ _.....,_ _ __
Sodium thiosulfate
Ammonium chloride
Sodium hydroxide
Other, Describe:
ADDED

r

r

r

A&M ANALYSES LIST

Nitrat!;: + Nitrite {EPA 353.2 Nitrate+ Nitrite)

WC ANALYSES LIST
OR ANALYSES LIST
RC ANALYSES LIST
CTAR ANALYSES LIST
ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

DATE COLLECTED (MM·DD·YY):

0 5' -

ol, y - /

TIME COLLECTED (HH:MM 24·hr):
~

Please U)e th/5CHAIN OF CUSTODY FORM ro record transfer

Container
The s;imple identified on this request form & sample container, wa~ collected

/i~I: +Wr··-·
/

shown in the lorm fields above; by the sampler listed ab
i~
v
nd wa·s· trnn

ByJpJ.1111):

11-r-r. /I,f/ WIK.rd& tL.-

re!samptlentified

on this form & cont

-f//.1r; - .

rw

ac

/i;h,

pted either at t

left of this form, or. at the date & time shown bel w (by the.no~~

the date & time
ed with a tamper-proof seal... ....... ..

Print Form

0

r

Jon #ow)'. and with a tamper•proof seal

0

□

CJ

Date:_ __ .TJme~·-··--·-

The sample Identified o n t his form & container was accepted either at the DATE/TIME STAMP shown in the top
left of this form, or at the date & time shown below (by the person below), and with a tamper•proof seal.................

Signed:

a

DATE/TIME STAMP shown in the top

By~:)hu~h:-Gabl1er..t.__s1gned: ·- ( ~ 0~

!1,yJpcint/:

0

.El.lli.!ll
H2l
f!t.ill.,)ll
~ a f™'1l D.Mh1Qe.

Date:
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ANALYTICAL REQUEST FORM (INTERACTIVE)
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Per Sample

oor .

CHEMISTRY

One Form

Per Sample

OR
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DATE Somp/e Temperature (OC):
c IRemarks:
<<.:TIME 1-...;__ _:._ _ _--JWL.....i_,~--.1.-------,------r- - - - - - 1
STAMP J • Field presetvatlon confirmed [J Preserved to pH< 2 at Lab Date/Initial:

l.AB

: SAMPLE PRI0RITV(ca// lab if 1I 2): 3

SUBMITTER CODE/DESCRIPTION:
Q USER CODE 30120 (ABCWUA)

0

SS000 (NMED-OWB)

0

55410 (NMED-GWQB) @ 64000 (Jndlv/dual client fee-for-service) () 55910 (NMEO-SWOB)

O oTHER USER CODE (Select one):
' SAMPLER ID #:

SAMPLER NAME (Lost):
WSS ID# (>cxnnnnnnn):

CONTACT PHONE#:

l SAMPLING PT. ID

FACILITY/LOCATION:

1 · New I Change Address for Submitter ------·>
I ' New/ Change Address for WSS I Client·-·····->

Name:

Address, with ZIP:
,--------'------------------------J
C, Attention To:··------------------>
FIELD DATA
AND
REMARKS

@ Non-chlorinated

I0 Chlorinated IResidual (mg/1): I

!lpH:

19:1 :IConductivity (µSiem): IZt,r) iTemperature '° CJ Iz o i

Field remarks:!

SAMPLING
DOCUMENTATION

G NMED monitoring ID Compliance ID
G Confirmation ID Composite 118: Other,

Pb & Cu• Comp/lance

JO Non-compliance

ID Split wlthfoclflry 11&1 Grab sample
I

Describe.iNewW~II Monitoring

IO Filtered water I0 Non-filtered water I0 Raw Water 0 Soil/Sediment 10 Sludge
0 Blood I0 Tissue I0 Urine I0 FIiter IO Other, Describe:
IC
PRE5ERVATIO!\ r :None jlJ Lab to acidify !xi Shipped at < 4 C l!&i Hydrochloric acid ID Nitric acid ID Sulfuric acid IGAscorbic acidID Ma/etc acid
OR ACID/BASE
Ix Sodium thiosulfate In Ammonium chloride IC: Sodium hydroxide !□other, Describe:lsodlum sulfite
ADDED
I0

Finished water
SAMPLE ~ - Water
TYPE
0 Swipe/Smear
Air sample

A&M ANALYSES LIST
OR ANALYSES LIST

SOWA Full Suite Semi-volatiles (SOCs = 40 CFR 141.61c)(EPA 504.1, 508.1, 515.4, 525.2, 531.2, 547, 548.1, 5492)

RC ANALYSES LIST
WC ANALYSES LIST

I

CTAR ANALYSES LIST

i

ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

IDATE coLLEcreo (MM-DD-YYJ:

Ic; v

- ol. v -/ '1

1jr1ME COLLECTED (HH:MM 24-hr):

I IO·. OZqM
.!w.W

liQJ

~

~

fwm1

.Q~ed

0

~

u

□
The sample identified on this form & ,ontainer was acc.epted either c1t the DATE/TIME STAMP shown In the top
left of this form, or at the date & time shown below (by the person below), and with a tamper-proof seal......,"'"""
By (print/:
Signed:
Date:
Time:
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One Form
Per Sample

~019010264 __ _

DATE Sample Temperature (OQ:
Remarks:
«<TIME t;:::::-:-~:------__._,........_--:--t-;:::::---L------.---------.-------:.1
STAMP O Field preservation confirmed O Preserved to pH< 2 at Lab Date/lnltla/:

ISAMPLE PRIORITY(ca/1 /ab if 7/ 2): 3

SUBMITTER CODE/DESCRIPTION:

I

O USER CODE 30120 (ABCWUA)

0

SS000 (NMED-DWB)

0 55410 (NMED-GWQB)

0

@ 64000 (Individual client fee-for-service)

5591 0 (NMED-SWQB)

O oTHER USER CODE (Select one):
SAMPLER NAME (Last):

WA->,o·l.

El Prado Water & Sanitation District

i SAMPLING PT. ID·

FACILITY/LOCATION:

I,

New I Change Address for Submitter----·-·-·->

r

New /Change Address for WSS/Client---·--·> Address, with ZIP:

C

Attention To:-······· - - -

O

@ Non-chlorinated

REMARKS

Field remarks:

SAMPLING

O

DOCUMENTATION

O Confirmation O

TYPE

NMEDmonitoring

C-

Name:

·------>

FIELD DATA
AND

SAMPLE C.: Water

~-v6:3d/ ?Stf_ ·

lcoNTACTPHONE#:

WSS ID # (l<Xnnnnnnn):

Finished water

Chlorinated

O

Residval (mg/I):

Compliance

Composite

O

I&:

O

1pH:

Pb&Cu•Compliance

.( 1 Conductivity (µSiem):

2,d) I Temperature(° CJ

C! Non-compliance O Splitwith facility IR Grabsample

Other, Describe. New Well Monitoring

O

Filtered water

Non-filtered water

O

O

Raw Water

Soll/Sediment

O

Sludge

O Air sample () Blood O Tissue O Urine O Filter C Other, Describe:
CJNone LJlab to acidify l'8:: Shipped at< 4 C iR Hydrochloric acid O Nitric acid O Sulfvric acid C Ascorbic acid Ci Maleic acid

() Swipe/Smear

PRESERVATIO

OR ACID/BASE 1----L------.--'--------'--,--------'-=---..__-.,__ _..______.._____--t
ADDED
Sodium thiosulfate
Ammonivm chloride
Sodium hydroxide
Other, Describe:

r.

n

rJ

r

A&M ANALYSES LIST
OR ANAL YSfS LIST

SDWA voes I (40 CFR 141.61a) (EPA 524.2 SDWA Volatile Orgahic Compounds I)

I
I

RC ANALYSES LIST
WC ANALYSES LIST

i

CTAR ANALYSES LIST
ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

ITIME COLLECTED (HH:MM 24-hr):

DATE COLLECTED (MM-DD·YY):

OnShlopinq

Please use lhis CHAIN OF CUSTODY FORM ro record transfer

~

The sample Identified on this request form & sample container, was collect d at the dat time
shown in the form fields above; by the sampler listed abovijiwatran r ~ wit
mper-proof seal............

~/J11ij/J.&Jl.._f!JJSJ.tJ.lJt.Signed:-}
The sample Identified on this form & container was accel/jd

~:(~~~:~~!.~~~ea~ ~~b~~-~7g~b:d~h

e

t the DAT

.L~f

E STAMP shown in the top

Signed:

□
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.ewm..&

~

~

□

~

0
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~

0

el,· :!£:~!~~~~-:::pro~~=~-1___

The sample identified on this form & container was accepted either at the DATE/TIME STAMP shown in the top
left of this form, or at the date & time shown below (by the person below), and with a tamper-proof seal...............
!}~

□

Erewll
&.Infill

Date:

SLD DCS Form 104 version 5.2 (November 2016)

Time:

□

□

0

IJ

:lsAMPLE PRIORITY(ca// lab If 1I l J:13

SUBMITTER CODE/DESCRIPTION:f
O usER CODE 30120 (ABCWUAJ1O 55000 (NMED-DWBJIO 55410 (NMED-GWQB)

IO

64000 (Individual client fee-for-service)

jO 55910 (NMED-SWQB)

· @.OTHER USER CODE (Select one): 191999 VOC-1 &VOC-11 Travel Blank-use another form & user code for sample

I (FlrstJ:I

SAMPLER NAME (last):

ilsAMPLER 10

,:I

~CONTACT PHONE #:

I
;

El Prado Water & Sanitation District

'IWSSNAME:

WSS ID ti (xxnnnnnnn): NM35-15029

1 FACILITY

FACILITY/LOCATION: Travel Blank for El Prado VOCl sample

I.} New I Change Address for Submitter··- ·•·-

10:

I

i SAMPLING PT. ID~

I

I

Name:

···>

C• New I Change Address for WSS /Cllent··--·--·> Address, with ZIP:
[" Attention To: ·-- ·············-- ..-········-····--··>

FIELD DATA
AND
REMARKS

0

Non-chlorinated

jO

Field remarks:!

SAMPLING
DOCUMENTATION

[J

NMED monitoring

C

Confirmation

I

Chlorinated

jResidual (mg/I):

IC Compliance

jC; Composite

I

]pH:

I

i Conductivlly (µSiem): I

;ITemperature (0 CJ I

i

'

jO Pb & Cu• Compliance IDNon-compliance jD Split withfaci/ity IC Grab sample

~ : Other, Describe.{ FRB

IOF//teredwater IO Non-filtered water jO Raw Water 0 So/I/Sediment 10 Sludge
0 Blood IO Tissue IOUrine lO Filter I@ Other, Describe: Travel Blank
IO
PRESERVATIO~ C None IGLob to acidify /R Shipped at < 4 C IIR Hydrochloric acid I□ Nitric acid P Sulfuric acid lu Ascorbic add I□ Maleic acid
OR ACID/BASE
G Sodium thiosulfate jr1 Ammonium chloride ID Sodium hydroxide !□other, Desalbe:I
ADDED
jO

Finished water
SAMPLE 0 Water
TYPE
0 Swipe/Smear
Air sample

i

A&M ANALYSES LIST

'

OR ANALYSES LIST

i

SOWA VOCs I (40 CFR 141.61 a) (EPA 524.2 SOWA Volatile Organic Compounds I)

'

RC ANALYSES LIST
WC ANALYSES LIST

'

CTAR ANALYSES LIST
ADDITIONAL ANALYSES

joATECOLLECTED (MM-DD· YYJ:

I ~-- t ~ - ?-01 a,

:jnME COLLECTED (HH:MM 24-hr):

Please use rhls CHAIN OF CUSTODY FORM to record transfer

r;s

~
~

The sample Identified on this request form & sample contalne,as collecte t the date & time
shown In the form fields above; by the sampler listed abov
fJ
tr
ed with a tamper-proof seal............

Bv(pri11rlij/.(//-/4!16ia,LM.$/Q).±J..Signed: _ :

/ill

The sample identified on this fort:' & container was accepti;¥ 1th

left of_t ~ ~ K ~ ~ t . e-~ t )

By.iJuiiili!

a

. ___

the DA

D

□

0

0

~E STAMP shown In the top

tJrt1 below (by th1'ni n-~ r ~ I ~ , . , , a~~ith a tamper-proof seal
Signed: _

frw:n!
.&..lnruJ

(__J..'/~

Date:_____Time: _ __

The sample identified on this form & container was accepted either at the DATE/TIME STAMP shown in the top
left of this form, o r at the date & t ime shown below (by the person below), and with a tamper-proof seal................
JlxiJll:lo1l;.
Signed:
Dote:
Time:

D

D

□

0
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One Form
Per Sample

LAB

PH 2: lf2

ANALYTICAL REQUEST :::~::~~:~:~~E)
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One Form
Per Sample

..~i~hoqe:(Sj)S},.8~-?.~0C!-~~

I i

I

DATE Sample Temperature (00: {O, \
Remarks:
<«TIME
STAMP
Field preservation confirmed 0 Preserved to pH < 2 otLab Date/Initial:

r:

I

OR

I

:ISAMPLE PRIORITY(ca///ab if I I 2):13 '

SUBMITTER CODE/DESCRIPTION:!
l ·USER CODE 30120 (ABCWUA)

CHEMISTRY

!\ I\IDIIBI\DlHftll~~lt"I H
2019010266

j() 55000.(NMED-DWBJjO

IO 64000 (lnd/vfdual client fee-for-service) 10 5591 o (NMED-5WQB)

55410 (NMEO-GWQB)

(e OTHER USER CODE (Select one): j91999 VOC-1 & VOC·II Travel Blank - use another form & user code for sample
SAMPLER NAME (Last):

; (First):j

WSS ID# {xxnnnnnnn): NM35-15029
FACILITY/LOCATION:

/jsAMPLER 10

jwSSNAME:

Travel Blahk for El Prado RSOC sample

FACILITY ID:

New I Change Address for Submitter---- --->

r

New I Change Address for WSS I Client----> Address, with ZIP:

C

Allention To:

:

I

!

!J SAMPLING PT. !Di

Name:

------------------------> I

0

Non-chlorinated

!O

Chlorinated

!Resldual(mgA):

I

:IConductivity (µSiem): j

!lpH:j

Jremperature (DC)

1

I

Field remarks:!

SAMPLING
DOCUMENTATION
SAMPLE
TYPE

!ICONTACT PHONE#: I

El Prado Water & Sanitation District

ri

FIELD DATA
AND
REMARKS

#:I

C

NMED monitoring

C.•Confirmation

IC Compliance

jC

JC' Composite j[5{ Other,

IO Finished water IC' Filtered water

0

Woter

0

Swipe/Smear

jO Air sample C Blood !O

IC

Tissue

Pb & Cu - Compliance

jC Non-compliance IC:' Split with facility IC Grab sample

'

Describe.i FRB

jO

Non-filtered water

jO Urine jO

Filter

j@

IC Raw Water

C

Other, Describe:

Travel Blank

So/I/Sediment

jO Sludge

lu Hydrochloric acid JD Nitric acid 1□ Sulfuric add JC Ascorbic acidIC Maleic acid
ID Sodium hydroxide jC0ther, Describe:j

I

PRESERVATIO~ L'. None
Lab to acidify 18:: Shipped at < 4 C
OR ACID/BASE
18" Sodium thiosulfate
Ammonium chloride
ADDED

jC:

A&M ANALYSES LIST
OR ANALYSES LIST

SOWA VOCs II EDB, DBCP & TCP (EPA 504.1 SDWA Volatile Organic Compounds II EDB)

RC ANALYSES LIST

we ANALYSES LIST
'

CTAR ANALYSES LIST
ADDITIONAL ANALYSES
DATE COLLECTED {MM-DD-Yl'):

_ \? .-2,.o ~

TIME COLLECTED (HH:MM 24-hr):

Please uie this CHAIN OF CUSTODY FORM to record transfer

0

□
The sample identified on this form & container was accepted either at the DATE/TIME STAMP shown In the top
left of this form, or at the date & time shown below {by the person below), and with a tamper-proof seal...............
fJyJg_rinV:
Signed:
Date;
Time:

□

0

0

0

- - - -- - ----------
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SLD Form 106, vl .3

WATER ANALYSIS REQUEST FORM

!Wf~TJ-" .

Scientific Laboratory Division - Env. Micro Section

~ ; , _ ; i ' tC'

1101 Camino de Salud NE

ENVIRONMENTAL MICRO.

BW# 901011
IIHII~OIi B1IiiDI11
WSS

(;2]NM35

CODE

O
0

*REQUIRED INFORMATION

Albuquerque, NM 87102
Phone# (505} 383-9129 voicemail/-9144 lab no voice mail

0635

0935

El Prado Water & Sanitation District
•state:

Oorlnklng H20

,\

(Checi<one)

ource Assessment

Osurface H20 ()J
GWR
Owaste H20
□Glycol
□solids

0PubllcWater System

J}.

□Private Well

Owutewater Treatment Plant

Source: Other

§

E. coli Count Wastewater QuantlTray

·ttiJUG

Total Coliform MPN (Dairy Only)

Dairy Water SPC (Dairy Only)

Fecal Coliform Membrane Filter

round Water

Fecal Coliform MPN

Rule MUG

EC-MUGMPN

Other:

Print Name

Present & lntatt

.huck Gabbert

Not Present

Present & Damaged

The sample identified on the container and this form was transferred with a tamper-proof seal:
0;,te MM/DO/YY lime HH:MM (24hrl
Print Name
Signature

Present & Intact
Not Present

Present & OamAged
he sample identified on the container and this form was transferred with a tamper-proof seal:
Print Name

Signature

Oate MM/DD/YY Time HH:MM (24hr)

Present & Intact
Not Present
Present & Damaged
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